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Abstract
Human access to the increasing amount of information and data plays an essential role for the
professional level and also for everyday life. While information visualization has developed new
and remarkable ways for visualizing data and enabling the exploration process, adaptive systems
focus on users’ behavior to tailor information for supporting the information acquisition pro-
cess. Recent research on adaptive visualization shows promising ways of synthesizing these two
complementary approaches and make use of the surpluses of both disciplines. The emerged meth-
ods and systems aim to increase the performance, acceptance, and user experience of graphical
data representations for a broad range of users. Although the evaluation results of the recently
proposed systems are promising, some important aspects of information visualization are not
considered in the adaptation process. The visual adaptation is commonly limited to change
either visual parameters or replace visualizations entirely. Further, no existing approach adapts
the visualization based on data and user characteristics. Other limitations of existing approaches
include the fact that the visualizations require training by experts in the field.
In this thesis, we introduce a novel model for adaptive visualization. In contrast to existing
approaches, we have focused our investigation on the potentials of information visualization for
adaptation. Our reference model for visual adaptation not only considers the entire transforma-
tion, from data to visual representation, but also enhances it to meet the requirements for visual
adaptation. Our model adapts different visual layers that were identified based on various models
and studies on human visual perception and information processing. In its adaptation process,
our conceptual model considers the impact of both data and user on visualization adaptation.
We investigate different approaches and models and their effects on system adaptation to gather
implicit information about users and their behavior. These are than transformed and applied to
affect the visual representation and model human interaction behavior with visualizations and
data to achieve a more appropriate visual adaptation. Our enhanced user model further makes
use of the semantic hierarchy to enable a domain-independent adaptation.
To face the problem of a system that requires to be trained by experts, we introduce the
canonical user model that models the average usage behavior with the visualization environment.
Our approach learns from the behavior of the average user to adapt the different visual layers and
transformation steps. This approach is further enhanced with similarity and deviation analysis
for individual users to determine similar behavior on an individual level and identify differing
behavior from the canonical model. Users with similar behavior get similar visualization and
data recommendations, while behavioral anomalies lead to a lower level of adaptation. Our
model includes a set of various visual layouts that can be used to compose a multi-visualization
interface, a sort of "‘visualization cockpit"’. This model facilitates various visual layouts to provide
different perspectives and enhance the ability to solve difficult and exploratory search challenges.
Data from different data-sources can be visualized and compared in a visual manner. These
different visual perspectives on data can be chosen by users or can be automatically selected by
the system.
This thesis further introduces the implementation of our model that includes additional ap-
proaches for an efficient adaptation of visualizations as proof of feasibility. We further conduct a
comprehensive user study that aims to prove the benefits of our model and underscore limitations
for future work. The user study with overall 53 participants focuses with its four conditions on
our enhanced reference model to evaluate the adaptation effects of the different visual layers.
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Kurzfassung
Die stetig wachsende Menge und Komplexität digitaler Daten erfordern neue Wege zur Er-
schließung von Informationen durch den Menschen. Verschiedene Forschungsrichtungen widmen
sich dem menschlichen Zugang zu den wachsenden Mengen an Daten. Während etwa die For-
schung im Bereich der Informationsvisualisierung immer wieder neue und effiziente Methoden
zur explorativen graphischen Informationserschließung entwickelt, werden diese oft auf Grund
der Komplexität von vergleichsweise wenigen, speziellen Benutzern angewandt. Komplementär
dazu steht im Fokus der adaptiven Systeme der Mensch mit seinen Fähigkeiten, Kenntnissen und
Präferenzen. Dabei werden Informationen und Darstellungsarten an die Bedürfnisse und Fähig-
keiten der jeweiligen Benutzer angepasst, um so möglichst heterogene Nutzer zu unterstützen.
Das neue Forschungsgebiet der adaptiven Visualisierungen vereinigt Methoden aus beiden Dis-
ziplinen, um die jeweiligen Vorteile zu nutzen. Dabei zielen adaptive Visualisierungen nicht nur
darauf ab, die Effektivität und Effizienz zu steigern, sondern auch die Benutzerakzeptanz und
das Benutzungserlebnis. Obwohl die Evaluationsergebnisse der entwickelten Systeme sehr vielver-
sprechend sind und gesteigerte Effizienz und Akzeptanz aufzeigen, werden wichtige Aspekte der
Informationsvisualisierung nicht im Adaptionsprozess berücksichtigt. So adaptieren existierende
Systeme entweder basierend auf den Datencharakteristika oder den Benutzereigenschaften. Ein
Ansatz, der beide Einflussfaktoren berücksichtigt, fehlt gänzlich. Des Weiteren werden entweder
Visualisierungsarten durch andere im Adaptionsprozess ersetzt oder bestimmte Variablen einer
Visualisierungsart angepasst. Der Transformationsprozess, von Daten hin zu visuellen Repräsen-
tationen, der sehr viele Möglichkeiten zur Anpassung anbieten würde, wird in heutigen Systemen
nicht ausreichend berücksichtigt. Benutzeradaptive Visualisierungen müssen oftmals von Exper-
ten aufwändig trainiert werden, damit ein Adaptionseffekt entsteht. Die hier genannten Punkte
sind lediglich Beispiele, um aufzuzeigen, dass ein methodisches Modell für die Adaption von In-
formationsvisualisierung fehlt. Heutige Ansätze haben einen mehr experimentellen Charakter,
der nicht zu einer ganzheitlichen Lösung führt.
Die vorliegende Dissertationsschrift stellt ein modellbasiertes, methodisches Konzept zur
adaptiven Visualisierung vor, das die Vorteile der adaptiven Systeme und die der Informati-
onsvisualisierung vereint. Im Gegensatz zu existierenden Ansätzen, werden dabei insbesondere
die Adaptionspotentiale der Informationsvisualisierung untersucht und auf das Referenzmodel
übertragen. Dazu nutzt das hier vorgestellte Modell nicht nur das bereits existierende Referenz-
modell der Informationsvisualisierung als Grundlage zur Identifikation von Adaptionsvariablen.
Es werden vielmehr Modelle aber auch Studienergebnisse aus dem Bereich der visuellen Wahr-
nehmung und menschlicher Informationsverarbeitung herangezogen, um das Referenzmodel für
den Einsatz in adaptiven Visualisierungen zu erweitern und zu optimieren. Um dem Charakter
der Informationsvisualisierung gerecht zu werden, berücksichtigt das Modell im Adaptionsprozess
sowohl die Charakteristika der Benutzer als auch die der Daten. Dabei werden Benutzercharak-
teristika implizit und nur anhand der Benutzerinteraktionen mit der Visualisierung ermittelt.
Die Arbeit untersucht in diesem Kontext diverse Methoden und deren Effekte auf die Systema-
daption, die dann für die Adaption von Visualisierungen entsprechend angepasst werden. Das in
dieser Arbeit vorgestellte Benutzermodell kombiniert das Benutzungsverhalten mit Daten und
Visualisierungen, um die Effizienz, Effektivität und Benutzerakzeptanz von adaptiven Visuali-
sierungen zu steigern. Des Weiteren wird über die semantische Konzeptstruktur der Daten eine
domänenübergreifende Benutzermodellierung erzielt. Ein integrierter Ansatz zur kanonischen Be-
nutzermodellierung, der das durchschnittliche Benutzungsverhalten aller Benutzer mit der Visua-
lisierung modelliert, macht das Antrainieren des Systems überflüssig. Mit Hilfe des kanonischen
Benutzermodells lernt das System sich dem durchschnittlichen Benutzer anzupassen. Mit jeder
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Benutzung durch reale Benutzer wird die visuelle Adaption des Systems verbessert. Um indivi-
duelle Benutzer und deren spezielle An-forderungen zu unterstützen, werden Ähnlichkeits- und
Unterscheidungsmessungen eingeführt. Wenn sich Benutzer individuell angemeldet haben, wird
deren Verhalten durchgehend mit dem Benutzungsverhalten anderer Benutzer verglichen. Wer-
den dann etwa ähnliche Verhaltensmuster festgestellt, können Lücken des Benutzermodels durch
das Model eines ähnlichen Nutzers gefüllt werden. Wird dagegen festgestellt, dass das Verhalten
eines Benutzer vom allgemeinen Durchschnittsverhalten stark divergiert, werden die Adaptions-
effekte basierend auf das kanonische Model reduziert und jene Effekte verstärkt, die durch die
individuellen Interaktionen des Benutzers selbst modelliert wurden. Das hier vorgestellte Visua-
lisierungsadaptionsmodell integriert eine Reihe von verschiedenen Visualisierungslayouts. Diese
können bei Bedarf zu einem so genannten Visualisierungscockpit zusammengestellt werden und
so verschiedene Perspektiven auf dieselben Daten oder auf unterschiedliche Daten anbieten. Die
visualisierten Daten auf dem Bildschirm können dabei von unterschiedlichen Quellen stammen
und somit das Vergleichen von Daten auf visueller Ebene ermöglichen. Das Zusammenstellen
unterschiedlicher Visualisierungslayouts zu einer Benutzerschnittstelle kann vom Benutzer aber
auch automatisch vom System durchgeführt werden.
Das in dieser Arbeit dargestellte konzeptionelle Modell wurde implementiert, um die Umsetz-
barkeit darzulegen. Die Umsetzbarkeit der vorgestellten Modelle und Methoden wurde mit dem
SemaVis System nachgewiesen. SemaVis ist ein adaptives Visualisierungssystem, das in verschie-
denen Anwendungsszenarien eingesetzt werden kann. In dieser Arbeit werden drei ausgewählte
Anwendungsszenarien vorgestellt, um neben der Umsetzbarkeit auch das adaptive Verhalten des
SemaVis Systems aufzuzeigen. Um die Vorteile des adaptiven SemaVis und somit des Modells
zu belegen und Defizite zu identifizieren, wurde eine umfangreiche Benutzerstudie mit 53 Pro-
banden unter Laborbedingungen durchgeführt. Dabei wurden vier Konditionen gegeneinander
untersucht. Die Konditionen basierten auf das hier vorgestellt Referenzmodell der visuellen Ad-
aption und einer textuellen Darstellung als Baseline. Das Ziel war es, die Adaptionseffekte der
definierten visuellen Variablen zu untersuchen.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Digital information resources are getting with every hour more complex, bigger, more decen-
tralized, and more difficult to manage [KMS∗08, BR09, Ahn10]. Users all over the world are
putting digital information into digital resources, libraries publish primarily digital, and even
3D-objects are digitized and stored in decentralized data-sources. The term information over-
load is used for more than one decade to address the steadily increasing vast amount of data
and information [BR09]. Beside the increasing amount of data, the structure of data and its
complexity brought new challenges for research. Consequently information overload does not
describe the digital information problem with all its facets. The variety, volume, and veracity
of data emerged the new term ”Big Data”, to address beside the volume, the variety of data in
distributed data-sources [KWG13]. One of the main challenges of the vast and daily increasing
amount of data is the human access to data. While analyzing, storing, and managing data can
be processed commonly through the advances in new hardware technologies, the human access
to data is dependent to a factor that is not easy to manage: the human factor.
The problem of human access to data was recognized and is investigated by a variety of
disciplines and research areas. Information visualization and the related field of Visual Analytics
investigates the human visual information processing [TG80, Ren02, Wol07, War13] to provide
an interactive picture of the data and to amplify human’s cognition and provide insights and
knowledge [KKEM10, KMS∗08, CMS99]. For information visualization, the aspect of human per-
ception and visual information processing is a matter of research. How can data be transformed to
interactive graphical representations that amplify cognition, support the information acquisition
process, and consequently the acquisition of knowledge? Visual Analytics investigates further the
manipulation of data-analysis and transformation to provide unexpected patterns and thereby
new insights [Tho07, KAF∗08]. In both research fields the way from data-oriented visualization
to a more human-centered information presentation plays a key role. Thereby two main aspects
were proclaimed to enhance the interactive visual picture of data: ”The key challenge for visual
analytics is to derive semantic content or meaning from images in real time” [TC05, p. 112].
Thereby the inclusion of inclusion of the semantics or context in information visualization [Tho07]
and Visual Analytics, respectively played already several years ago an essential role. The role of
semantic and the related acquisition of meaningful sentences and information [TC05], is one key
challenge towards a more human-centered visual representation of data. Moreover, the human as
an implication and decision factor for information visualization was placed in the foreground of
research [KMS∗08]. The increased involvement of user’s intentions and preferences in the process
of information visualization got more important. Thereby the adaptation of information visu-
alization systems by developing ”novel interaction algorithms incorporating machine recognition
of the actual user intent and appropriate adaptation of main display parameters such as the level
of detail, data selection, etc. by which the data is presented” [KAF∗08, p. 162] was proposed
as a main challenge of research. The proposed human-centered research challenges evoked new
approaches and technologies to ease the human access to data.
In contrast to information visualization with the main goals of amplifying cognition and pro-
viding a more exploratory way of information retrieval, semantic technologies aim at formalizing
data as a ”conceptualization of knowledge” [Gru93]. As the World Wide Web provides a crucial
information resource, Berners-Lee proposed the idea of a Web of Data that enables the access
to the resources with sense of ”meanings” as Semantic Web [BL98, BL98, BL00]. The main idea
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of Semantic Web is to formalize data and information in a machine-readable way [BL00]. The
formalization aimed at making the web ”meaningful” based on a formalized notation of content
followed by a formalization of the underlying structure to provide a rule and meaning inference
for making the Web accessible for human and computer [BLHL01]. As the formal logical repre-
sentation of data as ontologies still exists, the more promising and disseminated way of knowledge
formalization of Linked-Data occupied the Web [BHIBL08, BHBL09, HB11]. With the broad
dissemination of Linked-Data, Semantic Web has gained a lightly differing character of a Web
with interlinked and meaningful resources [MJB12, Goo13]. Although, Linked-Data opened new
ways for acquiring information and knowledge, the related human-centered technologies are pri-
marily aiming at providing answers to questions that can be verbalized by human and require
therefore prior knowledge of a certain domain. Semantics visualizations are commonly designed
for ontology visualization and ontology engineering. The process of information acquisition in
an exploratory manner [Blo56, Mar06] does not play any role for today’s semantics visualization
approaches. The semantics visualizations are focusing far more on overviewing the data, rather
than on navigating through the conceptualized information. They remain on the abstract level
of ontological concepts and do not provide a search or information acquisition paradigm. Con-
sequently, the proposed challenges to include semantics for a more efficient way of visualizing
information and amplifying users’ cognition was not yet responded by the research community.
As the research on semantics visualization did not brought sufficient solutions for acquir-
ing information through Linked-Data on Web, a new interdisciplinary research area of adaptive
information visualization emerged from the fields of adaptive systems and information visualiza-
tion [CCH∗11, AB13, CCH∗14]. Adaptive systems provide a useful and promising way to face
in particular the variety of users [SSCC13, CCH∗14], context [Har10], and data [MHS07] with
adaptive methods that reduce human effort in complex information acquisition tasks. The main
idea of adaptive systems can be summarized with helping users to achieve their intended tasks
faster, easier, or with better results [Ros00] through the support of system-use [Bru07, Bru14] or
information acquisition [BM07a, Jam08, GSB13]. The general process of adaptation can be sum-
marized by the acquisition of relevant information (influencing factors), the formal representation
of this information, and the production of certain changes of the system behavior [KKP01]. Adap-
tive systems dispose of a comprehensive pool of methods, systems and algorithms for recognizing
and analyzing user related information. With these methods adaptive systems facilitate the han-
dling with complex information and support users during their work process [Har10, PBT14].
Different existing systems e.g. intelligent help systems [NS05], personalization of web page navi-
gation [Bru07] or learning systems [BM07a] are already using these methods and tailor the user
interface to influencing factors, those information that influence the behavior, appearance, or
view of a system.
Adaptive information visualization combines the areas of information visualization and adap-
tive systems to provide personalized and enhanced visualization. Recent research in adaptive
visualizations showed significant advances in human information processing [AB09, TCCH12,
SCC13]. The adaptation techniques were in particular adopted to search and exploration tasks
( [Ahn10], [AB09]). The evaluation results of the implemented adaptive visualizations are promis-
ing, whereas the applied methods vary enormously [Ahn10, GWL∗10, SCC13]. Although this
young research area has already provided interesting and promising approaches, a review on the
last decade of developed systems and approaches in adaptive visualizations shows shortcomings
and limitations. A first limitation refers the use of different influencing factors in adaptive vi-
sualizations. In information visualization two main aspects plays a key-role for a sophisticated
design, the user with her visual abilities, prior knowledge, and aptitudes; and the main char-
acteristics of data [CMS99, War13]. The adaptation of existing systems is either affected by
data [Mac86, MHS07] or by user [AB13, CCH∗14]. A system or approach that adapts based
on both influencing factors could not be found. The second limitation refers to the training
of such self-learning adaptive visualizations. The systems and approaches that are adapting to
users’ characteristics have to be trained by visualization experts [GWL∗10]. With each new
visual layout the entire system have to be trained with commonly static behavioral patterns as
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repeated interaction sequences. To our best of knowledge there exists no method that replaces a
system-training by experts. The third and in our opinion main limitation is that the transforma-
tion pipeline of data to visual representation is not considered in today’s approaches. Although,
there are many studies of visual perception, reference models for information visualization, and
a huge treasure of methods, applications and their effects to human perception, the outcomes
of these decades of work [Ber83, TG80, CMS99, KAF∗08] are not reflected in today’s adaptive
visualization approaches. Our review clearly signals that the emerging area of adaptive visu-
alizations did not investigate the human interface adaptation in depth. The most systems are
replacing visualization types based on some users’ implicit or explicit demands. The focus of
today’s systems is more to what should be adapted rather than what can be adapted. None of
the today’s systems adapts the entire range of possible visual layers.
The young research field of adaptive visualization made impressive advances and provided
promising approaches. However, a coherent model that investigates the potentials of informa-
tion visualization with its various variables that influence our perception and consequently the
information acquisition is missing completely. The transformation steps from data to interactive
visual representation are not investigated in the entire research field, even though these are the
fundamentals of information visualization.
1.2. Research Goals
In this thesis, we present a novel and coherent model for adaptive visualization for information ac-
quisition from distributed semantic data sources. In contrast to existing systems and approaches,
we investigate in particular the potentials of information visualization for adaptation. Our refer-
ence model for visual adaptation considers not only the entire transformation pipeline [CMS99]
from data to visual representation. It enhances far more the reference model to meet the require-
ments for adaptive visualizations. Our model provides an adaptation on different visual layers
and enhances the state of research. Each of the identified layers can be adapted automatically
by various influencing factors. The transformation steps from data to visualization are enhanced
to provide a fine granular adaptation of visual parameters. To identify the visual layers that
affect the human information processing, we investigate various models and studies on visual
perception. We further review the existing interaction techniques, visualization methods, data
types, and visualization tasks as foundations for our model. In this context, the differentiation
of visual layers and their effects on human visual perception is of great interest for our research.
Our conceptual model adapts the visual representation of data not only to users’ charac-
teristics. It considers in its adaptation process both influencing factors: data and user. In this
context, we investigate various existing classifications of data. Thereby, our research focuses
not only on semantic data. The entire data-types and categories are considered as foundation
for our reference model. For gathering implicit information about users and their behavior, we
investigate different approaches and models of interaction analysis and their effects on system
adaptation. These are than transformed and applied to affect the visual representation based
on combined models that represent user and data. We introduce in this context an improved
interaction prediction algorithm that is used to load data on demand from Web repositories,
before the user selects a data entity. Further the prediction algorithm is used to guide the at-
tention of users to recommended content. The user model introduced in this thesis combines the
interaction behavior of users with the characteristics of data and the content. The enhanced user
model further makes use of the semantic hierarchy to enable a domain-independent adaptation.
We introduce in this context a formal representation of users’ behavior with data, visual layouts,
and content. With a subsumption approach on semantic concept level, the domain independent
adaptation is achieved. Thereby the entire semantic structure is still part of the model to ensure
a more detailed adaptation within a knowledge domain.
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The conceptual design proposed in this thesis includes further the approach of a canonical
user model that models the average usage behavior of users with the visualization environment.
With this approach, an initial training of the visual environment by experts is not required.
The visual environment learns from the average user behavior and adapts the entire visual
transformation steps to the canonical user. This approach is further enhanced with similarity and
deviation analysis of individual users. As the canonical user model represents the average usage
behavior and provides a general adaptation to all users, users are able to login as individuals.
Our enhanced approach measures the similarity of users and the deviation of the individual user
to the canonical user. Based on these measurements a more personalized visual adaptation is
possible. Users with similar behavior get visualization recommendations from similar user. Users
with the interaction behavior that differs from the canonical user model, gets less adaptation
based on the canonical user model and more through their individual as soon as it contains
enough information. With our canonical user model and the related measurements, we provide
an approach that addresses not only the initial training of systems by experts. It further provides
a step towards solving the new user and new context problem.
Our model includes a set of various visual layouts that can be composed to a multi-
visualization interface. The related visualization cockpit model enables the orchestration of
visual layouts linked to semantic data-bases and interlinked with each other. In this context, we
investigate models and approaches of exploratory search [Blo56, Mar06, WR09] and provide a
conceptual design that supports the entire process of exploratory search based on semantic data.
We identify different visual orchestration methods to enable solving analytical tasks by providing
different perspectives on the same data, the same perspective on different data, or different per-
spectives on different data. Our visualization cockpit model enhances the traditional brushing
and linking approach in information visualization by dislinking visual layouts from each other or
from certain data-bases. The model further supports a simultaneous visualization of data from
different data-sources or sub-sets of data from the same data-source. The visualization cockpit
model enhances the adaptive behavior of our visualization environment by an automatic adding,
dismissing or rearranging of visual layout on the so called visual interface. The adaptation and
interlinking with data can be controlled by users too, whereas the appropriate visual layouts are
recommended to support the users in an unobtrusive way.
Another research aspect of our work is the visualization of semantics. In this context, we
investigate the different formalisms and data structures of semantics and the way how they are
accessed by human. A comprehensive review on existing semantics visualizations enlightens
limitations in existing systems. We clearly illustrate that existing semantics visualization does
not support the mentioned paradigms of exploratory search. To face this challenge, we introduce
first an approach that includes semantics resulted entities in semantic data-bases by iterative
querying. The semantic structure and quantitative measures on the data builds our data model
that is the foundation of the semantics visualization. We apply further our approach for non-
semantic data-bases that returns just metadata as results and generate the semantics by our
iterative querying approach. To visualize the relevance of the semantic neighbors of an entity,
we introduce two algorithms that measure the contextual relevance of the semantic neighbors.
The measured values are used to adapt the visual variables that guide the users’ attention to
certain data-entities.
We introduce in this thesis various models, approaches, and algorithms that enhances the
idea of adaptive semantics visualization. We focus thereby on a replicable way of description and
illustration of all our models. The theoretical approaches and models are the foundations of our
work, but they need to be verified in terms of feasibility and added values. To prove the feasibility
of our conceptual model, we introduce the so called SemaVis technology that implements the
conceptual model of this thesis. We describe the technical interplay of the components based on
a Model View Controller design pattern. In this context, we illustrate the main characteristics
of SemaVis, a distributed system that can be used as single-client or client-server application.
To demonstrate the implemented functionalities, we introduce three application scenarios with
different data-bases, goals, and target audience. The main goal here is to demonstrate that
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SemaVis and consequently our conceptual model can be applied to different domains with its
adaptive behavior. Beside the proof of feasibility, we conduct an empirical user study of the
implemented system. The conditions in our study were chosen based on our reference model
to validate the differentiation of the identified visual layers. Further two different task-types,
were evaluated: simple and exploratory tasks according to the definition of exploratory tasks.
We illustrate in our empirical user study that our conceptual model outperforms the tested
conditions in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, cognitive effort, and satisfaction.
1.3. Contributions
This thesis investigates the adaptation of information visualization for distributed semantic Web
data. The overall objective is to contribute with conceptual and technological advances for a
more sophisticated and comprehensive adaptation of visualization based on user and data char-
acteristics. The target audience is the research community of adaptive visualizations, whereas
the researchers in the area of information visualization are addressed too. This section outlines
the main contributions of this thesis in a comprehensible manner.
Overall Conceptual Model The comprehensive review on existing approaches for adaptive and
semantics visualization illustrated clearly different gaps and limitations in both research
areas. The conceptual model, as our main contribution, addresses the identified limitations
and provides a novel model for adapting semantics visualizations based on user and data
characteristics. Thereby the surpluses of existing models are used and combined with new
approaches to provide a more reliable adaptation model. The conceptual model contains
four main layers of influencing factors, knowledge model, process of adaptation, and visual
adaptation. Each of these layers contains further components and models that enhance the
existing approaches for visual adaptation.
Reference Model for Adaptive Visualization The transformation steps from data to visual rep-
resentation are not investigated in today’s adaptive visualization approaches. We con-
tribute here with a reference model for adaptive visualization that investigates all trans-
formation steps for adaptation and enhances these with further relevant steps to provide
a fine-granular adaptation. The reference model is based on a prominent and widespread
model. Our enhancements for adaptation are based on models and study results from hu-
man visual perception. The reference model contains four adaptation layers, Semantics,
Visual Layout, Visual Variable, and Visual Interface and includes the transformation steps
of data transformation, visual mapping, retinal variable mapping, and visual layout orches-
tration. Beside the transformation steps, the four layers can be adapted by the conceptual
model and the included adaptation processes. The main contribution here is the advanced
reference model that can be applied to any kind of visual adaptation and enhances the
state of the art with the various levels of adaptation based on human visual perception.
User Model Existing adaptive visualization approaches do not comprise data and users as influ-
encing factor for the adaptation process. Further, system training by visualization experts
is required to model the adaptation effects. We propose in this thesis a user model that
comprises both data and user for the adaptation process. The user model includes
thereby the combined interaction behavior with data and visual layouts. With the sub-
sumption on concept-level, we further enhance existing approaches for user modeling to
a domain-independent model. Trained user models in certain knowledge domains can
be used for adaptation in other knowledge domains too. The introduced user model fur-
ther makes use of the semantic hierarchy of data. Within a certain knowledge domain,
the model provides conceptual information that leads to recommend data from the
same semantic concepts. Beside the behavioral analysis of users an enhanced prediction
algorithm is introduced that enables the guidance of users’ attention to data or load not
selected data, due to the prediction measures. One main concept of our user model is the
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appliance of a canonical user model that represents the average behavior of all users
and leads to a general adaptation of the visualization environment without the necessity of
an expert to train the system. A similarity algorithm measures the similarity between
users and recommend in case of similar behavior to fill the gap of the user model with the
information of other users. With our deviation analysis, the differences between the
canonical and individual are measured. A differing behavior results in less adaptation
based on the canonical user model.
Visualization Cockpit Model Existing semantics visualizations scarcely investigate the visual-
ization of search results, whereas the process of exploratory search is not supported to our
best of knowledge. We contribute in this thesis with our visualization cockpit model that
aims at supporting the entire exploratory search process. Thereby visual layouts can be
composed by the user or by the adaptive system in a juxtaposed manner on the visual
interface to provide different perspectives on the same data, same or different perspectives
on different sub-set of data, and even same or different perspectives on data from different
data-sources. The main contribution is an enhanced brushing and linking metaphor that
enables the placement, rearrangement, and displacement of visual layouts on screen. Each
visual layout can be interlinked with another layout or with a data-base. The visualization
cockpit model enables solving analytical and comparative tasks.
Proof of Feasibility: The SemaVis Technology We introduce in our thesis various model, ap-
proaches, and algorithms on a replicable but more theoretical level. It is therefore necessary
to prove the feasibility of our conceptual model. To prove the feasibility, we introduce as
one contribution the architectural design of the SemaVis technology that implements major
parts of our conceptual model. With the implementation, we provide further three appli-
cation scenarios, in which SemaVis were applied, digital library, Web-search, and policy
modeling. We chose this way of introducing the technology to provide a comprehensible
illustration of the system behavior. The main contribution here is not only the proof of
feasibility but also the illustration of the adaptive system behavior.
Empirical User Study To validate our assumption that our conceptual model leads to signifi-
cant advances in adaptive visualizations; we conducted a user study with 53 participants,
four conditions, two interventions, and a total number of 40 tasks. For this purpose, we
developed an evaluation-software that measured the task completion time, task correctness
automatically and guided the users through the entire evaluation scenario. The study was
conducted as a within-subject Latin-Square design. An ’a priori’ power analysis was per-
formed to measure the required sample size. The conditions were applied to our reference
model for adaptation to investigate the effects of the different visual layers in adaptive
visualizations. Beside a performance measure in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, two
questionnaires were used to evaluate the perceived attractiveness, effort, cognitive load,
and intuitiveness. For each measured valued a repeated measure ANOVA with pairwise
t-Tests were applied to measure the significance of each condition. One of the main contri-
butions of our thesis is the evaluation with the evaluation design and the results that give
an insight on different performance and perceived satisfaction with our adaptive system.
Beside the introduced main contributions, we introduced various further novel approaches,
algorithms, and models. An example is the iterative querying approach that enables the inclusion
of semantics based on resulted semantic entities or the appliance of the iterative approach for
metadata instead of semantic data. Further two algorithms were introduced that measure the
contextual relevance of selected semantic instances to enable visualizing contextual relevance.
We contributed further with novel visualization approaches that are integrated in our model as
visual layouts and enable the adaptation on different levels. Listing all the contribution would
go beyond the scope of this section. The thesis was partially published in various peer-reviewed
journals, conference proceedings, book chapters, and workshop proceedings. Interested audience
finds a record of publications in Section A.1 in the appendix of this thesis.
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1.4. Dissertation Roadmap
This thesis is structured in three main parts of Literature Review and State of the Art, Model
for Adaptive Semantics Visualization, and Proof of the Conceptual Model as illustrated in Figure
1.1. The first part of the thesis starts with a chapter about information visualization (Chapter
2) as a canonical foundation. The main goal is to give an overview of the various disciplines,
techniques, goals, and approaches that are coupled to interactive information visualization. In
particular the investigation of human visual perception, visualization tasks, and data models are
of great interest for our conceptual design. In this chapter, we introduce the reference model for
information visualization, the differentiation of visual layers, and models of visual perception that
are the foundations of our conceptual design. Further, we introduce in this chapter a high-level
task classification based on existing classifications that will be used for our reference model.
Chapter 3 will give a short overview of the idea of semantic web and its technologies. The
main goal of this chapter is to give a comprehensive and comprehensible state of art and tech-
nology for semantics visualizations. For obtaining a clear picture of the existing systems and
approaches, we will first define the term semantics visualization. With this definition of semantics
ontology visualizations are a subset of semantics visualization and thereby part of our review. We
will further introduce a classification of semantics visualization for providing a comprehensible
picture of the existing systems. Our state of art review will cover the last decade, whereas the
existing systems will be introduced based on our classification. The foundation of our review
will be established exploratory search models. Our review will outline that none of the existing
systems supports the exploratory search process, although semantics is predestinated to support
this kind of search.
Figure 1.1.: Roadmap & Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 4 will investigate in particular the adaptation process in information visualization.
To provide a comprehensible way for conveying different adaptation processes, we will introduce
three main aspects: influencing factors by means of to what can visualizations be adapted, knowl-
edge modeling that refers to the way how the influencing factors can be formalized (represented)
and which factors may play a role for the adaptation process, and human interface adaptation
that refers to visualization and their capabilities for adaptation. The main goal of this chapter is
to give a comprehensive and comprehensible state of art analysis for adaptive visualizations. For
this purpose we will first define adaptive visualization based on the definition of adaptive systems
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and the definition of information visualization. Our review on the existing systems will cover
again the last decade. The goal is to find systems or approaches that make use of all the defined
adaptation criteria, but at least combine some of them to provide a real benefit out of the visual
structures. Our review will clearly signal that the emerging area of adaptive visualizations did
not investigate the human interface adaptation in depth, yet. The most systems are replacing
visualization types and layouts respectively based on some users’ implicit or explicit demands.
The focus of today’s systems is more to what should be adapted rather than what can be adapted.
With this chapter, we conclude the review on existing systems and approaches.
The second part of our thesis introduces our conceptual model. Chapter 5 will summarize
some of the main outcomes of our literature review and propose based on the identified potentials,
requirements that should be fulfilled to provide scientific and technological advancements in
adaptive visualizations. Therefore, we first identify the requirements that build the foundation
on the conceptual work. Thereafter a high-level design of our conceptual model will be presented.
The high-level design aims at giving a short and comprehensible overview of our main intentions
and related contributions. This chapter can be seen as a roadmap of the detailed descriptions,
algorithms and models of our conceptual model.
Chapter 6 introduces based on the high-level design a detailed and replicable illustration
of our conceptual model. First the knowledge model with its three main components of data
model, data feature model, and user model will be introduced. Thereby data model will describe
the way semantic information is gathered from Web-sources and from non-semantic metadata.
Here the approaches of iterative querying will be described that leads to a formal representa-
tion of data as data model. Data feature model will illustrate the retrieving of quantitative
measure of the underlying data with the same iterative querying approach. In this context two
weighting-algorithms that measure the relevance of semantic neighbors of selected instances will
be introduced. Thereafter, the user model and the related concepts will be introduced that
combines the interaction behavior of users with data and visual layouts. Based on a formal
specification of users’ interactions the approach for determining and weighting user behavior and
predicting users’ action will be described. In this context the formal description of the canonical
user model and the group definition will be introduced followed by user similarity and deviation
analysis. Then the general adaption process will be described that guides through the entire
process of adaptation and illustrates when and how the measured values and models are applied.
Thereafter we will introduce our layer based reference model of adaptation. Therefore, we first
introduce an abstracted task model for information visualization and the different models of
visual perception. The chapter concludes with the description of our visualization cockpit model
and illustrates how this model can be applied to support the exploratory search with juxtaposed
visual layouts.
The last part of this thesis will introduce the proof of our conceptual model. Therefore Chap-
ter 7 we will first introduce the architectural design of our SemaVis technology that implements
major parts of our conceptual model. The architectural design of SemaVis will be described based
on the MVC design pattern. SemaVis as a visualization technology enables visualizing various
data-types, adapting to various influencing factors, and provides the functionalities described in
our conceptual model. SemaVis is implemented as client-server technology, whereas it can be
used as a client application or compiled as desktop application with limited functionalities. The
general architecture aims at providing the technical interplay of the introduced approaches, algo-
rithms, and models. It gives an overview of the implementation strategy and enables a mapping
to the already introduced high-level design. Beside the general architecture of SemaVis three
exemplary application scenarios will be introduced. The main goal of the application scenarios
is to provide a proof of feasibility and an insight of the adaptive behavior of the system.
Chapter 8 introduces the empirical study on our approach with an evaluation as a controlled
experiment. We will start with a general introduction into the topic of evaluation with a theoret-
ical overview of the underlying psychological methods. Thereafter a preliminary pilot study on
evaluating only the effects of visual variables in context of information search will be introduced
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that was performed together with the psychological department of the Technische Universität
Darmstadt. The main goal here was to find out, if the visual variables in terms of color and size
have already an effect on search efficiency and enable us to identify appropriate questionnaires,
limitations, and shortcomings. Although, the number of participants was limited to just 14, an
effect to task completion and therewith to effectiveness could be observed. The small sample size
led to big standard errors. Further limitations and shortcomings were identified to be eliminated
in the main evaluation. The main evaluation was conducted based on the implemented SemaVis
and the application scenario of digital libraries. We used a within-subject Latin-Square group
design with four conditions. The conditions were aligned to our reference model to evaluate
the effect of the adaptation of the different visual layers. Overall 53 persons participated in the
evaluation in a time-period of two weeks in a laboratory of Fraunhofer IGD. To reduce human
errors, we implemented an evaluation-software that collected data and guided the users through
the evaluation. Overall four hypotheses and nine sub-hypotheses were deduced to measure beside
performance in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, cognitive load and effort, and intuitiveness
with two questionnaires. The results of the evaluation illustrate that all our assumptions are
confirmed. The full-adaptive semantics visualization is more efficient, more effective, leads to less
cognitive load and effort and to higher satisfaction and user experience. In all our hypotheses,
the full adaptive SemaVis outperformed the non-adaptive visualization, the partially adaptive
visualization, and the textual baseline.
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2. Information Visualization
This chapter introduces information visualization as a canonical foundation of this thesis. We
will first try to differentiate information visualization from related areas. The goal is to have a
common understanding of the term information visualization in context of this work. Thereafter
we outline the interdisciplinary character of information visualization. For this we start with
the human and introduce various models and research outcomes on visual perception. We will
continue with our human centered view on information visualization and describe classifications
for interaction with information visualization. Based on an appropriate classification for our
purposes, we will describe the interaction with application examples. Thus interactive visualiza-
tions leads to solving tasks, the next chapter will introduce visual task classifications. We will
find a common understanding on the way how tasks are classified in literature in contrast to
interactions. Therefore an abstraction of the task classification will be performed. Based on this
abstracted task classification, we will describe the task and classify them in order to have a more
concrete understanding of visualization tasks. This will be important for our conceptual model.
With this procedure we will have a view how human is involved in the visualization process and
which tasks can be solved. Further it will be necessary to investigate the aspect of data in and
for information visualization. We will continue with the same procedure and introduce classifi-
cations of data. Further we will slightly change an existing classification and introduce the data
types based on this classification. The chapter will conclude with a section about technique and
methods for visualizing information. This section will follow the same procedure and introduces
first various existing classifications. Here again we will see that the proposed classifications are
not appropriate for our purposes and will combine existing classifications to have a baseline for
introducing the visualization techniques. The visualization techniques and methods will be in-
troduced exemplary and do not claim to cover the state of the art. The main goal of this chapter
that was partially published in [NSBK14, NK13] is to have a common understanding about the
terms, methods, and techniques of information visualization. Therefore we chose the view from
human side, the tasks, and the data to describe information visualization. Figure 2.1 illustrates
an abstract view on the structure of this chapter.
Information Visualization
Figure 2.1.: Abstract view on the structure of the chapter information visualization
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2.1. Terminological Distinction
The most common definition for information visualization in computational systems was brought
by Card et al. [CMS99]. They started with a more general definition of visualization in compu-
tational systems and defined visualization as ”The use of computer-supported, interactive, visual
representations of data to amplify cognition” [CMS99, p. 6], whereas the cognition is further
proposed as ”acquisition or use of knowledge” [CMS99, p. 6]. With this definition they worked
out that the main goal of visualizations is to provide insights (discovery, decision making, and
explanation) and not only pictures. Visualizations may represent different types of data. In case
of visualizing physical data, Card et al. tends to the term scientific visualization. [CMS99, p.
6] Based on the type of data to be visualized they define information visualization as:
The use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data
to amplify cognition.
[CMS99, p. 6]
The main difference in this definition is the term ”abstract data”, which is related to the fact
that no obvious spatial mappings can be assigned to the data. Without a spatial abstraction,
one challenge is the problem of rendering the data into an effective visual [CMS99, p. 7]. To
face the mapping problem of raw data to visual forms Card et al. proposed a reference model
for visualization [CMS99, pp. 17], using outcomes of previous works on non-computational
visualization of abstract data [Ber83]. The proposed reference model for visualization counts
today as the most influential reference model for information visualization. It provides a data
transformation process from raw data to views involving the human in the interaction processing.
The reference model is an excellent groundwork to understand, define and distinct information
visualization. Figure 2.2 illustrates the reference model with its transformation steps.
Figure 2.2.: Reference Model for Visualization (adapted from [CMS99, p. 17])
The series of transformations begins with raw data and ends after three transformation
steps with the human, who gains insights from the visual presentations. Vice versa the human is
enabled to operate and thereby manipulate and adjust the transformation steps (user interaction
on different level). The first step of transformation is data transformation, with the diverse
raw data formats to relations or sets of relations (data table) that are structured and easier to
visualize [CMS99]. Card et al. define these relations mathematically as a set of tuples (see
Equation 2.1).
{< V alueix, V alueiy, ... >,< V aluejx, V aluejy, ... >, ...} (2.1)
A Data Table combines relations with their describing metadata [CMS99]. A data table
is represented by rows, which contains variables as set of values in the tables and cases as set
values for each variable. In context of data tables they introduce a categorization of the data
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variables and their possible sequences. They propose that there are three basic types of variables,
nominal, ordinal, and quantitative. Nominal variables are unordered sets (are only = or 6=
to other values), ordinal variables are ordered sets (obeys a < relation ), and quantitative
variables are numeric ranges (can do arithmetic on them). [CMS99, pp. 17 - 23]
The next step in the transformation process of the reference model is the mapping of the
data tables to Visual Structures. Here the work of Bertin [Ber83] builds the foundation of visual
variables and structures to provide an effective mapping [CMS99, pp. 23 - 31]. The reference
model proposes that two main factors are important to provide an effective mapping to visual
structures. The mapping should preserve the data with their type of variables and emphasize
the important information to be perceived well by the human. The visualization should enable
the human to interpret faster, distinct graphical entities, or make to fewer errors [CMS99, p. 23].
In today’s evaluation methods the two main factors for measuring the efficiency of visualizations
are task completion time (faster interpretation) and task completion correctness (fewer errors).
The visual structures of the reference model are enhancements of Bertin’s work on graphical
semiology [Ber83, CMS99]. While Bertin subdivided the visual variables into retinal variables
and layout, the reference model does not propose such a differentiation [CMS99, p. 26]. It
enhances the model of Bertin and consists of spatial substrates, marks, and graphical properties.
Although the authors propose that some visual encodings are more appropriate for uncontrolled
processing (or preattentive) (see Section 2.2.1) in tasks like search or pattern detection and others
for controlled processing (see Section 2.2.2) [CMS99, p. 25] the reference model itself does not
propagate this separation. It focuses more on a general transformation of data tables and their
sequential characteristics to visual structures. Visual structures may appear as Spatial Substrates,
Marks, Connection and Enclosures, Retinal Properties, and Temporal Encodings, whereas the
transformation encloses the entire spectrum of visual structures.
The final step of the reference model completes the loop between human and visualizations
(visual forms) [CMS99, pp. 31]. It transforms static graphical presentation by incorporating
humans’ interaction to create different views of visual structures and provide an interactive vi-
sual environment. Card et al. lists three main view manipulations: (1) Location probes use
location to reveal additional information from data tables, (2) Viewpoint controls magnify or
change the viewpoint, e.g. by zooming or panning, and (3) Distortion provides a modification
of the visual structure by creating a context plus focus view [CMS99, p. 31]. The view manip-
ulation techniques will be investigated in more detail in Section 2.3.2. The introduced reference
model describes in a comprehensible way the transformation processes from raw data to visual
structures, the view manipulations, and human operations on different levels back to the trans-
formation steps. These steps focus on the how abstract data can be visualized interactively with
computational systems and provide a well-established explanation of information visualization.
In recent years, the research field of Visual Analytics evolved from Information Visualization
and other areas to emphasize the knowledge generation aspect. Visual Analytics were often used
synonymous to information visualization, although both terms gained established definitions.
The early and most influential definition of Visual Analytics was proposed by Thomas and
Cook [TC05]:
Visual analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual
interfaces.
[TC05, p. 4]
Their definition emphasizes the ”overwhelming amounts of disparate, conflicting, and dynamic
information” [TC05, p. 2] in particular for security related analysis tasks. One of the main
focuses of Visual Analytics is to ”detect the expected and discover the unexpected’ [TC05, p. 4]
from massive and ambiguous data. They outlined that the main areas of the interdisciplinary
field of Visual Analytics are:
• Analytical reasoning techniques: for obtaining insights and support analytical tasks such
as decision making.
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• Visual representations and interaction techniques: for enabling users to explore and under-
stand large amounts of data, and interact with them with their visual perception abilities.
• Data representations and transformations: to convert all types of data, even conflicting
and dynamic, to support visualization and analysis.
• Production, presentation and dissemination: to provide a reporting ability for a broader
audience and communicate the analysis results.
[TC05, p. 4]
The definition of Visual Analytics gained a series of revisions to precise the abstract formula-
tion [KAF∗08, KMS∗08, KTM09, Tho07, TK09, KKEM10]. Keim et al. commented that the
definition of such an interdisciplinary field is not easy [KKEM10]. A more precise definition is:
Visual analytics combines automated analysis techniques with interactive visualiza-
tions for an effective understanding, reasoning and decision making on the basis of
very large and complex datasets. [KKEM10, p. 7]
This definition stated more precisely the interdisciplinary nature of Visual Analytics by
introducing and outlining the combined use of analysis techniques and interactive information
visualizations. In addition, it emphasizes the challenge of data amount, thus this confines Visual
Analytics to ”very large” data-sets. The main characteristics of solving analytical tasks with in-
teractive information visualizations still remain. This definition of Visual Analytics is illustrated
by a model for the Visual Analytics process. Figure 2.3 illustrates the process that targets on
providing a tight coupling of visual and automatic analysis methods through human interaction
to enable human to gain insights and knowledge [KKEM10, p. 10].
Figure 2.3.: The visual analytics process (adapted from [KKEM10, p. 10])
The visual analytics process models the different stages represented by oval forms and their
transitions with arrows. The process starts with the data that may need to be preprocessed
and transformed to an adequate way (indicated with the transformation arrow). After the
transformation stage the ”analyst” may choose to visualize the data or to use automatic analysis
methods [KKEM10]. Keim et al. does not use the term ”user” in their process. It may indicate
that the Visual Analytic model is a dedicated design for ”analysts” with the necessary of previous
knowledge about the processes or tasks (analysis). If the automatic analysis is chosen, techniques
from data mining are applied to generate models from the underlying data. These models can
further be evaluated, refined, or specified by interacting with data [KKEM10]. Visualizations
are used to interact with the models and manipulate and refine the parameters. Further the
selection of alternating models can be visualized to evaluate the findings out of the generated
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model. If the analyst decide to visually explore the data first, the underlying model has to
be confirmed based on this hypothesis. The visual representations reveal insights, which can
further be refined by interactions on the visualizations [KKEM10]. The entire Visual Analytics
process tightly couples the visualization and automatic data modeling (data analysis) methods.
It provides an interactive process to make use of both, the interactive visual representations and
data modeling approaches for acquiring knowledge and insights, which build the last stage of the
process. [KKEM10] The role of human and the possibilities to interact in the stages of the visual
analytics process remains as they are proposed in the reference model for visualization [CMS99].
The main difference is the interactively combined techniques for visualizing and analyzing data.
Kohlhammer et al. proposed a differentiation of visualizations in context of policy mod-
eling [KNRB12]. Their differentiation proposes a classification based on the role of human and
machine in the data processing pipeline. Thus Visual Analytics make use of more automatic pro-
cessing and modeling techniques than information visualization, the model distinguishes visual
analytics based on the role of the involvement of automatic (computer-based) methods. Fig-
ure 2.4 illustrates the differentiation and introduces further the field of Semantics Visualization,
which will be described more detailed in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.4.: The computer’s and human’ role in visualization in context of policy modeling (from
[KNRB12, p. 85])
In this work we use the definition of information visualization as defined by Card et
al. [CMS99]. Thus Visual Analytics makes use of information visualization for the visual stages
[KKEM10], we use the term information visualization for the visualization aspects of visual ana-
lytics too. When describing Visual Analytics systems, our focus will be the way how information
is visualized and human are interacting with and perceiving the visualizations. Amplifying cog-
nition and acquiring knowledge [CMS99, KKEM10] with the use of human’s visual perception is
essential for this work, whereas the automated data processing and data analytics methods are
not in scope of this work.
2.2. Visual Perception and Processing
Visualization is strongly related to the way how human perceive and process visual information.
Physiological and psychological studies showed that vision processing consist of two main stages
of attention, preattentive and attentive processing. Understanding these stages is essential for
the identification of those visual attributes and variables that should be considered for the visual
representation of information. This section introduces the terms preattentive and attentive visual
processing and summarizes some of the most common theories. It further builds the foundation
for the adaptation of the visual attributes. Physiological aspects of human image and vision
perception will not be discussed in this section. For further readings in physiological aspects of
vision perception the work of Hubel [Hub88] is recommended.
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2.2.1. Preattentive Processing
The process how human perceives visualizations were investigated in research for several years
[WGK10]. A fundamental result was the discovery of a limited set of visual properties, which is
rapidly detected by the low-level visual system [WGK10]. The so called preattentive features are
detected by human in less than 250 milliseconds, which suggests that certain information can
be processed in parallel [WGK10, Tre85, Hub88]. A unique visual property allows identifying
an object preattentively. This unique visual property might be length, width, size, curvature,
number, terminators, intersection, closure, hue, intensity, flicker, direction of motion, binocular
luster, stereoscopic depth, 3D depth cues, and lighting direction. All this variables are associated
with the four primitive variables luminance and brightness, color, shape and texture, [WGK10]
which provide processing of visual information prior to selection [WT03]. This visual stimulus
is called ’pop-out effect’, an uncontrolled movement of eyes to visual features. Ward et al.
name four tasks, which uses the pop-out effect in psychological experiments for performing
tasks [WGK10]:
• Target detection: The task is to detect presence or absence of a target with unique visual
features within a field of distractors.
• Boundary detection: Users have to detect a texture boundary between two groups of
objects, where each group has common visual features.
• Region tracking: Users track one element as it moves in time and space.
• Counting and estimation: The task is to count or estimate the number of objects with
different visual attributes.
[WGK10]
Treisman’s Feature Integration Theory [TG80] has become one of the most influential
theories in the area of preattentive visual information processing. It gives insights into the preat-
tentive detection of boundary and targets in fields of distractors. To evidence the preattentive
perception of visual features, she designed a set of tests. Therefore a target with a unique visual
attribute (target detection) or a group of target elements with unique visual features (boundary
detection) was placed in a field of distractors. The subjects had to communicate as fast as possi-
ble, if the target is absent or present, while the amount of distractors was increased. Treisman
and other researchers tested the accuracy and the time of the responses. They assumed, if the
visual information would be processed serially, the subjects would need more time, when the
amount of the distractors increases. And if the amount of the distractors plays no role for the
measured time and accuracy, the visual task was processed in parallel, according to that preat-
tentively [TG80]. In a further test (accuracy model) a screen with a target or a group of targets
was shown to the subjects just for 200 to 250 msec. In this time frame the subjects had no time
to focus attentively to a certain object. So if they give the accurate answer to the presence or
absence of the visual targets, the task was solved preattentively. Treisman and others used this
test to identify a list of preattentive visual features [TG80, TS86, TG88]. Further they detected
that some of the visual features are asymmetric, while others are symmetric. A circle with a line
(as a visual feature) in a sea of circles can be processed preattentively, while a circle without a
line in a sea with circle with lines is not preattentively processed [TG80, Tre85, TG88]. Figure
2.5 illustrates the difference between symmetric and asymmetric visual features.
Treisman and Souther explained the phenomenon of preattentive visual processing using
a model of low-level human vision made up of a feature map and a master map of locations (Figure
2.6) [TS86]. They proposed to use a manageable set of features, consisting of the main visual
attributes. The feature map therefore consisted of the visual variables, color, size, orientation,
luminance and contrast. Whereas each of the features had their own map and for the color
the four primaries red, green, blue and yellows [TS86] and the three primaries red, yellow,
blue [TG88]. The feature map was expanded [Tre86], in which the features luminance and
contrast were replaced by stereo distance.
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Figure 2.5.: Asymmetric and symmetric preattentive visual features (adapted from [Tre86,
WGK10])
The master map of locations in their theoretical framework [TG88] is a medium in which
the attention operates. This map ”specifies where in the display things are, but not what they
are” [TG88, p. 17]. With a unique visual feature or unique visual features compared to the
distractors, a localization of the target or boundary is enabled with the master map of locations.
The more an object differs from the distractors, the better it can be processed. A green square,
for example, in a sea of red circles can be better recognized preattentively than a red square.
This phenomenon shows that there exist differences between the preattentive processing of visual
features. For that reason Treisman expanded her model in later works [TG88, Tre91], not only
proposing a strict dichotomy of features being processed serial or parallel. These are more two
ends of a spectrum [TG88, Tre86, Tre91].
Treisman proposed in her theory two main stages of visual perception, the preattentive
and the focused attention stage. The preattentive stage is strongly related to one unique visual
feature that stimulates a ’pop-out effect’. In this stage neither the target is localized, nor is
it identified. One main finding of the Feature Integration Theory was that the localization of a
target object is processed serially on the master map of locations. She evidenced that the presence
and absence of a target object with unique visual features can be processed preattentively, but
the identification and localization of the object on the master map of locations requires focused
attention [TG80]. She evidenced her theory with the illusionary conjunction, where subjects
identified not existing target objects in a sea of distractors with more than one unique visual
feature.
Figure 2.6.: Feature Integration Model (adapted from [Tre86, TG88, TS86])
The strict bisection of serial and parallel low-level visual processing based on the conjunction
of visual attributes is not advocated by all researchers. Quinlan and Humphrey for instance
propose that the search time for visually detecting objects depends on two other factors. Firstly
on the number of items of information required to identify the target and secondly on how
easily a target can be distinguished from the distractors, whereas unique visual features play no
role on their ’Similarity Model’ [WGK10, QH87]. The model introduces the criteria target to
non-target similarity (T-N similarity) and non-target to non-target similarity (N-N similarity).
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Visual search time is based on T-N similarity, which defines the similarity between target and
distractors and N-N similarity, the similarity between the distractors. The proposed model
assumes that as T-N similarity increases, the search time decreases. Further as N-N similarity
decreases, the search time increases and the search efficiency decreases. T-N and N-N similarity
are related and comprehend each other. If T-N decreases and N-N similarity decreases too, a
preattentive perception of the target will not be registered. If both similarities increase, the effect
of a preattentive perception will get lower [WGK10, QH87]. The Similarity Theory preaches that
the more an object distinguishes from the distractors and the more the distractors are similar,
the better and faster it can be perceived, regardless of any unique visual attributes.
A more recent model of a two stage paradigm of preattentive and attentive visual perception
was proposed by Wolfe in his Guided Search model [Wol89, Wol94, WG99, Wol07]. In his
first attempt his Guided Search model had a preattentive and an attentive stage, based on
Treisman’s Feature Integration Theory and explaining more the Similarity Theory. He further
proposed that the information from the first stage could be used to guide the attention to the
attentive stage [Wol89]. An object with unique visual variables would lead in the preattentive
stage the focus of the subject to the visual object, this attention is further present in the second
attentive stage. The future versions of the Guided Search model, including the recent version
Guided Search 4.0 [Wol07], proposed more smooth transition between the two strictly bisected
stages of attention. One main finding of Wolfe was that the preattentive visual activation is not
only stimulus-driven (bottom-up), like proposed in the Feature Integration Theory, but also user-
driven (top-down). The Guided Search model argues the differentiation with its feature maps.
Stimuli are assumed to be in parallel across the entire visual field. ”At some point, independent
parallel representations are generated for a limited set of basic visual features” [Wol94, p. 204].
These sets of limited visual features are feature maps. The feature maps or independent maps
for each visual attribute, e.g. color, size and orientation. Each of these maps may contain further
maps, e.g. the color map may contain a map for green, red etc. Wolfe listed in his second model
a set of visual features containing orientation, color, motion, size, stereoscopic depth, other depth
cues, binocular lusture, vernier offset, curvature, terminators and intersection. [Wol94] In case
of localizing a target object, the feature maps are activated. And this activation can be either
bottom-up or top-down [Wol94].
The bottom-up activation is stimulus driven and thereby not depended to the subject’s
knowledge or preferences in a visual task. This activation is based on the differences between a
target object and the neighboring distractors. The neighborhood of the target can be bounded in
a 5x5 array around the identified object. Guided Search assumes that the bottom-up activation
is calculated separately for each feature in the feature map. The bottom-up activation guides
attention to a distinctive item in a field of distractors, if the visual features of the object are
unusual. In contrast to the bottom-up activation, the top-down activation is user-driven and
depends strongly to the task, knowledge and preferences of the user. [Wol07] For instance, if
a red circle is placed in a field of distractors of mixed color circles, the bottom-up activation
will not be registered. But if the user is instructed to search for a red circle within the field
of the heterogeneous distractors, the knowledge of the task will guide him to the red circle.
This user-driven activation can be registered in a similar time-frame to the stimulus-driven
activation [Wol94].
Wolfe proposes that the strict dichotomy of parallel and serial visual processing does not
hold. [Wol94, Wol07] The Guided Search model assumes that the information from the first
preattentive stage is forwarded to the second stage. The direct attention is guided through the
preattentive processing, whereas the region of the target object is in the attentive processing
further the region of interest. Wolfe evidences his model with triple conjunction of color, size
and form (orientation) [Wol89, p. 430]. The fact that three visual attributes are forwarded to
the serial process leads to faster search process and reaction time.
The active involvement of users and the consideration of their pre-knowledge, preferences
and tasks play an important role in the Guided Search model. If a user has an imagination of
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the searched target object, the reacting time decreases. The involvement of users’ pre-knowledge
played more and more a key-role in further works of computational modeling of visual attention
in both stages. The challenge for the implementation of a comprehensive computational model
of visual attention is the consideration of both activation types, [IK01] and consequently the
involvement of users’ pre-knowledge and visual tasks.
2.2.2. Attentive Processing
Human are able to detect certain visual features in parallel and thereby preattentively. The
preattentive processing of information depends on visual features of targets and distractors. The
’pop-out effect’ in this stage guides the attention of human to certain visual features, whereas
this guidance is in most cases uncontrolled (see top-down and bottom-up activation in Section
2.2.1). The ’pop-out effect’ does not include the localization or the target detection.
The attentive processing of visual information (or postattentive vision [WGK10], directed
attention [Wol07]) begins, when we stop attending to the out-popped target (assuming there
exists one) and look at something else [WGK10]. Although, the strict dichotomy of parallel
and serial processing is still disputed, Ware has proposed a three stage model, subdividing the
attentive processing of visual information into a serial stage of Pattern Recognition and a further
stage of Sequential Goal-Directed Processing, beside a preattentive stage [War04].
Ware’s model of perceptual processing is a simplification of several methods and models.
The first of his three staged model is the preattentive stage, based on the proposed models of
Treisman and Wolfe. Here information is processed in parallel to extract low-level properties
of the visual scene [War04, p. 20]. Similar to the described models, the parallel information
processing cannot be consciously controlled by the user, is rapid and extracts basic visual fea-
tures. The visual features that are investigated in this model are orientation, color, texture, and
movement patterns. Based on the original Feature Integration Theory the parallel activation is
bottom-up. Instead of using termini like stimulus-driven or feature-driven bottom-up activation,
Ware introduces a data-driven model of processing. At the second Pattern Recognition stage of
his model, rapid but active processes divide the visual field into regions and simple patterns. In
this serial stage, regions and localizations can be identified, e.g. regions of similar or same colors.
The flexibility of this stage can be influenced by both, the bottom-up activation from the previous
parallel stage and the top-down activation. The top-down activation is driven by visual queries
in this model. The visual queries are analog to Treisman’s feature maps. Ware characterizes
the second pattern perception stage including slow serial processing, with more emphasis on
arbitrary aspects of symbols and the fluent combination of the bottom-up and top-down feature
processing [War04, p. 22].
The last stage of the three-stage model, the Sequential Goal-Directed Processing, is the
highest level of perception involving active attention. The use of external visualizations let
us ”construct a sequence of visual queries that are answered through visual search strategies”
[War04, p. 22]. At this stage only few objects are in focus of attention, which are constructed
by the subject from available patterns to solve a given visual query task. One main aspect in
this stage is the use of the term construct that leads to the assumption that knowledge from
the long-term memory (pre-knowledge) is associated to the visual patterns and new knowledge
is constructed by human. In the context of knowledge construction it is necessary to introduce
two terms that are essential for gathering knowledge through visualization, namely recall and
recognition. Ware proposes that recall ”consists of the activation of particular pathway”
[War13, p. 388] of associations stored in the long-term memory. Recall makes use of visual or
verbal-propositional information to activate the traces of the long-term memory. It is necessary
to describe (verbal or visual) some patterns and traces of our memory without the use of an
indicator. Ware constitutes that recognition is superior to recall, thus in recognition a visual
memory trace is reawakened [War13, p. 388].
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This phenomenon is one main reason, why visual system should consider in their design the
knowledge of users. With the use of recognition instead of recall the efficiency of the problem-
solving process in visualizations can be improved.
The aspect of post-attentional processing in terms of dynamic generation of visual repre-
sentation was investigated by Rensink in his Triadic Architecture [Ren00]. He argues based
on the Coherence Theory [Ren00, pp. 19] that focused attention is needed to see changes at
the time they occur and only one object in a scene (screen) can be given a coherent representa-
tion [Ren00]. Moreover, the representation is limited in the amount of displayed information. So
it is necessary to shift the attention to the appropriate objects at the right time. He discards the
assumption that all visual processing pass a single attention locus (attento-centric) and proposes
a triadic architecture with independent information processing systems. The first system, the
low-level vision, makes use of the preattentive features to shift the attention to the location of
interest. This level creates a high-detailed, volatile structure [Ren00, p. 34]. In this system
of early processing the resultant structures (”proto-objects”) may be sophisticated, the spatial
coherence is limited and simply replaceable by new stimuli [Ren02, pp. 262].
The second system, the Object (attentional), investigates the spatial arrangement (Layout)
in the scene and activates a focused attention [Ren02]. This provides a non-volatile representa-
tion of the locations of various structures on limited-capacity attentional system. This is used
when attention is already directed. The third system, the setting (nonattentional) facilitates the
perception via gist (meaning) and layout. Rensink proposed that ”the most abstract aspect of a
scene is its meaning” (gist) [Ren00, p. 36]. It is a result from the context of an object and is used
to refer to the properties of the long-term memory to recognize an image. The most important
aspect in this context is the unification of Layout in terms of spatial arrangement of objects.
Rensink proposes that one important aspect of the scene structure is Layout, ”without regards
to visual properties or semantic identity” [Ren00, p. 36]. Layout is used to support the prob-
lem solving process as knowledge about the relationships of coherent-objects is needed [War13].
The associated collection of representations is scene schema. Rensink proposes that gist and
layout involve short-term or working representations, whereas the scene schema is long-term
structures [Ren00]. Figure 2.7 illustrates the principle of Rensink’s Triadic Architecture.
Figure 2.7.: Triadic Architecture of Rensink (adapted from [Ren02, Ren00, War13])
2.3. Visual Interaction
Today’s information visualization systems do not just offer a static picture. Most of the existing
visualizations provide different interaction techniques that allow solving the given visualization
task through graphical interaction. The provided interaction method is one of the key-features of
the visualization system and the issue of interacting with visualization was already investigated
by various researchers. Several classifications, concepts and techniques were introduced to affirm
the importance of interaction in visualizations. This section gives an overview about some of the
classifications interactive visualizations. The section does not claim to be complete and aims to
give an overview of the idea of interaction in information visualization systems.
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2.3.1. Classifications of Visual Interactions
An abstract classification of interaction in visualizations was brought by Ware, who proposes a
classification of interlocking feedback loops of data manipulation, exploration and navigation, and
problem-solving [War04]. At the lowest level, the data manipulation loop, objects are selected and
moved using the basic skill of eye-hand coordination. In this loop the system and human reaction
delay is an important factor for efficient interaction with visualizations. Ware introduces several
measurements criteria and rules for measuring reaction time, e.g. reaction time (Hick-Hyman
law [Hym53]), selection time (Fitts’ law [Fit54]), and path tracing [AZ97]. The selection and
reaction time in the lowest level of interaction is constraint to the users’ knowledge in interacting
with the systems. Over time, people become more skilled in operating low-level interactions with
visualizations. The informal learning of interaction with systems is introduced by Ware with
the simple expression, known as power law of practice. This law describes the users’ learning
curve as:
log(Tn) = C − α log(n) (2.2)
where C = log(T1) is the first performance of the user with a system, Tn is the time required to
perform the nth trail, and α is a constant that represent the learning curve.
At the intermediate loop of exploration and manipulation, the way through large visual data
space is found. In this interaction level the known similarities are ”recognized” to find the way
through the data. The differentiation between knowledge types, e.g. declarative, procedural, and
topological knowledge [SW75] plays an essential role to find the path to the targeted knowledge
and build a cognitive spatial map [War04]. The highest level of the model the problem-solving
loop provides the ability to form hypotheses. The augmented visualization process provides
refinements and reformulations until a possible solution is identified. The iterative character of
this level can further be enhanced by replacing and revising visualizations.
A classification of visual interaction methods is the Visual Information Seeking Mantra
proposed by Shneiderman [Shn96]. His mantra is not explicitly declared as a classification
for interaction methods. It is far more a starting point for designing advanced graphical user
interfaces and the foundation of the Task by Data Type Taxonomy of information visualization
[Shn96]. Shneiderman proposes in his mantra overview first, zoom and filter, then details on
demand. The interactions on visual environments are ordered sequentially and have an iterative
character. This classification is according to Ware’s model on the highest problem solving loop
of visual interactions. The mantra further correlates seven data types to seven tasks on the
highest level of abstraction.
Cockburn et al. enhanced the interaction aspects of the Visual Information Seeking Mantra
to survey and categorize visualizations [CKB08]. They defined ”overview plus context” as Spatial
Separation between focused information entities and contextual information. The ”zooming”
interaction was reduced to the temporal separation of entities, whereas ”focus plus context”
minimizes the seam within the contextual information. Further proposed ”cue-based” techniques
selectively highlight information within the information context [CKB08].
Keim enhanced and refined the Visual Information Seeking Mantra too and introduced the
following interaction classification of information visualization [Kei97, Lei04, Shn96]: 1. Data-
to-Visualization Mapping, 2. Overview, 3. Zoom, 4. Filter, 5. Details on Demand, 6. Relate,
7. History, 8. Extract, and 9. Linking & Brushing. In this model the interaction techniques
(Mapping, Projection, Filtering Link&Brush and Zooming) [Kei97, p.81] were categorized to
distortion techniques and data visualization techniques. In this enhanced model distortion is
categorized as an interaction technique. Further the standard interaction technique is introduced
to conclude the whole spectrum of possible interaction techniques. Figure 2.8 displays both
classifications and their correlations to other visualization characteristics.
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(a) Interaction techniques according to [Kei97, p. 4] (b) Enhanced interaction techniques according to
[KPS03, p. 3]
Figure 2.8.: Interaction classification in visualization systems
Hearst lists the following main techniques for interacting and navigating with information
visualization within abstract data space: brushing and linking, panning and zooming, focus-
plus-context, magic lenses and animation to retain the context [Hea99, p. 260]. Further the
combination of interactions as for example overview plus detail are proclaimed for solving tasks
with interaction methods. The techniques are seen as foundations for the design and imple-
mentation of visualization techniques. In contrast to Keim’s classification, Hearst proclaims
a more context-oriented interaction. Zooming is mentioned in combination with panning, where
the panning-action enables to view the overview-context before zooming into the visual area
of interest. A similar procedure is proclaimed for all the interaction techniques, classified by
Hearst. In the classification of Ware the identified interaction techniques can be positioned
vertical to the whole spectrum of the interaction-loops. The main target of the interaction in this
classification is problem-solving, whereas the context-orientation is addicted to the exploration
and manipulation loop as well as to the data manipulation loop. Data entities, relations and
attributes are visualized dynamically through the visualization techniques that access the data
directly.
Ward and Yang introduced in [WY04] a classification of interaction in visualizations that
distinguishes between interaction operators and interaction operands. They proposed that there
is a significant difference if an interaction is operated to different objects or spaces. These objects
or spaces are the operands of the interaction procedure. ”To determine the result of an interactive
operation, one needs to know within what space the interaction is to take place” [WY04, p. 2]. In
their first attempt they classified three interaction operations and thereby interaction operators.
With navigation, selection and distortion a significant percentage of the interaction operations
in visualization systems was identifies [WY04, p. 1]. The interaction operands were classified
in section of spaces upon which an interactive operator is applied. Their proposed framework
contained following spaces as operands: screen-space (pixels), data value-space, data structure-
space, attribute-space, object-space (3D surfaces) and visualization structure-space.
The screen-space consists of actions directly on the screen with no impacts on the data.
This contains transformation on screen-level, such as panning, zooming, rotation or pixel-level
operation, e.g. transformation, sampling or replication. Interactions on the data-value space
involve the data values for view specification. On this space panning and zooming or other
interaction operations change the data values being displayed. An interaction operation on
this space is similar to a database query for specifying data values. Interaction and navigation
operations on the data structure-space involve view transformation along the structure of the
data. Operation on this space allows identifying regions of interest in the data structure, e.g.
selection of data in a cluster hierarchy [FY00]. Operations on the attribute-space are similar
to that on data value-space; they involve a view transformation based on the attributes of the
graphical objects. Whereas interactions on the object-space are defined as direct manipulation
of graphical object, primarily 3D-objects, which can be turned transformed etc. Interaction
operations on the visualization structure-space involve the view transformation of the visualized
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structure. The data are not manipulated on this level, but the user is able to rearrange the visual
structure.
The classification of Ward and Yang is part of their unified framework for interactions on
visualizations. This framework further proposed the parameterization of the operands [WY04,
pp. 6-8] to define an extensive assortment of interaction operators. Ward et al. extended
their framework in their recent work [WGK10, pp. 315-354]. In this extended classification
they enhanced the interaction operators by filtering, reconfiguring, encoding, connection and
abstraction/elaboration. Further the distortion operation is not considered as a class of interaction
operations. The interaction operands and the parameterization remain in the new version of their
framework and classification.
This section gave an overview of some classifications of interaction methods in visualization
systems. We presented heterogeneous classifications that investigated visual interaction in dif-
ferent levels of abstractions. The introduced classifications were rarely published as interaction
classifications; they are rather evolved from design guidelines for visualizations or from classifica-
tions of visualizations. Nevertheless we could conclude that interactions in visual environments
are investigated in various abstraction levels. Interactions transform the view on the visualized
data by manipulating the data or the visual representation. The manipulation on both, data
and visualization can be further classified as the model of Ware showed.
2.3.2. Visual Interaction Techniques
This section introduces the most common interaction techniques based on the classification of
Hearst [Hea99]. This classification describes the interaction techniques at a lower level of ab-
straction similar to Keim’s classification. It further considers the context of users’ interactions
and is therefore adequate to explain the interaction techniques in the context of this thesis, which
will further describe semantics visualizations. We added the interaction techniques semantics
zoom, dynamic queries and direct manipulation to the model of Hearst for covering a wider
range of possible interaction techniques.
Brushing and Linking
In multiple-visualization user interfaces, different visual representations of the same data give a
view on various perspectives to the data. To not lose the visual context, ”brushing and linking”
provides a highlighting or selection of visual objects between different views [Hea99]. The high-
lighting may occur in various ways, e.g. by changing the color or size of the brushed objects. The
main target is to provide a visual differentiation to the displayed objects and distractors. The
work on preattentive perception described in Section 2.2.1 provides important visual features
to perform this interaction and provide visual features to distinguish brushed objects in linked
visualizations.
Panning and Zooming
Panning and zooming provides the change of the viewpoint to the visualized data [Hea99]. Card
et al. use the term ”panning and zooming” in their listing of interaction techniques as an equiva-
lent to camera movement and zooms [CMS99]. Panning and zooming targets to refine the visual
area of interest by moving the screen or the view on the screen (pan) and zooming into the area
of interest. Furnas and Bederson introduced an analytical framework by space-scale diagrams
for a direct visualization and analysis of important scale relates issues. [FB95] They represented
the panning and zooming interaction as space-scale diagrams by trajectories [FB95].
Focus plus Context
Zooming leads to the problem of getting more details about the zoomed part and losing the
surrounding information. The higher the zoom-factor is, the more details can be shown about
particular items, but the overall structure and the information context get lost with the increas-
ing zoom-factor. To face this problem the interaction metaphor focus plus context technique
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offers more details in the zoomed part but keeps the context in a lower level of detail [CMS99, p.
307].
One of the earliest techniques for focus plus context is the fisheye view [SA82, Fur86]. The
model of ”Degree of Interest” [Fur81] was the pioneering foundation for the work on the fisheye
views. In contrast to zoom, which is a transformation on the view level, the focus plus context
interaction is categorized as transformation on data-level [CMS99]. Beside the distortion tech-
niques (fisheye views), Card et al. list filtering, selective aggregation, micro-macro readings and
highlighting as selective information reduction methods for keeping the contextual area [CMS99].
Semantic Zooming
Traditional zooming techniques operate on the visual level of a graphical data representation and
manipulate the view. According toWare’s model [War04] the zooming interaction occurs on the
problem solving loop, e.g. by changing the size of a zoomed object. In contrast to the ordinary
zoom, semantic zoom uncovers detailed information to encompass the context and meaning of
a zoomed target [Bou03]. Semantic zoom is for example recently used in ontology visualization
for reducing the complexity of large ontologies [GTG11].
Animation
Interactions in information visualization manipulates the visual representation of the underly-
ing data on different levels [War04], e.g. by data transformations, visual mappings, and view
transformations. In these types of interactions users acts directly with visualizations and change
the view. In contrast to the manipulating interaction techniques, animation does not provide
the user with manipulation functionalities. The animation is more an implication of the users’
interaction [Bar97]. The literature in visual perception suggests the use of animation for the im-
provement of interaction and understanding [Pal99, RCFL09]. Attracting attention, perceiving
in peripheral vision and comprehending the visual changes are the most argued reasons for the
implementation of animation as consequences of interactions [Pal99, RM93, RCFL09]. Further
the continuous changes of visual parameters in visualization can be easily followed and under-
stood [RM93].
Overview plus Detail
Keeping the information context, while gathering detailed information about a specific area of
interest, is the main goal of overview plus detail. It displays the information with different
levels of details in two or more linked visualizations. Card et al. differentiate between time-
and space-multiplexed overview plus detail [CMS99]. Time-multiplexed overview plus detail is
conceptually similar to panning and zooming or just zooming, thus the interaction is processed
serially. Here the main attribute of overview plus detail can be named as the fact, that the time-
dependent serial interaction steps provide two main views, an overview of the information and a
detailed view of the area or objects of interest. In contrast to that, space-multiplexed overview
plus detail conveys both information detail-levels at the same time, in two separated areas of
the display (views). This is most common way, how overview plus detail is used in visualization
systems [CMS99]. In contrast to panning and zooming, semantic zoom or focus plus context, the
detailed and overview information are visualized at the same time in mostly separated display
or display areas (space-multiplexed).
Dynamic Queries
The access of information in a human-understandable way is one main goal of information visu-
alization. Today’s information databases contain huge amount of data. The visualization of the
whole data-set on a single visualization is often overcharging the human perception and infor-
mation acquisition abilities. Dynamic queries can help to access the required information inter-
actively, which can satisfy users’ heterogeneous needs of information acquisition [Shn94, AS94b].
Dynamic queries provide a well-known and successful approach for exploring [AWS92] and
visually seeking vast amount of data [Shn94]. Visual interactive query formulations and re-
finements enable the reduction of the visualized information to a comprehensible and relevant
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scale [AWS92].
Direct Manipulation
All the introduced visual interaction methods manipulate the visualization, either on a data-
transformation level or on the level of visual transformation. Direct manipulation provides a
direct interaction with the user interface or visualization without the need of commands. It
bridges the gap between human and machine with a more intuitive graphical metaphor of inter-
action and avoids the barrier to translate ideas into commands [SP05]. Golbeck introduces the
idea of direct manipulation with the example of deleting items through the trash [Gol02]. The
physical selection of an item and putting it into the trash is more intuitive an obvious interac-
tion as a command-line expression for the same action Shneiderman defined various criteria
such as visibility of objects and actions of interest; rapid, reversible, incremental actions; and
replacement of command-language syntax for direct manipulation [Shn87, SP05]. In informa-
tion visualization, where the data are represented with graphical metaphors or representatives,
direct manipulation is essential for a natural interaction. Each interaction, which substitutes a
command line expression, can be defined as direct manipulation.
2.4. Visualization Tasks
Interaction with visualizations enables the dialog between user and the visual representation of
the underlying data. The interactive manipulation of the data, the visual structure or the visual
representations provides the ability to solve various tasks and uncover insights. The term ”task”
in the context of information visualization is often used ambiguously. Often, interactions and
tasks are not distinguished for visualization design, whereas the knowledge about the task to be
solved with the visualization is of great importance for its design and thereby for the adaptation.
This section starts with the introduction of taxonomies and classifications of tasks in visualization
systems. The classifications will enlighten the heterogeneous view on visualization tasks and
enable getting an overview of the differences. The classifications will enable to investigate high-
level tasks in more detail. These high-level tasks will be introduced in the second part of this
section and conclude the section.
2.4.1. Classifications of Visual Tasks
One classification of tasks in visualization is the already mentioned Task by Data Type Taxonomy
of Shneiderman (see 2.3) [Shn96]. With the assumption that users are viewing collections of
data with multiple attributes, he proposes that a basic search task is the selection of items
that satisfies the search intents. This classification enhances Shneiderman’s Visual Information
Seeking Mantra with the tasks relate, history, and extract. Table 2.1 illustrates the seven tasks.
Table 2.1.: Task Classification by Shneiderman [Shn96, p. 337]
The overall tasks in this classification can be abstracted to the high-level tasks exploration and
search and leads to finding (relevant) information.
Buja et al. proposed in their early work [BCS96] a classification concept that investigates
the interaction with visualizations (view manipulation) and the tasks that are supported by
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these interactions. They supposed that the purpose of the view manipulations is to support the
search for structures in data [BCS96]. For this search they identified three fundamental tasks
for data exploration, namely finding gestalt, posing queries, and making comparisons. Finding
certain patterns of interest, e.g. clusters, discreteness or discontinuities, are classified in the
task finding gestalt. Posing queries is the next step after gestalt features of interest were found
and further information are desired to get an comprehensible view on the chosen parts of the
data. For the task making comparisons they distinguish between two types of comparisons. First
the comparison of variables or projections and second the comparison of subsets of data. The
comparison of variables enables the ”view from different sides” [BCS96, 80], which illustrates the
data from different perspectives, whereas the data subset comparison provide a ”view of different
slices” and thereby of different subset of data [BCS96].
Further they proposed that the identified tasks are optimally related to three manipulation
views. For gestalt finding they identified the focusing individual views. Here focusing provide any
operation of that manipulates the subset of data or view. The choice of projection, for viewing or
the choice of aspect, ratio, and zoom are examples of focusing. For posing queries they identified
linking multiple views. The linking contains view manipulation as brushing or query issuing by
highlighting. Making comparisons is related to arranging many views. They propose that the
arrangement of large numbers of related plots for simultaneous comparison is a powerful informal
technique. [BCS96]
With this tasks and manipulation views they further propose a set of low-level interaction tech-
niques that are related to each high level task. Table 2.2 provides an overview of the proposed
task, manipulation views and interactions that are related to each other.
Table 2.2.: Task Classification by Buja et al. [BCS96, pp. 80]
Another approach, which correlates low-level interactions with visualization tasks, was pro-
posed by Chuah and Roth [CR96]. They summarized their ”basic visualization interactions”
as a set of low-level-interactions with the attributes input, output, and operation and abstracted
them to three basic visualization tasks [CR96, p. 31]. At the lowest level they propose ”Data
Operations”, which contains interactions affecting the elements within visualizations, e.g. add,
delete or derive attributes. The higher level considers ”Set Operations”, which refers to opera-
tions on sets, which may have group characteristics. The highest level investigates ”Graphical
Operations”, which are divided into encode-data, set-graphical-value, and manipulate-objects.
While the classes encode-data and set-graphical-value change graphical attributes or the mapping
between graphical objects and data, the class manipulate objects operates on graphical objects
as a unit of manipulation [CR96, pp. 33-36]. The investigated tasks in this classification focus on
comparison and finding patterns as graphs or in data. The high-level task of this classification
can be abstracted as ”analysis”. The aspect of analysis was investigated in various works. One
early example is the classification of Wehrend and Lewis [WL90]. They proposed a taxonomy
with ten analytical tasks: location, identity, distinguish, categorize, cluster, distribution, rank,
compare within entities, associate, and correlate. Zhou and Feiner [ZF98] proposed an ap-
proach by considering not only the interaction and manipulation abilities of visualizations. They
investigated the human perception and the intended task of the visual presentation method in
their classification to provide a more user centered task-classification.
Based on various existing classifications, they characterized visual tasks along two dimen-
sions. In the dimension Visual Accomplishments the focus lies on the intention of the visual
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Figure 2.9.: High-level taxonomy of presentation intents (bold & italic) and visual tasks (adapted
from [ZF98, p. 394])
presentation [ZF98, p. 394]. They assumed that a presentation intends either to convey the
presenter’s message or to help user solving a perceptual task. Based on this assumption, visual
tasks are distinguished at the highest level between tasks that inform users by elaborating or sum-
marizing and those, which enables users to perform a visual exploration or computation. Their
second dimension Visual Implications considers research outcomes of the human visual percep-
tion. Based on these outcomes they summarize three types of visual perception and cognition
principles: (1) the visual organization principle investigates how people organize and perceive
a visual presentation, (2) the visual signaling principle investigates the manner how people in-
terpret visual cues and infer meanings and (3) the visual transformation principle explains how
people perceive visual cues and switch their attention. This incorporates the outcomes of the
preattentive visual perception too (see Section 2.2.1). Zhou and Feiner use these principles to
infer visual tasks and assign them to the first dimension of Visual Accomplishments. Figure 2.9 il-
lustrates their classification and the identified tasks in correlation to the Visual Accomplishments.
Here the presentation intents (Visual Accomplishments) are bold and italic.
task description
identify recognition of objects based on the presented characteristics
locate identification of the position of an object
distinguish determination the difference of objects
categorize classification of objects into distinct types
cluster grouping of objects based on similarities
rank ordering objects by intended relevance
compare examination of similarities and differences of objects
associate drawing relationships between two or more objects
correlate finding causal or reciprocal relationships between objects
Table 2.3.: Visual task classification by Keller and Keller (adapted from [WGK10, p.380])
A more user-centered approach for classifying task was proposed by Keller and Keller
[KK94]. Their classification considers the goals and intentions of the users and suggest based
on these certain visual representations [WGK10, pp. 164 and pp. 380]. They classify the
user-intended tasks in nine task categories (see Table 2.3). The main characteristic of their
classification is that only analytical aspects play a role for users interacting with visualizations.
Previous general tasks like exploration or search does not play any role.
A comprehensive classification of users tasks based on user intentions and the interaction role
in information visualization was provided by Yi et al. in [YaKSJ07]. Their classification attempts
to abstract the most used interaction possibilities with users’ intentions to provide categories
of interaction. They classify the user tasks based on the role of interaction in information
visualization in seven categories (see Table 2.4).
Although the identified categories are abstract views on the interaction roles, the level of
abstraction differs enormously. The category select for example, can be defined as simple and
low-level interaction. Here a user marks an object of interest to be able to follow this object in
changed views [YaKSJ07]. In contrast to select the category explore provide a real abstraction
of interaction to a user task. Here the user is able to view on various subset of data to see
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category description
select mark something as interesting to enable the following of the object
explore show something else e.g., different subsets of data
reconfigure provide a different view or arrangement of the underlying data
encode provide a different fundamental view by selecting another visualization
technique
abstract/elaborate provide a different level of detail on the data e.g., by details-on-demand
techniques (see 2.3.2)
filter provide a view with certain (predefined) criteria
connect provide a visual connection (e.g. by brushing) between the same objects
on different views
Table 2.4.: Visual task categorization by Yi et al. (adapted from [YaKSJ07, pp. 1226])
different characteristics and perform a various number of low-level task e.g., comparing subsets
or identifying relevant objects.
Pike et al. extends the proposed approach of Yi et al. [YaKSJ07] by differentiating between
low-level and high-level interactions intending to meet high- and low-level user tasks and goals
and propose a mutual feedback between user goals and tasks and the affordance of interactive
visualizations [PSCO09]. They define seven categories of high-level tasks, which can be achieved
by a number of low-level tasks and interactions respectively. Further they relate the represen-
tation and interaction intents of interactive visualizations, similar to the proposed classification
of Zhou and Feiner [ZF98] to low-level representation and interaction techniques. The pro-
posed approach relates the classifications of user goals and tasks with the abilities and goals of
interactive visualization in a ”mutual feedback” [PSCO09]. The relationship of the proposed
techniques and the user’s goals and tasks is the ”analytical discourse”, which investigates the
low-level interaction and user goals to form a feedback between them [PSCO09, p. 265]. Figure
2.10 illustrates the classification of high- and low-level user tasks and interactive visualization
with the proposed mutual feedback.
Figure 2.10.: High- and low-level task and interactive visualization of Pike et al. (from [PSCO09,
p. 266])
The classification of Pike et al. considers the interaction value and user’s goal and tasks
from both perspectives, information visualization and Visual Analytics and gives a good overview
of the high-level tasks intended by users and provided by interactive visualizations. Nevertheless,
the differentiation of high- and low-level tasks is not clearly defined. A ”compare” task could be
a part and therefore a low-level task of ”assess” or ”analyze”, while important tasks like ”decision
making” [Koh05, AS04] are not considered at all.
Fluit et al. proposed in [FSvH04] a very simple classification of visualization tasks in
the special domain of ontology visualizations in the categories Analysis, Query, and Navigation.
Therefore they define the Analysis task for getting a global view on data, the Query task for
finding a narrow set of items, and the Navigation task for graphically navigating through the
data [FSvH04]. In their revised work [FSvH06] the last category Navigation was replaced by
Exploration. They propose that Analysis can be performed within a single domain with various
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perspectives, in various sets of data, and by monitoring the changes of data over time. The
category Query is divided into the processes of query formulation, initiation of actions, and
review of results. The task category Exploration is defined as finding information that are
loosely of interest for the users [FSvH06]. Here a further subdivision is not proposed.
2.4.2. High-level Visual Tasks
The previous section could work out that visual tasks are defined and classified in various levels of
granularity. The described approaches are mostly using similar tasks or interactions to describe
the problem solving process in visual interfaces. This section targets on the identification of
high-level visual tasks as foundation for the visualization design and the adaptation process. We
define, in this work, high-level tasks as tasks that are a summarization of visual tasks and provide
a higher level of abstraction.
The described classifications consider in various ways the aspect of search. Shneiderman’s
Visual Information Seeking Mantra proposes a top-down information seeking approach [Shn96].
Buja et al. propose searching information as the main task, which can be solved by manipulating
the view [BCS96]. Zhouh and Feiner investigate the way from information to user [ZF98]. They
elaborated the enabling and informing users. Informing users by elaboration and summarization,
premises the information searching task. They further propose that search is a sub-task of
exploration in their enabling category [ZF98]. Fluit et al. propose in their simplified task
classification search as one of the three high-level tasks and call it query [FSvH04, FSvH06]. As
the most of the presented classifications consider search as an important and fundamental task
in visualizations, search is considered in this thesis as one of the high-level visual tasks. Beside
search the high-level visual task explore plays an essential role. The task classifications show that
exploring information plays a key-role for each classification. Shneiderman’s model proposes
a top-down seeking model with the characteristics of exploration [Shn96]. From overview to
detailed information can be assigned as an exploration task [Shn96]. Zhou and Feiner explicitly
name the task explore is a higher-level task of search and verify [ZF98]. Yi et al. have their
own categorization for explore, although their classification is not considering the high-level
tasks [YaKSJ07]. The classification of Pike et al. [PSCO09] assigns the task explore as the high-
level task on the user-goal and tasks level (see Figure 2.10). In particular the classification of
Keller and Keller [KK94] proposes a different view on solving visual task. They propose
that the main visual interactions are solving more analytical task (see Table 2.3. Their task
classification can be abstracted to analyze. Zhouh and Feiner differentiate in their model
different aspects of analyze. In particular, the task category enable and verify leads to the higher
level task analyze, whereas some aspects of inform and summarize are addressing the analysis
task (see Figure 2.9) [ZF98]. Pike et al. identified the task analyze already as a high-level
task in their model [PSCO09] (see Figure 2.10). Further they assigned the task ”compare” as
a high-level task too, whereas other works (e.g., [KK94]) assigns compare as a sub-task of the
analytical visual problem solving process. As the analytical tasks plays an important role in all
presented classification, analyze should be assigned as a high-level visual task.
Figure 2.11.: High-Level Tasks with their Sub-Tasks
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On balance, the classification of Fluit et al. seems to be a well elaborated high-level task
definition, whereas the definition of each task cannot be intermeatable with other definitions. In
this work we investigate search, explore and analyze as high-level tasks. Further we assign the
identified tasks as sub-tasks of the identified three high-level tasks. This is to ensure that the
major tasks are categorized to the high-level tasks. This classification and task definition will be
applied in this work. In Figure 2.11 the classification and the assignment of the lower-level tasks
are illustrated as applied in this work.
2.5. Data Foundations
A fundamental component in information visualization is data. As the reference model for
visualization [CMS99] and the visual analytics process [KKEM10] already illustrated (see Section
2.1), the process of visualizing information starts with the underlying data. It is essential to
process the data in order find the adequate way for visualization. Therefore different aspects of
data play a role in visualization. This section introduces some of the most common aspects of
the data that should be considered in visualizations. First a number of common classifications
on data will be introduced. Afterward different types of data will be described based on an
established classification.
2.5.1. Classifications of Data
The starting point of the visual transformation is the data, thus the classification of data is es-
sential for visualizations [KKEM10, Kei01, CM97, CMS99]. In this section various classifications
of data will be presented. Some of these classifications were already mentioned in context of
interaction and tasks. Further, most of the visualization techniques are described based on the
data classes and the way of their categorization [WGK10]. Altogether the classifications of data
can be abstracted to three main ways of categorizing data: by data values (level of measurement),
by the transformation steps of data, and the data dimensions.
Card and Mackinlay introduced [CM97] and enhanced [CMS99] a classification based on the
value of data. This considers the level if measurement of data values and their ability to order.
As already introduced (Section 2.1) they propose that data values can be:
• nominal: without any value that can be ordered
• ordinal: possess a value that can be ordered by relations between the values
• quantitative: numerical values and provide thereby a natural order
[CM97, CMS99].
Ward et al. define the ability of numerical order of data value as ”ordinal” [WGK10]. They
define that ordinal data values can be binary (e.g. 0 and 1), discrete, or continuous [WGK10,
p. 46]. Both, discrete and continuous data types may have numerical values. Further they
introduce the mathematical concept of scale [WGK10]. They define the data type scale as
values with ordering relation with distance metric, with which the distances between the values
can be computed, and with the existence of absolute zero for the definition of a fixed lowest
value [WGK10, pp. 46-47].
Chi introduced a taxonomy for visualizations [Chi00] by using their Data State Reference
Model [CR98]. Although, the taxonomy was proposed for classifying visualizations, the aspect
that the data transformation and data types are the baseline, is interesting for data classification.
The Data State Reference Model [CR98, Chi00] proposes three types for data transformation,
four data stages and four types of operations within the model [Chi00, pp. 1-2]. The model
starts with the value (raw data) and generates some form of analytical abstraction (data trans-
formation). The analytical abstraction contains information about the data (meta-data). In
the transformation operations visualization transformation and visual mapping transformation,
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appropriate visualizations are chosen (visualization abstraction) and the visual picture is gener-
ated [Chi00]. The main aspect of data categorization is the differentiation between the raw data
(value) and the meta-data (analytical abstraction), that contain structured information about
the raw data [CR98, Chi00].
Another way of classifying data is by their dimensionality [Shn96, KPS03, CMS99, WGK10].
This classification that was already introduced in context of classifying tasks and interactions
(Sections 2.3 and 2.4), is the most common way to differentiate data and their mapping to
visualizations, tasks, and interactions [KPS03, Kei96a, Shn96]. This classification was proposed
by Shneiderman in context of tasks to be solved with visualizations and his Visual Information
Seeking Mantra [Shn96]. The classification subdivides data based on their dimension in seven
categories (illustrated in Table 2.5). The purpose of the classification was not to cover all types
of data. Shneiderman proposed that there may exist further data types, e.g. 212 -, 4-dimensions
or multitrees. His categorization ”reflects an abstraction of reality” [Shn96, p. 339] and various
visualizations may use combinations of them. [Shn96]
Data Types by Shneiderman
1-dimensional linear data types.
2-dimensional planar or map data.
3-dimensional real world objects.
Temporal 1-dimensional data with start and finish time.
Multi-dimensional Data in relational and statistical data-bases with n attributes.
Tree data with a link to (one) parent.
Networks data items linked to an arbitrary number of other items.
Table 2.5.: Data type classification by Shneiderman [Shn96]
Keim et al. proposed based on Shneiderman’s classification a ”data type” classifica-
tion [KPS03], which defines the number of data variables as the dimensionality of data [KPS03, p.
4]. In their classification One-dimensional data have one dense dimension, but they count tem-
poral data in this category. They propose that each point of time may have further variables
assigned (and can be multi-dimensional). Further they consolidated Shneiderman’s 3- and
multi-dimensional data into the category ”Multi-dimensional data” and the categories Tree &
Networks into the category of ”Hierarchies & Graphs”. Further they put two new categories
into their classification ”Text & Hypertext” and ”Algorithms & Software” [KPS03]. Table 2.6
illustrates their classification.
Data Types by Keim et al.
One-dimensional data with one dense dimension, e.g. temporal data.
Two dimensional Data with two dense dimensions, e.g. X-Y-plots or geographical data.
Multi-dimensional Data with more than three dimension, also called multivariate data (We assume
that three-dimensional data are investigated here too), e.g. relational databases.
Text & Hypertext Data with unknown dimensions and number. In particular the interlinked (hy-
perlinked) data (text, multimedia content in the World Wide Web).
Hierarchies & Graphs Data with relationships to other information entities. The relation can ordered,
arbitrary or hierarchical, e.g. e-mail relationships of persons, hyperlink relations
on web.
Algorithm & Software written representation (program code) of complex algorithms.
Table 2.6.: Data type classification by Keim et al. [KPS03]
The introduced classification investigated different aspects of data from different viewpoints.
The ability to order data values plays an important role for classifying data in [CM97, CMS99].
The stages and transformation of data, in particular the differentiation between data and meta-
data, plays a role in [CR98, Chi00]. The main differentiation aspects for Shneiderman [Shn96]
and Keim et al. [KPS03] were the dimensions of the data variables, which further may have an
order too.
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2.5.2. Data Types
The introduced classifications showed that the way how data types are distinguished is tightly
coupled to visualization design. We assume that all data variables and values can be distin-
guished based on their level of measurement according to [Shn96]. Let us assume for example
that we have data-set with two variables, time and books. Let us further assume that there is no
more information about the variable book, so that we are not able to categorize (order) it. We
can now categorize this set of data as two-dimensional (or one-dimensional according to [KPS03])
data with one quantitative (or ordinal according to [WGK10]) and one nominal variable. Based
on this information a fitting visualization could be chosen or designed. According to our exam-
ple all variables can be categorized according to [Shn96], therefore we introduce the data types
based on their dimensionality according to Shneiderman [Shn96] and Keim et al. [KPS03]. It
is important to have a common understanding of dimension in context of this work. Further
some data types are not of interest, e.g. ”Algorithms & Software”, and other can be included
to another data type. The aspect of metadata is of interest in context of this work, therefore
we enhance the categorization with metadata. The data types will be described according to a
slightly different categorization as illustrated in Table 2.7.
Data types in context of this work
One-dimensional data with only one variable, e.g. list of words or temporal data without any
associated variables.
Two-dimensional data with two exactly two variables, e.g. X-Y-plots of time and books.
Multi-dimensional data with more than two variables, e.g. relational databases.
Hierarchies & Graphs Data with relationships to data. The relation can be ordered, arbitrary or hier-
archical.
Metadata structured data with associations (links, identifiers) to other unstructured data,
e.g. markup descriptions of textual webpages.
Table 2.7.: Data types in context of this work (adapted from [Shn96, Chi00, KPS03]
One-dimensional Data
The variable of these data can be ordinal, nominal or quantitative. The way how the values of
the variable are ordered (sequential manner as proposed in [Shn96]) is an important factor for
the visualization. One example for one dimensional data can be a data-set of countries with the
variable ”country name”. As defined by Shneiderman [Shn96], this variable or data value is
nominal and does not own a ”natural” order. It may be obvious from our experience with such
data, that the nominal variable in this case is ordered alphabetically to provide an appropriate
order for searching the relevant information in a more efficient way. This data-set can be visu-
alized as list using the alphabetical order. One-dimensional data can be represented as a table
with one column (variable) and a set of rows.
Two-dimensional Data
Two-dimensional data have exactly two variables that are associated with each other. The values
can be represented in a data table as two columns. The two variables may be ordinal, nominal or
quantitative. An example could be a data-set consisting of countries with the variables ”country
name” and ”population”. As the nominal variable ”country name” may be ordered alphabetically,
the variable ”population” owns a natural quantitative order. Two-dimensional data can be visu-
ally represented by X-Y-plots, whereas many chart visualizations are designed to illustrate these
kinds of data. In the mentioned example a pie-chart may be an adequate way of illustration;
based on the fact that one dimension has a quantitative order and the other nominal. Another
example for two-dimensional data may be a data-set of ”events” with the variables ”quantity”
and ”time”. The variable quantity represents the amount of events associated with time as a
second variable. The main difference between the data-sets is their order.
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Multi-dimensional
Data-sets with three and more variables are investigated in this thesis as multi-dimensional
data. Shneiderman differentiates in his classification between three and multi-dimensional
data [Shn96], while Keim et al. do not classify three-dimensional data at all [KPS03]. The rea-
son is quite simple, thus visualizing the third dimension on a two-dimensional screen is easy. The
third dimension or variable can be presented by an adequate visual variable, e.g. color or size.
The choice of the visual variable depends on the ability to order the data variable [CMS99, Shn99].
If the data variable or dimension is for example quantitative, the size of the icons may be the
right visual variable to illustrate this issue, in case of a nominal variable the differentiation may
be performed by color. Data-sets with more than three dimensions are called in the literature
multi-dimensional or multivariate data. There are many data-sets that consist of more than
three variables [KPS03]. With each variable or dimension the complexity of visualizing the data
increases. Each of these variables may be nominal, quantitative or ordinal. Their visualization
can overwhelm and confuse even experts, if hundreds of dimensions are visualized at the same
time. Shneiderman proposes the use of buttons, if the cardinality is small, further he intro-
duces a slider to control two-dimensional scattergrams [Shn96, AS94a]. Different visualization
approaches focus on multi-dimensional data, the interaction with the visualizations and the con-
trol of their dimensions [ID90, Gah98, MK08, MD10].
Hierarchies & Graphs
Data entities in data-sets may have different relations to each other and provide thereby a
hierarchical or network structure. Keim et al. differentiates between arbitrary, ordered and
hierarchical relationships of data entities [KPS03, p. 4]. The relationships of the entities may
have different structures. Shneiderman lists as examples, acyclic, lattices, rooted, unrooted,
directed, and undirected as examples [Shn96, p. 339], but proposes to investigate them all as
network data. Keim et al. include the hierarchical structure as the same data type and do not
differentiate anymore between hierarchies and networks [KPS03]. Example of these relations
may be the interlinking of web-pages, the correspondence of emails or relations in relational
data bases. [KPS03, Shn96] There are various visualization techniques that face in particular
the problem of large graphs and huge amount of entities [MGB∗98, Whi98, HMM00, GJK∗01,
AvHK06, vHA09, MSDK12].
Metadata
Metadata can be simply defined as data or information about data. Chi introduced in his Data
State Reference Model a transformation step that produces some form of analytical abstraction
from the underlying data [Chi00]. The analytical abstraction is one way to generate a data
model that provides information about the underlying data. Thus metadata depends in general
on the underlying data; their dimensionality can depend to the dimensions of the data too. It
is further possible that metadata have less or more dimensions as the raw data. It depends
what the purpose of the metadata is. In general, metadata is represented in a structured form
using an annotation (markup) language. The developments in World Wide Web and mobile
devices fostered the use and application of metadata in the recent past. There exist a number
of common languages for describing metadata, e.g. the Extensible Markup Language (XML) or
the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML).
2.6. Methods and Techniques in Information Visualization
There exist many classifications of visualization techniques that use various criteria for catego-
rizing visualizations and provide different views [CCT03]. This chapter already introduced some
of the most common classifications. These are using data, interactions, tasks, or the stages of
data processing for classifying the visual representation. The following part of this section will
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focus on a classification of the visual representations and convey correlations to the introduced
classifications.
2.6.1. Classifications of Visualization Techniques
The most common classifications or taxonomies for information visualization use one or more of
the introduced criterion, namely data, interactions, tasks, or the stages of data processing for
classifying the visual representations. Although, most of the visualization aspects were intro-
duced, the step from data to a visual mapping [CMS99] is also essential to understand information
visualization as foundation of this work. This section will outline the aspect of visualization tech-
niques from introduced classifications and will further enhance with those classification that use
other as the introduced criterion.
Card and Mackinlay classified visualizations based on data value types [CM97]. Their
classification uses the ability to order data values (see 2.5.1) as criterion for categorizing visual-
izations. With the use of graphical properties [Ber83] and the mapping to these properties they
classified visualizations based on data value types (ordered, nominal, and quantitative) into scien-
tific visualization, GIS, multi-dimensional plots, multi-dimensional tables, information landscapes
and spaces, node and link, trees, and text transformation. [CM97] In their revised work [CMS99],
as they defined information visualization, they do not classify scientific visualization as a class
or category of information visualization [CMS99]. This definition was applied and is today valid
too, that the scientific visualization builds an own class of visualizations [TM04, TC05, WGK10].
Data as criterion for classifying information visualization played an important role and are
still today an important factor for classifications. The most common classification beside the
classification based on data value order is the type by data taxonomy [Shn96, p. 337] (see Sections
2.4.1 and 2.5.1). This classification investigates both, the data types as described in Table 2.5
and correlates them to the visualization tasks introduced in Table 2.1 [Shn96, Shn99]. The
correlations of tasks (interactions) to data and this kind of mapping were enhanced by Keim et
al. [KPS03]. They used a slightly different data type classification (see Table 2.6), the interaction
techniques (see Section 2.3.2) and provided a correlation to visualization techniques (see Figure
2.8). They defined five visualization techniques that correspond to the display mode. They
proposed that the visualization classes are ”basic visualization principles” [KPS03, p. 5] and
can be combined to provide efficient visualizations. Table 2.8 illustrates the visualization classes
identified by Keim et al. [KPS03].
Visualization Techniques according to [KPS03]
Standard 2D/3D Display X-Y and X-Y-Z plots for standard visualization, e.g. barcharts, linecharts,
or piecharts.
Geometrically-transformed Dis-
play
techniques with exploratory statistics to find interesting transformation
and patterns in multi-dimensional data-sets.
Iconic Display techniques that map attributes of data values from multi-dimensional
data-sets to the features of icons, which may appear as little faces, needle
icons, star icons, color icons etc.
Dense Pixel Display techniques that divide the screen into multiple subwindows based on the
amount of the dimensions in the data-sets. Each data value of the dimen-
sions is mapped to one pixel of the screen.
Stacked Display tailored techniques to present data partitioned in hierarchical manner.
Therefore a coordinate system is embedded to another one and this may
have further embedded coordinate systems. Each of the coordinates vi-
sualizes two attributes and provides with their stacked character the vi-
sualization of multi-dimensional data-set.
Table 2.8.: Visualization Techniques (adapted from [KPS03]
The classification of Keim et al. focuses on the visualization of multi-dimensional data.
The identified data types include graphs and hierarchies, graph-layout algorithms are not men-
tioned at all. This type of data is correlated to geometrically-transformed data, which may
contain graph-layouts, but this type of visualization is not mentioned [KPS03]. A mapping of
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data dimensions to the introduced visualization techniques is illustrated in Figure 2.8. Previous
works of Keim [Kei96a, KK96, Kei97] proposed a similar classification of visualizations, whereas
a dedicated class for Graph-Layout was identified. This classification used more the interac-
tion techniques rather than the data dimensions for identifying the categories of visualization
techniques [Kei97, p. T6-6]. Further this classification proposes more the combination of the
different visualization classes and classes for 3D-, Dynamic- and Hierarchical techniques. Table
2.9 illustrates this classification and compares it to the visualization techniques in Table 2.6. The
descriptions of the visualization techniques are used based on the work in [Kei96a, KK96, Kei97]
and may slightly be different. Just in case of the standard visualizations 2D and 3D Displays no
description were given, so this is according to [KPS03].
Visualization Techniques according to [Kei96a, Kei97, KPS03]
[Kei96a, Kei97] [KPS03] description
Graph-based – structured visualization of graphs and net-
works, e.g. basic graphs.
Hierarchical – subdividing the k-dimensional space and pre-
senting the subspaces as hierarchies, e.g.
treemap.
Pixel-Oriented Dense Pixel Display techniques that map data values to the fea-
tures of screen pixels.
Icon-based Iconic Display techniques that map attributes of data values
to the features of icons.
Geometric Geometrically-transformed techniques with exploratory statistics to find
interesting transformation and patterns in
multi-dimensional data-sets.
– Standard 2D/3D Display X-Y and X-Y-Z plots for standard visualiza-
tion, e.g. barcharts, linecharts, or piecharts.
Hybrid – arbitrary combinations of the introduced
techniques.
Table 2.9.: Visualization Techniques of Keim in contrast with each other
A high-level taxonomy to categorize visualization (both: scientific and information visualiza-
tion) was proposed by Tory and Möller [TM04]. They investigated the visual space as whole
and included factors like user models to get ideas about the ”object of study”. The involvement
of a user model that affect the understanding of what data represent was novel in contrast to
the work that was previously focused just on data, interactions and tasks [TM04]. The classifi-
cation of visualization provides a high-level classification on data level. The authors differentiate
between ”discrete” and ”continuous” character of ”design models”, ”the conceptualization of a
system that the designer has in mind” [TM04, p. 3 ] based on Norman’s definition [Nor02]. The
differentiation leads to the choice of various display attributes, e.g. color or transparency [TM04].
In the next step of their classification they introduce low-level taxonomies based on the dependent
and independent variables (data values) in visualizations. The continuous model visualization
correlates the type of the dependent variables to the number of the independent variables. De-
pendent variables can occur as scalar (color gradients, isolines), vector (glyphs, particle traces),
and tensor (ellipsoid-shaped glyphs) [TM04, p. 5]. The discrete model visualization first dif-
ferentiates between data structure and data value. Value is defined by the dimension of the
underlying data. Tory and Möller differentiate between 2D, 3D, and nD [TM04]. The struc-
ture may occur as node-link, hierarchies, and space-filling mosaics [TM04]. Figure 2.12 illustrates
the described categorization of discrete and continuous visualization models on their low-level
presentation [TM04, pp. 5-6]
However, other criteria have been proposed to classify visualizations: e.g. by space, by
changes of the data over time or their transformation steps, by number of visual attributes,
by tasks and interactions, by the several aspects of data, or by human factors [CM97, Chi00,
CCT03, AS04, CKB08]. Further some special criteria were investigated for the classification of
visualizations. Grimstead et al. for example investigated visualizations in context of collab-
oration [GWA05]. Some visual classifications appeared in context of the application domain.
Gelernter for example investigated visualizations in context of digital libraries and proposed
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Continuous Model Discrete Model
Figure 2.12.: Low-level taxonomies of continuous and discrete visualization model from [TM04,
pp. 5-6]
a categorization in hierarchical lists, concept maps, tree maps, and self-organizing maps [Gel07].
The main criterion for classification still remained the data based classification. Ward et al.
presented a taxonomy of visualizations based on the data structure and subdivide each class
again by the data types (data value) or visual attributes [WGK10]. This more recent example
amplifies the assumption that the visual transformation of the data type, structure and value is
an adequate way to categorize visualization types. The classification of Ward et al. is illustrated
in an abstract way in Table 2.10.
Table 2.10.: Visualization classification by Ward et al. (adapted from [WGK10])
2.6.2. Visualization Techniques
The classifications of the visualization techniques could outline that many criteria can be used
for categorizing visualization. The main criteria still remain the data structure and data value
[Kei97, WGK10]. This section will give an overview about the visualization techniques that
are classified above. For introducing the visualizations, a combination of the most relevant
classifications will be used. The baseline of the classification used in this work, is the visual
categorization by Keim et al. [Kei96a, KK96, Kei97, KPS03]. Thus the different classifications
use various terms for similar classes of visualization (see Table 2.9), the introduced techniques
will be introduced by recently used terms in the research literature. Further some categories are
either obvious (e.g. hybrid), not of interest in context of this work, or not anymore in context of
information visualization. These classes will not be considered. Based on these factors a slightly
different classification will be introduced that considers the research goals of our thesis. Figure
2.13 illustrates the visualization classification as a combined result of the works of Keim et al.
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and Ward et al. The introduced visualization techniques serve as examples and do not claim to
present the state-of-the-art in information visualization.
Figure 2.13.: Visualization Classification used in this work (adapted and combined from [Kei96a,
KPS03, WGK10]
Geometric Visualizations
Geometric visualization techniques [Kei97] (Geometric Projection Techniques [KK96], Geometri-
cally transformed Techniques [KPS03]) transform data values of one- to multi-dimensional data
into graphically transformed object. Every transformation that goes beyond the mapping of
data values to pixel or a transformation to graph-layout can be count as geometric visualization
technique. Keim et al. propose that this transformation aims at finding interesting patterns, in
particular in multi-dimensional data-sets [KPS03, p. 5]. In context of this thesis simple transfor-
mation in one and two dimensional data-sets are counted as geometric visualization techniques.
Thus the ”standard 2D /3D” visualization techniques are investigated as part of this visualization
technique. The geometric transformation can be performed in various ways. In two dimensional
data, e.g. the transformation is a mapping to geometric objects. In multi-dimensional data-sets
the use of exploratory statistics, e.g. Principal Concept Analysis (PCA) [Jol02] or Factor analysis
and multidimensional scaling, enables such geometric projections [KPS03]. The outcome of the
transformation is geometric objects that may appear as different object types. After the review
of recent and traditional visualization techniques that use a geometric transformation, the clas-
sification of Ward et al. for multivariate data [WGK10, pp. 237] is partially applied to outline
the main ”geometric objects”. Therefore we classify the geometric visualization techniques into
their output geometry that commonly appears as ”points”, ”lines”, and ”areas”.
Point-based Visualizations
The geometric transformation to point-based techniques includes the visual projection of data
values to graphical representations as points, marks or other ”aesthetic entities” [WGK10, p.
237]. According to given attributes the visual representations of each record are placed on
the screen to derive a visual representation of the whole data set. Depending on the selected
attributes and the chosen layout method, point-based techniques are suitable to compare certain
data characteristics, identify outliers or irregularities in the data, recognize relationships among
data entities, and identify unexpected or previously unknown clusters and patterns. Usually each
data record is projected from its n-dimensional space to a k-dimensional space (usually two- or
three-dimensional) and the visual representation of the record is represented at the k-dimensional
point on the screen.
One of the most common and established approaches for point-based visualizations are the
use of Cartesian coordinates for positioning points [Jar94]. The most common way perform such
a positioning are scatterplot (two- or three-dimensional scatterplots [SW12]). Each axis of the
coordinate system represents one dimension of the underlying data. The type of each dimension
can either be ordinal or nominal. With the use of linear interpolation or other interpolation
and projection methods [BW09] the data values are mapped to the dimensions of the plot. The
representations of each data record are drawn at the location in the coordinate system that
corresponds to the attribute values for the dimension in the record. So, different records can be
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compared according to the chosen dimensions. Another important feature of scatterplots is that
the amount of the visualized dimensions is not limited to the number of axes of the coordinate
system. Current approaches [JPKM07, BW09, SW12] make use of visual properties of the
depicted marks to include further dimensions into the representation. One common method for
including further dimensions in a scatterplot is mapping of data values to visual variables, e.g.
color, size or shape.
The projection of points to Cartesian coordinates is just one way for the geometric trans-
formation of data values as points on the screen. Further examples for point-projections are
Barycentric mappings that consider coordinates as weighted sums of the anchor positions [PR04]
or projections to circles, constructing multiple dimensions by a flattening process [SGM08]. A
recent example of Dinkla et al. visualizes network data with strong structural characteristics
as point-based matrices (Compressed Adjacency Matrices) [DWvW12] . These matrices allow an
easy detection of sub networks with specific structures and motifs [DWvW12, WGK10].
a) b)
Figure 2.14.: Examples of point-based visualization techniques: a) an example of Compressed
Adjacency Matrix (from [DWvW12, p. 2457]) and b) an example of 3D-Scatterplot
using color as further dimension (from [SW12, p. 1973])
Line-based Visualizations
Line-based visualizations project data values as lines on the screen. Therefore the vertical axis
represents traditionally the value of a data variable and the horizontal axis the order. In many
cases this order is a temporal (quantitative) variable that visualizes a continuous value. Line-
based visualizations are the most common way to graphically represent the continuous value, e.g.
in stock markets and financial sectors. Due to the high distribution and the high familiarity, these
visualization techniques are effective for users to analyze and explore data. Each line represents
one data value in correlation to two dimensions. With this characteristic the basic form of
line-based visualizations are univariate. In contrast to point-based visualization techniques, line-
based techniques provide also visual patterns for slopes, curvature, crossing, and further line
patterns [WGK10].
The most common way of line-based visualizations is line-graph. Similar to the traditional
scatterplots, line-graphs visualizes data values on the axes of Cartesian coordinates. The line-
graph is originally a univariate data visualization that can be easily extended for visualizing
multivariate data [WGK10]. According to Ward et al. there are four main strategies for pro-
viding visualizations of multivariate data with line-graphs: (a) superimposition (b) stacking, (c)
ordered superimposition, and (d) ordered stacked [WGK10, p. 246]. The idea behind each of
these strategies is to represent each dimension with an own line in the same coordinate system
using one of the four strategies:
• Superimposing: Superimposing multiple lines in one coordinate system allows directly
comparing different dimensions and records in a single visualization. Crossings and shared
trends can be easily recognized with this strategy. However if the dimensionality increases
this approach becomes unclear.
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• Stacking: Stacking lines on top of each other avoid crossings of lines. The idea is to start
with the first line and use it as base line for the following. The quantitative value of each
record is reflected by the distance of the line at a specific point to the line beneath it. So
it is difficult to recognize the actual value for each record but this strategy is well suited
to explore aggregated values of multiple records.
• Ordered superimposition: The ordering or sorting of records based on a specific dimension
is another strategy for visualizing multivariate data in a line-graph. The ordering of the
records has direct impact to the expressiveness of the visualization. Adequate orderings
alleviate the recognition of patterns and relations among the data set.
• Ordered stacking: Analogue to the superimposition strategy, the ordering can also be ap-
plied to stacked line-graphs. The ordering of records according to a certain dimension may
reveal interesting patterns and is a direct factor for the expressiveness of the visualization
technique.
[WGK10, p. 264]
Another well-known and established method of the geometric transformation to line-based
visualizations is ”parallel coordinates”. This projection technique was introduced by Inselberg
for studying high-dimensional geometry [Ins85] and found its way through many applications
and enhancements to multi-dimensional data. In contrast to line-graphs, parallel coordinates do
not make use of orthogonal axes. They order the axes, which may represent the data dimensions
parallel to each other. Spaced vertical and horizontal lines represent the ordering or value of the
data. Traditionally each data record is plotted as a polyline across the parallel arranged axes. The
polyline crosses each axis at the position proportional to its value to represent the characteristics
of the data record (see Figure 2.15). Parallel coordinates can be used to identify clusters in the
data by means of similar curve shapes of the visualized records and to identify correlations and
outliers [YGX∗09, ZCQ∗09, WGK10]. Furthermore parallel coordinates allow two basic ordering
methods that can be controlled by the user in most of existing implementations: (1) order of
axes and (2) ordering of values [WGK10]. The order of axis determines which dimensions are
arranged next to each other and the ordering of values the position of values according to each
axis. Analogue to line charts the ordering of axes as well as the ordering of the values in each
dimension influences the expressiveness of the visualization. If an unfavorable ordering is chosen
relevant patterns in the underlying data may remain hidden from the user.
a) b)
Figure 2.15.: Examples of line-based parallel coordinates: a: combined technique with points
(from [YGX∗09, p. 1006]) and b: using optimization algorithms for visual clustering
(from [PGU12, p. 2511])
Since the development of parallel coordinates many approaches extended the idea to provide
more efficient visual pattern recognition. Fua and Ward introduced a hierarchical approach
for visualizing aggregated information of large data-sets [FWR99]. Miller and Wegemann
introduced the concept of line densities to replace the raw data with a density plot that reveals
clusters in multivariate data [MW91]. Yang proposed an interactive hierarchical dimension
ordering, spacing and filtering approach that is based on dimension hierarchies derived from
similarities among dimensions and introduced an approach for visualizing association rules in
parallel coordinates [Yan05]. Peng et al. presented an approach for reducing visual clutter by
using dimension reordering strategies [PWR04]. Novotny and Hauser proposed an approach
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for visualizing context at several levels of abstraction in parallel coordinates for representing
outliers and trends [NH06] [WGK10, p. 248]. Yuan et al enhanced the line-based approach of
parallel coordinates with point based techniques of scatterplots to enhance the usability in large
multi-dimensional data [YGX∗09]. Zhou et al. proposed a splatting approach to reduce clutter
in parallel coordinates and reveal patterns [ZCQ∗09]. Pilhöfer et al. presented ordering and
optimization algorithms based on Bertin’s classification [Ber83] to reveal cluster with visual
variables [PGU12].
Line-graphs and parallel coordinates were example of line-based visualization, using or-
thogonal or parallel axes to visualize data values and dimensions, their correlations and visual
patterns. The idea of visualizing lines across axes or parallel to axes was applied on different
further approaches. Ward et al. outline in particular the radial axes techniques that project a
given range of values to a circular scale [WGK10]. They propose that each record is plotted as a
line offset from the circular base for representing the data set. This technique is especially useful
for analyzing periodic or cyclic data.
Area-based Visualizations
Area-based (region-based, space-based, space-filling) visualization techniques make use of filled
polygons or spaces on the screen to project data values and dimensions on the screen [WGK10].
Usually instantiations of area-based techniques incorporate different properties of the given data
into the visual design of the polygons to convey additional values and data characteristics to
offer the possibility of comparing different features of data. For instance the size, the shape
or the color of the visual representation of a data record can be utilized for visually represent-
ing additional dimensions of the data set. Due to the ability of the human perception which
enables an effective differentiation of the length or the size of presented polygons, area-based
visualizations are successfully applied for representing and analyzing information encoded in the
data [WGK10].
The most common representative of area-based visualization technique is the bar chart that
was successfully integrated in many different applications for comparing and analyzing data.
Similar to scatterplots or line-graphs, bar charts are based on a Cartesian coordinates that
include commonly two or three dimensions. Usually the vertical axis represents the range of
the values, whereas the horizontal axis represents an ordering of the given records [WGK10].
Each data record is represented as a bar and the length visualizes the data value. According
to Ward et al. there are two different strategies to present each data record in a bar chart,
stacked or clustered [WGK10]. In a stacked bar chart the values of each dimension and record
are stacked together in an aggregated bar. In a clustered bar chart the value of each record
for each dimension is represented in a bar and positioned next to each other [WGK10]. Other
approaches of bar chart visualizations utilize a three dimensional coordinate system to separate
the different dimensions into a new coordinate.
The geometric transformation of data in area-based visualization techniques do not need to
be arranged to certain axes. Thus the polygons and spaces provide various visual variables for
projection, the polygons themselves may contain information represented by appropriate visual
variables. For instance the data in tables that already owns relationships are predestinated to
be visualized as polygons [WGK10]. Multivariate data are often stored in tables (see also 2.1)
where each row represents a data record containing the values for each of the dimensions repre-
sented by the columns of the table. Tabular displays like heatmaps [Wil94, BT07] or table lens
visualizations [RC94] directly exploit this tabular structure to visualize data. Heatmaps utilize a
color gradient to map each value of the given table to a specific color and fill the corresponding
cell of the table with the derived color [WGK10]. For instance such an approach visualizes higher
values with a more intensive color for visually separating these values. The approach of visual-
izing multivariate data with heatmaps is especially useful for the task of identifying outliers in
the data by means of strongly deviating colors
The Table Lens approach introduced by Rao and Card [RC94] represents each data record
in a row of the table and encodes the values for each dimension and record respectively with
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a visual representation. For instance a numerical data entry is represented as a horizontal bar
and the length represents the value. Usually implementations of Table Lens include different
ordering functions that allow users to order the data records in the table with respect to a selected
dimension. Another commonly integrated feature of table lens is the ability to expand specific
rows by selection and to inspect the data records in its textual form. Table Lens visualizations are
especially useful for inspecting a large amount of data and to get an overview of its characteristic
as well as analyzing the data distribution of specific dimensions.
Beside tabular and multidimensional data, various data projections were developed with
area-based visualizations. Shneiderman proposed a visualization approach that transforms
hierarchical data structures in nested rectangular areas by splitting the screen into vertical and
horizontal rectangles [Shn92]. This Treemap visualization is a classic representative of area-
based visualization techniques that is not constrained to any data structure. It is obvious that
hierarchies can be conveyed with this visualization in an effective way, but further enhancements
of the Treemap proofed its applicability for various data [SW01, SP09, Cox08, NBH09, NSB∗10,
RBSL∗12, Bru13]. Brunetti for instance applied the Treemap visualization for semantic data
[Bru13]. Cox applied a circular Treemap to visualize the customer price index of New York
[Cox08] and used color of the spaces to visualize the temporal changes. Figure 2.16 illustrates
some examples of Treemaps applied for various data in several ways.
a) b) c)
Figure 2.16.: Examples of Treemaps: a: the original Treemap for visualizing hierarchies (from
[Shn92, p. 98]), b: Treemap example for visualizing semantic data (from [Bru13, p.
4]), and c: example of a circular Treemap for visualizing the price index (from
[Cox08])
The introduced techniques for area-based visualizations should be considered as examples
that may illustrate the effectiveness of these visualization techniques. There exist many further
approaches that make use of the transformation of data values to polygons and their visual vari-
ables. Further examples could be the Docuburst introduced by Collins et al., an approach for
a radial space-filling tree visualization to explore textual documents [CCP09], Zhou et al. intro-
duces an approach that make use of a splatting framework to reduce the clutters and transforms
lines to spaces [ZCQ∗09], and we have proposed a superimposed stacked-graph using polygons
for visualizing trends and the occurrence of related documents for detecting latent trends over
time [SBB∗12]. Shin et al. proposed a hierarchical tree visualization for mobile devices by inte-
grating focus plus context [SPH11]. Their Tablorer system integrates space-filling and indented
lists to visualize hierarchies.
Many applications and methods used combination of the above introduced techniques. A
famous example is the Table Lens proposed by Rao and Card [RC94]. Table Lens make use
of all three mapping methods based on the value type of the data, e.g. quantitative variables
are presented by bars [RC94]. This approach was applied and enhanced by further applications
(e.g. [JTS08, AEL∗10]).
Graph Visualizations
Many data sets provide a kind of relationship between data entities. These relationships may
be stored in tables, as metadata in structured documents, or appear as a result of data pro-
cessing. The result of the data entity relationships can be called graphs. A graph consists of
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a) b)
Figure 2.17.: Further examples of area-based visualizations: a: parallel coordinates with polygons
beside lines (from [ZCQ∗09, p. 766]), b: superimposed stacked graph for trend
detection (from [SBB∗12, p. 86])
data entities that represents as a set of nodes and their connections to each other, called edges or
links [KPS03]. Diestel describes a graph as a pair G = (V,E) of sets, where E ⊆ [V 2], V ∩E = 0
and the elements of V are vertices or nodes and the elements of E are edges or links [Die10, p.
2]. The resulting relationships may occur in different ways and can consequently be visualized
in various ways. Keim et al. proposes for visualizing graphs ordered, hierarchical, and arbitrary
network relation visualizations [KPS03, p. 4]. von Landesberger differentiates graph visu-
alization techniques between node-link, matrix, and combined techniques [Lan10]. This thesis
differentiates between those relationships that describe a parent to child relation (hierarchical)
and relations that have not any hierarchical correlations (arbitrary). For differentiating the
graph-layouts Herman et al. proposed a survey of different graph-layout algorithms and their
application scenarios [HMM00].
Hierarchical Graph-visualizations Hierarchical visualizations (or Tree visualizations [WGK10])
aim at interactively visualize the data relationships that can be described as parent to child re-
lation. Graph-visualizations are predestinated for visualizing these kinds of relations. Although
the previously introduced Treemaps and further space-filling visual techniques are used to in-
teractively present the hierarchical structure, one main way of visualizing hierarchical relations
still remains the use graphs and their node-link diagrams in different ways. We elaborated the
literature on graph-visualization and worked out a taxonomy of graph-layouts for visualizing
hierarchies [NBK11, Bre10]. Figure 2.18 illustrates an adapted version of our taxonomy. Al-
though the list of graph-layouts for visualizing hierarchies is much longer, the illustration gives
an overview of the how graph-layout could be used to present hierarchies.
Figure 2.18.: A taxonomy for visualizing hierarchies with graph-layouts (adapted from [NBK11,
p. 579] and based on [HMM00, p. 4])
One prominent way of using node-link diagrams for visualizing graph-based hierarchies are
dendrograms [CMP09]. Dendrograms are binary three structures that are characterized by the
fact that all nodes of a hierarchy level are in the same line. This attribute improves the visual
arrangement of the hierarchical structure. The simple graph-structure of dendrograms allows
complex information presentation, whereas huge numbers of entities may overcharge users. Chen
et al. investigated this aspect and proposed an overview plus context approach for dendrograms
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that separates a dynamically-linked overview and detail-view dendrogram to allow more complex
information visualization [CMP09]. Figure 2.19 illustrates a traditional dendrogram with more
than three thousand entities in comparison to the overview approach proposed by Chen et al.
Figure 2.19.: A traditional dendrogram (left) in comparison to the overview dendrogram of Chen
et al. (from [CMP09, p. 890])
D’Ambros and Lanza proposed an approach of visualizing hierarchies of discrete ”time fig-
ures” [DL06]. Their approach investigated the problem of bug-finding and -reporting in software
systems and visualized it in a hierarchical graph-diagram. Therefore they used a heatmap simi-
lar approach for coloring time periods in rectangles, which are then visualized in a hierarchical
node-link diagram. Holten and van Wijk introduced a visualization approach for comparing
different hierarchies [HvW08]. They proposed a visual clutter reduction method (Hierarchi-
cal Edge Bundles) that provides an easy interaction with the complex hierarchical structures.
Dinkla et al. proposed a Visual Analytic system that supports comparisons of hierarchies
by including node-link diagrams for the hierarchy representation of the weights of the related
instances [DWT∗11]. With a further linked-visualization they provided a detailed view on hier-
archy structure, weights and metadata with a user-customizable analysis algorithm for ordering
the weights as heatmap rectangles and find interesting nodes [DWT∗11].
a) b)
Figure 2.20.: Examples of hierarchical graph-visualizations: a: comparative visualizations of hi-
erarchies (from [HvW08, p. 7]) and b: hierarchical visualization of rectangular
heatmaps (from [DWT∗11, p. 1146])
Arbitrary Graph-visualizations
Hierarchical graph-visualizations are one specific type of graph-visualizations. They premise
that at least a parent-child dependency exists. Even, if these hierarchies are just one subgroup
of graph-visualizations, the placement algorithms could achieve high complexity as we described
in the previous pages. Compared to hierarchical graph-visualizations, the placement of nodes in
arbitrary graph layouts that fulfill certain optimization constraints is more complex brandes03.
Arbitrary graph-visualizations illustrate information that does not contain a known class or
structure [WGK10]. There exist many ways to visualize graph structures, e.g. as node-link
diagrams or matrices [LKS∗11]. Ward et al. subdivides the use of node-link diagrams for graph-
visualization into planar and force-directed graph drawing [WGK10]. Force-directed [Kob12,
Tuf63] graph drawing makes use of mass-spring-simulations, the so called ”spring-embedders”,
and model the optimality criteria as an energy function [Kob12]. Each pair of nodes is connected
with two forces, one caused by the spring between them and the other a repulsion that keep
nodes from getting too close to each other [WGK10, p. 278]. Planar graph drawing makes the
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assumption that the underlying graph is planar and contains for instance no crossing edges. The
research work on graph-drawing contains various methods for drawing graphs and visualizing
information and their relationships as visual patterns. Each of the classes proposed by Ward
et al. may rise in various ways and provide slightly different views on data and information.
We worked out a kind of taxonomy for arbitrary graph-visualization [NBK11]. Figure 2.21
illustrates an adapted version of our taxonomy. Similar to the hierarchical approaches graph-
drawing methods, the list of graph-layouts for visualizing non-structured networks is much longer,
the illustration aims to give just an overview of some algorithms.
Arbitrary Graph-Visualizations
Figure 2.21.: A taxonomy for visualizing arbitrary graphs with graph-layouts (adapted from
[NBK11, p. 579] and [HMM00, p. 4])
There exist many approaches for visualizing graphs and these were applied in various ways to
visualize information. One of the main problems of arbitrary graph-visualization is the complex-
ity of huge amounts of nodes and edges. In particular, in arbitrary graph visualizations, where
the structure and classes are unknown [WGK10], the graph-visualization may become difficult
for human to understand. Therefore many approaches faced this problem from different point of
views. Abello et al. for instance proposed an approach for navigating in large graphs by dis-
playing an overview of the graph and provide with this overview a navigation support [AvHK06].
This linked overview further enables a filter functionality to collapse or expand sub-graphs in
their detailed graph visualization. van Ham and Perer [vHA09] faced the same problem from
an opposite viewpoint. They proposed that the procedure of getting first an overview and then
detailed information (see Section 2.4.2 for visual information seeking mantra), may not be ap-
propriate for all visualization tasks or groups. They applied the ”Degree of Interest” concept
of Furnas [Fur86] to graph-visualizations and proposed an interaction model that starts with
a user interest-based search on initial nodes [vHA09, pp. 954–955]. The second step of their
interaction model is show context that provides a sub-graph of the focused node. Their model
concludes with expand on demand step, where users can decide to expand this sub-graph and get
more contextual information or an overview. They applied their model to a massive data-set of
legal document citations in order to provide a comprehensible view on complex court decisions.
May et al. used the degree-of-interest approach of van Ham and Perer and enhanced
it with a multiple focal node selection based on an enhanced focus plus context metaphor
[MSDK12]. Their approach uses a symbolic (arrows) representation to point along the shortest-
path to regions of interest in the graph that might be worth exploring. Further they added
landmarks as graphical cues to give information on the context of the visible sub-graph. Figure
2.22 illustrates the graph visualizations of van Ham and Perer [vHA09] applied to the massive
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a) b)
Figure 2.22.: Examples for arbitrary graph visualizations: a: Approach of van Ham and Perer
with focused node and the related sub-graph (from [vHA09, p. 957]) b: enhanced
approach of May et al. with the symbolic arrows for indicating sub-graphs of
interest. (from [MSDK12, p. 985])
citation network and the enhanced approach proposed by May et al. [MSDK12] with the arrows
indicating sub-graphs of interest.
Graph visualizations were applied in various domains, e.g. social networks [SCL∗09, GOB∗10]
for heterogeneous tasks, e.g. threat detection [CLWM11] and with various methods [ZBDS12,
TE10]. This thesis does not claim to give a comprehensive view on graph visualizations or their
algorithmic optimization methods. There exist a huge number of literature that investigate the
aspect of graph visualization, graph drawing [MGB∗98, BErTT98, GJK∗01] and statistics [Jar94]
in depth. Further various surveys [HMM00, GK10, JS10, LKS∗11] exist that give an excellent
overview on these graph visualization techniques.
Pixel-oriented Visualizations
Pixel-oriented visualization techniques project each data value of a data-set to one pixel of the
screen and present them related to the dimensions [Kei96b, Kei00, KPS03]. This visualization
approach is appropriate for massive data, thus the screen provides a huge amount of pixels and
thereby huge visualization capabilities for an excellent overview of massive data. The visualiza-
tion of data values as pixel has limitations too. One pixel may have the visual attributes of color,
including brightness, hue, and saturation or make use of the Grey-scale and its values [Kei00].
Further variables, e.g. shape or texture cannot be used on the pixel level. Massive data can be
visualized with the pixel-oriented visualizations with two main limitations: Firstly the amount
of visual variables, in most cases color, is limited to a certain range [WVvWvdL08]. The second
limitation is about arranging the pixels related to the data set. The visualization approach can
be seen as a function that projects values from high-dimensional space to a two-dimensional
screen [Kei00].
To face the problem of the limitation of visual variables in pixel-oriented visualizations,
Oelke et al. has investigated various visual variables for their ”boosting” effect [OJS∗11]. For
their work they investigated the visual properties of Ware [War04, War13] with respect to their
applicability in pixel-oriented visualizations [OJS∗11]. Whereas the restriction of one data value
per pixel could not be applied to many of the proposed visual variables. Thus the variable halo
for instance needs the space surrounding the pixel, which visualizes the data value [OJS∗11, p. 9].
They introduced a differentiation of pixel-oriented visualization based on image-driven and data-
driven boosting, which was further subdivided into parse and dense data sets. They evaluated
eight visual variables based on the mentioned classification. Figure 2.23 illustrates the results of
their recommendation and lists the evaluated visual variables.
Keim proposed a differentiation of pixel-oriented visualization in Query-Independent and
Query-Dependent visualization techniques [Kei96b, p. 2]. While query-independent visualiza-
tions visualizes data values by mapping them directly to color, query-dependent visualizations
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Figure 2.23.: Visual variables in pixel-oriented visualizations. Recommendation of using vari-
ables: +: well applicable; o medium effectiveness and −: should not be applied
(from [OJS∗11, p. 8])
consider the user intention, as her query on the data set. Therefore the distances of attribute
values to the query are mapped to colors. The mapping of color in query-independent visual-
ization can be performed by naturally orders of data values [Kei00] or by any other attribute of
interest, e.g. by the quantity of data value appearance [MK08]. Keim introduced the question of
using subwindows in various ways [Kei00], e.g. as circle segment techniques or rectangular tech-
niques. The use of subwindows in pixel-oriented visualization is common, but there exist various
techniques that make use of a single window for visualizing the colored pixel for conveying infor-
mation. In this thesis we investigate some examples and separate the pixel-oriented visualization
techniques from the human point of view in single-window visualizations and multi-window vi-
sualizations. For perceiving visual information it is in our opinion important how information is
visualized.
Single-window Pixel-oriented Visualizations
According to Keim, single-window pixel-oriented visualizations make use of the screen to project
data values as colored pixel [Kei00]. The order of the pixel depends on the intention of the visu-
alization, if the data value contains a natural order, e.g. quantitative values. The mapping is as-
signed to this order. May introduced an approach for a single-window pixel-oriented visualization
by applying the expressions of the Karnaugh map [Kar53] to the visual appearance [May12]. His
approach enables the visualization of multi-dimensional data on a two-dimensional single-screen
display and provides the recognition and detection of visual patterns in the multi-dimensional
data-set [May12, pp. 227]. Another example for such a single-window pixel-oriented visualization
was brought by Stein et al. [SWS10]. They used the single-window pixel-oriented approach for
visualizing social networks.
Multi-window Pixel-oriented Visualizations
Pixel-oriented visualizations make maximum use of the screen. Thus each data value can be
mapped to one single pixel; the most common approaches are dividing the screen into subwin-
dows [Kei00]. The multi-window approach provides more possibilities to detect and recognize
clusters, visual patterns, and correlations [Kei00]. The most common approach for subdividing
the screen into multiple windows is rectangular subwindows. Andrienko et al. introduced such
an approach for visualizing spatio-temporal data in a pixel-oriented multi-window visualization
by using self-organizing maps [AAB∗10]. Although the rectangular subwindows are the most
common way of visualization in this context, there exist further approaches for sub-windowing
the visual area. Keim et al. proposed a multi-resolution approach for pixel-oriented visualization
in circle segments [KSS07]. Their approach focused on improving the scalability of pixel-oriented
visualization by introducing a multi-resolution pixel-oriented visual exploration approach for
large data-sets. Therefore they combined clustering techniques with pixel-oriented projections
to preserve local clusters by using circle segmentation, an enhanced type of CircleView.
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a) b) c)
Figure 2.24.: Examples for visualizations: a: the KVMap byMay a single-window pixel-oriented
visualization (from [May12, p. 227]) b: the SOM-based multi-window pixel-oriented
visualization by Andrienko et al. using rectangular segmentation (from [AAB∗10,
p. 6]) c: the enhanced CirlceView visualization using a multi-resolution pixel-
oriented circle segmentation (from [KSS07, p. 11])
2.7. Summary and Findings
This chapter introduced information visualization as canonical foundation of this thesis. The
terminological distinction aimed at clarifying the term information visualization in contrast to
visualization, scientific visualization and the recently rising term of Visual Analytics. We defined
information visualization in context of this work as interactive visualization of abstract data that
includes the visualization of data models and provide an interactive character with interlinking
to data and their operands to amplify cognition and provide insights and knowledge. In context
of this work the human with his ability to perceive and process visual information is mainly
focused. We investigated human perception and human visual processing to give an insight
how human perceives visualizations. We could outline that beside heterogeneous classification
of human visual processing, the so called parallel and sequential (or serial) processing plays an
important role, in particular for choosing the proper visual variables. Different research outcomes
of studies in cognitive sciences were introduced that prove at least a continuous differentiation of
visual variables and the way how and when they are perceived. Further the results of the studies
can be used to improve in particular the visual appearance of abstract data.
With the interactive character of information visualization, we could depict that information
visualization is more than only pictures. We introduced various classifications of interaction in
information visualization and selected one classification to describe interaction on data and visual
level. Thus the human interaction leads to solving tasks with information visualization, different
classifications of visualization tasks were introduced. We could illustrate that a clear bisection
between tasks and interactions is not possible with the existing classifications. We introduced a
high-level tasks classification and tried to categorize the different existing classifications into the
abstract model, which was partially published in [NK13] and assigned categorized the existing
types of tasks into the abstract model. With visual perception, tasks and interactions, we
covered the human-interaction with visual information systems. The data level completed the
process of data transformation to an interactive visual representation. In this context various
classifications of data provided different views on data, their value, and their dimensions or
variables. For describing the data types the three introduced classifications were merged into
a slightly different classification. The goal was to give a common understanding of the terms
that was often used ambiguously in context of data and visualizing data. We described the most
common appearances of data in context information visualization based on our classification.
The outcomes of the data structures, values and variables were used to introduce information
visualization methods and techniques. Therefore various classifications were introduced that give
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different views on visualization techniques. We chose one common classification and changed it
slightly to introduce an overview of possible visualizations. Based on the introduced classification
we introduced exemplary visualization techniques and methods.
The main goal of this chapter was to give an overview of the various disciplines, techniques,
goals, and approaches that are coupled to interactive information visualization: cognitive scien-
tists investigates the perception of visual illustrations, algorithmic methods optimize layouting,
data models and visualization techniques, the area of human computer interaction investigates
the behavior of human and appropriate reactions of computer systems, and further research ar-
eas, e.g. Visual Analytics work on the optimization for coupling these methods. Further this
chapter worked out that information visualization as an interdisciplinary research area makes
use of ambiguous terms and classifies their approaches in various ways. Therefore it is essential
to have a common understanding of the terms at least in context of this work.
The next two chapters will focus on specific domains of information visualization and its
applications. First we will introduce a general view on semantic technologies and data. The goal
is to give a more detailed view on the state of the art in semantics visualization. Thereafter we
introduce the general idea of adaptive systems and survey the existing approaches on adaptive
information visualizations.
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Semantic technologies provide new ways for accessing data and acquiring knowledge. The un-
derlying structures allow finding information easier, gathering meaning and associations of data
entities and associating data to users’ knowledge. Even though the focus of research in this
area is more to provide ”machine readable” data, human-centered systems benefit from these
technologies too. Especially graphical representations of semantically structured data play a
key-role in this chapter. We will give a short overview over the idea of Semantic Web and its
technologies. Thus semantic technologies are not in focus of this thesis, the review of the research
will be performed in a higher level of abstraction. The goal is to give a common understanding
of the term semantics as it is used in Semantic Web. Further an overview of the Semantic Web
and the related technologies should give an impression of the way how data and meaning as
formalized metadata is investigated. In this context, we will introduce some classifications on
semantic formalisms to enable a view on the different levels of formalizing knowledge. The most
common languages for describing semantics will be introduced based on the classifications. This
allows depicting the continuous spectrum of light-weight to formal semantics. Further it will
clarify that information visualization and semantic technologies are contradictory approaches
for information acquisition. While semantics is more focusing on providing facts to specific and
explicit questions or enhance the search experience, information visualization follows more an
exploratory approach of information acquisition. For outlining this issue, models of exploratory
search will be introduced in context of human interaction with semantics.
The focus of this chapter is a survey of the existing semantics visualizations. First a defi-
nition of semantics in context of visualizations will be given. For a comprehensible illustration
of the visualization techniques in context of semantics, a classification of the visualization tech-
niques will be provided. This classification will focus more on the exploratory search approaches,
models, and steps. Thereafter the existing semantics visualization systems and approaches will
be described based on the acquired classification. Figure 3.1 illustrates the structure of this
chapter.
3.1. Terminological Distinction
Semantics is used in various disciplines, e.g. linguistic, logic, and computer science including
programming languages and Semantic Web very heterogeneously [HKRS08]. It is necessary to
have a common understanding of the term semantics in context of this work, in particular in
context of semantics visualizations. Therefore this part of the thesis introduces some definitions
and investigates different points of view. Here the definition will be given as it will be used
for describing the overall idea of Semantic Web and semantic technologies. In the section that
describes approaches and techniques for semantics visualization (Section 3.5.1), a definition will
be introduced in terms and in context of information visualization.
The origin of the term ”semantics” lies in semiotics, the science of studying signs. Semiotics
is closely related to linguistic and investigates the abstraction, meaning, and rules of languages
[Car48, HKRS08]. Beside the use of the sign studies of semiotics in linguistics, it is a common
instrument in logics for describing rules and meanings [Car48, HKRS08, SS09]. An early and
common definition of semantics in relation to semiotics was proposed by Carnap in a more
logical manner:
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Figure 3.1.: Structure of the chapter semantics visualization
If in an investigation explicit reference is made to the speaker, or, to put it in more
general terms, to the user of a language, then we assign it to the field of pragmatics
[...] If we abstract from the user of the language and analyze only the expressions
and their designata, we are in the field of semantics. And if, finally, we abstract
from the designata also and analyze only the relations between the expressions, we
are in (logical) syntax. The whole science of language, consisting of the three parts
mentioned, is called semiotics.
[Car48, p. 9]
The definition of Carnap gives not only a linguistic view on semiotics and semantics; it involves
the aspect of logic too. Carnap used for his definition of semiotics and the included parts of
pragmatics, semantics, and syntax a logical way of description (expression). He outlined in this
definition that the context to the user is not given anymore in semantics. Semantics is just the
relation between expressions and designata [Car48]. With other words, semantics is defined by
Carnap as the not-user influenced meaning (designatum) or meanings (designata) of expressions.
In terms of linguistic these expressions (syntax) can occur as, e.g. words and consists of a logical
structure. Hitzler et al. proposed that semantics represents in general the ”meaning of words,
phrases, and symbols” [HKRS08, p. 13]. Further they enhanced that in computer science
and in particular in Semantic Web, semantics represents the ”meaning” of words and character
(strings) with their relation to each other. To provide in this context a more comprehensible
understanding of semantics in terms of Semantic Web, they described semantics more precisely.
They differentiate in this context between semantics and formal semantics and investigate the
term semantics from the viewpoint of mathematical logic, where the focus lies on a correct
formal reasoning [HKRS08]. The definition is based on the model-theoretic semantics [Tar44]
and defines semantics as reasoning-relations [HKRS08] as follows: a proposition s ∈ S is a
consequence of the sets S ⊆ S (therewith S |= s) iff each interpretation I, which fulfills each
proposition s′ from S (therewith I |= s′ for all s′ ∈ S), is a model of s (I |= s and |= is
relational reasoning) [HKRS08, p. 92].
Likewise to semiotics, where a sign invokes a concept (identifying an abstract or concrete
thing in the world), semantics is used to interpret a data fragment’s potential usage [GOS09]. In
general, each data fragment has to be interpreted by an appropriate semantics to obtain mean-
ingful results within a consistent system behavior. Representing this data semantics as explicit
metadata is the core of research in context of Semantic Web [AGvHH12]. The research focuses
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on supporting data re-usability, machine-readability, inference mechanisms and semantic inter-
operability [GPFLC07]. The metadata represents the meaning of data [AGvHH12]. Therewith
the term semantic in Semantic Web represents a formalized meaning in form of metadata of data
and data entities [SS09, AGvHH12, HKRS08, GPFLC07].
3.2. The Semantic Web
The World Wide Web (WWW) is a crucial information and communication source of our society.
With every day and every hour the Web grows enormously and the access to information is
getting more difficult. The growth of data in general and in Web in particular, is a rising and
crucial problem that is investigated in the moment of writing this thesis as the problem of ”big
data”. The Web experiences with each day not only new data, but far more of interest in context
of this work are new users of the Web, which make it necessary to research the heterogeneity
of the users and provide adaptive systems. It has already changed our way to communicate
with each other [AvH04]. We use the Web extensively for searching, exploring, and analyzing
information. It is an important resource of today’s knowledge acquisition process. Therefore it
is more than necessary that Web technologies provide an easy access to the desired information
and knowledge. Antoniou and van Harmelen criticized in 2004 that Web technologies with
the keyword-based search engines provide a high recall but a low precision, the retrieved results
are highly sensitive to vocabulary, and the results are single Web-pages with complementary
information that are needed for a search task [AvH04, pp. 1].
The idea of Semantic Web was proposed by Berners-Lee [BL98] as a Web of Data to face
the above mentioned problems by expressing Web information in a machine readable way [BL00].
Therefore Semantic Web should be ”a Web of data with meaning in sense that a computer
program can learn enough about what the data means to process it” [BL00, p. 5]. Semantic
Web enhances the Web with structured and formalized meanings of content (data) [BLHL01,
GPFLC07]. The formalization proposed to make the Web ”meaningful” is based on a structured
notation of content followed by a structured notation of the underlying structure and provides a
rule and meaning inference to make the Web accessible for computer and human [BL98, BL00,
BLHL01, GPFLC07, SS09]. To provide such a structure and meaning to the content of Web, a
”layer-cake” architecture was proposed [Mil01]. This architecture builds the foundation work on
semantic technologies and in particular for the Semantic Web. This construct of Web consists of
structured metadata providing well defined meaning described as formal semantics [GPFLC07].
The following sections will introduce into the general idea of Semantic Web. First the conceptual
”layer-cake” will be introduced that give an overall idea of how the enhanced Web works. In
terms of getting meaning and structure from the Web-data, an overview of knowledge discovery
in context of Semantic Web will be given.
3.2.1. Concept and Architecture of the Semantic Web
The main technique that enables the idea of Semantic Web to become true is XML (Exten-
sible Markup Language [QE13]), thus most of the Semantic Web technologies were built with
the XML family [GC06]. XML and its derivatives are the foundation of Semantic Web and
the technologies and notations that provides those ”meaning” that is proposed by the Semantic
Web [BLHL01, GC06]. The starting point of the conceptual structure of the Semantic Web
(Figure 3.2) is the Unicode standard [con13], an international standard for digitally encoding
multilingual character sets. The Unicode standard should enable the development of a multilin-
gual Semantic Web without any language restrictions [GC06]. Beside the Unicode standard the
architecture model illustrates (Figure 3.2) the Uniform Resource Identifier, which was originally
named in as ”Universal Resource Identifier” [BLHL01] (In this thesis the RFC2396 is applied
and uses ”Uniform” instead of ”Universal”). In combination with XML Namespaces, URIs al-
low the unification of elements within XML Documents [GC06]. In Semantic Web URIs (also
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appearing as URL (Uniform Resource Locator) or URN (Uniform Resource Names)) identify
the entities that should be linked to each other and provide with the interlinking structure a
meaning [BLHL01]. The upper layer of the architecture consists of the already mentioned and
introduced XML together with Name-spaces (NS) and xmlschema. The substantial layer of the
Semantic Web is formed by XML [GC06]. This layer builds the main structure that is further
formalized in the next steps of the architecture.
Figure 3.2.: Conceptual Architecture (Layer-Cake) of the Semantic Web (from [Mil01, p. 17])
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [RDF13] is the formalization of the meaning
of Web data in so called statements [BLHL01, AGvHH12]. The syntax of RDF is commonly
appearing in XML, whereas other representations are possible [AGvHH12]. A statement is an
entity-attribute-value triple [AGvHH12, 27] or as proposed by Berners-Lee a ”subject, verb,
and object” relation [BLHL01]. The entity (or subject) is the resource representing an object of
interest and refers to resources on the Web via a URI [AGvHH12]. The attribute (or verb) in a
statement is represented by a property. A property is a special kind of resource and describes
relations between resources and can be identified by URIs or located by URLs [AGvHH12]. The
value is either another resource or a literal. Literals appear as atomic values and are reserved
identifier in RDF [HKRS08, AGvHH12]. An RDF statement provides with its triples a ”meaning”
to the data or entities of interest.
RDF is currently the most common semantic representation on Web. The initiatives of
Linked-Data (or Linked-Open-Data) are using commonly the RDF representation and interlink
a massive amount of data and information [BHIBL08, BHBL09, HB11, BBBE12, MJB12]. The
amount of their representations and the Linked Data cloud is massively growing and provide
already today an enhanced and meaningful Web [HB11].
RDF Schema (RDFS) is in the same layer on the architectural model of Semantic Web and
provides already the ability to build simple ontologies [HKRS08]. RDFS is an integrated part
of the RDF specification and provides appropriate data typing, background information, and
schema building for the underlying RDF triples [GC06, HKRS08, HB11]. RDFS defines domain-
specific attributes and classes for the resources that are applied in a RDF document [GC06] and
provides universal means of expression for the relations, classes, and the hierarchy [HKRS08].
With the ability to build knowledge about the schema, RDFS can be count as an ontology-
language, whereas the simple architecture and limitations just allow creating a ”lightweight-
ontology” [HKRS08].
The next layer of the conceptual model is dedicated to build such schema information in form
of ontologies. ”An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization” [Gru93, p. 199].
A conceptualization builds the representation of formal knowledge in form of objects, concepts,
and further entities and is thereby an abstracted and simplified view of the world [Gru93]. The
term ontology was applied from philosophy and investigates the nature of existence and the
type of thing that exist. The most common ontologies appear in Web with the formalization of
knowledge in form of term-relations, taxonomies and inference rules for the represented knowledge
[BLHL01, SS09, GC06]. At present the most common representation of ontologies in Web is the
Web Ontology Language (OWL) [SHKG12], which is available in its second version (OWL2) and
downward compatible to OWL [HKRS08, GC06, SHKG12]. While OWL provides many functions
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to handle and formalize knowledge, inference rules and enable reasoning, XML-schema or the
already introduced RDFS can represent the knowledge too in form of ontologies [HKRS08, GC06].
The difference lies in the formal specification that leads to the differentiation of lightweight and
formal ontologies. OWL itself has three degrees of formalization. It may appear as OWL Lite,
OWL DL, or OWL Full [HKRS08, SHKG12]. The next section (3.3) will investigate in particular
the degree of formalization of the ontology and semantic languages and provide an overview of
the most common ”specifications of conceptualizations”.
The logic layer of the architecture is containing logical rules to infer new knowledge from the
existing knowledge representations [GC06]. The proof layer is responsible for the trustworthiness
by distinguishing between different Web sources and their trustworthiness [GC06]. These two
layers together with the ”digital signature” will lead to a ”Web of Trust”, where agents act for
the user and complete tasks without any human intervention [GC06]. The aspect of ”Web of
Trust” is beyond the scope of this thesis, therefore this aspect will not be investigated.
3.2.2. Knowledge Discovery for Semantic Web
Semantic Web premises well-structured and well-defined data in order to provide a meaning to
terms that can be processed by machines and used by human. Therefore various methods and
techniques are provided that formalizes knowledge and provide such formalized knowledge about
a domain. Although, there exist many approaches for formalized documentation and processing
of these resources, one main question is how to formalize the given resources that are commonly
not well-structured in terms of semantic documents. Thus these documents aim at representing
formalized knowledge, it is more than obvious to take the interdisciplinary field of Knowledge
Discovery in Databases (KDD) into account. Thus KDD aims at having knowledge as the end
product of the data discovery [FPSS96, p. 39]. Knowledge Discovery aims at automatically
extracting knowledge of large and unstructured databases by using methods and approaches of
machine learning and data mining [FPSS96, MGFG09]. Grobelnik and Mladenić et al. pro-
posed a methodology for constructing ontologies with KDD methods [GM06, MGFG09]. Their
methodology consists of interrelated phases and is illustrated in Table 3.1.
Phase Description (and the role of Computer vs. hu-
man)
Domain Understanding rely mainly on human to understand the area of inves-
tigation. KDD approaches, e.g. information retrieval
or focused crawling may assist human in that process.
Data Understanding rely on human to understand the available data and
their relation to ontology construction. Information Vi-
sualization (or Visual Analytics) may help to get an
overview of the data.
Task Definition rely on human to define tasks to be addressed. The
previously steps may help to perform this task.
Ontology Learning semi-automatic process relying on the defined task: use
of document collections for extending an existing ontol-
ogy, use of unsupervised learning for generating ontolo-
gies from scratch.
Ontology Evaluation involves human to validate the quality of an ontology.
KDD methods can be applied partially [MG07] or full-
automatically [BGM07, VVSH08].
Refinement with human in the loop providing the ability for human to refine each phase of
the methodology.
Table 3.1.: Interrelated phases of KDD for ontology construction by Grobelnik andMladenić
(adapted from [MGFG09, pp. 22])
Commonly the approaches that use KDD for generating semantics are semi-automatic and
need the involvement of human in the knowledge and ontology generation process [MGFG09].
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There are a number of existing approaches and systems [GM05, FGM06, Bha11, Kam13] that
enables the construction and generation of ontologies with the involvement of human. These
systems make use of different techniques of data mining and knowledge discovery, e.g. Topic
Models [FGM06, MGFG09]. Further approaches make use of the collective intelligence of users
[BHIBL08, BHBL09, HB11] or the already exiting structured metadata that contains nearly
that information that is necessary for the ontology formalization [MJB12]. The full automatic
generation of ontologies without the involvement of human still remains a research topic, whereas
the widespread of semantic structures (e.g. Linked-Data or social networks) in Web already give a
mass amount of semantic data. With the existence of these data, we are able to say that the Web
is already enhanced with semantics and provide meaningful data. The most popular example for
the spread and integration of semantics in Web is beside the DBPedia [MJB12] initiative, the
integration of semantics in the results of the leading (year 2013) search engine provider. Google’s
Knowledge Graph provides semantic search results [Goo13], based on the metadata structure of
various knowledge platforms. The Knowledge Graph is a product of the collective intelligence
that created the various knowledge domains and KDD methods that gather information and
organize them to provide a sufficient representation of relationships. Further the Knowledge
Graph enables human to validate and correct the presented results. Figure 3.3 illustrates the
Google Knowledge Graph with the results for a search for ”Edward Tufte”. It further illustrates
that human are able to claim the correctness of that information: a: the normal view of semantic
information with related information such as place and date of birth, written books, pictures,
and related people and b: the editable version for validating the information by human.
a) b)
Figure 3.3.: The Google Knowledge Graph illustrating the result for the search query ”Edward
Tufte” [Goo13].
3.3. Semantic Formalisms and Languages
As the previous sections could already outline, the formal representation of knowledge as ontology
or a semantic construct may be modeled in different ways. In general, the formalization of
information can be classified into a continuous spectrum from lightweight semantics (informal)
to heavyweight-semantics (formal) [Obr03, UG04, SS09, GC06]. The goal of this section is to
give an overview of the classifications on the formalization of knowledge as ontologies or semantic
constructs for getting an insight of the different viewpoints on this topic. The second part will
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give a short overview of the most common semantic languages (formalizations). The goal here
is to get an insight of the different ways how information can be formalized with semantics.
3.3.1. Classifications of Semantic Formalisms
Obrst introduced a continuous classification of semantics in context of ontologies with the poles
of ”weak semantics” to ”strong semantics” [Obr03]. He characterized the strength of semantics
with its expressiveness of meaning from a very simple meaning to an arbitrarily complex meaning
expression [Obr03, p. 367]. This classification starts with machine interpretable relational mod-
els as schema, which provide taxonomy as sub-classification-of relationships and continues with
more and more meaning in form of thesauri in Entity-Relationship (ER) models to conceptual
models that define a relationship schema including a ”sub-class-of” relationship (RDF/S, XTM,
and Extended ER). The higher level includes formalized knowledge in form of Logical Theory,
which is characterized by transitivity of properties and disjoints ”sub-class-of” relationships. Ex-
amples for this class may be the Unified Modeling Language (UML), the successor language
DAML+OIL, OWL, and Description Logic (DL) [Obr03]. The spectrum further involves Modal
Logic and First Order Logic, whereas the formalization does not end at this stage. Future logic
constructs may enhance the spectrum to a more formalized knowledge that enables machines to
retrieve more logical information about the underlying data. A similar but more focused classi-
fication was proposed by Geroimenko in context of Semantic Web visualizations [Ger06]. He
classifies XML-Schema as primitive ontologies and the lowest level of formalization of informa-
tion, whereas the components of Semantic Web, e.g. URI, XML, XML-namespaces are premised
for the formalization. His classification continues with the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) and its Schema (RDFS). The highest level of his model is built by richer sets of descrip-
tion languages that enable, e.g. Boolean expressions, property restrictions, and axioms. This
upper level of semantic includes in the first step the Ontology Inference Layer (OIL) [FHH∗00]
and the DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML). In the second step the combined version
of DAML+OIL [van01, PSHvH02] provide a more formal representation of knowledge, whereas
OWL as the revised version of DAML+OIL that uses the constructs of RDF builds the highest
level of his model [Ger06]. Although, Geroimenko does not declare explicitly his model as
a categorization of semantic formalisms and language, the categorization is similar to Obrst’s
model and provides in this context a kind of classification that is useful for understanding the
strength of formalisms in particular for XML-based techniques. Figure 3.4 illustrates the models
of Obrst and Geroimenko.
a) b)
Figure 3.4.: Categorization of semantic formalisms: A: The genesis OWLModel byGeroimenko
describing XML-Technologies and their relations (adapted from [Ger06, p. 16] and
b: the semantic formalism classification by Obrst (from [Obr03, p. 367])
.
Another classification was proposed by Uschold and Gruninger they differentiate be-
tween ”kinds” of ontologies in terms of their formalization degree and arrange them on a con-
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tinuum [UG04]. Their continuum starts with ”very lightweight” ontologies that consist of terms
with no or little specification of the meaning. With moving along their continuum the amount
of specified meaning and the formalization degree increases by reducing the ambiguity [UG04, p.
60]. Their continuous classification of ontologies ends with formalized logical theories (General
Logic). The main difference to the introduced classifications is that the model of Uschold and
Gruninger consider Database (DB) Schema as ontologies and illustrate overlapping between
ontologies and DB Schema in terms of expressivity [UG04]. Although, the model of Obrst
already considered ER models as semantic knowledge representation, the Databases themselves
were not mentioned with their expressiveness in terms of objects, properties, aggregations etc..
Their model subdivides ontologies into the four classes of ’ordinary’ Glossaries, Thesauri, Tax-
onomies, MetaData, XML Schemas, & Data Models, and Formal Ontologies &Inference.
Guarino et al. applied this model and revised it slightly in order to express the significance
of logic in ontologies [GOS09]. Their revised model classifies ontologies based on the continuum
of Uschold and Gruninger, but uses for the most formalized category the abstracted term of
Logical Languages rather than Formal Languages & Inference. Their main objective is to classify
the logical languages of ontologies into the classes of higher-order logic, full first-order logic, or
modal logic and the stringent subsets of first order logic. They argue that the first class with the
higher logic is very expressive, but does not allow a complete reasoning. Further they classify
the strict subsets of first-order logic into the family of description logics (DL), e.g. OWL-DL
and logic programming, e.g. F-Logic [GOS09]. Figure 3.5 illustrates the described classifications
of the semantics and ontologies.
a) b)
Figure 3.5.: Categorization of semantic formalisms: A: The continuous classification of Uschold
and Gruninger (from [UG04, p. 59] and b: the revised classification by Guarino
et al. (from [GOS09, p. 13])
.
There exist a variety of further classifications of semantic formalisms and ontologies re-
spectively. This classification is made based on the ”subject of the conceptualization” as the
introduced examples showed or on the amount and structure of the conceptualization [Gua97,
GPFLC10]. Further classifications investigate in particular the ”heavyweight” ontologies [GPFLC07,
GPFLC10]. Heavyweight ontologies or semantic formalisms model the domain in a deeper way
and provide more restrictions on domain semantics by adding formal axioms, functions, rules,
and procedures in contrast to lightweight formal semantics. There are important relations and
implications between the knowledge components (concepts, roles, etc.) used to build the formal
semantics, the formal semantics formalisms that represent the components, and the languages
that implement the semantic data [GPFLC07]. Gómez-Pérez et al. propose a differentiation of
semantics formalisms that describe the metadata as machine-readable formal semantics (knowl-
edge representation paradigms) into Semantic Networks, Frame-based Logics, and Description
logics [GPFLC07]. Semantic networks (SN) are one of the oldest knowledge representation for-
malisms. A SN represents knowledge as a set of nodes connected by labeled links. In such a
representation, meaning is implied in the relationship of at least two concepts [FHLW03]. A typ-
ical and common example for SN is the Resource Description Framework (RDF). Frame-based
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logic is a knowledge representation, isomorphic to semantic networks. A frame is a named data
object that has a set of slots. Each slot is representing a property or attribute of the object. Slots
can have one or more values; these values may be pointers to other frames [FHLW03]. Description
logics (DL) denote a group of logics for knowledge representation that arose from semantic net-
works. They provide a formal foundation for frame-based systems. Substantially DL constitutes
fragments of first-order logic, restricted to a certain complexity class to allow the construction of
a high expressive language [HKRS08]. The DL model distinguishes between a terminological box
(TBox) and an Assertional box (ABox). The TBox contains intentional knowledge to describe
general properties of concepts. The ABox contains extensional knowledge, which is specific to
the individuals of the discourse domain [GPFLC07]. The most prominent DL-based languages
are OIL [FHH∗00], DAML+OIL [van01], and OWL [SS09, GPFLC10, DGM09].
The introduced classifications outlined that the spectrum of semantics may start with no or
less meaning of termini in an unformalized way [GOS09, UG04] to the formalization of knowl-
edge by using higher-order logic. There is a continuous spectrum of formalization, whereas the
formalization is the conceptualization of knowledge as proposed by Gruber [Gru93]. In this
context various languages for describing ontologies arose that specify a conceptualization in a
more or less formal way and provide a meaning to data or information entities. Some of these
languages were already mentioned for describing the general idea or the degree of formalization,
but there exist many further ways of formal expression to convey information as meaningful
knowledge or provide reasoning and inferencing on the data.
3.3.2. Semantic Languages
The introduced classifications of semantic formalisms illustrated an overview of the existing
methods for formalizing information to extract ”meaning” and enable the idea of Semantic Web.
This part introduces some of the most common languages for the formalization of knowledge,
whereas the objective of this section is not to give a comprehensive illustration of semantic and
ontological formalizations and languages. It should far more be seen as an overview of possible
ways to formalize information and to extract meaning from the data. Therefore we will pick up
some representatives of the lower level of conceptualization (lightweight) and introduce first the
semantic formulated by XML and XML-schema. Currently the most common way of formalizing
information is RDF, therefore we will continue with the more formal representation of RDF and
RDFS. Thereafter the concept of Topic Maps will be introduced as a technology for building
semantic networks above information as a contradictory approach of the resource-centric RDF-
technique. To provide an insight into the logical and more formalized languages, we introduce
the idea of Description Logic with OWL as its most common representative. This section should
not be seen as a handbook for designing formal knowledge representations.
XML & XML-schema
XML [QE13] is one of the most substantial layers and technologies of Semantic Web [GC06].
XML was developed as an extensible markup language to provide the ability to annotate infor-
mation resources or entities with own or predefined ”tags” that enable such annotations. The
annotations of these documents are commonly called metadata, thus these are information about
the underlying data [HKRS08]. The data are enclosed with an opening and closing tag, whereas
the opening tag may have attributes with values. It is possible to model meaning and relation-
ships in and for data with these rudimentary modeling elements. Let us take the example of
a person, who has a working-position in two organization and an academic degree (see Listing
3.1). All the mentioned information about that person can be expressed in sentences and by
relationships, as described in Section 3.2. In general a XML-document can be seen as a data-
model with a tree-structure, thus the elements are nested [HKRS08]. With its nested structure
a XML-document provides a kind of taxonomy that is similar to a subclass-of relationship. The
tags provide a meaning to each data fragment, e.g. the title of the person is ”Prof. Dr.” and
”Fraunhofer IGD” is an organization. Further the relationships of the data fragments are of im-
portance, thus this document allows the extraction of the information that ”Prof. Dr. Dieter W.
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Fellner is director of Fraunhofer IGD and professor at the Technische Universität Darmstadt”.
In this sentence the assigned relationships are ”is director of” and ”is professor at”.
<Person academicDegree=" Prof . Dr . ">
<Name>Diete r W. Fe l l n e r</Name>
<Organizat ion po s i t i o n=" Di r e c to r ">
Fraunhofer IGD
</Organizat ion>
<Organizat ion po s i t i o n=" p r o f e s s o r ">
Technische Un iv e r s i t ä t Darmstadt
</Organizat ion>
</Person>
Listing 3.1: XML example of a ”meaningful relationship”
The metadata described here are very similar to semantic relations, but they cannot be processed
by machines and computer without further technologies [HKRS08, GC06]. A machine does not
”know” what the strings ”Person”, ”Organization” or ”position” mean. Further the context
is important, thus the term position, if processed and known by machine, would have various
meanings and contexts, e.g. a position in a room or the current position of the moon. Humans
are able to derive the information out from metadata as they are really meant based on the
context. A first step to face this problem is XML-schema. With XML-schema the meaning
of each tag can be annotated to process the information easier. An enhancement to give the
machines the ability for describing machine-processable metadata is the Resource Description
Language and its schema [SS09, GC06, RDF13].
RDF & RDFS
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [RDF13, MM04, Bec04] is currently the most com-
mon and important language that builds the foundation of Semantic Web and semantic tech-
nologies [HKRS08, SS09, GC06, BHBL09, BHIBL08, HB11]. RDF enables the idea of Semantic
Web, as proposed by Berners-Lee that information resources on Web can be expressed by
sentences with meanings [BLHL01]. RDF can be built with three main concepts: statements,
resources, and properties [MM04, GC06], whereas the RDF-statements (rdf:type) are the founda-
tion of RDF and express the meaning and relationships of Web resources in form of ”sentences”
as subject (rdf:subject), predicate (rdf:predicate) and object (rdf:object) [MM04, HKRS08]. RDF
statements describe directed graphs and thereby a set of nodes that are connected to each other
with directed-links [HKRS08]. In contrast to XML, where the information is annotated in tree-
structures, RDF uses a relational concept and describe far more than just hierarchies. RDF
statements allow general descriptions of resource relations in Web [HKRS08]. A statement is
defined as a RDF-triple (RT), where RT is defined as RT = (s, p, o) and s ∈ S is a subject
referring to a Web recourse, p ∈ P is a predicate or RDF property defining the relationship and
o ∈ O is a either a resource on Web or a predefined RDF literal [HKRS08]. Each element of
subject and predicate in a RDF-triple refers to a resource on Web, whereas objects may refer
to resources or to literals. Therefore the concept of URI (and URL) is used to enable a unique
identification of resources [MM04, HKRS08]. Literals are values that may appear as typed or
plain [KC04]. An example for a literal is the numerical value ”23”. In this case this numerical
value can be expressed in different ways, e.g. 023 or 000023, but refer always to the value ”23”.
RDF can be formulated in various ways, e.g. N3, N-Triples, or Turtle [HKRS08], whereas the
RDF/XML notation is the most common way of serializing RDF triples [Bec04, HKRS08].
The extraction of semantics as terminological knowledge in RDF is enabled by RDFS [BG04],
the schema language of RDF [HKRS08]. RDFS allows creating (lightweight) ontologies by con-
structing classes, associated properties, and utility properties within a RDF document for a
specific knowledge domain [HKRS08, BG04]. These ontologies are built on the limited vocabu-
lary of RDF and can be treated as RDF documents [HKRS08]. The formalization of knowledge
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with machine-processable schemata is one of the main purposes of RDFS. Therefore a predefined
vocabulary is used to assign and annotate information entities as subject or individuals of classes,
create class-relations, e.g. as a class hierarchy and annotate properties [HKRS08, BG04]. RDFS
uses therefore a predefined vocabulary commonly starting with the prefix rdfs:, e.g. a class or
concept in RDFS is annotated as rdfs:Class. Further the predefined RDF annotations starting
with rdf: are used in the schema-level for annotation, e.g. rdf:Property or rdf:Statement. With
the predefined vocabulary a machine-processable ontology can be created that annotated the
knowledge within a RDF document. Further information and the specification of RDFS can be
found in [BG04].
Topic Maps
A knowledge-centric approach for generating semantics and ontologies in Web is the Topic Map
approach [LD01, GC06]. The main concepts of Topic Maps are topics, associations (or relations),
and occurrences (or characteristics) [PM01, GC06]. Almost every knowledge or information
entity is represented in Topic Maps as topics. The relationships of topics are modeled through
associations. Each topic may have n associations to m occurrences, whereas occurrences refer
to resources on Web [LD01, GC06]. Similar to RDF a semantic network can be modeled with
the three main components of Topic Maps [LD01]. The main difference between RDF and
Topic Maps is in the knowledge-centric approach of Topic Maps, where each topic represents
an abstract knowledge entity and not directly a resource [GC06]. The resources are linked with
the occurrences and model together with the associations a kind of a knowledge map above the
Web-resources [GC06]. Topic Maps are formulated commonly with XML and are specified as
XML Topic Maps (XTM) [PM01].
Description Logic & OWL
RDF & RDFS as today’s most common formal representation of semantically annotated data
provide already the ability to model information with semantics and provide logical functions
for inferencing or reasoning [SS09]. But RDF has limitations in particular for reasoning and
inferencing information and further logical functions [AvH09, SS09]. To face these limitations the
family of Description Logic and more complex information representation structures are provided,
which enable more complex logical functions on data [GOS09]. Description Logic (DL) is a subset
of the first-order logic and the most common logical structure for building formal ontologies in
a structured and formally well-understood way [BHS09, GOS09]. DL describes concepts as
unary predicate (atomic concepts) and binary predicate (atomic roles) expressions [BHS09].
The formulation are made by logical constructors, e.g. negation (¬) or existential restriction
(∃R.C) constructors [BHS09]. Let us assume that we want to formalize the concept of ”A female
professor working at Fraunhofer has three children and all of whom are sons”. This concept can
be formalized with the concept description as illustrated in the equation 3.1.
Professor u ¬Male u ∃working.Fraunhofer u (= 3 hasChild) u ∀hasChild.Son (3.1)
The concept example in 3.1 refers to a simple Boolean construction of the description logic.
To model meaningful ontologies DL make use of two further main concepts, the terminological
and assertional formalisms [BHS09]. Terminological axioms are used for instance to introduce
names (abbreviations) or to state constraints. A constraint could be that just human can have
human children [BHS09]. The already introduced TBox (Section 3.3.1) is a set of such termino-
logical axioms [BHS09]. The assertional axiom is used for instance to formalize that individuals
belong to a named concept, e.g. the expression Researcher(Dirk) formulates that ”Dirk” is
an individual of the concept ”Researcher”. The ABox is a set of all assertions and the named
individuals [BHS09]. Description Logic enables various methods for inferring implicit knowledge
from explicitly formalized information. Examples for algorithms that enable such inferencing are
the subsumption algorithm for inferring the sub- and super-concept of a concept, the instance
algorithm that determines the individual of concepts, or the consistency algorithm that enables
the validation of a set of terminological and assertional axioms [BHS09]. The complexity of such
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algorithms in Description Logic may rise to undecidable and unpredictable complexity [BHS09].
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [SHKG12] provides various degrees of logical complexity
with different levels of expressiveness to give a choice between logical decidability and expressive-
ness for the formulation of ontologies and is the most common ontology language for description
logic [AvH09].
The Web Ontology Language [SHKG12] is built upon RDF & RDFS and has the same
syntax [AvH09]. It enhances RDF & RDFS with further logical constructions, e.g. disjointness
of classes, Boolean combination of classes, cardinality restrictions, and special characteristics of
properties (transitivity, uniqueness, inversion) [AvH09, pp. 92]. The enhancement of RDF &
RDFS with the mentioned logical constructs would lead to a formalized ontological language
that is undecidable, unpredictable and uncontrollable [AvH09, BHS09]. To avoid such an uncon-
trollable and in particular undecidable language OWL provides three Species or sublanguages,
namely OWL-Full, OWL-DL, and OWL Lite [SHKG12, AvH09]. In general the OWL languages
are upward compatible as every legal OWL-Lite ontology or conclusion is a legal OWL-DL on-
tology or conclusion and every legal OWL-DL ontology or conclusion is legal OWL-Full ontology
or conclusion [AvH09]. Therewith OWL-Full provide the most complex and expressive language
construction of OWL.
OWL-Full enables the construction of ontologies by using all the constructs of the Description
Logic, such as property restrictions, special properties, Boolean combinations, or enumerations
in any combinations [AvH09]. OWL-Full is the most expressive language of OWL and the only
language that includes and supports the entire constructs of RDFS [HKRS08]. It undecidable
and only few reasoning and inferencing tools are able to process the complexity of OWL-Full
that is not restricted.
To face in particular the limitation of ”undecidability” in OWL-Full, OWL-DL exploits the
computational tractability and decidability of Description Logic by constraining those aspects
that lead to undecidable ontologies [SHKG12, HKRS08, AvH09]. The decidability is impor-
tant for verifying the ontology for its consistency and deriving information by inferencing in
a computable and reasonable manner [AvH09]. Therefore OWL-DL constraints constructs of
OWL-Full and Description Logic by: vocabulary partitioning, explicit typing, property separa-
tion, cardinality restrictions on transitive properties, and restricted anonymous classes [AvH09].
In OWL-DL a resource can only be one type of vocabulary (vocabulary partitioning), e.g. ei-
ther class, datatype, or property, further the partitioning of the vocabulary must be explicitly
stated (explicit typing) [AvH09]. These two restrictions achieve that object and datatype proper-
ties are disjoint, this further implies that inverse, functional, inverse functional, and symmetric
characteristics cannot be specified for properties (property separation) further transitive prop-
erties must not have a cardinality (cardinality restrictions on transitive properties) [AvH09].
OWL-DL further constraints the use of anonymous classes. These classes are just allowed in
the domain and range of owl:equivalentClass and owl:disjointWith, and in the range of
rdfs:subClassOf [AvH09]. With this constraints and restrictions OWL-DL provide a decidable
model-theoretical semantics [Tar44] based on Description Logic [BHS09] by using the syntax
of RDF/S with a worst-case complexity of NExpTime [HKRS08, AvH09]. Antoniou and van
Harmelen illustrated in [AvH09] the mapping of the OWL syntax to their Description Logic
equivalents, Figure 3.6 shows their mapping and demonstrates the strong relationship between
OWL, RDF and Description Logic.
OWL Lite has further constraints to enable a faster computing of inferences and easier way
for describing semantics. It is sub-language of OWL-DL and further restricts OWL-DL. It is for
instance not allowed to use the constructors owl:oneOf, owl:disjointWith, owl:complementOf,
or owl:hasValue [AvH09]. Further the cardinality statements are limited to 0 and 1 and the
owl:equivalentClass statements are not allowed for anonymous classes [AvH09]. OWL Lite as
sub-language of OWL-DL is decidable with a maximum complexity of ExpTime [HKRS08].
The Semantic Web languages were developed to meet the idea of meaningful Web of data
[BL00]. As Berners-Lee explained an idea of Semantic Web, he proposed a Web that is
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Figure 3.6.: OWL-DL description and the mapping to Description Logic (adapted from [AvH09,
pp.106–107])
.
more ”intelligent” and provides not only meaning of data but also the integration of agents,
which act for human [BL98]. For such a Web the formal ontologies have to be integrated
and spread throughout the Web. And the Web must integrate a Trust layer that was al-
ready proposed [Mil01]. In today’s Web ”semantics” commonly appears as Linked-Data [HB11,
BHIBL08, BHBL09, Stu12]. Linked-Data appear in various notions with different structures
[BHBL09], but the most common way of formalizing Linked-Data is the use of RDF & RDFS
[BHIBL08, BHBL09, HB11, Stu12]. Therewith RDF & RDFS are today’s most common language
for the Semantic Web [HB11].
3.4. Interaction with Semantics
This chapter introduced so far the idea of Semantic Web by explaining its architectural design,
the way how data can be annotated semi-automatically with semantics, the different levels of se-
mantic formalisms, and the way how information can be semantically annotated. It is important
to not only investigate the formal side of semantics, but how human interacts with semantics and
how the interaction with semantic is technically supported. This section gives a short overview of
the most common ways how semantics are queried and how human interacts with the responses
of the queries. This section does not aim to provide a comprehensive tutorial on semantic data
querying or the human interaction with semantics. The goal is to give an insight of what is
possible and what is provided.
3.4.1. Querying Semantics
We described in the previous section that the most common formalization of semantics is for-
mulated by RDF & RDFS. The formalization of knowledge has to provide the possibility to
query the underlying semantics and get the needed information resources. The most common
language for querying semantics from RDF stores and RDF triples is the SPARQL Protocol
and RDF Query language (SPARQL), a relatively young W3C recommendation [ACD∗13]. The
SPARQL recommendation provides beside the query language, a SPARQL Service Description,
SPARQL result descriptions in JSON, CSV and TSV, XML, and SPARQL protocols [ACD∗13].
This section will just introduce the SPARQL query language [HS13] that is used to query RDF
semantics. SPARQL is a language to query (RDF) graphs [HKRS08] and uses primitive RDF
graphs as query-structure. A SPARQL query commonly consists of a namespace, a query form,
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and values for the query form structured as graphs [HKRS08, HS13]. The SELECT query re-
turns variables and their bindings [HS13], the syntax SELECT * is used for all variables in a
query [HS13]. Another query form is CONSTRUCT, which returns a single RDF graph by a tem-
plate, substituting for the variables in the graph template [HS13]. Such a graph template can
contain triples with no variables (ground or explicit triples) [HS13]. With the ASK query form,
the existence of a query pattern solution can be requested, the result is a Boolean expression
of the existence [HS13]. SPARQL provides further the DESCRIBE query form [HS13]. This form
can be used, if the properties (of relevance) in a context are unknown [HKRS08]. The result is
a single RDF graph containing information about resources [HS13].
Values for query forms are introduced with WHERE and may contain a simple graph, group
graph pattern (with the syntax {}), or complex graph structures [HS13, HKRS08]. Such com-
plex graph structures can be requested by grouping the queried graph triple with the braces
[HKRS08]. SPARQL further provides the extended graph declarations of OPTIONAL {graph}
for requesting an optional graph and UNION {graph}, which refers to a logical ”or” [HKRS08].
The combination of the group pattern ({}), the OPTIONAL pattern, and the UNION pattern may
already provide the ability to construct complex query graphs [HKRS08]. SPARQL enhances the
complex query structure by providing the ability to query for data values, the FILTER keyword
that constraints query results, the relational operators (= , < , > , ≤ , ≥ , and ! =) and
a set of special operators [HKRS08]. The special operator BOUND(A) for instance results with
a Boolean true , if the variable ’A’ is bounded, the isURI(A) operator indicates if ’A’ is an
URI [HS13]. Further special operators are isBLANK(A) (true for an empty node), isLITERAL(A)
(true. if ’A’ is a literal), STR(A) (maps RDF-literals or URIs to lexical string), LANG(A) (returns
a string of the RDF literals), DATATYPE(A) (returns the datatype of ’A’), sameTERM(A,B) (true,
if ’A’ and ’B’ are the same RDF terms), langMATCHES(A,B) (true, if the language tag of ’A’ is
in the language range of ’B’), and REGEX(A,B (true, if the string ’A’ was found in the regular
expression ’B’) [HKRS08, HS13]. SPARQL further supports the use of the Boolean operations
of and, or, and not and a set of arithmetic operations that enable a variety of complex query
structures for the semantic data [HKRS08, HS13].
The introduced constructs of SPARQL are just a subset of the entire query possibilities of
SPARQL. Various constructs, e.g. modifiers, algebraic computing and modifiers and conjunctive
queries were not introduced [HKRS08, FGGL10]. SPARQL is an easy to use and intuitive query
language in particular for querying RDF graphs, but with its several constructs and functions,
SPARQL is a very powerful query language. It can lead to very complex queries that affect the
computing time for such queries and leads to very long response times. The performance aspect is
important for human-computer interfaces, where the response time and thereby the reaction time
may lead to inefficient systems. In particular visualization systems are affected, thus the visual
interfaces try to build an interactive picture of the entire or a subset of the semantic structure.
For providing efficient and performant visualizations, approaches have to be developed that lead
to a nearly ”real-time” querying of the complex semantic structure. Therefore we will introduce in
our conceptual design (see Section 6.1.1.1) an approach for a more efficient querying of semantics
in distributed semantic resources.
3.4.2. Human Interaction with Semantics
The introduced methods, languages, approaches, techniques, and technologies for formalizing
information, conceptualizing knowledge, and querying the domain knowledge enable theoretically
a variety of solving heterogeneous information and knowledge acquisition tasks. The previous
sections introduced the model and techniques of Semantic Web by introducing the different levels
of formalisms, the formal languages, and the access to the information resources by querying
the information space. The meaningful relationships in semantics provide, as introduced, not
only accessing and querying explicitly formalized knowledge, it further enables to infer new
and implicit knowledge with the underlying logical descriptions and functions. It is likely that
the semantic conceptualization of knowledge provide a wide range of search and knowledge
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acquisition possibilities, in particular for human. The human access to the formalized information
plays a key-role, thus the human stands at the end of the chain.
This section introduces various human semantics interfaces. We define as human semantic
interface, each human computer (or machine) interface that accesses and queries semantically
annotated data. The level of formalism is not of great importance in this context. The focus lies
far more on the human informational benefit in interacting with such systems. To enable a better
categorization and definition of the informational tasks two search models will be introduced.
Search includes complex cognitive activities that are associated with human knowledge and
information acquisition, and learning, which is supported by perceived information [WR09]. The
goal is to identify and classify the different existing systems. Based on the models a classification
will be performed exemplary for today’s human semantics interfaces. The exemplary systems do
not claim to give a comprehensive overview of today’s human access to semantics. It should far
more work out what the role of visualizing semantics is or could be in the process of knowledge
acquisition and search. In this context the search and models that describe and define exploratory
search are of great interest.
Marchionini introduced a search model based on Bloom’s taxonomy [Blo56] with three
kinds of search activities, Lookup, Learn, and Investigate [Mar06]. He proposed that the activities
are overlapping and searchers may be involved in more than one activity in parallel. Lookup is the
lowest level of a search activity and thereby the basic step in his search model. The Lookup search
activity results in discrete and well-structured information. Commonly the results are facts that
answering the questions of who, where, and when in contrast to why or how. The formulation of
such queries premises domain knowledge of searchers [WR09, Mar06]. Marchionini proposed
that a carefully specified query results with a precise set of knowledge items [Mar06]. The next
step of his search process model is Learn, which is assigned together with Investigate as the
exploratory activities. This search activity involves multiple iterations of searching and result
evaluation to enhance the knowledge about a certain domain or topic. The main aspect here is
that the searcher develops new knowledge by e.g. comparing, interpreting, or making qualitative
judgments. The returned results that may come from various media require cognitive processing
and interpretation. ”Learning” is used in a general manner that includes self-directed, directed,
or professional learning and aims to achieve beside knowledge acquisition, the comprehension
of concepts and skills, interpretation, comparison, aggregation, and user development [Mar06,
WR09]. The exploratory character of the Learn activity leads to reformulate and precise the
search queries and develop strategies for searching and enhancing knowledge.
The most complex cognitive activity in the search process is Investigate that includes tasks
as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. This activity requires enhanced knowledge about the
topic or domain of interest. This search activity includes not only finding and acquiring new
knowledge and information. It involves analytical tasks such as discovering gaps in the knowledge
domain. Marchionini further proposes that serendipitous browsing is a kind of investigative
search too. Serendipitous browsing stimulates analogical thinking [Mar06], where users relate
their experiences and internalized knowledge from another knowledge tasks to a related one
[Mar06, WR09]. In this process of knowledge discovery they construct knowledge by investigating
various sources and ideas [Bru61]. Therefore it is important to support this process of search and
learning by maximizing the number of possible relevant objects (recall) rather than minimizing
the number of possible irrelevant information (precision). Marchionini proposed that the active
involvement of users in the search process is important for providing the full range of his search
activity model. The matching of queries to the most relevant documents does not solve the entire
range of search and information tasks [Mar06]. Figure 3.7 illustrates the exploratory search model
of Marchionini with the described three activities.
White and Roth proposed a model of exploratory search behavior by considering the
problem context and the search process [WR09]. Based on the introduced model of Marchion-
ini [Mar06] they suggest that exploratory search can be defined either by the motivation and
intention of search (problem context) or by the process how the search is conducted (search pro-
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Figure 3.7.: Exploratory search model by Marchionini with the three overlapping search activ-
ities (from [Mar06, p. 42])
.
cess). The problem context is motivated by an incompleteness or problematic situation of the
searcher that leads to the ”desire” for information [WR09]. The search starts with a certain state
of user’s knowledge with a gap between the known and desired information. The ”desire” may
be the answer to an unknown question which can be responded by facts, but it may be that the
desire of the user is personal development or the wish to learn about a certain topic in general. In
exploratory search, the problem context often involves complex situations, is ill-structured, and
requires additional information for clarifying the goals and activities. The lack of prior domain
knowledge leads to unclear and unsystematic activities through the information step [WR09].
With the lack in prior domain knowledge the searcher the uncertainty of the user is higher.
The problem solving process is more related to discovery and exploratory activities. During the
exploratory steps the knowledge if the searcher increases and thereby the ability to verbalize her
desire more precisely. The problem solution is constructed from information within knowledge
accumulation within the knowledge domain. The searchers’ verbalization ability for more precise
query statements and the ability to identify relevant information resources increases [WR09].
Figure 3.8.: The model of exploratory search behavior by White and Roth, including problem
context and search process (adapted from [WR09, p. 19])
.
The search process in the model of White and Roth includes two main steps, exploratory
browsing and focused search [WR09]. Based on the problem context, which can be abstracted de-
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fined as prior domain knowledge, desire, and level of uncertainty, the searcher is involved in one of
the steps [WR09], whereas the steps may overlap during the search process. Exploratory browsing
is performed by searchers as movement in a connected space to better define their information
needs and promote new ideas [WR09]. Searchers may exhibit exploratory interaction behavior,
such as ”wayfinding” to traverse the information space without prior knowledge [WR09]. This
kind of searching involves the activities of knowledge acquisition to improve topic or domain
knowledge [WR09]. Browsing is characterized by examining multiple documents and maybe
generate hypothesis about a cause of an observed phenomena or the best way to solve an infor-
mation problem [WR09]. With the increased topic or domain knowledge the searcher is able to
formulate his information need in a more precise way while his uncertainty in the information
problem solving process decreases [WR09]. In the focused search step the search query and the
search result examination are in close proximity of search results [WR09]. During focused search
the user has a clear sense of the information goal with extant prior knowledge to verbalize his
information problem [WR09]. Figure 3.8 illustrates the model of exploratory search behavior by
White and Roth with the strong interrelation of problem context and search process. The pro-
posed model visualizes the exploratory search behavior in temporal manner, where the searcher
starts with no or low domain knowledge, high uncertainty, and high frequency of search inter-
actions. During the process of exploratory search his domain or topic knowledge increases, the
uncertainty and the frequency of search interactions decrease [WR09].
The introduced search and search behavior models illustrated the wide range of informa-
tional tasks related to search. A precise formulated search query leads to maximize the amount
of relevant topics or documents. It requires extant searcher knowledge about the knowledge
domain and is commonly answering questions of what, who, and when. The prior domain knowl-
edge or the constraint problem context leads to specify the formulation of such queries. In
contrast to a precise or focused search the exploratory search includes more the aspect of dis-
cover and situational constructing. The problem context is often complex and can include the
personal development or the wish of general knowledge in a topic. The searchers learn during the
search interaction, acquire domain knowledge and develop higher-level intellectual capabilities.
The search process itself consists of browsing through interlinked resources and knowledge and
involves at highest cognitive level aspects of analysis, synthesis, or evaluation.
It is likely that the formal conceptualization of knowledge as semantics and ontology should
not only enable the different kind or types of search and knowledge acquisition, it should support
both the entire range of informational problem context and the entire range of the search process
including the different activities. For evaluating exemplary the human access to semantics, we
introduce a three-fold classification based on the previously described models, by differentiat-
ing question-answering systems, key-word based non exploratory search systems, and exploratory
search systems. Question-answering systems translate the human language into a formalized
query to extract declarative, fact-knowledge. Such systems are able to answer questions based on
human natural language processing. An example for such a question may be ”Where was Barack
Obama born?”. The systems are able to disambiguate the explicitly formalized knowledge and
provide a fact as response, in our example just the ”place-of-birth of the entity ”Barack Obama”
would be presented. The question-answering systems are equivalent to the Lookup activity in
Marchionini’s model and the focused search in the search process of White and Roth. Deines
and Kreschel proposed a system that is translating the human natural language into SPARQL
queries and provides facts as responses of domain ontologies [DK13]. Their system makes use of
text-based and semantic-based similarities for identifying resources in ontologies and generates an
adequate SPARQL query that retrieves the right fact with a precision and recall of 66% [DK13].
Figure 3.9 illustrates the general procedure of their natural language interface (LNI) for the
naturally verbalized question ”Where did Bismarck die?” to the formal SPARQL expression:
SELECT DISTINCT ?var WHERE {:Otto_von_Bismarck :deathPlace ?var} [DK13].
Similar systems that partially further transforms spoken language to textual queries be-
fore formalizing them into a query language are proposed in [RHB07, Son07, Wah08, LNS∗10,
DAC12]. A survey of question-answering systems based on semantics can be found in [LUSM11].
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Figure 3.9.: Example for a question answering system: mapping natural language to a SPARQL
query (from [DK13, p. 279])
.
The class of key-word based non-exploratory systems imitates traditional search engines as
they are available on Web. It is likely that such systems can be used in the process of search
to explore knowledge too, but the goal of these systems is not to actively support exploratory
search approaches. These systems provide based on the search query a result set that can
be examined by users, who may enhance their knowledge based on the result and refine their
queries. An active support, e.g. by providing alternatives, actively minimizing the precision,
or enable a ”wayfinding” or browsing approach is not integrated. The results are commonly
ranked and illustrated as lists. The formalized knowledge base enables the possibility to pro-
vide facets for refining or constraining queries, but the use of faceted approaches is commonly
assigned to exploratory search systems that go beyond a ranked illustration of the structured
knowledge [WLT11, FH11]. A prominent example for such a user interface is Freebase [Fre13a],
a community curated semantic database. Freebase provides different APIs [Fre13b] that can be
used to implement different kinds of search interfaces in particular exploratory interfaces. But
the integrated user interface and search limits the use of semantics. The searcher is able to type
a query and get a set of ranked results as a list. He then can retrieve the information. Another
approach that illustrates in particular the imitation of traditional search to semantic formalized
knowledge is proposed by Fazzinga et al. [FGGL10]. They reduced the processing of Semantic
Web search queries to standard Web search queries by compiling the TBox of oﬄine ontology and
generating ABox terms, which are then searched in traditional search engines [FGGL10]. Their
conjunctive query approach consists of an on oﬄine ontology reasoning step, where semantic
annotations are completed by entailed membership axioms, and an online reduction to standard
Web search, where the axioms are transformed to key-words [FGGL10]. Another example that
makes use of the conjunction of standard and semantic information to provide a key-word based
search is the introduced (Section 3.2.2) Google Knowledge Graph [Goo13]. Prominent people,
places, and things are enriched with a ”semantic view” that shows relations to other resources
on Web (see Figure 3.3) and provide thereby a kind of browsing through among the relations to
enhance the knowledge in particular topic [Goo13]. The example of Google’s Knowledge Graph
illustrates clearly that a strict bisection between the classified systems is not really possible. Far
more the aspect of providing search abilities for the entire range of search activities is of impor-
tance. Google Knowledge Graph, for instance does not provide an overview on the entire queried
information space as proposed by Shneiderman [Shn96]. An overview to detail approach is
consequently not actively supported.
In contrast to the previously introduced classes of search systems and human interactions
with semantics, the exploratory search systems provide explicitly the ability to browse, compare,
investigate, or analyze semantic data and structure. They make use of the ”structural informa-
tion” of semantics and provide in best case both, a bottom-up-approach that starts with a set
of semantic entities and can be enhanced to an overview illustration, and a top-down approach
that starts with the overview on the topic and provides the possibility to retrieve detailed infor-
mation. As the model of White and Roth showed, a mix of the approaches would further help
to reduce the user’s uncertainty [WR09]. There are a variety of systems that claim to support
the exploration of data, for instance by providing faceted search [WLT11, FH11], but in many
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cases the entire range of a bottom-up and top-down views on the information space and the for-
malized knowledge is not supported. White and Roth propose that information visualization
is important for exploratory search, thus different tasks, such as understanding and analyzing,
are supported [WR09]. But they criticize that information visualization does not support the
information seeking process. We illustrated in Section 2.4 those different approaches of infor-
mation visualization support solving a variety of tasks, including information seeking in various
forms. Further, information visualization provides different approaches to illustrate structural
information, overview information and support detailed views on the data entities. Information
visualization that includes the process of information seeking and provide, both bottom-up and
top-down approaches for semantic search is the best suited tool to support the entire range of
information seeking, in particular the exploratory steps.
We will investigate the aspect of information visualization of semantics more detailed in the
next section. Therefore we will first introduce a definition of Semantics Visualization to have a
common understanding of the term, followed by a classification that will be used to categorize
the introduced systems.
3.5. Visualization of Semantics
The conceptualization of knowledge as semantics or ontology provides various enhanced features
for retrieving information. This information can be explicitly modeled in a semantic knowledge
base or implicitly inferred by logical functions. Semantics as formalization of information has
experienced wide dissemination in Web, research, and industry. In particular the RDF-based
Linked-Data formalizations have experienced a wide acceptability and dissemination in Web.
The human access to semantics is commonly performed by various kinds of search, whereas
answering simple questions about facts in form of ”who”, ”what”, ”where” and ”when” seems
to be the focus of the semantic search approaches. We outlined that specifying such questions
needs prior domain knowledge or a constrained problem context. The user needs the ability
to verbalize such specific questions, which can be constructed by browsing and exploring for
acquiring domain knowledge. We could further outline that key-word based approaches often
do not provide an exploration of the information space, whereas the exploration is of great
importance for acquiring knowledge and performing complex cognitive tasks. These tasks can be
supported by visualization systems that graphically present the structure of data and the entities
(resources) with their detailed information. The visualization systems should provide further a
bottom-up and top-down approach for supporting the entire search process. With these functions
the search process would profit from the underlying semantics and semantics would profit from
the exploratory approaches of information visualization and semantics visualization respectively.
This section introduces the state of art and technology in semantics visualizations. To
obtain a clear picture of existing systems and approaches, we will first define the term ’semantics
visualization’. Thereafter we will introduce a classification for providing a comprehensible picture
of the existing systems. The classification will be used to introduce the existing approaches and
systems for visualizing semantics.
3.5.1. Definition of Semantics in Context of Information Visualization
Semantics provide formalized information of a certain domain knowledge. We have introduced
a variety of different levels of formalisms that builds a spectrum of ”simple meanings” of terms
to a decidable and predictable subset of first-order logic as formalizations by description logic.
Semantics provide in different system, applications and knowledge domains various degrees of
formalization. It depends commonly to the informational task to be solved, what semantics is in
each case. In this thesis the aspect of human interaction with semantics plays an important role.
We outlined that commonly semantic is used for human-computer interaction to solve informa-
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tion seeking tasks. Information seeking or search may have various steps or involve different
activities as we described with the exploratory search models. The formalized characteristic of
semantics provides high precision for question-answering systems within a knowledge domain.
But the verbalization of such specific questions premises prior domain knowledge that is not ac-
tively supported by such systems. The construction of knowledge can be actively supported by
exploration and discovery of the information space [Blo56, Bru61, Mar06, WR09]. Information
visualization is predestinated and suitable for exploration tasks, whereas the aspect of infor-
mation seeking is not supported actively [WR09]. Even in context of semantics, visualization
techniques commonly aim at visualizing the formalized structure of the conceptualized knowledge
domain and refer more to ontologies. In this context commonly the term ontology visualization is
used [KHL∗07]. Ontology Visualizations aims at visualizing the semantic relationships between
concepts or instances within formal domains of knowledge. Visualizations were designed to il-
lustrate the formalized structure of ontologies and provide primarily a view for validating and
overviewing a formal modeled domain. Some of these technologies provided further functionali-
ties for editing or annotation. User-centered approaches for solving information seeking tasks by
exploring the information space, retrieving overview and detailed views, and enabling the ”in-
vestigation” of the domain knowledge as proposed by Bloom [Blo56] or Marchionini [Mar06]
were commonly not the focus of research and development.
The term Ontology Visualization constraints interactive visualizations to graphical repre-
sentations of formal descriptions and definitions of ontologies. With the upcoming light-weight
semantics, in particular in form of Linked-Data or social networks, the visualization of these
knowledge concepts would not fulfill the requirements to belong to Ontology Visualizations.
Semantics in a lower formalization represents meaning of terms, resources, or entities. Thus
information visualization is defined by Card et al. [CMS99] as ”The use of computer-supported,
interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition” [CMS99, p. 6] it is
likely to adapt in particular the ”amplifying cognition” more precisely in terms of semantics.
This would lead to investigate the entire search process of Marchionini [Mar06], which in-
cludes Lookup, Learn, and Investigate with the various activities that amplify cognition. But
the question of what semantics is in context of information visualization still remains. We could
illustrate that a well-structured semantic annotation can be performed by a directed graph, as a
meaningful relationship between two resources, terms, or knowledge entities. These relationships
are commonly designed as triples, e.g. as a subject, predicate, and object triple in RDF. But if
we take a look at the reference model of information visualization (Figure 2.2) [CMS99], the first
transformation step is the data transformation to data tables with a set of relations defined by a
set of tuples (see Section 2.1) [CMS99]. And if we assume that a table can be defined as triple
of row, value, and column, where row and column are named, human can retrieve meaning from
this structured table. Thus in information visualization human and his informational perception
plays an important role (see Section 2.2) we can define Semantics as a meaningful interrelation
of at least two information or data entities, to provide in best case a disambiguated meaning of
interlinked data. The data entities or knowledge representations may have different natures, e.g.
topic, concept, resource, or just values. The important aspect is that human can retrieve in best
case a disambiguated meaning from the underlying relationships.
With this definition of semantics, ontology visualizations are a subset of semantics visualiza-
tion, which includes the visualization of any meaningful data relation. Semantics visualization
supports actively the information seeking process with the underlying steps of Lookup, Learn-
ing, and Investigate to amplify cognition in the search process. The main goal is to provide
user-centered interactive graphical representations for solving visual tasks with semantics and
supports in best case the entire search process. Therewith semantics visualization bridges the
three dimensional gap between users, tasks and data. Based on the criteria introduced above,
we define semantics visualizations as:
Semantics visualizations are computer-aided interactive visualizations for effective
exploratory search, knowledge domain understanding, and decision making based on
semantics.
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• Whereas semantics is defined as data with meaningful relations of at least two information
or data entities, to provide in best case a disambiguated meaning,
• and exploratory search is defined by Bloom [Blo56] and Marchionini [Mar06, WR09]
and includes the activities of Lookup, Learn, and Investigate with the various sub-activities,
e.g. analyze, synthesize, and compare.
With this definition semantics visualization supports actively the search process as proposed
byMarchionini [Mar06], andWhite and Roth. The visualization of structural information of
the underlying knowledge domain, e.g. the hierarchy, visual patterns, or relationships amongst
entities supports the search process and amplifies cognition to learn, investigate, and decide.
Therefore semantics visualizations should support both a top-down approach, as proposed by
Shneiderman in his Visual Information Seeking Mantra [Shn96] and a bottom-up approach:
from detailed-view to the abstract semantic relations of a knowledge domain. For supporting the
visual tasks it is important to provide visual information on entities, the hierarchical structure,
and the arbitrary relations of the data.
3.5.2. Classification of Semantics Visualizations
There exist a variety of classifications for information visualization based on different criteria.
We have introduced in the previous chapter various classifications based visual interactions,
visual tasks, data, and visualization techniques. On the semantics level, there exist various
classifications too. In this context we introduced classifications based semantics formalisms,
search process, and human access to visualizations. Although, the introduced classifications
already cover a huge range of the aspects that are supported by semantics visualizations, an
explicit classification of semantics visualization can scarcely be found. Katifori et al. intro-
duced a survey and overview of ontology visualizations [KHL∗07, KTV∗08]. In this context
they categorized the existing systems based on the characteristics of ontologies [KHL∗07]. They
characterized an ontology (O) based on the definition of Amann and Fundulaki [AF99] as
O = (C, S, isa, I) , where C = {c1, c2, ...., cm} is a set of classes, where ci represents a real
world object. S = {s1, s2, ...., sn} is a set of slots, where si represent either the property of class
or a binary relationship of two classes. isa = {isa1, isa2, ...., isap} is a set of inheritance rela-
tionships, where isai represents the inheritance of classes. I = {i1, i2, ...., iq} is a set of instance,
where iw is an instance of the class cx ∈ C [KHL∗07, pp. 10:2–10:3].
Based on this definition, they identified relevant elements of ontologies that should be vi-
sualized by ontology visualization. They identified and differentiated the following elements:
Classes, Instances, Taxonomies (isa relations), Multiple Inheritance, Role Relations, and Proper-
ties [KHL∗07]. The identification of these elements is the foundation of a two-stepped classifica-
tion. They differentiate in the first classification step between Indented list, Node-link and tree,
Zoomable, Space-filling, Focus + context or distortion, and 3D Information landscapes [KHL∗07].
The second step differentiates the visualization according their number of space dimensions into
2D and 3D methods, whereas they apply the term 2 12D to 2D visualizations with a perspective
view [KHL∗07]. In context of this work their second classification step is not of interest, thus
the space dimension is a projection of the semantics to the display. We will investigate the
first step of their classification in order to get an overview of the aspects that are relevant for
classifying ontology visualizations. Indented list visualizes the hierarchy of an ontology com-
monly on the class or schema level. Classes are presented as indented, expandable lists in a
tree-structure, where a subclass is placed under the parent-class [KHL∗07]. Multiple-inheritance
is illustrated is multiple occurrences of the same class under different parent classes. Further
information, e.g. role relations or properties can be visualized in separated windows, but are not
supported by indented lists [KHL∗07]. Node-link and tree visualizes the hierarchy of ontologies
by graph-based techniques, either with a top-down or a left-right metaphor. Users are enabled
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to interact with the nodes and get more information about the selected nodes, e.g. sub-nodes
or properties [KHL∗07]. Zoomable ontology visualizations include all visualization techniques
that present the child-nodes of hierarchical class structure as nested nodes within the parent
classes [KHL∗07]. Users are able to zoom-in into the child nodes and enlarge them in order to
get more information, whereas the child-nodes may be subclasses in the nested visual representa-
tion or instances [KHL∗07]. Space-filling ontology visualizations use the entire space of the screen
and subdivide the available space amongst its children [KHL∗07]. Commonly classes with more
sub-classes or instances use more space of the screen to indicate the higher amount of included
entities [KHL∗07]. In many systems the space-filling approach uses the nested model too, as pro-
posed by Shneiderman [Shn92]. Focus + context or distortion visualizations focus on the visual
presentation of objects (e.g. classes or instances) and their neighborhood relations [KHL∗07].
The selected object is commonly placed on the center of the visual representation, while the
other objects are placed around it with a reduced size [KHL∗07]. The distance to the centered
object is the metric for the size, until the objects with higher distance are not visualized any-
more [KHL∗07]. Information landscapes make use of size- and color-coded objects and place
them in three-dimensional ”landscape metaphor” [KHL∗07].
Katifori et al. investigate in their classification and in their survey of existing system in
particular the formal aspects of ontology. Their foundation of classification is the formalization
of knowledge in its highest degree of formalism. Their focus of investigation is e.g. the ability of
visualization for presenting multiple-inheritance or role-relations. It is a fact that these aspects
are of great interest for a formal view on ontologies. But the way how users are supported in their
search process is not in focus. Further, their classification seems to be mixture of classifications
of interaction-techniques (e.g. Zoomable or Focus+context) and visualization techniques. It is
possible to abstract visualizations that targets visualizing conceptual hierarchies, as hierarchical
visualizations, instead of defining three classes of visualizations that fulfill the same task. In the
definition of semantics visualization we described that ontology visualizations are a subset of
semantics visualization. The formal view on ontologies is not of great interest in context of this
work, thus we focus more on adaptation issues. Our foundation is the exploratory search model
of Marchionini [Mar06] with the three elementary activities of Lookup, Learn, and Investi-
gate. Further we map the Visual Information Seeking Mantra of Shneiderman [Shn96] with
the steps overview, zoom, and details-on-demand to the search model. Thus the information
seeking process can be started by users with prior domain knowledge or a constraint problem
context, the order of the seeking mantra is neglected. We assume that semantics visualization
should support in best case both, a top-down approach as proposed by Shneiderman [Shn96]
and a bottom-up approach as implemented for instance by van Ham and Perer [vHA09]. For
this case the structure of the modeled knowledge plays an important role, as Katifori and
colleagues already worked out. The third aspect that we consider in our classification is the
semantic data structure. As we already worked out in our definition of semantics and semantics
visualization, the structure can be described as a directed graph and this can describe any arbi-
trary relation or a hierarchical relation. According to the introduced criteria, we categorize the
existing approaches for semantics visualizations into: (1) hierarchical semantics visualization, (2)
relational semantics visualizations, and (3) Entity-based semantics visualization. (1) Hierarchical
semantics visualizations are focused on visualizing hierarchical aspects of semantic information,
e.g. the concept taxonomies or inheritance structures. They provide an exploratory overview in
terms of taxonomies. Users are able to view the entire hierarchical structure or the hierarchical
structure of focused entities and retrieve information about the hierarchical domain. (2) Rela-
tional semantics visualizations use the meaningful relations of semantics to represent correlations
between semantic entities. They provide in particular a neighborhood relationship that can be
used to browse a knowledge domain. Users are able to retrieve contextual information about a
knowledge domain with the relational visualizations. (3) Entity-based semantic visualizations
support the bottom-up approach in search. The starting point is always a performed search with
a set of result entities. Users are able to choose one or more entities and navigate through the
relations or hierarchies. These categories are not mutually exclusive. There are also approaches
that can be assigned to multiple categories (e.g. visualizations that are presenting hierarchical
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and relational aspects). Therefore we use the dominant characteristic of visualizations for its
classification.
3.5.3. Survey of Semantics Visualization Techniques
This section will illustrate the state of art and technology for semantics visualization. For a
clearer picture of the topic we will introduce the existing systems and approaches based on the
above defined classification. The focus of investigation will be the last decade, whereas some
early fundamental examples will be mentioned to provide a clearer picture of the development
history. In our investigation, we found that the term ”semantic visualization” was already used
in 1998 by Chase and colleagues [CDG∗98].
3.5.3.1. Hierarchical Semantics Visualizations
Hierarchical structures form the foundation of each knowledge domain. Already light-weight
semantics may contain hierarchical structures and provide a comprehensible view on the knowl-
edge. Hierarchies provide the opportunity to categorize domain-specific resources in inherited
concepts and allow a topic-related access to the modeled domain knowledge. Users are able
to locate a search topic in the hierarchical structure and get thereby a starting point to ab-
stract his query by querying the parent node or precise his search by choosing a sub-node.
Vice versa the overview on hierarchical structures provides the ability to find the starting point
and locate or verbalize the knowledge-resource of interest. In contrast to arbitrary knowledge
structures, hierarchies can be visualized in various ways, thus we perceive nested [SMS∗01],
treemap [BDBS04, ZHR∗08], indented [NFM00], or top-down and left-right structures intuitively
as hierarchies. Common approaches for visualizing hierarchical structures that are also used in
the Protégé Class Browser [NFM00] and OntoEdit [SAS02] are tree-based visualizations. In-
dented lists are often used for navigating file systems. Because of their familiarity, indented
lists are easy to use, allow high performance in semantics exploring [KHL∗07] and provide a
clear view of entity labels and the concept hierarchy. Further approaches may include special
graph-visualizations, such as hyperbolic-trees [ERG02] to visualize hierarchical structures.
An example for a graph-based hierarchical semantics visualization is OntoTrack [LN04] that
focuses on visualization and editing of formal ontologies formalized as OWL [SHKG12]. Onto-
Track visualizes either classes or properties as directed acyclic graphs [LN04] based on Space-
Tree [PGB02]. The hierarchies can be visualized in a top-down, left-right, bottom-up, or right-left
graph [LN04]. The visualization is designed to show only direct subsumption relationships and
hide all redundant relationships [LN04]. The formal character of OntoTrack with OWL-editing
possibility, a direct interfacing to a reasoner, and the validation ability is an appropriate visual
tool for ontology development and editing [LN04], the search process is not in focus and not
supported adequately.
An example for a nested visual metaphor is the CropCircles ontology visualization [PWG05,
WP06], which represents the class hierarchy tree as a set of concentric nested circles. CropCircles
aims to gives users intuitions on the complexity of a given class hierarchy at a glance. Nodes
are given the appropriate space in order to guarantee enclosure of all the sub-trees. If there is
only one child, it is placed as a concentric circle to its parent. Otherwise the child-circles are
placed inside the parent node from the largest to the smallest. In order to navigate the ontology
structure, the user may click on a circle to highlight it and see a list of its immediate children on
a selection pane [WP06]. The selection pane let users drill down the class hierarchy level-by-level
and also supports users’ browsing history. The user may also select which top level nodes to show
in the visualization [PWG05, WP06]. The user interface consists of two areas: the main view
is the visualization of hierarchies as nested circles and a smaller panel on the left, which serves
for navigation and detailed views [WP06]. CropCircles does not provide a search functionality,
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is more designed for an overview of a formal ontology. Figure 3.10 illustrates screen-pictures of
the two introduced hierarchical visualization OntoTrack and CropCircles.
a) b)
Figure 3.10.: Hierarchical ontology visualizations as graphs (a: OntoTrack) (from [LN04, p. 247])
and nested circles (b: CropCircles) (from [WP06, p. 700])
.
A space-filling approach for visualizing light-weight ontological hierarchies was brought by
Kriglstein and colleagues with the Knoocks (Knowledge blocks) visualization [KMP08, KW10].
In their first version [KMP08] the main view of their application that visualizes classes as rect-
angles was introduced. They visualized classes next to each other (from left to right) with their
sub-class-of relationship. The instances were nested with text within each class [KMP08]. The
visual metaphor had the advantage that the rectangles did not overlap and the users were not
overcharged. But the space of the screen was not used in an efficient way. Further the vi-
sualization did not provide any search or exploration approaches. It was dedicated to visualize
ontological hierarchies as side-by-side rectangles instead nested rectangles as proposed by Shnei-
derman [Shn92]. Their visualization was limited to the hierarchical relations of classes and was
even to able to visualize between class relations. In their revised version they enhanced their
visualization with a multi-view approach [KW10] consisting of an overview of class relations, the
already introduced hierarchical space-filling visualization, and window for toolbox for searching,
filtering, and history illustration [KW10]. In particular the overview visualization, which enabled
to see the relations of all classes, was a missing enhancement that enriched their visualization.
It used a similar rectangular metaphor for the classes with interlinked with each other [KW10],
whereas instance relations or resource relations were not considered. The search was limited to
the visualized ontology. In any case the entire ontology was visualized, whereas the user could
bookmark instances of relevance [KW10]. Beside the limited search capabilities, the visualization
was not able to illustrate the resource contents. The entire search, navigation, and exploration
process was performed on the abstract level of an OWL-Lite ontology. Figure 3.11 illustrates the
two versions of Knoocks.
In context of collaboration Allemang et al. introduced the Cove tool [APH∗05] that is as-
signed as visualization but provides far more a collaborative approach for engineering ontologies.
The main goal is to provide a platform for collaboration and evolution of ontologies, whereas the
evolution is illustrated in hierarchical graph visualization. Therefore they use the sub-class-of
relations of ontologies to visualize a graph that presents the highest hierarchical level on the
left with linked children nodes on right. The approach does not provide any search or explo-
ration capabilities in terms of search. It provides comprehensible view on the abstract level of
the ontology hierarchy on class-level. An enhanced approach targeting the collaboration aspect
with more than one view is proposed by FU and colleagues in their BioMixer [FGS12]. The
goal of BioMixer is to provide a collaborative approach for engineering ontologies too, but they
provide a set of different visualization layouts with minor text-information to support this pro-
cess [FGS12]. Both introduced examples are designed for collaboration tasks among generating
or editing ontologies, whereas BioMixer allows the visualization of two or more ontologies at the
same screen by using an ontology-mapping approach [FGS12]. The techniques do not focus on
search or learning tasks and therefore a search is not possible.
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Figure 3.11.: The two versions of Knoocks: at left the first version with the rectangular rep-
resentation of class-hierarchies (from [KMP08, p. 166]) and right the enhanced
version with a: the rectangular representation of class-hierarchy, b: the overview
of class relations, and c: the toolbox with search, filter, and history functionalities
(from [KW10, p. 951])
.
de Souza et al. introduced the visualization of ontology hierarchies as hypertrees [dSdSE03].
They proposed that the use of hypertrees for ontologies provide a site map and a navigation tool.
In addition the hypertrees would allow a better contextualization of information. Their approach
was designed for ontologies, with references to the entity-resources, whereas the underlying do-
main ontology was formalized as Dublin Core XML [dSdSE03]. A double-click on an entity in
the visualization opened the linked resource in a separated window and the user was able to in-
vestigate that resource [dSdSE03]. The main advantage of their system was the comprehensible
view on the contextual, commonly hierarchical information with a direct link to the resources.
Their approach used just one type of visualization with one level of detail. An overview to detail
or vice versa approach was not possible. Further the system opened the resources in separated
windows, which led to lose the context of the information entity that was investigated.
Buntain introduced an approach for three-dimensional visualization for ontologies with
multiple views on the domain ontology [Bun08]. The main and dominant aspect of his approach
was using three-dimensional rendering techniques for visualizing the topology of a given ontol-
ogy in a tree-like fashion. He proposed three different views on the ontology, Structural View,
Document Map View, and a Result View. The Structural View allowed users to interact in a
three-dimensional fashion with the hierarchical structure of an ontology. Users were able to ro-
tate the tree structure and had a larger space to click for navigating through the hierarchical
structure. The Document Map View enabled users to see how a set of document maps into a se-
lected ontology. The used metaphor was assigned as information molecules, whereas the work on
integration was not completed [Bun08]. The Result View visualized the result of a user query on
a concept level in the information molecules metaphor. The information molecule metaphor or-
ganized concept and their relationships in transparent circles to intend their relationships. The
main aspect of Buntain’s visualization approach was the topological view on the ontological
structure. It allowed, for a limited amount of concepts, a comprehensible view on the structure.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the hierarchical approaches proposed by de Souza et al. [dSdSE03] and
Buntain [Bun08].
Samper et al introduced OntoService, an ontology visualization tool for creating Semantic
Web service profiles [STCdP08]. The visualization of ontologies is based on two main visual
components that are both aiming at visualizing the ontology hierarchy. The user interface consists
of an indented list visualization with a folder metaphor for classes and a hierarchical node-link
visualization that visualizes the concept hierarchy as rectangular nodes with directed links. The
main contribution of their approach is the capability of the visualization to cache the latest user
query for increasing the speed [STCdP08]. Their system is targeted for service profile creation
and does not provide an exploratory search approach. Although, the caching of user queries
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a) b)
Figure 3.12.: Hierarchical semantics visualization: a: the hypertree approach of de Souza (from
[dSdSE03, p. 252]) and b: the 3D-topological view of Buntain [Bun08, p. 206]
.
is interesting, thus the reaction time of visualizations decreases, the search and visualization
capabilities are limited to ontological hierarchies.
Motta et al. introduced with KC-Viz an ontology visualization and navigation tool, claim-
ing to support the exploration process [MPLD10, MMP∗11]. KC-Viz is an integrated visual-
ization tool for the ontology engineering environment NeOn Toolkit [NEO12]. The integrated
visualization aims at providing a visual environment for hierarchical semantic structures by inte-
grating a key-concept approach [MPLD10, MMP∗11]. KC-Viz uses the algorithm for key concept
extraction (KC), [MMP∗11] to compute an importance score of each class in a particular ontol-
ogy. The importance factor of a concept is computed based mainly on two main criteria, the
notions density refers to concepts that are richly characterized with properties and taxonomies
(sub-class-of relations) and the notion coverage refers to key-concepts related in a taxonomic
manner (again hierarchical) to a concept. KC-Viz visualizes the hierarchy of the computed key
concepts as a node-link graph. Each node represents a key-concept tagged with the name of
the class, followed by the amount of direct subclasses followed further by the amount of indirect
subclasses. For instance the class Region with 16 direct subclasses and 386 indirect subclasses
is labeled in the visualization as Region [16, 386] [MMP∗11]. The classes are interlinked with
directed graphs using an arrow metaphor, whereby the link is not labeled due the limitation to a
sub-class-of or is-a relation and the arrow indicates the course of the super- or parent-class. The
amount of the visualized nodes are chosen by the user, whereas a high-level (commonly thing)
class is added to provide a closed graph-structure. The claimed exploration process is supported
by a ”flexible set of options” [MMP∗11]. The user is able to get more information about a cer-
tain class. KC-Viz opens after a right-click a context-menu with several information about the
class, e.g. type, URI, amount of direct super- and sub-classes, amount of indirect super- and
sub-classes, and the amount of individuals (instances) of the class. Further the user is enabled
to expand a class and get the direct subclasses of the concept. KC-Viz provides in its current
implementation the visualization of concepts in a hierarchical manner by using an importance
factor that is computed by the amount of sub-classes and properties. The visualization provides
an interesting top-down approach, thus the key-concepts are not explicitly annotated in an ontol-
ogy. It is similar to page-ranking and relevance measure approaches that compute the relevance
of an entity based on the number of interlinked objects and references. The top-down approach
enables a view on the taxonomy with relevant classes, whereas the relevancy is canonical and
not based on any preferences of the user. A search or a bottom-up approach or functionality is
not provided. Figure 3.13 illustrates the graph visualization of KCViz with an example for the
context-menu that enables a deeper investigation of the sub-class of hierarchies.
Hierarchical structures are fundamental components of semantic data and formalisms. These
structures provide the ability to visualize semantics on an abstract level in an adequate and
meaningful way to navigate through the classes or concepts of interest and retrieve information.
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a) b)
Figure 3.13.: The hierarchical visualization of key concepts in KCViz: a: illustrates the node-
link visualization of the key-concept hierarchy with multiple inheritance (from
[MMP∗11, p. 475]) and b: shows the context-menu of a class with detailed in-
formation [MMP∗11, 476]
.
Further the overview on the entire retrieved data plays an important role. The hierarchical view
on data with different perspectives enables to gain an insight on an entire knowledge domain or
a relevant sub-part. With the semantically labeled clusters of instances or information resources,
the concept hierarchy is an essential part of visualizing formalized data. Although, many systems
and approaches provide sufficient visualization techniques for hierarchical structures, the main
task of semantics, namely providing an efficient human information acquisition by exploratory
search and learning is not actively supported by the introduced systems. The semantics visualiza-
tion approaches are focusing far more on the overview aspect, rather than on navigation through
the hierarchical concepts for gathering the information entities (instances). Most of the systems
are designed for ontology engineering and do not support search. They remain on the abstract
level of ontological concepts and do not provide a real top-down or bottom-search paradigm. And
even if search is supported, the only search paradigm is a top-down search that enables viewing
classes and subclasses and navigating through the hierarchical structure. A bottom-approach is
missing in the hierarchical visualization of semantics at all.
3.5.3.2. Relational Semantics Visualizations
Relational visualizations aim to visualize the semantic context of information and provide navi-
gation and browsing abilities within an information space. Common approaches for visualizing
semantic relationships are usually based on graph-based visualization techniques and provide nav-
igation through the nodes and semantic neighborhoods. Alani proposed with TGVizTab [Ala03]
such a graph-based relational visualization of formal ontologies based on the TouchGraph [Tou13]
visualization as a tab plug-in for Protégé [NFM00]. The user interface of TGVizTab consists of
an ontology schema that illustrates class taxonomies as indented list provided by the Protégé
class browser, which is the initial point of interaction. After selecting a class in the indented
list of the class panel, the main visual interface provides a relational visualization as arbitrary
node-links in the main panel [Ala03]. The main graph-visualization provides a gradually visu-
alization and navigation through the relational structure of the formal ontology. Users are able
to choose focal points, zoom geometrically into the information space and change the number of
shown relations. The arrangement of the visualization in the user interface cannot be changed.
The main panel is a relational view that is designed for ontology experts.
Godehardt and Bhatti introduced with the SAP-TM-Viewer [GB08] a relational visu-
alization for knowledge-based Topic Maps [LD01]. The SAP-TM-Viewer (Topic-Map Viewer)
offers fields or sectors, which can be extracted from the underlying topic maps. The concepts in
each field are represented as areas with different levels of semantic relationships, separated visu-
ally by lines in so called sectors. The knowledge entities are visualized as arbitrary graphs, with
iconic linked nodes. The entities of each concept have an own iconic representation, to provide an
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easier differentiation between the knowledge entities [GB08]. The concept level can be enlarged
manually to provide a kind of zooming by enlarging the surrounding space. The SAP-TM-Viewer
further provides the clustering of objects to hide uninteresting related objects. A search query
not provided in the visualization, thus the system is an embedded visualization of a Web-based
system. Far more of interest is the loading-on-demand support [GB08]. Users’ interactions re-
sult in loading more and more knowledge entities from a predefined knowledge base. Figure 3.14
illustrates the user interfaces of the introduced systems TGVizTab and SAP-TM-Viewer with
their different areas and functionalities.
a) b)
Figure 3.14.: Relational semantics visualizations: a illustrates the user interface of TGVizTab
with the three panels. The graph panel that visualizes the relationships is dominant.
(from [Ala03, p. 2]) and b: illustrates the SAP-TM-Viewer with the concepts
sectors and associations between the iconic entities (from [GB08, p. 5])
.
Fluit et al introduced the Cluster Map visualization approach for visualizing instances of
a set of selected classes based on their hierarchy and organized by their classifications [FSvH04,
FSvH06]. Therefore they cluster instances from the same class into a grouped cluster in a
balloon-shape. Each class of a Cluster Map may have a color, which differentiates the class from
the others. The overlapping of classes is illustrated as color-overlapping. The layout algorithm
used for Cluster Map is a spring-embedder and visualizes the semantic closeness of the classes
and the included instances, where semantically related classes are placed next to each other. The
Cluster Map was included in different user interfaces for different tasks [FSvH04, FSvH06]. The
main aspect of this visualization is the comprehensible overview of the classes and the included
instances, whereas the sub-class-of relations are not visualized as nested clusters. Cluster Map
supports the Top-down search approach with the overview of relations, whereas the initial design
was dedicated for hierarchical views. The idea of Cluster Map for relational visualization of
semantic structures was applied in various further applications [FSvH04, FSvH06, Bha08]. An
enhanced example is VISCover [LNvH09] commonly in combination with other visualization
tools for supporting the discovery process. A further similar approach was proposed by Bhatti,
who used the force-directed [Kob12] algorithm for visualizing knowledge spaces [Bha08]. Figure
3.15 illustrates the Cluster Map and the proposed approaches by Bhatti and Liebig et al.
(VISCover).
OntoViz is a plug-in visualization for Protégé ( [NFM00] in [Sin07]), based on the AT&T
visualization technology GraphViz [EHBP13]. OntoViz visualizes the structure of a formal on-
tology as an arbitrary graph, where each node represents either a class or an instance and nodes
represent the semantic relationship [Sin07]. It provides the ability to visualize just parts of an
ontology by picking a set of classes. The user is able to set colors for nodes and edges. With
a limited set of classes, OntoViz supports some closure operations, e.g. sub-, or super-class
relations [Sin07]. OntoViz is another visualization example for formal ontologies: it does not
support the search process and is designed as Protégé plug-in for ontology experts.
Lanzenberger and Sampson introduced the multiple view ontology visualization AlViz
for aligning ontologies visually [LS06]. The user interface consists of four windows, two for
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a) b)
c)
Figure 3.15.: Relational semantics visualizations with spring embedder algorithms: a: illustrates
an instantiation of Cluster Map (from [FSvH06, p. 49]), b: illustrates the adop-
tion of Cluster Map in VISCover (from [LNvH09, p. 260]), and c: illustrates the
knowledge space approach by Bhatti (from [Bha08, p. 314])
.
each ontology. The main window illustrates in a node-link diagram as a clustered graph the
entities of an ontology (either classes or instances) connected by selectable mutual properties,
e.g. isA, isPart, or isDistinct, whereas only one property type can be visualized at same time.
A smaller window illustrates the hierarchy of the ontology as indented list. The main focus of
the visualization tool is to locate and align ontology elements. Therefore the two ontologies are
visualized on the screen. The use of color indicates similarities or equivalences of entities [LS06].
Thus the task to be solved with AlViz is limited to visual ontology alignment, a search or
exploration approach is not provided. Furthermore, the visualization is limited to one type of
relation in a formal ontology.
A further plug-in visualization for Protégé was introduced by Bosca et al. [BBP05]. They vi-
sualized in their OntoSphere tool, the structure of formal ontologies in 3-dimensional hyper-space,
where information is presented on a 3D view-port enriched by several visual cues (as the color or
the size of visualized entities). Although, taxonomies are visualized in OntoSphere the dominant
aspect of visualization is the relational view based on the ontological structure. Therefore Onto-
Sphere displays three different views on the ontology, the RootFocus Scene, the TreeFocus Scene,
and the ConceptFocus Scene. The RootFocus Scene presents the semantic relations of classes on
the surface of ”earth-like” sphere [BBP05, p. 7]. This view targets on presenting ontological
primitives, e.g. the root classes and provide an overview. The TreeFocus Scene illustrates the
hierarchical structure of a chosen class and the relations that do not constitute a sub-class-of or
instance-of relationship [BBP05]. The ConceptFocus Scene is a kind of detail-on-demand view.
It visualizes all available information about a single class, as a node-link visualization. Users
are able to manipulate the three-dimensional view on the ontology by rotating, panning and
zooming. It is strongly bound to the ”one hand” interaction paradigm, allowing to browse the
ontology as well as to update it, or to add new concepts and relations. Ontology elements are
represented with different shapes, concepts are visualized as spheres, instances are depicted as
cubes, literals are rendered as cylinders, and the relationships between entities are symbolized by
arrowed links, where the arrow itself is constituted by a cone [BBP05]. Bosca et al. introduced
a revised and enhanced version of their Ontosphere renamed in Ontosphere3D [BBC∗07] with the
capabilities to visualize the OWL logic constraints, e.g. restrictions, cardinalities, or disjointness.
OntoSphere provides with the different views and levels of detail an enhanced approach for vi-
sualizing and editing formal ontologies. The three-dimensional view may have certain surpluses,
but is confusing in search and learning tasks [CMS99]. Further OntoSphere does not provide
any search capabilities and is limited to the strong formalisms of formal ontologies. Figure 3.16
illustrates the three views on ontologies that are the most interesting aspect of the visualization
system.
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a) b) c)
Figure 3.16.: The three different views in OntoSpere: a: the RootFocus Scene, b: the TreeFocus
Scene, and c: the ConceptFocus Scene (adapted from [BBP05, pp. 8–10]
).
Kerrigan introduced the WSMOViz ontology editing and visualization tool as an inte-
grated tool of WSMO (Web Service Modeling Ontology) toolkit based on JPowerGraph [Ker06,
Ker13]. The visualization of ontologies is performed with a spring-embedder algorithm that
visualizes concepts, relations and instances as an arbitrary node-link graph [Ker06]. The vi-
sualization is enhanced with a dynamic legend that updates the list of the node-types of the
visualized graph. For reducing the ontological complexity the semantic level is reduced by re-
moving certain class or ontology information, e.g. class properties. WSMOViz is designed to
support users through the ontology engineering process. A search or learning capability is not
implemented and was not the focus of the system. Another example for a relational visualization
with embedding editing functionality is the IsaViz visual authoring tool in its currently third
version [Pie07]. It provides a visual environment for browsing and authoring RDF ontologies
represented as directed graphs [Pie07, KHL∗07]. The graph is presented in a 2 12 dimensional vi-
sualization with zooming and navigation functionalities in RDF graphs [Pie07]. It further allows
the creation and editing of ontologies in RDF CML. Searching, exploration and learning are not
supported and not indented by IsaViz. It is designed to create or edit ontologies.
Deligiannidis et al. introduced with their semantic analytics visualization (SAV ) a three-
dimensional graph-layout visual analytics tool for semantic enriched data [DSAM06]. Their
visualization approach is based on the GraphViz library [EHBP13] that makes use of the three-
dimensional graph-visualization. It is coupled to data analytical techniques and designed for ex-
perts to interactively investigate complex relationships between various information and sources.
For visualizing the complex structures of the relationships in huge semantic data, they parti-
tioned the visualization space into two volumes, a foreground and a background [DSAM06]. The
foreground visualizes the entities and the relations amongst the entities, whereas the background
refers to the documents. With other words this visualization is one of those that are able to
visualize both, the entity, or semantic relationships and the related sources and documents. The
query in SAV can be performed by selecting concepts or entities form the visualized ontology.
The relations to the selected objects are visualized and highlighted. The approach of this vi-
sualization has the main surplus that the real sources and documents can be visualized and
retrieved too. It provides a top-down approach, with the foreground-view, the users are able to
view the information space of the semantic structure and the background illustrated the visual
representations on the document or resource level. SAV is designed for experts, who are able
to perceive and interact with masses of visualized information. Although, the system makes use
of two view-level, the complexity of the information and their relationships is still high. An
abstracted view on the different levels is not provided. The search process by verbalizing queries
and retrieve a more focused part of the ontology is not provided too. The querying with the
system is performed by navigating through a complex information structure and selecting nodes
of interest, which may be entities or resources depending on the view-level [DSAM06]. Figure
3.17 illustrates the foreground and background volumes of SAV.
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a) b)
Figure 3.17.: The foreground and background views of SAV : a: illustrates the foreground view
on the ontological structure (overview) [DSAM06, p. 54] and b: illustrates the
resource relations in the background view [DSAM06, p. 56])
Another approach for exploring RDF graphs with incremental loading of RDF graphs pro-
posed by Deligiannidis et al. too [DKS07]. They introduced with the Paged Graph Visu-
alization (PGV ), a semantic visualization tool that provided an incremental view on the RDF
sub-graphs based on a first user query. PGV consists of two main components, the PGV explorer
and the PGV pager. The PGV explorer is the visualization component of their system that uses
a concentric radial algorithm for visualizing sub-graphs of RDF semantics. It consists of a starter
subsystem and a visualizer subsystem [DKS07]. The starter subsystem is the initial point of a
user query. Therefore the user selects a resources from the RDF schema representation and is
able to place a query. The user gets a pre-formulated SPARQL-query and is enabled to enhance
it with a keyword or even reformulated it with his knowledge about the query language. The
visualizer subsystem visualizes based on the initial query the direct neighborhood of the RDF
graph instead of visualizing the entire graph. As common in concentric radial algorithms, the
queried resource is placed in the center and the direct neighborhood is presented with directed
and labeled links. By selecting a neighborhood, the direct neighbors of the selected resources are
visualized, while the original graph remains. The color of the chosen nodes changes during the
interaction to illustrate that the node was explored. If a chosen resource has too many neighbors
Deligiannidis et al. call them ”hot spot”. They propose the use of Ferris Wheel metaphor
that is just visualizing a part of the neighbors at once. If the user rotates the concentric radial
visualization, other neighbors are revealing, while the already visualized ones disappear. This
technique is the paging approach of PGV [DKS07]. Responsible for this task is the PGV pager
that enables a loading on demand techniques [DKS07]. PGV proposes a bottom-up approach
for exploring the semantic relationships of a RDF graph. It makes use of an interesting loading
and demand technique, but the paging of the visualization may lead to lose the context, the
many resources are hidden. Further the approach does not provide any top.-down search and
exploration approaches, e.g. by visualizing in a separated window the classes of RDFS. The
search itself seems to be a not intuitive way as the SPARQL query notion is not common for
every user. Further the amount of the visualized graphs is still a remaining question: what if
the user clicks on the third or fourth neighbor? Figure 3.18 illustrates the visualization and the
paging technique of PGV.
da Silva et al introduced OntoViewer, an ontology visualization tool considering the degree
of interest [dSSdSF12, dSFS12]. OntoViewer aims at reducing the complexity of relational
visualizations by calculating the degree-of-interest (DOI) and providing a multiple view on the
underlying ontology. The degree-of-interest is automatically calculated based on a main concept
that is chosen by a user. Based on this main concept, vertices (representing concepts) and edges
(representing relations) of interest are computed that correspond to the semantic distance to the
main concept. Therefore the percentage of the amount of the involved instances id calculated
to infer the semantic relation of the concepts. Based on the semantic distance, the distance
between the main concept and the most similar and related concepts are calculated to reduce
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a) b)
chosen node
Figure 3.18.: The Paged Graph Visualization PGV : a: illustrates the initial visualization after a
SPARQL-query and b: illustrates the double graph metaphor after a certain node
is chosen. The user is able to rotate the graph to reveal hidden nodes (adapted
from [DKS07, p. 42])
the amount of visualized entities. The calculated classes of interest are visualized in a user
interface with three different visualizations. The main visual element visualizes the arbitrary
relations between classes in a 2 12D radial tree visualization [dSSdSF12]. The main concept is
placed in the center, whereas the computed semantic distance is visualized by the distance to
the center of the visualization [dSSdSF12, dSFS12]. The classes are connected with links and
illustrate the type of relationship by using different colors, whereas the hierarchical relations are
visualized as plain 2D links. A smaller visualization in the OntoViewer user interface illustrates
only the hierarchical structure as two-dimensional hyperbolic tree. To reduce the complexity
in particular for the hierarchical relations, a treeview visualization is used to illustrate the class
hierarchy [dSSdSF12]. Further the user interface provides two control panels for the visualization
and the degree of-interest adjustments, where the linkage between visualization can be chosen or
the degree of relations can be assigned with sliders [dSSdSF12]. A further revised version provides
a view on instances by a two-dimensional icicle tree and a pixel oriented visualization [dSFS12].
a) b)
Figure 3.19.: The OntoViewer visualization with the integrated approach of degree-of-interest:
a: illustrates the user interface with the three main visualizations (from [dSFS12, p.
4]) and b: visualizes the instances in a two-dimensional icicle tree (from [dSFS12, p.
5])
The aspect of the degree-of-interest and the multiple views are interesting and useful ap-
proaches for exploring the information space. The OntoViewer follows the visual information
seeking mantra of Shneiderman [Shn96] and provides a top-down visual metaphor. A real
search is not provided by OntoViewer and a bottom-up approach is missing too. Further the
visualizations are fixed; the user is not able to interact with the hierarchy in a focused manner.
Investigative tasks, like comparing parts ´of the information space by visualizing two or more
parts of the ontology are not supported. OntoViewer is designed to view and interact with one
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information space at the same time. An investigation of different ontologies is only serially pos-
sible. Figure 3.19 illustrates the OntoViewer user interface with the three visualizations and the
revised version with the instance view.
Bach et al. introduced with OntoTrix a relational visualization approach dedicated for
visualizing the instances of an underlying ontology [BPLL11]. OntoTrix is designed to enable the
visualization of large amount of instances by a hybrid approach that makes use of node-links and
adjacency matrix representations. Their approach is inspired by NodeTrix, a hybrid visualization
approach for social networks proposed by Henry and Fekete [HFM07]. The overall structure of
the ontology is visualized as an undirected graph of matrices. The grouping of instances in the
matrices is performed in three ways, by Density, Global class membership, Local class membership,
or Property type. The grouping by Density clusters the instance by taking into account all
object properties, which are further differentiated by using various adjustable colors. The Global
class membership uses the structure of the class relation in the ontology in terms of instance-
of [BPLL11], while the Local class membership represents a trade-off between the first introduces
grouping methods. This grouping method applies first the Density clustering of the instances
and in a second step the Global class membership, which may results in matrices that correspond
to the same class. The Property type grouping clusters the instance according to their object
properties, whereas irrelevant properties can be deselected [BPLL11]. The OntoTrix is further
enhanced by a Birdseye-view that enables the view on the entire visualized structure [BPLL11].
Further a separated node-link view visualizes the class hierarchy and a further separated window
illustrates the property hierarchy as radial tree. Figure 3.20 illustrates the visualization concepts
of OntoTrix.
Figure 3.20.: The hybrid relational semantic visualization approach of OntoTrix; a visualizes the
introduced hybrid approach of a node-link and adjacency matrix visualization of
the instances with b: the Birdseye-view, c illustrates the hierarchical visualization
of the ontological classes, and the hierarchies of the properties with radial-tree
visualization (adapted from [BPLL11, p. 179])
OntoTrix provide an interesting approach for visualizing semantics, thus not only the explic-
itly modeled structure of the ontology is visualized. It provides other clustering methods using
the semantics for enabling a different view on the data. An underlying search paradigm cannot
be identified in OntoTrix. The visualization targets at detecting certain patterns on instance
level with a high degree of abstraction. The hybrid view allows viewing the correlations of in-
stances with different grouping algorithms, but does not provide a detailed view on the instance
or a resource of interest rather than the content itself.
Voigt et al. proposed a semantics visualization system that enhances the existing ap-
proaches by the use of multiple visualization view on different levels and perspectives [VPM13].
They considered in their approach in particular the ”lay-user” to provide a visualization system
that enables the task solving process. Their visualization approach makes use of a context-aware
information visualization workflow for semantic data on Web that depicts the human and system
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interaction as a foundation of visualizing semantics [VPM13, p. 8]. The human side consists of
the steps data upload, data pre-selection, data & vis selection, visualization configuration, and
perception and internalization [VPM13]. These human interactions are directly related to sys-
tem interaction without an iterative character. The system reacts or should react on the human
interactions with data augmentation, data reduction, visualization recommendation, visualization
integration, and knowledge externalization. The entire process of visualizing semantics starts
with data upload supports not a bottom-up exploratory search approach. Voigt et al. focus
far more on a top-down approach that is recognizable by the stapes of their workflow, thus after
data upload, the user preselects data related with the system by data reduction [VPM13]. The
most interesting aspect of their visualization approach is the visualization recommendation as
a response of the human data & vis selection, whereas the visualization configuration does not
consider the visual appearance, but far more the visualization integration, which is similar to
the visualization selection. The recommendation process is based on rankings of the semantic
faceted weights. The user interface of their system provides various visualizations and techniques
to interactively present the semantics, whereas the resources and thereby the real content is not
investigated. Thus the main visualization targets at a relational view on data, we categorize their
system as relational visualization, although some aspects of hierarchies and facets are presented
too. Figure 3.21 illustrates the user interface of their visualization system with the different
views and interaction possibilities.
Figure 3.21.: The semantics visualization approach by Voigt et al. with the different visualiza-
tions and interaction techniques: (1) data filtering, (2) the relational view on the
uploaded data, (3) the mini map for overviewing the zooming area, (4) different
relational graph-layouts and key-concepts selection, (5) hierarchical view, (6) the
basket to remember instances of interest, and (7) a time-line for user interactions
( [VPM13])
Nunes et al. proposed with Cite4Me a relational visualization of the LAK digital library
content [NFC13]. Their goal was to interlink the digital library content with sources of the
Linked-Open-Data Cloud and provide an exploratory search and visualization approach for the
semantically enriched data. In particular the support of students in the learning process was
targeted by the visual approach. Cite4Me uses standard vector space models (tf-idf ) for indexing
and retrieving documents to provide cosine similarity measure and provide similar content instead
of exact term matching [NFC13]. Beside the free text search, an exploratory search and a semantic
search is supported by Cite4Me. The exploratory search is implemented by enriching the digital
library documents with the semantics of Linked-Data. Therefore the DBPedia API [MJB12] is
used to extract entities, entity types, and entity categories. The semantic search is implemented
by computing a tf-idf score for the entities of their interlinked semantics instead of a calculated
score for the terms. Another feature of Cite4Me is the recommendation of papers, where the
number of paths and the distance between given entities are computed to recommend related
documents [NFC13]. The search and recommendation functionalities provide interlinked data
that are visualized in Cite4Me with a relational graph view for exploring the entire data set of
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the library. Beside the relational view on the entire data set, the search functionalities enable
a bottom up search, where semantically related documents can be recommended. The main
advantage of Cite4Me is the enabling of both, the bottom up search by free-text, semantics, and
recommendations and the top-down approach by providing a visual overview of the entire graph.
The exploratory search paradigm is not interactive, so the user is not able to interact through the
node-link overview and get direct details on demand. She has to inform herself about the domain
and use the bottom-up approach of searching to get more detailed information. Cite4Me further
does not support investigative and comparative search capabilities due to its one visualization
per user interface paradigm. Figure 3.22 illustrates the relational visualization and the search
result view of Cite4Me.
a) b)
Figure 3.22.: Cite4Me with the two search paradigms: a: illustrates the top-sown relational
semantics visualization for exploration and b: illustrates the bottom-up search
approach (adapted from [NFC13, p. 3])
Relational visualizations play an essential role in visualizing semantics. The natural struc-
ture of semantics is predestinated for visualizing semantic relationships and thereby a structural
view on the domain of given knowledge. There are many ways to visualize these semantic
structures; we have introduced the most common visualization methods with respect to their
search and interaction ability. Further systems that were introduced for visualizing these rela-
tions [LRB∗10, SCK∗11, KCA12, BFK∗12, PRM∗13] have applied the relational visualizations
in different domains or for various sources, e.g. text corpus or scientific relations. A relational
view on semantics is essential, due to the ability to get an overview of the entire knowledge
space or see the relations of resources to interact and browse for a knowledge path. However, the
requirements of exploratory search cannot be fulfilled with relational visualizations only. It is far
more necessary to provide multiple visualization views on the same or on different information
spaces, provide details about the entities, and support the knowledge investigation by viewing
the content itself. Relational visualizations are one essential view on semantics, but not the only
one.
3.5.3.3. Entity-based Semantics Visualizations
In contrast to relational or hierarchical semantics visualizations that utilize the underlying struc-
ture of the semantics information, entity-based semantics visualizations focus on the queried set
of entities and provide either an exploratory approach by navigating through a visual structure
or retrieving information by a specifically defined query. This class of semantics visualization is
designed for search tasks. The result visualization as a set of entities is the main focus. Further
approaches for graphically representing the relationships or hierarchies are secondary and are
commonly used to support the search process.
A visualization approach that is not based on formal semantics but investigates semantics as
defined in this thesis is PaperVis, introduced by Chou and Yang [CY11]. PaperVis allows search
and exploration within a bibliographic system, whereas the search function is more a filtering of
the entity-based visualization depending on the chosen mode. The semantic in PaperVis refers in
their approach by citations of a paper and a kind of categorization based on the resulted keywords
of a searched set of papers [CY11]. PaperVis provides three modes for searching and exploring
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scientific papers of a bibliographic system, the Citation-Reference Mode, Keyword Mode, and
Mixed Mode. In the Citation Reference Mode the users specify a level scope of the citation
network as starting point for exploring papers. PaperVis loads the bibliographic entries based
on the selected levels and scopes and visualizes them in a concentric radial visualization using
a modified radial space filling and a Bullseye view technique [CY11]. The nodes represent the
result entities and links illustrates the citations relationship. The users are able to type a query
that leads to a filtering of the results. In this separated window a certain paper can be selected
to get the citation links to other papers. The detailed information about the paper is visualized
in another separated window, containing the title, source and year of publication, and authors.
The user interface enables the choice of the mentioned three modes. In the Keyword Mode the
initial starting point of the search is a user’s query by a keyword. Based on this keyword all the
keywords that are assigned and annotated as keywords are searched and co-occurrence keywords
are assigned as categories as far as they have a certain amount of occurrences [CY11]. The
results are then visualized in a radial space-filling visualization enabling users to refine the query
by choosing one subcategory. A double-click in a sub-category places the key-word in the center
of the visualization and the relevant papers around it. The relevance is defined by the citation,
which builds the main semantic relationship in PaperVis. The Mixed Mode premises at least one
keyword [CY11]. If a user selects a paper in this mode, additional papers are loaded based on
their citations but visualized as in the Keyword Mode. PaperVis allows searching and exploring
entities that have a weak semantics as a XML-Schema in bibliographic entries, which is the main
advantage of the system. The Citation-Reference Mode provides a top-down search capability,
whereas the Keyword Mode targets a bottom-up search. The semantic visualization of PaperVis
is limited to the constrains of relevance and importance of citations and keywords. A real visual
interactive behavior is not provided by the system due to the different search modes that have
to be explicitly chosen. The user may lose the context of his search during the changes of the
modes. Further the PaperVis tool is limited to one visualization type with three layouts. If a user
is not satisfied with the circular visualization or is overcharged, the system does not provide any
alternatives. The focus point of the PaperVis system is always one main visualization without
the ability to change it in size or reconfigure and personalize the visualization. But the main
shortcoming is the gap in supporting investigative search tasks. Users are not able to place two
visualizations juxtaposed to compare any issue. Figure 3.23 illustrates the main user interface
and the three modes of PaperVis.
PaperVis user interface with the Citation-Reference Mode
Keyword Mode
Mixed Mode
Figure 3.23.: PaperVis user interface with the three visualization modes (adapted from [CY11,
pp. 724 and 727])
Schenk et al. introduced SemaPlorer, an entity-based search and visualization tool for
heterogeneous distributed semantic data on Web [SSSS09]. SemaPlorer integrates and leverages
various semantic databases with Linked-Data, e.g. DBPedia [MJB12], GeoNames, WordNet,
and FOAF. The Linked-Data repositories and search engines are used to retrieve in particular
semantic data about Locations, Time, Persons, and Tags, whereas the Tags refer to the non-
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semantic formalized database Flickr [SSSS09]. SemaPlorer aims at conducting complex data
exploration tasks. As an example of complex data exploration task they introduce the example
of searching street art in a city. They propose that searching these kind of information is
”almost impossible” with current search engines [SSSS09, p. 2]. For solving these exploratory
tasks SemaPlorer uses data federated from various data bases using faceted, blended browsing,
querying those data bases simultaneously. The defined facets are the semantic data, retrieved
from the databases. The user has the choice to search for a query and refine his search by choosing
of one of the tabs Location, Time, Person, or Tags. SemaPlorer uses the semantic data for an
entity-based illustration, consisting of three visualization panels. A left vertical panel illustrates
the search results for the queried term in the as listed terms categorized by the facets. The main
panel in the center of SemaPlorer visualizes initially the entities of the search on a geographic
map, whereas no semantic relations are illustrated. This main panel can further visualize the
tagged media, with one entity at the center and a horizontal list at the bottom [SSSS09]. The
panel on the right illustrates ”contextual” information about the chosen entity in terms of more
detailed information about a certain location. Further it provides to choose one of the four
assigned facets with tabs [SSSS09].
In contrast to many other semantic visualization techniques, SemaPlorer does not provide
any relational or hierarchical view on the semantics. The search paradigm is a bottom-up search,
where the user starts with a query and may find some unknown related entities. Although an
exploratory approach is proposed, the exploration itself is not supported by the system. The
user may learn some aspects about the queried term but there is no significant difference between
SemaPlorer and a search engine that does not rank the results. A top-down or comparative view
is not supported at all. Further the visual panels are fixed; the user is not able to change the size
of a visualization panel to retrieve more information at a glance. SemaPlorer ’s most interesting
approach is the integration of various data-bases simultaneously and the aspect of bottom-up
entity search that is scarcely supported by other visualization techniques. Figure 3.24 illustrates
the two main visualizations of SemaPlorer.
a) b)
Figure 3.24.: SemaPlorer user interface with the two main entity-based visualizations: a: the
entity-based visualization on a geographic map (from [SSSS09, p. 3]) and b: the
visualization of media (from [SSB∗09])
Petrelli et al. proposed that the visual support of exploratory tasks cannot be performed
by a single visualization type [PMDC09]. It is necessary to provide different perspectives on
the semantic to support exploration and knowledge discovery in particular by space and time
contextualized semantics visualization [PMDC09]. For supporting the exploration process they
introduced a set of visualization and interaction techniques that claimed to be complementary and
provide different perspectives on the semantics. Thus their main approach targets at visualizing
entities of semantics in spatial and temporal way, we classify their visualizations as entity-based
semantics visualizations. Although, they follow the Visual Seeking Mantra of Shneiderman
[Shn96] and propose a visualization type for the hierarchical structure, the main contribution
is an entity-based visualization. Their GeoPlot visualization depicts semantic resource entities
based on RDF triple on a geographic world-map and provides an entity-based view similar to
SemaPlorer. The entities are place on the map with icons and the number of instances correlated
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to a spatial area. A further entity-based visualization uses the temporal annotations of RDF-
triples to visualize them in a temporal manner with their TimeLine. The TimeLine illustrates
the temporal spread of the RDF-resources and entities using a two-dimensional Scatterplot. This
view further provides filters for dynamic querying in terms of filtering the visualized set of entities
and a tree-based hierarchical visualization with a folder-metaphor. A further hierarchical view,
the TopologicalPlot uses an engine-metaphor to provide overview-information about the ontology
that conceptualizes domain knowledge about engines. Figure 3.25 illustrates the three different
visualizations approaches of Petrelli et al. [PMDC09].
a) b)
c)
Figure 3.25.: Entity-based semantics visualizations by Petrelli et al.: a: illustrates the GeoPlot
visualizations with semantic entities on a geographical map, b: illustrates the tem-
poral visualization of semantic entities with TimeLine, and c: illustrates the Topo-
logicalPlot in this case a topological overview of an engine (adapted from [PMDC09,
pp. 499-501])
Petrelli et al. proposed in their work that the aspect of knowledge discovery and ex-
ploration is of great interest in semantics visualizations. For this purpose they introduced the
different perspectives on the semantics enhanced by filters. Their approach follows a top-down
search paradigm, whereas the users always interact on the top-level. Details about the visualized
entities cannot be requested on demand. The most interesting aspect is that the visualization
approaches are focusing primarily at the entities of RDF triples. Furthermore, the relations and
an adequate overview of the relations is missing for the exploratory approach as they claim. The
visualization perspectives cannot be used at the same time and are not interlinked. Comparative
or investigative tasks are consequently not supported. The idea of different perspectives on the
same data is interesting, however a real perspective view on the semantic information is not
provided.
With the upcoming importance of search in information visualization, entity-based visu-
alizations gain more and more importance. Commonly the goal of these visualizations is not
to provide a visual pattern and overview on the data. Entity-based visualizations aim at giv-
ing a kind of interactive ”picture” on resources, documents, text [WPW∗11], or other kinds of
entities that builds the content of the underlying visualized data. In particular in semantics
visualizations, where a visualized entity refers to a resource on Web or to another data-base,
the investigation of the resource itself could enhance the search and exploration process. The
described entity-based visualizations aimed at providing a kind of investigation of the resources
themselves [CY11, SSSS09]. They mapped the entity to certain contextual information, e.g.
time, location, or semantic similarity. The shortcoming of these systems are commonly that
they either provide an abstract view on the schema of the semantics or a schema-less view on
the entities. The exploratory search process as described by Marchionini [Mar06] or White
and Roth [WR09] is not actively supported. The idea of providing contextual information for
certain semantic entities and support the entire search process is promising, but not yet solved.
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3.6. Summary and Findings
While information visualization aims at giving insights of data and amplify the human cognition
to retrieve visual information patterns, semantic technologies in context of human computer
interaction aim primarily at providing answers to questions, which can be specifically verbalized
by human. This chapter introduced semantics visualization as an approach for bridging the gap
between the contradictory concepts of semantic technologies and information visualization. We
first introduced the term ”semantics” as it is used in context of Semantic Web and formalization of
knowledge. Thereafter the general idea of Semantic Web was introduced. Thus the Web provides
a crucial information resource, Berners-Lee proposed the idea of a Web of data that enables
the access to these resources with sense of ”meanings” as Semantic Web [BL98, BL98, BL00]. We
could emphasize that the main idea of Semantic Web was to formalize the data and information in
a way that is machine-readable [BL00]. The formalization aims at making the Web ”meaningful”
based on formalized notation of content followed by a formalization of the underlying structure
and provides a rule and meaning inferencing to make the Web accessible for computer and
human [BL98, BL00, BLHL01, GPFLC07, SS09]. In this context we introduced the ”layer-cake”
architecture of Semantic Web [Mil01] to give an idea how this Web of ”meaning” was proposed
to be realized. The architectural model builds the foundation for semantic technologies and
in particular for the Semantic Web. This construct of Web consists of structured metadata
providing well-defined meanings described as formal semantics [GPFLC07]. The formalization
in this context may consist of ”light” description in form of markups and tags, or investigate
formal logic. In any case the information on Web has to be formalized to enable the idea
of semantics. The way from data to formalized information or knowledge may be performed
by application and approaches of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD). We introduced
in this context the idea of KDD for semantic generation. We outlined that commonly the
applications that use KDD for generating semantics are semi-automatic and need the involvement
of human in the knowledge and ontology generation process [MGFG09]. A more promising
and disseminated way of knowledge formalization is the use of collective intelligence and the
already existing metadata to interlink data entities with each other in the so called Linked-Data
cloud [BHIBL08, BHBL09, HB11]. With the existence of these data, we are able to say that
the Web is already enhanced with semantics and provide meaningful data with various degrees
of formalization [MJB12, Goo13]. We further described that the formalization of information
can be classified into a continuous spectrum of lightweight semantics (informal) to heavyweight-
semantics (formal) [Obr03, UG04, SS09, GC06]. In this context we introduced various models
for classifying the formalization degrees and the related description languages. A dedicated
section introduced the most common formalization languages. Therefore we picked up some
representatives of the lower level of conceptualization (lightweight) to more formal languages as
Description Logic or the Web Ontology Language (OWL). We further worked out that most
prevalent language is the Resource Description Framework (RDF) that is commonly used for the
Linked-Data approach.
After introducing the general idea of Semantic Web and semantic with its formalizations,
degree of formalizations, and the architecture, we investigated the access to semantic data.
Therefore we first introduced the most common query language for RDF to give an idea how this
information can be accessed. The next important question was for what are this information ac-
cessed by human. We identified that the most common task solved with semantics is the process
of search with all the related tasks, e.g. learning or exploring. To provide a comprehensible view
on search as a human information retrieval task, we introduced two exploratory search models.
These models built the foundation to review existing exemplary systems of human-semantics-
interaction. To provide a comprehensible picture of the existing systems, we categorized the
systems based on the introduced search models into question-answering systems; key-word based
none exploratory search systems, and exploratory search systems. By reviewing the existing sys-
tems, we outlined that commonly systems are designed to answer specific questions that require
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prior-domain knowledge. The exploration process is more activated by information visualization
approaches of semantics and semantic data.
The main goal of this chapter was to give a comprehensive and comprehensible state of art
and technology for semantics visualizations. For obtaining a clear picture of existing systems
and approaches, we first defined the term semantics visualization as computer-aided interactive
visualizations for effective exploratory search, knowledge domain understanding, and decision
making based on semantics, where semantics is defined as data with meaningful relations of at
least two information or data entities. With this definition of semantics ontology visualizations
are a subset of semantics visualization and were thereby part of our review. Thereafter we in-
troduced a classification for providing a comprehensible picture of the existing systems, thus no
sufficient classification for semantics visualization in terms of information search was found. Our
classification categorizes semantics visualization in the three categories of hierarchical seman-
tics visualizations, relational semantics visualizations, and entity-based semantics visualizations.
These categories are not mutually exclusive. There are also approaches that can be assigned to
multiple categories (e.g. visualizations that are presenting hierarchical and relational aspects),
therefore we used the dominant visualization of a system for its classification.
Our state of the art review investigated systems and approaches of the last decade, whereas
some fundamental previously introduced systems were mentioned too. We introduced the systems
based on our classification with respect to their search and exploration activation as proposed
in the introduced search models. In this context the formal view on ontologies was not of great
interest. The foundation of our review was performed based on the exploratory search model
of Marchionini [Mar06] with the three elementary activities of Lookup, Learn, and Investigate.
Further we mapped the Visual Information Seeking Mantra of Shneiderman [Shn96] with the
steps overview, zoom, and details-on-demand to the search model. Thus the information seeking
process can be started by users with prior domain knowledge or a constraint problem context,
the order of the seeking mantra was neglected. We premised that semantics visualization should
support in best case both, a top-down approach as proposed by Shneiderman and a bottom-up
approach as implemented for instance by van Ham and Perer [vHA09]. The mapping of the
two paradigms to the semantics with enriched labeled hierarchies, relations and meanings builds
a triangle of the way how we used to review the visualizations.
Based on the categorization and the defined criteria the review of the existing systems
was performed. Our survey investigated the entire range of semantics visualizations, including
ontology visualization and those visualizations that make use of any kind of semantic relationship.
The focus was reviewing the systems based on their active support for exploratory search. There
exist an enormous number of visualization techniques, approaches, and methods. Many of them
are using more than one visualization technique to provide a visual interactive picture on the
semantics. As already assumed in the classification, the categorization was not always exclusive,
there are approaches that make use of both relational and hierarchical view on semantics. A huge
number of the found systems were designed for ontology engineering. Contrary to our assumption
the aspect of exploration and search did not play any role for these systems. In contrast to these
systems, we found approaches that claimed to support the exploration process. Some interesting
approaches were found that makes use of a top-down approach on a semantic level, but non of
them fulfilled the criteria of exploratory search. They either did not support the search process at
all, or even if they provided search functionality, this was commonly limited and did not provide
a sufficient search process. In case of hierarchical visualization, we found interesting approaches
that provide an overview on the data. The hierarchical view on data with different perspectives
enables to get an insight of the entire knowledge domain or relevant sub-parts. The semantics
visualization approaches are focusing far more on the overview aspect, rather than on navigation
through the hierarchical concepts to get the information entities (instances). They remain on
the abstract level of ontological concepts and do not provide a real top-down or bottom-search
paradigm. And even if search is supported, the only search paradigm is a top-down search that
enables viewing classes and subclasses and navigating through the hierarchical structure. A
bottom-approach is missing in the hierarchical visualization of semantics at all. The category of
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relational visualizations plays an essential role in the visualization of semantics, thus the structure
of semantics is predestinated for visualizing semantic relationships and a structural view on the
domain knowledge. There are many ways to visualize these semantic structures. We introduced
the most common visualization methods with respect to their search and interaction ability.
A relational view on semantics is essential, due to the ability to get an overview of the entire
knowledge space or see the relations of resources and interact and browse a knowledge path.
However, the requirements of exploratory search cannot be fulfilled with relational visualizations
only. It is far more necessary to provide multiple visualization views on the same or on different
information spaces, provide details about the entities, and support the knowledge investigation by
viewing the content itself. Relational visualizations are one essential view on semantics, but not
the only one. We were not able to find a system that fulfills the requirements of the entire search
process, even in those systems, which visualizes the data with multiple visualization methods.
The category of relational semantics visualizations provides the most interesting approaches,
but a sufficient view on the semantics with different and separated perspectives was not found.
In the category of entity-based visualization, the number of existing systems is limited. These
approaches claim to support the search process and provide contextual knowledge on entity-
level. It was very interesting to find visualization systems that focus primarily on the search
based on semantic entities. In particular in case of semantics visualization, where a visualized
entity refers to a resource on Web or to another data-base, the investigation of the resource itself
could enhance the search and exploration process. The described entity-based visualizations
aimed at providing a kind of investigation of the resource itself. They mapped the entity to
certain contextual information, e.g. time, location, or semantic similarity. The shortcoming of
these systems are commonly that they either provide an abstract view on the schema of the
semantics or a schema-less view on the entities. The exploratory search process as described
by Marchionini [Mar06] or White and Roth [WR09] is not actively supported. The idea
of providing contextual information for certain semantic entities and support the entire search
process is promising, but not yet resolved.
Our review on the existing systems could clearly outline that none of the existing systems
support the level of Investigate, the highest level of cognitive search tasks, as proposed by Mar-
chionini [Mar06]. Therewith tasks like comparison of data-sets or data-parts, or analysis and
synthesis are not supported by today’s semantics visualization systems. Further the view on
different perspectives is not provided in a sufficient way. Although, systems exist that provide
different views [PMDC09, VPM13], a separation of the complex structures on relational, hier-
archical, and entity-based level is not yet given. Further the aspect of personalization is not
sufficiently investigated. The existing visualizations are commonly static with one main panel
on one property of semantics.
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Human-centered adaptation has been subject of research and development for more than two
decades. In particular adaptive learning systems built the foundation of this research area.
Content-based adaptation, navigation support, and help-systems are just example for the broad
range of adaptive hypermedia and learning systems. The developed approaches commonly focus
on users’ knowledge in a particular domain of interest, e.g. teaching programming languages.
In contrast to those systems, adaptive visualizations are a relatively young area of research.
Although the main goal, namely to support users in information and knowledge acquisition
processes is quite similar, a linear way of learning is not focused in adaptive visualizations. Visual
environments contain various variables that can be adapted and thereby support or confuse users.
This chapter investigates the state-of-the art in adaptive visualizations. To have a common
understanding of the term ”adaptive”, we will introduce definitions for adaptation in a general
manner and derive from these a definition for adaptation for this work. Then, influencing works
in context of adaptation will be introduced to provide a comprehensible view on the general
process of adaptation. Based on this general process a number of statistical methods will be
introduced that deal in particular with uncertainty in the adaptation process. Thereafter, we
will investigate in particular the adaptation process in information visualization. It is important
to understand the differences for adapting visualization systems. To provide a comprehensible
way for conveying these differences, we introduce three main aspects: influencing factors by
means of ”to what can visualizations be adapted”, knowledge modeling that refers to the way
how the influencing factors can be formalized (represented) and which factors may play a role
for the adaptation process, and human interface adaptation that refers to visualization and their
capabilities for adaptation.
Figure 4.1.: Structure of the chapter adaptive visualizations
The main focus of this chapter is a survey of existing adaptive visualizations. To have a
comprehensible view on the introduced systems, we first introduce a definition for adaptive vi-
sualizations. Thereafter different classifications for adaptive visualizations and adaptive systems
will be investigated to derive a classification for adaptive visualizations. The introduced classi-
fication will focus more on the human interface and visualization adaptation capabilities. The
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existing adaptive visualization systems will be introduced based on the derived classification.
This provides a more comprehensible view on the systems, their strengths, and the identification
of gaps. Figure 4.1 illustrates the described structure of this chapter.
4.1. Terminological Distinction
The term adaptation in computer systems is used in various contexts ambiguously. Even if
the application in such a system provides a human interface that is adaptive, the term shows
some diversity that has to be clarified at least in context of this thesis. The review on lit-
erature illustrates various terms that are used for similar adaptive functionalities. In this
context terms like user-adaptive [Jam08], adaptive [SPS∗98, Bru01a, BM02, BS02, BCC07],
intelligent [ACZPZSU07, GWL∗10, Har10, Höö00], personalized [KKP01, BBH05], adaptable
[Opp94, Jam08], personalization [MGSG07], and customization and customizable [MS11] are
used for the different systems. Commonly the terms are chosen based on application domain,
e.g. in context of learning systems (adaptive tutoring, adaptive hypermedia [BM07a, Bru96] the
term adaptive is dominantly used, while in the domain of e-commerce the term personalization
is used dominantly [FK00]. Stephanidis et al. defined adaptation as a process of tailoring the
user interface based on user abilities, skills, requirements, and preferences during the application
use [SPS∗98]. These tailoring and changes may be performed by users or the system itself. The
main aspect is that adaptive is denoted to changes during the system use. In contrast to that,
adaptable is the process of change and tailoring the system before starting the usage. It is more
the initial adaptation that is performed before using a system and does not change (and is not
changeable) during system use [SPS∗98]. Kobsa et al. proposes a different definition of adapta-
tion. Although, they use in their definition the term personalized, their definition denotes to the
adaptation process, thus the definition of Stephanidis is criticized as a ”different sense” un-
derstanding adaptive and adaptable system behavior, where the adaptable characteristic refers
more to configurable system [KKP01, p. 3]. Kobsa et al. defined personalized hypermedia
applications as hypermedia systems that adapt content, structure, and presentation to the indi-
vidual user characteristics, usage behavior, and usage environment [KKP01, p. 3]. Further they
identified basic types of adaptation, depending on the users’ control on the adaptation process.
They differentiated between adaptation initiator, adaptation proposer, adaptation selector, and
adaptation producer. The main difference between adaptable and adaptive systems is that in
adaptable system the users have the control on the identified basic types, whereas the system
may support the user in choosing the adequate basic type [KKP01, Opp94]. With this definition
adaptable and adaptive systems co-exist in applications [KKP01]. Further the user control on the
adaptive system behavior can be on different levels: on a general level by enabling and disabling
the adaptation at all, on a type-level by approving or disapproving certain types of adaptations,
or on the case-by-case level [KKP01]. Another definition of adaptive systems, in particular of
user-adaptive systems was proposed by Jameson [Jam08], that a user-adaptive system can be
defined as:
An interactive system that adapts its behavior to individual users on the basis of
process of user model acquisition and application that involve some form of learning,
inference, or decision making.
[Jam08, p. 2]
Further he distinguishes adaptable systems as those on which the individual user can explicitly
express and adjust their preferences. Adaptable systems provide therewith users with the oppor-
tunity to specify and tailor desired properties on the user interface [Jam08]. Adaptable systems
do not adjust any parameter automatically. Fink and Kobsa used the term personalization in
the domain of e-commerce, because of the predominance of the term [FK00]. They proposed
that personalization is a generic term that refers to user-adaptive systems and user modeling.
This phenomenon is often given in literature, where user-adaptive systems that adapt certain
information or user interface parameters to the individual user’s requirements, skills, or any other
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criteria are denoted as personalized system or personalization [FK00, KKP01, BBH05, GAP07,
MGSG07, ABH∗08, Ahn10]. Summarized personalization or personalized systems can be defined
as user-adaptive systems that are based on users’ individual requirements, preferences, skills etc.
In contrast to that, the term customization (or customizable, configurable) can be denoted to
systems that enables users to take control of changes in functionalities and presentation aspects of
a systems [MS11]. Therewith and according to Kobsa [KKP01] customization and configurable
systems can be summarized to adaptable systems, thus the user has the control on the adaptable
functionalities and presentation parameters. Another often used term in this context is intelli-
gent [ACZPZSU07]. It is commonly used synonymously to adaptive in particular in context of
intelligent user interfaces (IUI) [MHI99, ACZPZSU07]. Álvarez-Cortéz and Zárate-Silva
proposed that intelligent or adaptive user interfaces are characterized as personalized systems
that support users in solving tasks, reduce the information overflow and provide help on us-
ing new and complex applications [ACZPZSU07]. The main difference between intelligent and
adaptive may be the use of approaches from artificial intelligence in intelligent user interface
that are not necessarily part of adaptive systems [ACZPZSU07, Har10]. With the introduced
definitions the terms personalization (or personalized systems), intelligent (in particular intel-
ligent user interfaces), user-adaptation (user-adaptive systems), customization (or customized
systems), and adaptable systems should be clear. It relies on the automatic and systems-driven
tailoring based on the requirements of individual users (user-adaptive). Adaptable systems (in-
cluding customizable and configurable) provide a more user-driven control on the parameter to
be adapted. The system is commonly not actively adapting any parameter to users. It is the
users’ actions that lead to changes in system behavior. In this context we have constrained the
definition to user-adaptive and not to a general adaptation of a system. Thus commonly user-
adaptive or personalized systems incorporate the users’ individual preferences, knowledge, skills,
etc. for the adaptation process. As Jameson proposed, the general schema of a user-adaptive
system starts with the information about the user, which is further used for the user model
acquisition [Jam08]. Based on the user model the system performs adaptations to the individual
user. Figure 4.2 illustrates the general schema of user-adaptive systems according to Jameson.
Figure 4.2.: General schema for processing individual users’ requirements in user-adaptive sys-
tems (from [Jam08, p. 1])
The general schema of Jameson illustrates very clearly that the main factor for influencing
the adaptation process in user-adaptive system is the (individual) user. The model incorporates
a user model that acquires information about a certain user. Based on the user model an appli-
cation predicts or decides about certain adaptive feature for the user. As we already introduced
with the definition of Kobsa, who proposed to acquire more than just knowledge about a user,
e.g. the usage environment [KKP01], an adaptive system can be seen as a generalization of a
user-adaptive system. In that sense the influencing factors depends on the application, tasks,
and users of an adaptive system and is not limited to the user. Kobsa proposed in his early
works that worthwhile adaptation is application specific and depends on the requirements on an
application [Kob93]. Further influencing factors beside the usage environment [KKP01] may be
the environmental context [Har10], tasks [Bru01a, ACZPZSU07], data [Mac86], and any other
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influencing factor that supports users in system use. The main focus of adaptation still remains
the user support, even if contextual or environmental information are used. An adaptive system
is therewith always user-centered, even if it is not user-adaptive. To define adaptation in context
of this work, we take the introduced definitions of Kobsa and James and generalize them to:
Adaptation in human-computer interfaces is the automatic and system-driven changes
on content, structure, and presentation of system-behavior that involve some form of
learning, inference, or decision making based on one or many influencing factors to
support users.
Further we enhance the definition that influencing factors are commonly modeled in knowl-
edge repositories, e.g. user models or context models. The aspects of learning, inferencing, and
decision making are not combined in one adaptive system. If the learning component is given,
the term intelligent can be used too. The main aspect in this definition is that the adaptation to
users’ needs is not anymore coupled directly to the existent of user models, whereas we believe
that commonly user model are essential parts of adaptive systems and user interfaces respectively.
4.2. Adaptation in Computational Systems
One main goal of adaptive systems is to help users in achieving their intended tasks faster,
easier, or with better results [Ros00]. In this context a number of classifications, methods and
applications arose that should give in this section a short overview on some main topics. The
goal of this section is not to give a survey on adaptive systems. It is more intended to introduce
the idea of adaptive systems for classifying and reviewing adaptive visualizations.
An early and influencing work on adaptive systems was brought by Brusilovsky with the
dimensions of adaptive systems [Bru96]. Although, the pioneering work was mainly proposed
to provide an insight on Adaptive Hypermedia Systems (AH), the dimensions and depended
questions can be applied to the general idea of adaptation and was applied in various further
works [KDBP09, Par09]. Brusilovsky introduced with his dimensions four elementary ques-
tions, which we generalize to adaptive systems: Where can adaptivity be applied, To What can
be adapted (influencing factors), What can be adapted, and Why are certain methods or tech-
niques used [Bru96]. He listed six areas, where adaptation helps users to solve tasks in a more
efficient way. We pick-up one area that is closely related to visualization of abstract informa-
tion, namely ”online information systems” to refer on the surpluses of adaptation in information
systems. He proposed that the main goal of such systems is to provide a reference access to
information, rather than an educational process. The subjects working with these systems differ
in their knowledge-level. The knowledge-level of users is criterion enough to provide adapta-
tion to their level knowledge and support the ”free” learning process. But there are more user
features, the adaptation can be influenced by. Brusilovsky lists four elementary dimensions
of users that influence the adaptation process (To What), users’ knowledge, goals, background
and experience, and preferences [Bru96]. The next dimension is what can be adapted to the
influencing factors (in this case users) Brusilovsky identifies two general levels of adaptation:
(1) adaptive presentation and (2) adaptive navigation. In this classification, (1) the presentation
refers to the content that can be adapted based on the acquired user model. Presentation regu-
lates the amount and complexity of the content to be presented to the user. Further he proposed
the adaptation of (2) navigation support. The main idea of the navigation support is provide a
path-finding by guiding, sorting, hiding, annotating and providing (global and local) maps to the
user. The dimensions of Brusilovsky are for the work in adaptive hypermedia systems. But
they can be applied to provide the general idea and limitations of adaptive systems in general.
Kobsa et al. proposed a general model of adaptive system addressing three main tasks
that are usually performed to provide adaptation: (1) acquisition, (2) representation, and (3)
production [KKP01]. Acquisition (1)) is the task that identifies available information that can
or should be used for the adaptation process. It may include data about users, usage behav-
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ior or usage environment. The process of acquisition can be performed implicitly by observing
users, analyzing interaction etc. or explicitly by asking for users demographic data or any other
information that are useful for the adaptation process, whereas the process of implicit data ac-
quisition is less disturbing and annoying [KKP01]. This task is further responsible for the initial
model of the acquired information. Kobsa and colleagues list user data, usage data, and en-
vironmental data with various facets as potential input data that can be used to acquire User
Models (UM), Usage Models, and environmental models [KKP01]. The task (2) representation
or secondary inferencing is responsible for expressing the acquired information in a formal and
machine-processable way [KKP01]. Further it incorporates secondary assumptions about the
acquired information, e.g. by integrating information from various sources. Kobsa et al. list
deductive reasoning, inductive reasoning (learning), analogical reasoning, and hybrid approaches
for formalizing and inferencing information about the input data [KKP01]. Deductive reasoning
contain logic-based representations and inferencing that formalizes the information in a logical
manner (e.g. as ontology) and provide logical inferencing on the modeled data. It further may
make use of probabilistic methods on features (e.g. Bayesian Networks, where the inferencing
is the conditional probabilities associated with the network links [KKP01]. Inductive reason-
ing involves observing and monitoring users’ interactions with the adaptive system to enable
”learning about users” [KKP01, p. 25]. Their introduced examples made use of neural networks,
Bayesian networks, nearest neighbor algorithms, and probabilistic models, whereas the results of
assumption are very similar. Analogical reasoning make use of the ”similar behavior” [KKP01, p.
28] of certain users by using of Clique-based filtering (collaborative filtering) methods in order
to find similar neighbors, select a comparison group of neighbors, or compute prediction based
on weighted representations of selected neighbor [KKP01, pp. 28-29]. Further user clustering
approaches are proposed to identify similar groups of users. Hybrid approaches combine the
formal representation of, e.g. as ontology with prediction models. The last step of the adap-
tation process is (3) production, which translates the acquired models for an adaptive output.
Kobsa et al. differentiate in this context between content adaptation, presentation and modality
adaptation, and structure adaptation. Content adaptation refers to presentation adaptation of
Brusilovsky and adapts the content in an appropriate way to the user. The presentation and
modality adaptation changes the format and layout of certain hypermedia objects. In particular
the change of modalities plays an important role, e.g. from text to audio or from video to single
images [KKP01, p. 37]. This type of adaptation is often combined with content adaptation.
The adaptation of structure refers to the way how ”the link structure of hypermedia documents
or its presentation to users is changed” [KKP01, p. 39]. In this context aspects link sorting,
link annotation, hiding and unhiding, link disabling and enabling, link removal and addition,
link recommendation, and the navigation support through links (as proposed by [Bru96] too)
are listed. Although, the adaptation process in the introduced model of Kobsa et al. is more
similar to traditional recommendation systems, it provides a good foundation to understand and
comprehend the process of adaptation. In particular the production and therewith the adapta-
tion output goes one step beyond the proposed model of Brusilovsky [Bru96] and is still the
foundation of many works of adapting user interfaces (e.g. Bunt07, ahn10, AhnDiss10, feigh12).
Figure 4.3 illustrates the high-level steps of the introduced adaptation process.
Figure 4.3.: General process of adaptation (based on the proposed model of [KKP01])
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Kobsa et al. and Brusilovsky shaped the understanding and definition of adaptive sys-
tems in context of information-use still today. Although, the steps in Kobsa and colleagues’
processes has changed in the way what acquisition includes and what the part of modeling or
representation is, the process itself did not change [BCC07, Jam08, FDH12]. One further ele-
mentary classification and model was proposed by Jameson [Jam08]. He distinguished adaptive
systems in general for supporting two main processes: (1) system use and (2) information ac-
quisition. (1) System-use refers to the adaptive support to operate a system successfully and
reduce user’s efforts. This may be solved by overtaking routine tasks by system instead by users,
or adapting the user interface in a way that fits better to the user’s way of working. Further
adaptation for system use may be giving advices about how to use a certain system, e.g. as a
mentor or supporting tutor [NBGH07] or supporting users by natural language dialog [Jam08].
The second main area of adaptive systems according to Jameson is (2) information acqui-
sition, thus the amount of information on Web is growing with each day and the access to these
data is getting more difficult, Jameson proposed that one way to support the information acqui-
sition process is helping users in finding information [Jam08]. He introduced in this context an
example that provides three main kind of helping users: (i) support for browsing, (ii) support for
query-based search or filtering, and (iii) spontaneous provision of information [Jam08]. Support
for browsing (i) refers to the adaptive functionality of ”recommending or selecting promising
items or directions of search” [Jam08, p. 6], support for query-based search or filtering (ii) refers
to the use of user models from other knowledge domains to enrich the search and filtering, and
spontaneous provision of information (iii) refers to system-driven information suggestion during
a task, e.g. providing relevant links while the user is typing in a word processor. Another way of
supporting users by adaptive information acquisition according to Jameson is tailoring informa-
tion. Based on user’s degree of interest, user’s knowledge, user’s preferences and needs, and the
capabilities of the computing device the degree of information can be tailored to the individual
user. Further areas, where the information acquisition process is supported by adaptive systems
are product recommendations, collaboration, and learning [Jam08].
Adaptive systems can be found for both areas: information acquisition and system-use.
Commonly the adaptive systems process contextual, user, and further relevant data to improve
the human computer interaction [Lan99]. Thereby the reduction of information, personalized
views on information, supporting users in their tasks, and providing help is commonly performed
by systems to improve the human computer interaction [ACZPZSU07]. Most of the adaptive sys-
tems are part of research in learning and knowledge acquisition [Bru96, Bru01a, BM02, BM07a,
Kob93, KKP01, Kob04] in so called adaptive hypermedia, adaptive hypertext, intelligent or adap-
tive tutoring system etc. Further the area of recommendation systems profit in particular from
the information acquisition in adaptive systems [Neu08, Bou13]. Adaptive systems investigate
more and more further areas, e.g. the environmental context [KKP01, Son07, God09], sensors,
mental and cognitive states of users’ [FDH12], or mobile devices [RHB07, Har10].
4.3. Adaptation Process and Methods
The adaptation process aims at providing user interfaces and systems that support users in their
task, make the work with a system more attractive and support the information acquisition
process. As we already outlined the main process starts with gathering information about users,
usage, environment etc., acquire some kind of machine-readable formal representation of the data
[KKP01]. These formal representations are then used to create adaptive interface, information
reduction, filtering and recommendation, or help and tutoring systems [BM07a]. This section
will introduce the general process of adaptation by giving a view on how features and influencing
factors can be modeled to formal representations that further leads to adaptive system behavior.
Our goal in this section is to give a short overview of possible methods that make use of these
techniques.
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4.3.1. The Adaptation Process
Frias-Martinez et al. introduced a survey of data mining approaches for user modeling in par-
ticular for adaptive hypermedia systems [FMCL06]. Complementary to the already introduced
model of Kobsa et al. [KKP01], their survey introduces steps for generating automatic user
models in adaptive systems. Frias-Martinez et al. proposed that the automatic generation of
user models, the inferencing from the modeled, and the validation start with Data Collection.
This step incorporates the collection of needed data for the adaptation process and may include
data from users’ interaction with the system, data about the environment, and explicit feedback
and data from users [FMCL06]. The second step in their process is Preprocessing and Extrac-
tion. This step ”cleans” the data from noises, in particular the identification of users and session
reconstruction belong to this step. The third step, Pattern Discovery, applies machine learning
and data mining techniques in order to model the user’s behavior. This steps leads to learning
about user’s behavior and interest and provides knowledge determining adaptations. In the last
step of Validation and Interpretation the obtained structures are analyzed and interpreted to
validate them [FMCL06]. Figure 4.4 illustrates the introduced steps with their relation to the
user model generation process.
Figure 4.4.: Steps for automatic user model generation (adapted from [FMCL06, p. 735]
Frias-Martinez et al. introduced machine learning methods for gathering and interpret-
ing user and usage information. The machine-learning methods can generally be classified in two
main categories: supervised and unsupervised methods [FMCL06]. Supervised learning requires
a preclassification of the training data in order to label the training items for signifying the class
to which they belong [FMCL06]. In case of user interaction analysis, the process of learning
have to be observed to define for each interaction an analogue output. Thus, user interactions
occur during the entire process of interacting with the system to learn and refine the model
of the user, these methods are in our opinion not appropriate for the implicit user interaction
analysis. Examples for supervised methods are decision trees [Mit97, FMCL06], neural net-
works [Fau94, FMCL06], or SVMs [BGV92, FMCL06]. Unsupervised learning does not require
a feedback, validation, or preclassification of the trained data [FMCL06] and are thereby more
appropriate for implicit interaction analysis. One main class of unsupervised learning is cluster-
ing algorithms [FMCL06]. Clustering algorithms are able to find, group and cluster training in
concepts data based on similarities between the unclassified instances. The most common tech-
niques for clustering are k-means clustering and self-organizing maps (SOM) [ZA01, FMCL06].
The clustering is commonly based on distance and similarity measurements (e.g. cosine algo-
rithm or pearson similarity) [FMCL06]. Based on the distance training data can be compared
and classified. The classification of user interaction data with clustering algorithms is commonly
constrained, thus the user interactions are occurring as series of interactions and the subset that
should be compared is relatively fuzzy to identify [Sta09, NSF10b]. Another group of unsuper-
vised learning are probabilistic learning (or predictive statistical) methods [ZA01], which are used
to describe predictions between various variables and states [MPG03]. One main advantage is
that these methods are able to handle uncertainty appearing in user models and the wealth of
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data that are produced as the result of information gathering [ZA01]. Thus users’ interactions
with systems produces both, uncertainty and wealth amount of data as consequent of the users’
interaction [NS05] [Ros00] [ZA01] the next section will introduce common predictive statistical
models. The main goal is to provide an idea of how the commonly well-known unsupervised
machine-learning methods may help to model knowledge, in particular about users as user mod-
els.
4.3.2. Predictive Statistical Methods
Modeling a formal and machine-readable representation of knowledge, which enables reasoning
of further information, is one of the main steps in developing adaptive systems [ZA01, KKP01,
FMCL06]. Beside logical representations and inferencing, the involvement of predictive statistical
methods gained more and more importance in modeling such knowledge [BCS13]. This section
provides an overview of some unsupervised predictive statistical methods. The goal is to provide
a short insight into the modeling and usage of the techniques. This section was partially published
in [Sta09, NSF10b, NSF10a] and relies on these works.
Bayesian Networks
Bayesian Networks are directed acyclic graphs, where the nodes represent real-world objects
and events, which are usually are described as variables [MP01]. Directed links (arcs) represent
the causal relationships between nodes in a Graph Model (GM). A graph model is a triple of
GM = (K,E, P ), where K is a finite set of nodes, E is a finite set of links, and P is a set of
conditional probability distribution [Ste00]. In Bayesian Networks the directed links may re-
fer to causal relation between the nodes (commonly as parent-child relation) and each node is
associated with conditional probability distribution [ZA01]. Therewith Bayesian Networks com-
bine graph- and predictive theories and are also called belief networks [AZN98, Mur01] or causal
networks [ZA01, MP01]. Inferencing in Bayesian Networks is the computing of probabilities for
each value of a variable, if the values of other variables are known [Ste00]. Mihajlovic et al.
proposed that inferencing can be performed as an ”exact probability propagation in a singly
connected network” or as an approximation of the inferencing algorithms [MP01, p. 6]. If the
structure or variable values in Bayesian Networks are not known, learning algorithms such as
sample statistics, EM or gradient ascent, search through model space, or structural EM help to
fill the unknown information [MM99]. On the other hand, if the structure and all variables are
known, the conditional probability distribution can be determined, e.g. by using the Likelihood-
method [Ste00]. Dynamic Bayesian Networks are enhancements of BNs and provide the ability to
model temporal changes of variables. Detailed information for further readings about Bayesian
Networks can be found in [Jen96, MP01].
Probabilistic Relational Models
Bayesian Networks do not provide the possibility to represent rules or dependencies between simi-
lar objects [Gre03]. Although, they are still used in various applications [BCS13] for different pur-
poses, they have limitations in particular for representing large and complex domains [GKF∗07].
Bayesian Networks of given domains involve a prespecified set of random variables, where the
relationships are fixed [GKF∗07]. Therewith Bayesian Networks cannot be used in domains with
varying number of entities and a variety of configuration possibilities [GKF∗07]. Thus visual inter-
faces commonly have these varieties, knowledge modeling and inferencing via Bayesian Networks
are therewith not appropriate in visualization applications. In contrast to that, Probabilistic
Relational Models (PRM) combine frame-based logical representations with probabilistic seman-
tics based GMs in particular Bayesian Networks [FMR99, GS99, GFKT03, GKF∗07]. PRMs are
enhancements of Bayesian Networks and are commonly used to determine probability distribu-
tion over databases [ADW02, GFKT03, GKF∗07]. One main advantage is that the relational
structure of data is consistent in contrast to Bayesian Networks. Objects of a PRM are divided
in set of concepts [GFKT03]. Each concept or class contains a set of attributes with relations
and dependencies to other attributes of the same and different classes [GFKT03]. PRMs premise
a relational schema, a set of classes X = X1, ..., Xn, where each class contains a set of descriptive
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attributes A(Xi) and a set of reference slots R(Xi), which associates the objects [GKF∗07]. A
class can be seen as equivalent to a table in a relational database, with descriptive attribute repre-
senting the columns and reference slots representing secondary keys [GFKT03, GKF∗07]. PRMs
are able to model uncertainties of missing values in structures [FMR99] and enhances Bayesian
Networks with probability distribution to fill-out the structure [GKF∗07]. Inferencing in PRMs
are equivalent to those in Bayesian Networks [Gre03], but the often existing huge amount of
classes in PRM does not allow exact inferencing [Bro07]. Therefore approximated inferencing al-
gorithms are commonly used [GFKT03, GKF∗07]. Learning in PRMs can be applied to support
attribute uncertainty (e.g. parameter estimation, Likelihood, Bayesian parameter estimation),
structural uncertainty (e.g. reference uncertainty, Existence uncertainty), or learning PRMs with
class hierarchies [GKF∗07]. Similar to Dynamic Bayesian Networks, Dynamic Probabilistic Re-
lational Models (DPRM) enhance PRMs with the ability to model temporal changes of variables.
Detailed information for further readings about PRMs can be found in [GFKT03, GKF∗07].
Markov Models
Markov Models (MM) are used to describe sequences of events and predict possible future events
[ZA01]. Their relatively simple structure is due to the assumption that occurrences of the next
events depends on a fixed number of previous events (Markov Assumption) [ZA01]. Thereby the
next event is predicted from the probability distribution of the events which have to be followed
after the fixed number of observed previous events [ZA01]. In case of only one single previous
variable (state) a first-order Markov specifies the probability of each state and the transition
of one state to another [ADW02]. There exist further variants of Markov Models, e.g. Hidden
Markov Model that contain two (one hidden and one observable) or more variables [ADW02].
A Markov Chain for instance is defined by a set of states S = {s1, s2, ..., sn}, a transition
probability matrix P and an initial probability distribution pi of the states in S [GS97]. A
transition from state si in sj occurs with the probability pij from P [GS97]. The probability of
the next state sj is therewith depending on the given state si (Markov Assumption) [GS97]. The
initial probability distribution pi over the states S, is defined by the start state and therewith with
state of highest probability distribution [GS97]. Markov Chain can be expressed by the triple
MK = (S, P, pi) [GS97]. The states of Markov Chains are all observable [GS97, Rab86, ADW02].
Some scenarios require the investigation of unobservable states. Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
are enhancements of Markov Chains, where unobservable states occur [Rab89]. A Hidden Markov
Model can be expressed as quintuple HMM = (S,M,P,B, pi), where S is a set of unobservable
states (S = {s1, s2, ..., sn}), M is a set of observable states (M = {o1, o2, ..., om}), P is the
probability transition matrix (aij = P (qt+1 = sj |qt = si), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n), B is a set of
probability distributions, and pi is the initial probability distribution [Rab86].
The introduced Markov Models premise that the states are trained independently and there-
with the probability of a state can be determined with occurrence of the state itself in the
data [ADW02]. For computing the probability huge amount of data are necessary to get high
precision [ADW02]. Anderson et al. proposed that Relational Markov Models (RMM) enable
statements about states that not occur in the training data [ADW02]. A Relational Markov
Model can be expressed as a quintuple RMM = (D,R,Q, P, pi), where D is a set of domains
representing an abstraction hierarchy of values, R is a set of relations. Each argument x of a
relation r ∈ R is an element of the domain d. Q is a set of states, P is the probability transition
matrix, and pi is the initial probability distribution [ADW02, p. 3]. The relations and domains
(abstraction hierarchies) are used to define sets of states as abstractions over Q [ADW02]. El-
ements of these sets relations and values often occur in the same sub-trees, while states with
strong differing values occur together in general abstractions [ADW02]. Learning in Markov
Models is performed by computing the transition probability and the initial probability dis-
tribution [ADW02]. Commonly high amount of training data are needed to enable a precise
prediction. In many cases the states are not or rarely defined in the training data. Relational
Markov Models provide with their generalization the ability to infer states, even if they are not
defined in the data [ADW02]. Detailed information of learning in Relational Markov Models can
be found in [ADW02].
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LEV- und KO-Algorithm
Künzer et al. proposed with their LEV and KO algorithms two predictive models that enable
the probability prediction of interaction events [KOS04]. They premised that an alphabet A
with all possible interaction events and a sequence S = s1, ..., sn as training data with s1...n ∈ A
are given [KOS04]. Based on the sequence S the probability distribution in a is computed
to predict the next event. The LEV algorithm computes the probability distribution of all
interaction events by searching similar sequences in the training data [KOS04]. For measuring
the similarity, the Levenshtein-Distance [Lev66] is used [KOS04]. For each interaction event
a ∈ A the sequence Sa = sn−markovOrder+1, ..., sn, a, which is equivalent to the last elements of
the length MarkovOrder concatenated with the interaction event a, is searched in the sequence
S∗ = s1, ..., sn−markovOrder and the occurrence is counted [KOS04]. If for all sequences Sa
in S∗ an exact matching is not found, the Levenshtein-Distance is used to search for similar
sequences [KOS04]. Once the given distance is found the probability distribution is computed
based on the quantity of the interaction events a [KOS04]. In contrast to the LEV-algorithm,
the KO-algorithm does not use similarity measurements [KOS04]. The KO-algorithm searches
for identical sequences with different length and weights their occurrence based on their length
[KOS04]. Thereby the length of a sequence is limited by the parameter SearchDepth [KOS04].
For each interaction event a ∈ A the occurrence of the sequences Sa = sn−i+1, ..., sn, a for all
i between 1 and SearchDepth in S∗ = s1, ..., sn−i counted and based on i weighted [KOS04].
Künzer et al. proposed for computing the weight w, w(i) = i19 [KOS04]. With the weighted
occurences for each interaction event a ∈ A the probability distribution of the next event is
computed [KOS04]. Thereby they propose a maximum length of 3 for the sequences SearchDepth
[KOS04]. Their proposed initiation of the KO algorithm with the weight w(i) = i19 and the
maximum length of 3 is therefore commonly called KO3/19-algorithm [KOS04]. Their proposed
algorithm was evaluated and showed better results in the mean prediction probability than other
predictive statistical models. The detailed algorithm and pseudo-code can be found in [KOS04].
In general the adaptation process is related to the generation of knowledge about certain
influencing factors, in particular the user. The knowledge generation process can be performed
in various ways. One way still remains the use of predictive statistical models. The variety of
these models has advantages and disadvantages. For each case and each scenario the knowledge
generation process has to be considered and in best case evaluated. We have introduced in this
section various predictive statistical models and illustrated for example that Bayesian Networks
model dependencies and variables with directed acyclic graphs. They enable expressions about
variables, which are not observable or not contained in the training data. The main challenge
here is the modeling of the Bayesian structure that contains dependencies of the variables. This
can be done with accurate knowledge about the domain and is domain-dependent. Probabilistic
Relational Models are enhancements of Bayesian Networks and extend BNs with relational struc-
tures. In contrast to BNs Probabilistic Relational models can be used in varying domains with
different configurations. The effort of inferencing in PRMs can rise enormously with huge amount
of object. Approximated inferencing reduces the effort in PRMs. Markov Models are used to
describe sequences of events and predict events. For reliable predictions in Markov Models huge
amount of data are necessary. The amount can be reduced by using relational structures, such
as Relational Markov Models. Hidden Markov Models provide further the expression about not
observable events. The LEV und KO algorithms enable the prediction of interaction events. In
contrast to other algorithms the KO-algorithm provide a better mean prediction probability. All
these algorithms were used in adaptive systems with different scopes.
4.4. Adaptive Process in Information Visualization
We introduced so far the general idea and process of adaptation and included some examples of
how implicit information can be gathered. The general process of adaptation in computational
systems involves three main steps, data acquisition that influences the adaptation process, repre-
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sentation of the data in a formal and machine-readable way, and the production of the adaptation
output [KKP01]. One main goal of this work is to apply these ideas and processes for visualizing
information in particular semantic information. Therefore this section will give a more focused
overview on the adaptation process in information visualization. Based on the general model
proposed by Kobsa [KKP01], we will investigate three aspects to describe the process. First,
those influencing factors will be introduced that have the most impact on visualization systems.
In this context we focus on visualizations used in standard situations by common users and com-
puter systems. The investigation of further influencing factors, like environmental factors would
go beyond the focus of this work. Thereafter a short description of how the gathered data can
be modeled will be given. Thus this work focuses on visualization adaptation, we will investigate
the human interface adaptation in particular for adapting visual parameters.
4.4.1. Influencing Factors
Influencing factors refers to the question to what a visualization system should or could be
adapted to. In case of information visualization, we have already outlined the major aspects
that could be used for influencing the characteristics of visualizations (see Chapter 2). The
process of information visualization aims at amplifying human cognition by using interactive
visual representation [CMS99]. Based on this assumption, we define three main influencing
factors that are best suited to serve as influencing factors: human (or users), data, and tasks.
Human as Influencing Factor
The use of interactive information visualization systems is commonly coupled with users’ inter-
actions, e.g. by selecting, zooming, or navigating. Rich proposed in her early work on user
modeling that human’s information and information about human can be gathered in two ways,
by implicitly gathering users’ interaction with the system and by explicitly asking users for
the required information [Ric79]. In the explicit user data gathering, the users actively pro-
vide information about themselves [ACZPZSU07]. Commonly demographic data , e.g. age,
sex, or profession are captured in this way, whereas asking users in a computer software that
should support users could be conceived as intrusive and is in any case time consuming [Ros00].
Rich claimed further that the information provided by users is not per se valid [Ros00]. Hu-
man are not always reliable information sources [Ric79] and the self-description may depend
on social or personal context [MPS76]. Consequently the main way to get information about
users, their behavior and further needed aspects, are the users interactions with a computational
systems [Ros00, KKP01, ZA01, BM07a, BL06]. This information is the result of the natural in-
teraction with a system to achieve a goal or solve a task. Commonly the users’ interactions with
the system are observable, at least by the system and provide the possibility to infer unobservable
information from the data [ZA01]. The inferencing could lead in particular to information that
can be predicted based on users’ past behavior [Ros00]. The implicit gathering of users’ infor-
mation has the advantages that users are disturbed in their working process and the information
about the users are reliable, thus these are the way they work [Lan99]. Further these data may
contain information that users are not able to provide by self-observation [Lan99]. The implicit
data gathering of users is the consequence of users’ interactions with the system. Based on these
data a system could be enabled to model users’ behavior, interests and further aspects that may
be relevant for visualizations.
Data as Influencing Factor
Adaptive systems commonly use the knowledge about users to filter, rank or adapt data (con-
tent) [Neu08, KKP01, BCC07], in information visualization data itself can be considered as an
influencing factor for the adaptation process. The transformation model of Card et al. [CMS99]
illustrates clearly that data with its properties, values, and dimensions plays an essential role for
visualizing information. We outlined in Section 2.5 Data Foundations that data can be charac-
terized in context of information visualization in various ways. We identified the data dimension
as one main classification factor [Shn96] that influences the way of visualization. Further the
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data value plays an essential role for the choice of various visual variables and visualization types
to provide a meaningful way of graphical representations. Although, all visualization systems
commonly investigate the data as an essential part of the visual design, data as influencing factor
for the adaptation process was investigated rarely in the design and creation process. The early
and pioneering work of Mackinlay has applied the idea of investigating data characteristics as
influencing factors for the design of static two-dimensional presentation of information [Mac86].
With the limitation to two-dimensional data and no-interactivity, his proposed system A Presen-
tation Tool (APT) focused on data values and their ability to be ordered [Mac86]. He proposed
to transform these values to sentences of graphical languages with a precise syntax and semantic
and defined that visual design is codified by expressiveness and effectiveness [Mac86]. Thereby
expressiveness identifies the graphical languages with a formal syntax and semantic that ex-
press the intended information and effectiveness identifies the most effective language to exploit
the capabilities of the output and human visual system [Mac86]. According to Mackinlay
a set of facts is expressible if the sentence encodes all the facts and nothing else as the given
facts [Mac86, p. 119].
Task as Influencing Factor
The term task in information visualization is defined very heterogeneously as we worked out
in Section 2.4. In that sense a task can be the basic selection of a visual item representing a
data entity [YaKSJ07] or the entire exploration process that includes a number of users’ interac-
tions [Mar06, FSvH06, WR09]. In context of adaptive visualizations, we define a visual task as
users’ intention to achieve a certain goal. This goal may be known by the user such as finding
certain patterns or information or to learn about a certain topic, refine the knowledge and get
a better understanding. Both, a goal-direct or exploratory intention of users may influence the
visualization of information. While exploratory approaches can be designed by visual system
through an open-information paradigm with no or rare constraints on content and structure,
the goal-directed tasks may lead to a kind of navigation-support through changes in visual ap-
pearances. However, tasks are just like information about human and information about data,
just data that have to be gathered though an adaptive system. Thus, this is a special kind of
user information; the acquisition of information about the tasks can be performed similar to the
users’ information. One way is to explicitly ask users for their intended task [HBH∗98, NBGH07].
Another way is to analyze the users’ interaction and find certain patterns or repeated interaction
events [Han03]. A third way is the combination of implicit and explicit information gather-
ing [Hor99a, Hor99b]. In the mixed case the probability distribution determined a task with an
uncertainty and the user is explicitly asked, if she is doing this task. The most popular example
in that case is the Microsoft Office assistant of the Lumiére Project [HBH∗98, Hor99a, Hor99b].
The user is for example explicitly asked if he writes on a letter and want to have letter template,
if the system recognizes a pattern that is similar to a letter-writing pattern [Hor99a].
4.4.2. Knowledge Modeling
The influencing factors serve as input-data for adaptive systems to behave differently. The acqui-
sition of these data are essential for the adaptation process, but the way how they are modeled
as knowledge makes them useful for a system to infer information that leads to the adaptation
process. Different types of information have different effects on the visual system and provide
together a knowledge-repository for the systems. We mean with the term knowledge the formal-
ization of the input-data in any way to infer the adaptation effect. This section gives an overview
of the representation, meaning, and the modeled issues of input-data that effect the adaptation.
Thus commonly the user and her abilities are in focus of investigation [WK86, WK89, BM07a],
the focus lie on user, whereas the modeling of tasks is commonly part of user modeling.
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User Modeling
In context of adaptive systems, the user was and is in focus of the adaptation process [Ric79,
Ric83, WK86, WK89, Kob93, Kob04, BL06, BM07a, VPM13]. Rich proposed that user models
can be classified through three main dimensions [Ric79]. The first dimension is the canonical
user versus individual user, a second dimension is a way how information is gathered, explicitly
or implicitly, and the third dimension dresses the temporal aspect of user models, is there very
specific short-term information modeled or more general long-term [Ric79]. Canonical user mod-
els contain information about groups of users [See03]. They describe in contrast to individual
user models the canonical behavior of all or groups of users and can be investigated as the com-
mon way how users (or user groups) interact in general with a system. Individual user models
investigate model the behavior of one individual user and represent the behavioral pattern of
the observed user [Ric83]. The differentiation between short-term and long-term information
about user may be investigated to model different aspects of users. Short-term information re-
flects a situation and more task-oriented representation of the user. This kind of user models
are commonly used to identify the current tasks, goals, and needs, while long-term observation
and modeling leads to information about users’ knowledge or preferences, those information that
are more characterizing a user [Ric83]. Ross enhanced this classification with the attributes
dynamic and static. A user model may reflect users’ information from the instance of time on
which the data were gathered and not provide the possibility to change or change during the in-
teraction with the system [Ros00]. Thus, users’ abilities increases or changes during the working
process with a system, commonly dynamic user models are preferred. Another classification ways
brought by Sleeman and applied beside others by Brusilovsky and Millàn [Sle85, BM07a].
Sleeman classified user models into the three main classes of nature, structure, and user mod-
eling approaches [BM07a]. Nature refers to user features and investigates the question what is
being modeled? [BM07a, p. 4]. The nature of user model contains the users’ characteristics and
derived information. Structure refers to the way how the acquired information is represented
and investigates the different kinds of maintaining the user model. For describing user models,
we will use the procedure of Brusilovsky and Millàn.
The nature of a user model refers according to Brusilovsky and Millàn to the following
main user characteristics: knowledge, interests, goals and tasks, background, individual traits,
and context of work [BM07a]. Users’ knowledge in particular in adaptive learning systems, is
the most important feature that is modeled. Knowledge is commonly modeled as a scalar model
of users’ knowledge in a certain domain [BM07a]. The scalar model consists of a single value
on a qualitative or quantitative scale. A quantitative scale may be the range between 0 and
1, or 1 an 10, while the qualitative scale may describe the gathered values as good, average,
excellent, or novice, intermediate, and expert [BM07a]. Beside the scalar model, users’ knowl-
edge can be modeled as structural models [BM07a]. The main purpose of structural models is to
scale users’ knowledge independently along sub-dimensions of the domain knowledge. Therefore
overlay models can be used that reflect each knowledge fragment to experts’ knowledge, either
by a Boolean value or as scalar values. Users’ knowledge about a certain domain is commonly
dynamic and changes during the work with an adaptive system [BM07a, Kob04]. Users’ inter-
est is the most important user feature in information retrieval and filtering systems, commonly
applied in recommendation systems [BM07a]. The most popular approach for representing the
user interests are still weighted vector of keywords [BM07a]. A vector model or set model is
formed by independent, unrelated concepts without any internal structure. Another method for
representing users’ interest is the concept model that is similar to the overlay model of knowledge
modeling [BM07a]. These models allow a more accurate modeling of users’ interest, thus they
enable separately modeling different aspects of user interest based on given concepts. Users’
goals and tasks are immediate purposes of users and the most changeable features. Goals and
tasks may change within one session several times and refer to the current activity and task,
which lead to identify goals [BM07a]. Modeling and representation of users’ goals and tasks are
commonly performed with goal catalogs, overlay model with commonly predefined user goals and
tasks. During users’ interaction and work with the adaptive system the goals are recognized
by users’ interaction. The goal catalogs commonly include a small set of independent goals or
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tasks [BM07a]. Further goals can be modeled in hierarchical structures with relatively stable
high-level goals and lower stable low-level goals including even short-term goals as sub-set in
the hierarchy. User or task models recognize the current activity and assign it to the related
goal or task to provide adaptation in form of recommending pages, leading users’ attention, or
adapt content. The recognition of goals and tasks are still rated as a difficult and un-precise
task in adaptive systems [BM07a, BBDT13]. User’s background refers to a set of users’ features
in particular on previous experience that is not related to the domain of the adaptive system.
While knowledge is modeled based on the users’ knowledge in the specific domain of the adaptive
system, the background of a user investigate the knowledge and experience that is not related to
the core topic, but may have impact on the adaptation process [BM07a]. In that context aspects
like terminology, e.g. by using domain specific terms or common understandable terms, respon-
sibility, e.g. access to certain information, or language ability, e.g. native or non-native speakers
may be indicators of interest for adaptation [BM07a]. Although, the background is similar to
users knowledge the adaptive system commonly do not need the information in that granularity,
therefore the representation of background is commonly performed by clustering various possible
users into several groups (stereotypes) [Ric79, Ric83, BM07a]. Users belonging to one stereotype
are treated by the adaptation system in same way. A differentiation based on the user features is
not performed. Users’ background are stable features that commonly do not change during the
work. User’s individual traits are similar to user’s background a stable set of user’s features that
commonly models a user as an individual [BM07a]. These individual features refer for instance to
personality traits, cognitive styles, preferences, or learning abilities. The representation of these
feature are commonly modeled similar to backgrounds by stereotypes [BM07a]. But there may
exist adaptation effects that require a finer differentiation of the individual traits. In that cases
a structural overlay model or vector model may be more adequate to represent the individual
features. This category also embraces the visual preferences of users, aesthetic preferences, such
as the look & feel of user interfaces, and representation preferences, e.g. visual graph-layout
or list-based representation. Brusilovsky and Millàn introduced beside the user features,
contextual features as context of work [BM07a]. This aspect gains in recent adaptive application
more and more relevance, thus the human’s way of interaction with computer systems changed
to more mobile and pervasive computing [Har10]. In general the context of work may include all
environmental and contextual aspects that influence the work with a computer system. In that
sense the location, device, interaction device, or situational aspect can be modeled to achieve
an adaptation effect. In context of visual representation the screen size is an essential factor.
The context is commonly not stable and changes during the work process depending on the ob-
served features, e.g. mobile device in a train. The granularity of needed information is strongly
depended to the adaptive application. Therewith the modeling approach can be performed by
overlay structural model, stereotypes or vectors. The proposed nature of user models were used
in various user-adaptive visualization systems [BWS11a, BWS∗11b, GHV∗06], whereas the as-
pect of user preferences (as part of individual traits) plays an important role in modeling users’
for adaptive visualizations.
In general Brusilovsky and Millàn subdivide the representation of knowledge for mod-
eling users into vector models, taxonomy models, and ontology models [BM07a]. While vector
models represent the knowledge as independent concept with values, taxonomies consists of a
parent-child relation that enables more accurate modeling [BM07a]. Ontologies are the most
powerful way of representation, thus not only parent child relationships can be modeled, but far
more the entire structure of knowledge. The core element of all model types is the knowledge
model and the overlay model. While the knowledge or domain model represents the domain
knowledge of an adaptive system, the overlay model estimates the user’s knowledge level in the
given concepts. This level can be qualitative, simple numeric, and uncertainty-based [BM07a].
Qualitative make use of qualitative value, e.g. poor, average, or good, while numeric values or
quantitative values provide more precise information by using a continuous range of numbers.
Uncertainty based values make use of predictive statistical models, e.g. Bayesian Networks to
model the user [BM07a].
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Data Modeling
Commonly the modeling of data in adaptive systems refers to modeling the domain knowledge
[WK86, WK89, Kob93, BM07a, Kob04]. In the special case of visualization different aspects of
the data may play an essential role for the visualization process. In this context the two data
variables or features that were already introduced (see Section 2.5) play an essential role, the
data structure and dimension [Shn96, KPS03] and the order of data values [CM97, CMS99].
The structure and dimension can be theoretically used to determine the best suited visualization
based on the data, whereas the order-ability of data values can be an indicator for choosing the
right visual variables, e.g. color or size [Mac86]. The representation of the required information
can be performed by abstraction and information about the data [Chi00]. Therefore a similar
model as the user model can be generated in form of metadata. This data about data may include
information about quantity, structure, dimension and order ability of the underlying data to be
visualized.
4.4.3. Human Interface Adaptation
The acquired input data and generated representation of those enable the adaptation of certain
aspects of a system to reduce the human effort in working with it. This section introduces in
particular general adaptation effects that could be applied to information visualization systems.
We focus on the work on visual variables and the adaptation of these based on the pioneering
works of Bertin [Ber83] and Mackinlay [Mac86].
The fundamental statement to the definition and differentiation of visual variables was pro-
posed by Bertin [Ber83]. He differentiated between visual variables that use the two dimensions
of a plane to encode information through graphical marks (Implantation) and those, which encode
information through their relationship above the plane (Imposition).
A graphical mark is defined by basic geometrical elements of points, lines and areas. The
position of a mark indicates a meaning between the values of the two dimensions. Marks could
be changed through their size, saturation, texture, color, orientation, and shape. These visual
variables of marks are classified further by their properties and perception abilities. Therefore
Bertin introduced a classification of the visual presentation of marks on the plane, selective,
associative, ordinal, and quantitative [Ber83]. Selective variables can be arranged as groups
(family), by isolating their visual relationships. Associative variables can be combined through
their visual relationships to differentiate them from others. Ordinal variables can be ordered
through their categories or levels in a generally accepted way. Quantitative variables can be
ordered through their quantitative value. All introduced visual variables are associative and
except shape all of them are selective. Bertin further proposed that only the variables size,
saturation, and texture can be ordered and are therewith ordinal, whereas the only quantitative
variable is size [Ber83].
The second class of Bertin’s visual variables (Imposition) encodes information through their
relationships to each other above the plane. He differentiates based on how these relationships
can be visually illustrated between diagrams, networks, maps, and symbols. A construction of
the plane is a diagram, if the relationship of the plane-dimensions conveys all components of
one dimension and all components of the other dimension [Ber83, p. 58]. Networks are defined
as a construct above the plane with relationships among all entities of a component. Maps are
defined as networks of relationships between all the entities of a component and in relation to
the position on earth (geographical position) [Ber83, p. 59]. If the relationship is not between
the entities or the components themselves, but the viewer associates a relationship (meaning) to
graphical entity, this is not anymore investigated a graphical representation problem. Further
he defined the relationship (meaning) between viewer and graphical representation as symbols.
The viewer associates with the symbol a meaning as a result of habituality [Ber83, p. 59].
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The principle of differentiating between Imposition and Implantation was applied beside
others by Mackinlay to generate automatic two-dimensional non-interactive presentation tools
[Mac86]. The foundation of his approach was the assumption that graphical presentation can
be expressed as formal languages by semantic and syntax. The precise language definition leads
to the expressiveness criterion, which can be seen as the Bertin’s Imposition [Ber83, Mac86].
With his introduced approach he formalized conventions that translated the Implantation theory
to a practical and useable paradigm. Therefore he introduce the formal definition of a graphical
sentence s as s ⊂ {< o, l > |o ∈ O ∧ l ∈ L}, where O is a set of graphical objects and L is a set
of locations [Mac86, p. 119]. The expressiveness of a graphical sentence is thereby equivalent
to Bertin’s Imposition theory and follows the paradigm of encoding information through their
relationship to each other and on the plane (screen), which refers to the location. With this
definition the expressiveness is defined by a well-formed graphical sentence consisting of a tuple
o and L (x and y coordinates of a two-dimensional space) that have a finite non-zero height and
width indicating the precise location of an object [Mac86]. Based on the convention of position
and object, syntax of the horizontal position was introduced as unary predicate (HorzPos) that
consisted of a horizontal axis and a set of tuples placing objects at a constant height. The defined
HorzPos language encoded for instance binary relations with an axis, a set of marks, and their
position [Mac86]. Mackinlay introduced a set of Encodes as triples (s, facts, lang) to describe
the semantic relations between objects and properties of a graphical sentence s, where facts
encodes the given semantic conventions of the language lang [Mac86].
Beside expressiveness that just depends on the formal syntax and semantics of a graphical
language and refers to Bertin’s Imposition and thereby to the placement of objects with their
relations to each other and to the plane,Mackinlay addressed the effectiveness of graphical pre-
sentation by using the retinal variables [Ber83, CMS99] as a component for presentation [Mac86].
The effectiveness does not just depend on the syntax and semantic of the graphical language, far
more it involves the capabilities of the perceiver (human) to present certain information accu-
rately [Mac86]. Therefore psychophysical results were used based on the observation of Cleve-
land andMcGill [CM84] that users solve visual tasks based on the interpretation with different
degrees of accuracy of graphical presentations. The observed retinal variables of Cleveland
and McGill [CM84] and Bertin [Ber83] were enhanced in particular with the differentiation
of color’s attributes hue and saturation [Mac86]. Mackinlay proposed based on psychophys-
ical [CM84] and graphical vocabulary [Ber83] works a ranking of retinal or visual variables for
perceptual tasks that includes the data value characteristics of quantitative, ordinal, and nom-
inal [Mac86]. Figure 4.5 illustrates the proposed ranking. Mackinlay further extended the
ranking by proposing the generation of lexicographic ordering with the Principle of Importance
that ”encode more important information more effectively” [Mac86, p. 126]. Thereby the input
of the expressiveness was a tuple of relations indicating the relative importance of the relations.
Figure 4.5.: Ranking of visual variables based on data value characteristics (from [Mac86, p.
125])
Mackinlay further introduced a Composition Algebra to provide alternatives to the gen-
erated design [Mac86]. He proposed with his Principle of Composition to ”compose two designs
by merging parts that encode the same information” [Mac86, p. 130]. This basis set of graph-
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ical languages derived from Bertin were classified into the six encoding techniques of Single-
position languages, Apposed-position language, Retinal-list language, Map languages, Connection
languages, and Miscellaneous languages. Single-position encodes information of a mark set m by
the horizontal h(m) or vertical position v(h), whereas apposed-position encodes information po-
sitioned in two axes vh(m). Retinal-list encodes information just with one of the visual variables
m independent from the positioning and can therewith be moved for composing with other an-
other encoding [Mac86]. Map language encodes information on predefined position on a specific
map vh(m) in contrast to apposed-position the position on the map is predefined and provides
commonly a meaning. Connection language encode information through the connection of two
sets of visual variables mn(m1), while Miscellaneous languages encode information through a
variety of other graphical techniques vh(m) [Mac86]. Except Connection languages the entire
composition propose sentences for visual presentation as conjunction of visual attributes and the
position on the screenm∪v∪h and lead to three operators of single-axis composition, double-axes
composition and mark composition, which are formally well-defined [Mac86, pp. 131].
The adaptation process in information visualization incorporates more adaptable variables
that can support users in their information acquisition process as conventional list-based informa-
tion systems. With the differentiation of Bertin [Ber83] and the formalization of the grammar
in particular for adaptive visual systems Mackinlay [Mac86], we illustrated the foundation of
what can be adapted. Although, the introduced model of Mackinlay just investigated the
static presentation of information without involving the user as influencing factor in his adap-
tation rules, the differentiation between Imposition and the related rules and Implantation is a
major foundation of this work.
4.5. Adaptive Visualizations
The acquisition, formal modeling, and representation, and computing uncertainty of various in-
fluencing factors plays an essential role in the adaptation process. The dominant influencing
factor in context of adaptation was and is still the user with his various characteristics. While
semantic and information visualizations investigate the user as a central element of design, adap-
tive visualizations goes one step beyond and provide a changing visual environment to fulfill
users’ demands. We already illustrated in this chapter that the main question regarding such an
adaptation process is ”what” can be adapted , ”to what” can be adapted, ”where” can adaptivity
be applied, and ”why” should be adapted [Bru96]. In context of information visualization two
main questions are of great interest, namely which adaptable variable are provided by visual
systems and what are the influencing factors that changes those identified adaptation criteria.
This section aims to give a state of the art and technology in adaptive visualizations. To
obtain a clear picture of existing systems and approaches, we will first define the term adaptive
visualization. Thereafter we will introduce a classification for providing a comprehensible picture
of the existing systems. The classification will be used to introduce the existing approaches and
systems for adaptive visualizations.
4.5.1. Definition of Adaptive Visualizations
Adaptive visualization is a relatively young research area [AB13], whereas a disambiguated un-
derstanding of this field is not established yet. This section introduces the definition of adaptive
visualizations aiming to have at least a common and disambiguated understanding of the term
in this work. We outlined based on the work of Kobsa [KKP01] that the adaptation process
involves data acquisition for influencing certain adaptable parameters, the formal representa-
tion of these data, and the autonomous adaptation of content, structure, and presentation.
Based on these criteria and the definition of Jameson [Jam08] we introduced a definition for
adaptation in computational systems in particular investigating the user interface adaptation
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(see Section 4.1). For investigating the information visualization variables the differentiation
of Bertin [Ber83] was introduced to illustrate in particular the difference between Imposition
and Implantation [Ber83]. This differentiation was used by Mackinlay to create a graphical
language that addresses expressiveness by making use of Imposition and effectiveness by making
use of Implantation and of the ability to order certain retinal or visual variables [Mac86]. Fur-
ther some common definition of information visualization and Visual Analytics were introduced
that outline the main goal of information visualization, namely amplifying cognition for acquiring
knowledge [CMS99, KAF∗08]. An adaptive visualization should address all the mentioned issues,
from the data-acquisition, over formal representation of the data to the autonomous adaptation
of content, structure, and presentation, whereas the content, structure, presentation should in-
vestigate the nature of visualizations that are composed by different visual variables. Thereby the
goal should still remain to amplify cognition for knowledge and information acquisition. Based
on these premises we define adaptive visualization as follow:
Adaptive visualizations are interactive systems that adapt autonomously the visual
variables, visual structure, visualization method, or the composition of them by in-
volving some form of learning, inference, or decision making based on one or many
influencing factors like users’ behavior or data characteristics to amplify cognition
and enable a more efficient information acquisition.
4.5.2. Classification of Adaptive Visualizations
As information visualization gained during the last decade various classifications based on data,
tasks, interaction techniques, or visualization techniques (see Chapter 2), the area of adaptive
visualizations did not experienced that systematic classifications. In general there are two main
aspects that could be used as classification criteria, the influencing factors that lead to the
adaptation and the visual changes that are the result of the data processing. This thesis focuses
on the visual appearance. We investigate the visual changes as classification criteria.
Ahn proposed based on the work of Bunt et al. [BCC07] a classification for adaptive
visualization with the four elementary categories of Visualization Method Adaptation, Visual
Structure Adaptation, Adaptive Annotations, and User Model Adaptation [Ahn10]. The main
differentiation was built upon two questions, ”what to adapt” and ”how to adapt” [Ahn10, p.
13]. The Visualization Adaptation Method refers to choosing and replacing the visualization
technique, e.g. plot chart, pie chart or bar chart [Ahn10, p. 15]. The Visual Structure Adaptation
refers according to Ahn to two main methods, first the change of layout within a visualization
and second providing methods for easily exploring visualizations [Ahn10, p. 16]. The change in
layout is performed according the varying users’ context, e.g. viewpoints, whereas the second
method makes use of users’ interactions to provide a kind of navigation support, e.g. by using
different layouts for past and future (predicted) user interactions [Ahn10, p. 16]. Adaptive
Annotations changes visual elements, e.g. color or icon to give more focus on certain data
[Ahn10]. The last category of User Model Visualization does not refer to the adaptation process,
it provides far more an insight into the derived user model, sometime with the ability to change
and reduce noise [Ahn10]. Ahn further proposed that the structure of the first three categories
can be seen as a stack [Ahn10]. Therewith the first class builds the foundation of the other two
and the annotation is inherited from the structure, whereas the fourth category of User Model
Visualization is completely independent [Ahn10].
The classification of Ahn was adopted from Bunt et al. [BCC07], who used the already
introduced (Section 4.1) classification of Kobsa [KKP01] for categorizing adaptive systems in
content adaptation) and content presentation [BCC07]. Content adaptation refers to techniques
that identify relevant content for user or context and process it based on the identified rel-
evance [BCC07, p. 410] by using for example page and fragment variants [KKP01], content
selection [RD00], or content structuring [KD96, BCC07]. Content adaptation adapts by choos-
ing or reducing content based on the derived relevance and addresses more the question ”what
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is adapted” [Ahn10, BCC07]. In contrast to that, content presentation addresses the question of
”How is adapted?”. Bunt et al. introduced in this context methods for changing the view on cer-
tain content, whereas the content presentation premises that the relevance of content is already
derived [BCC07]. Methods for changing the view on contain could be for example priority on
focus [Höö00] or priority on context [Höö98], in which the view on the relevant content is changed
by color highlighting or size enlargement of content parts [BCC07]. Another method for changing
the presentation is media adaptation, which changes the way how content is presented by using
different media channels, e.g. text, speech (audio), video, or graphical illustration [BCC07, p.
422].
The introduced classifications provide a good foundation for classifying adaptive visualiza-
tions to provide a comprehensible view on the existing techniques. While the classification of
Bunt et al. [BCC07] contributed with two elementary questions of ”what is adapted? and ”how
is adapted”, their focus of investigation were not visualizations. Ahn applied and enhanced
this classification and proposed a categorization into Visualization Method Adaptation, Visual
Structure Adaptation, Adaptive Annotations, which fits better to the nature of visualizations.
However, there are more variables provided by visualizations in general. First the differentiation
of visual interfaces into Implantation and Imposition by Bertin [Ber83] and the related differ-
entiation of effectiveness and expressiveness by Mackinlay [Mac86] are not clearly addressed.
Another fact is that visual interface are more and more making use of juxtaposed visualization
methods to use the entire screen and provide different perspectives, e.g. with brushing & linking
techniques. Further the classification of Ahn just addresses the adaptation of visualization, but
the content to be visualized and the related interaction techniques that reduce the visualized
parts of data [Shn96] are not considered. For classifying adaptive visualizations, we use both
classifications and include the mentioned aspects for a more comprehensible view on visual adap-
tation from the information visualization perspective. Therewith we propose a differentiation of
adaptive visualizations in Visual Interface Adaptation, Visual Content Adaptation, Visual Lay-
out Adaptation, and Visual Variable Adaptation. Visual Interface Adaptation can be seen as the
adaptation of the entire user interface by placing or replacing different juxtaposed interactive
visualizations. Visualization Content Adaptation addresses the changing amount of information
entities or content that is visualized. Visualization Layout Adaptation addresses the changes in
visualization layout or type. According to the works of Bertin [Ber83], Mackinlay [Mac86],
and Card et al. [CMS99] the layout addresses the placement of objects on the screen and their
relation to each other, therewith a differentiation between type and layout is not appropriate.
Visual Variables Adaptation refers to changes of retinal or visual variables, e.g. color, size,
orientation, shape etc. to guide the attention to certain information or patterns.
4.5.3. Survey of Adaptive Visualization Techniques and Methods
This section will illustrate the state of art and technology for adaptive visualizations. For a
clearer picture of the topic we will introduce the existing systems and approaches based on the
above introduced classification. Systems that enable more adaptation abilities will be highlighted
as those and assigned to their dominant adaptation characteristics. The survey will introduce
in particular those systems that match with our introduced definition of adaptive visualizations.
Systems that claim to be adaptive but understand under adaptivity aspects like parallel process-
ing will not be focus of our investigation.
4.5.3.1. Visual Interface Adaptation
Information visualization systems may make use of the composition of different visual interfaces
filling the entire screen space. The juxtaposed placement of visual interface are commonly de-
signed to provide different perspectives on data, e.g. by different levels of detail or different
aspects of the data. The Visual Interface Adaptation can thereby be seen as the adaptation of a
user interface that primary makes use of visualizations. Here the general changes on the visual
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user interface, e.g. by replacing one of the given visualization layouts or changing the interaction
modalities with the visualization, are the main focus of adaptation.
Wiza et al. proposed with Persicope a three-dimensional visual environment for illustrat-
ing search-results with an overview of the entire results and the contained relationships in an
adaptive way [WWC04]. Periscope uses the previously proposed ”Adaptive Visualization En-
vironments” (AVE) [WWC03b] as basic infrastructure for the adaptation process and provides
beside an automatic selection of visualization types, the ability to choose visualization manually
and highlight relevant attributes. The user interface consists of two main components, a 3D vir-
tual scene for the visual representations and a (2D) area for selecting visualizations and refining
the search process. The composition of these two areas is the main component of the visualiza-
tion environment, the Interface Model [WWC04]. The user interface of Periscope is generated
dynamically by a visualization engine based on the Interface Models, which is composed by the
fixed (on UI) two interface components. The system provides different types of interface models,
which are chosen based on certain readability paradigms. Wiza et al. proposed that an interface
model is the abstraction of interfaces and provide the ability to create such interfaces dynami-
cally and highlight different aspects in the visualizations [WW02]. They introduced three types
of interface model, holistic interfaces, analytical interfaces, and hybrid interfaces to support the
exploration process [WWC04]. Holistic interfaces are used for voluminous results to prevent an
overloading detailed view. The results in this interface model are categorized based on one or
several criteria and visualized in groups of documents. Analytical interfaces provide a detailed
view on the results to enable solving analytical tasks, whereas the amount of the result needs to
be limited for representing each result-item with a graphical metaphor representing documents’
attributes by object properties [WWC04]. Hybrid interfaces combines the visual potentials of
analytical and holistic interfaces and may contain categories and object properties (representing
document attributes). Further specialized interfaces are provided to support the focus on certain
attributes, which reduces the amount of data but provide a goal-directed interface [WWC04].
Figure 4.6 illustrates Periscope and the three different interface models.
a) b) c)
Figure 4.6.: The different interface models of Periscope: a) illustrates a holistic interface, b) an
analytical and c) a hybrid interface (from [WWC04, p. 180])
.
The choice of the interface models is performed with the interface readability paradigms
[WWC03a], which describes prerequisites that have to be fulfilled to be considered as readable
interfaces [WWC04]. To rank the visualizations (interfaces) each interface is formally described
by facets, a set of interface properties. Thereby an interface facet the conditions for a single
dimension, e.g. color with (δi, ci), where δi is a visualization dimension and ci is the capacity of
the dimension and i ∈ [1, n] is the number of facets [WWC04, p. 33]. Further the visualization
dimensions are distinguished in classifying and presentation visualization dimensions [WWC04].
An interface determinant formalizes as a pair the maximum number of objects that meets the
readability prerequisites. After a performed search, the amount of the results is compared to the
interface determinants of the interface models, if no visualization (or interface) is able to visualize
the amount, a holistic interface is chosen. In the next step the interface model is selected based
on the amount of the results and the facets [WWC04]. Therefore the interface models are
investigated, which provide for the given amount of attributes possible best fitting attributes
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to meet the readability prerequisites. If the amount of document attributes is higher than the
visual dimensions, the attributes are clustered to provide a more efficient readability [WWC04].
Otherwise, if the attributes can be resolved by more than one interface model, an interface model
is selected randomly or the user has to choose. The user is further able to force the use of a
certain interface model by deselecting the dynamic route of the system [WWC04]. The user has
the ability to choose certain interface models, in particular for hybrid and specialized interfaces
the choice is performed completely by the user [WWC04]. In these conditions the user is able to
map certain attributes to provided dimensions [WWC04].
Periscope is a 3D-visualization environment that adapts the layout to the amount of data
entities and the amount their attributes. Although the authors proposed that the interface is
changing, the main change is performed by choosing a visualization layout from a set of given
visualizations based on predefined rules or paradigms. Nonetheless we categorize their system
as visual interface adaptation, thus this was the main goal of the work. It should be mentioned
that the skeleton of the UI does not change. It always provides the mentioned two areas with
different interaction abilities or visual interfaces. Periscope further does not make use of any
enhanced adaptations, e.g. by adapting the visual variables or content. Further it just consider
the amount of certain data entities and attributes, the data structure, data dimensions and all
aspects regarding users are not investigated.
4.5.3.2. Visual Content Adaptation
Information visualization aims at providing a visual interactive environment for information
(content) to amplify cognition [CMS99], enable knowledge acquisition [KAF∗08], or informa-
tion provision and exploration [Mar06, Koh05] for certain information related task like decision
making [Koh05]. Visual Content Adaptation addresses in particular the choice, reduction, or
expansion of the data that are visualized. Thereby the human interface and the way of infor-
mation presentation are performed mainly by graphical representations of the data, whereas the
adaptation focuses on the content.
A prominent example for an adaptive visualization in particular to adapt content was
brought by Ahn and Brusilovsky with their Adaptive VIBE [ABH∗08, AB09, AB10, Ahn10,
AB13]. Adaptive VIBE enhances the systems TaskSieve [ABH∗08], an information-retrieval sys-
tem for ”intelligence-analysis” and VIBE, a Visual Information Browsing environment [OKS∗93]
with adaptation characteristics to enable a more sufficient search, based on retrieved user mod-
els [AB13]. The main idea is to provide two different types of points-of-interest (POI), one type
represents the queried terms, whereas each term separated by a blank-space is considered as
POI and the second type of POIs represent the task and user model of the user. For generating
the user and task model, Ahn and Brusilovsky integrated two methods of gathering informa-
tion about the user. They integrated the sense-making intelligence analysis method proposed
by Pirolli and Card [PC05]: If a user selects a document, the entire document is presented
to the user. The user is now asked and enabled to annotate text within the Task Model Notes
environment [Ahn10]. The annotated text is the baseline for generating the user and task model
respectively by extracting named entities with the assumption that relevant words are annotated
more often than less relevant terms [Ahn10]. The named-entity extraction is performed with a
statistical maximum-entropy model [FHI∗04] that recognizes the top 300 named entities based on
32 types of nominal and pronominal named entities and 13 types of events [Ahn10, p. 52]. The
main view of Adaptive VIBE is visual interface that places the two types of POIs as yellow and
blue labeled dots (or circles) on the screen [AB13]. Yellow circles represents the queried term,
whereas the blue circles are the extracted named-entities and represent the user model based
on the current search [AB13]. The retrieved documents are visualized as squares on the visual
interface, whereas the position of the squares indicates the similarity and relevance to each POI,
either to the query or to the user model POI. Figure 4.7-b illustrates the placement of documents
based on their similarity. To provide a more comprehensible spatial distinction of the documents,
the POIs and perceive the distances in a better way three layouts are implemented. Beside the
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existing circular visualization in VIBE [OKS∗93], where all POIs regardless, if they are generated
by queries or by as a result of the user model, are placed in a circle, AHN and Brusilovsky
enhanced the Adaptive VIBE with a hemisphere layout and a parallel layout [AB13]. The two
developed layouts enabled a visual differentiation between the POI types and therewith an easier
comprehension of the document similarity [Ahn10, AB13]. The hemisphere layout places the
POIs in two separated semicircles (see Figure 4.7-b) and the parallel layout places the different
types of POIs in vertical lines (see Figure 4.7-a) [Ahn10, AB13].
Figure 4.7.: The Adaptive Vibe: a) illustrates the user interface of Adaptive VIBE (from [AB13, p.
5]) and b) illustrates the described relevance measurement based on a hemisphere
layout (from [AB13, p. 6])
.
The user interface of Adaptive VIBE is static and provides a search field for entering search
terms, the described visual interface with a manually changeable layout (circle, hemisphere, and
parallel), that can be changed by the user, a view on the selected document with highlighted
named-entities, a Task Model Notes interface on the right, where the user can annotate relevant
data as described and a task or user model presented as a tag-cloud, where the relevancy of
term is indicated by the presented size [AB13]. Figure 4.7-a illustrates the user interface of
Adaptive VIBE with the different introduced windows. The visual interface of Adaptive VIBE
was enhanced with various interaction features. It is for instance possible to move a certain POI
and see the related changes in the layout. With this interaction users can arrange the POIs to
comprehend the similarities. Users are further enabled to point a POI with the mouse. With the
related mouse-over effect all the documents get the Similarity Overlay Disc that illustrates the
similarity to the particular POI by an overlay disc consisting of color and a kind of blur-effect
(disc). Furthermore the users are able to ”dock” the POIs. With this interaction the POIS has
no effect anymore on the placement of the documents [AB13].
Adaptive VIBE is an adaptive visualization system based for supporting users in the search
process. The system supports users with a visual placement of documents based on the similarity
of two different types of POIs. The task or user model in this context is generated by the user
explicitly. Users have to annotate documents (by marking) actively. Based on this annotation
such ”user-POIs” are generated that enable a positioning of the documents with a certain distance
to the POIs. The main aspect and outcome is to see the distance of documents to certain
named-entities, which refers to the content of the document. Although, the system makes use
of positioning the graphical elements that represent documents, we categorize it as content
adaptation thus the layout itself is not affected. Only the documents relevance is indicated by
the system. In other words Adaptive VIBE provides a kind of recommendation system that
provides the results (content) visually. It does not support any kind of visual adaptation, e.g. by
analyzing the users’ past behavior. The mentioned changes on the visual variables based on the
selection (by mouse over) are a traditional brushing and linking metaphor. Further each task
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requires a new annotation model and the user has to annotate again some documents for getting
the POIs. Thus the positioning of the documents is only measured by the documents relevance,
overlapping of the documents can appear and irritate the user. In general Adaptive VIBE does
not provide an adaptive behavior while using the system. The appeared changes are based on
the results and the selected POIs.
Brusilovsky et al. introduced with their ADaptive VISualization for Education (ADVISE)
an adaptive visualization for personalized access to educational documents as a suite including
various versions: ADVISE, ADVISE 2D, ADVISE 3D, and ADVISE VIBE [BwADY06]. The
main idea of ADVISE is to present a collection of educational documents based on user previous
interactions and document investigation in spatial similarity-based visualizations. ADVISE is the
visual enhancement of the previously proposed NavEx [Bru01b] to provide not only a navigation
guide for learning material, but also face the problem of ordered lists, which do not offer help
in selecting similar or dissimilar educational resources [BwADY06]. ADVISE combines a spatial
similarity-based visualization (2d: ADVISE 2D or 3D ADVISE: 3D) with adaptive annotation
to guide students in selecting the right documents for their learning goals [BwADY06]. The
baseline for their visualization adaptation is the similarity-measurement that is performed with
the cosine-algorithm based on document similarity. Two types of documents are investigated, if
the document is a full-text, the terms are extracted and the weight or frequency is measured by TF
or TF-IDF [BwADY06] and if the document contains program-code (thus the learning material
is for learning programming languages), the language constructs are extracted. The extracted
and weighted terms or language constructs are modeled in vectors in order to apply the Cosine-
algorithm for similarity measurement. The visualization is performed with a simple spring model
(Force-Directed Placement), where the measured similarity is used for the indicator of document
distances. If the documents, or precisely the weighted terms and constructs in the document
vectors, are similar they are placed next to each other and if they are dissimilar they are place with
a higher distance [BwADY06]. The adaptive annotations are indicators for the user or learner,
which document is recommended. Therefore two types of annotations are applied, a progress-
based annotation illustrates the progress of users’ interactions and investigations of documents.
The progress-based annotation (green circles filling by percentage) is computed as the percentage
of the explored documents in comparison to the entire corpus of one educational line. Further
the adaptive annotations are illustrated as indicators for prerequisite ”readiness” [BwADY06, p.
150] based on concept-level mode and indicate that the student is not ready for that course or
document (annotated as a red X) [BwADY06]. Figure 4.8 illustrates the described similarity-
based visual adaptation with an example of ADVISE 2D [BwADY06].
Figure 4.8.: The similarity-based adaptive visualization ADVISE 2D (from [BwADY06, p. 147])
.
ADVISE is a visual enhancement of the adaptive NavEx [Bru01b], ADVISE 2D and ADVISE
3D are more generic visualizations that can be applied to various document collections, and
ADVISE VIBE is the visual enhancement of the POI-based information retrieval system VIBE
[OKS∗93]. The main purpose of ADVISE is to visualize similar documents adaptively and provide
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with the document annotations a guidance for the learner. The system is categorized as content
adaptation, thus the entire visual appearance considers the content in terms of their similarity.
The visualization does not make use of any visual variable, the visual interface is static and the
layout is fixed to a precomputed document similarity. The approach is interesting, thus it uses
a similarity algorithm for the adaptation, but users’ similarities are not investigated.
Shi et al introduced with HiMap an adaptive visualization approach for visualizing masses
of social network connection in a hierarchical and comprehensible manner [SCL∗09]. They in-
troduce their adaptive visualization approach based on a pipeline with three main steps, Oﬄine
Data Manipulation, Adaptive Data Loading/Summarization, and Clustered Graph Visualization.
They make use of a single force-directed algorithm [KK89] for visualizing the nodes and links of
the social networks. In the first step of Oﬄine Data Manipulation the individuals of the social
networked are clustered in a hierarchical structure by using the Fast algorithm for detecting com-
munity structures in networks [New04] to detect and cluster the strongest relationships within the
graph structure [SCL∗09]. The second step of Adaptive Data Loading/Summarization consists
of two sub-steps. In the first sub-step a ranking algorithm is applied to order the nodes based
on two weight-degrees, first based on the overall amount of the outgoing links from the cluster
and second based on the amount of connections between the clusters. The adaptive data loading
loads the related data based on these two criteria until a quantification criteria of the screen-size
is indicating that more nodes are appropriate to be placed [SCL∗09]. The visualization of the
clustered graph (third step) is performed with an enhanced Kamada-Kawai force-directed algo-
rithm [KK89] (Stable Kamada-Kawai (SKK-C)), which enhances and generalizes the algorithm
to work recursively for the clustered graph and includes an adaptive stabilization term [SCL∗09].
The enhanced graph-layout algorithm limits the visualized levels of cluster-hierarchy to not over-
load the user with information. To compensate this limitation two enhanced zooming abilities
are included beside a geometric zoom, hierarchical zoom (see Figure 4.9-d) and semantic zoom
(see Figure 4.9-c). Hierarchical zoom enables the zooming through the different hierarchies by
zooming in and out of a cluster-hierarchy. The semantic zoom provides more detailed informa-
tion by loading more data to fill the screen-place, instead of simply magnifying the graphical
representations [SCL∗09].
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.9.: The HiMap Adaptive Visualization. a: illustrates the initial view with a blue zoom
frame, b: illustrates a geometric zoom of the frame, c: illustrates the semantic zoom,
and d: the drilling in the cluster (hierarchical zoom) (from [SCL∗09, p. 7])
.
HiMap provides an interesting approach for providing a comprehensible view on complex
network data. The main adaptive feature of the system is the adaptive data loading functionality
that incorporates various aspects to reduce or expand the amount of the visualized entities. How-
ever, HiMap just provides one visual layout algorithm and does not make use of the composing
and adapting the user interface, visual variables, or the layout. The reduction and expansion of
loaded data is the only adaptive functionality. Further the user and the relevance based on any
user characteristics is not considered at all.
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4.5.3.3. Visual Layout Adaptation
The positioning of graphical marks in correlation to the screen or to other marks is assigned as a
visual Layout (Imposition) [Ber83] and addresses commonly the expressiveness of visualizations
[Mac86]. The adaptation of Layout changes both the visualization technique that is commonly a
composition of the placement of graphical objects on the screen and any correlations of the marks
to each other, e.g. bar charts, hierarchical graph visualization, or multidimensional point-based
visualizations, and the changes in the positions of the marks that is addressed by Ahn (and
Brusilovsky) [ABH∗08, AB09, AB10, Ahn10, AB13] as structure adaptation, e.g. the change
of graph visualization in placing the objects in another order (hierarchical vs. concentric).
Gotz and Zhou observed and evaluated the interaction behavior of users to find out, if there
exist any repeated interactions that can be used as an input for adaptation in visual analysis
environments [GZ08b]. Their evaluation incorporated different commercial Visual Analytics tools
and a self-developed visual environment. The result of their observation and study was applied
to two features (Pattern and Trail) and five recommendations. They proposed that 96% of
their participants reflected perceived or real limitation that leads to the widespread of behavioral
structures as repeated interactions [GZ08b]. In their work they identified two prevalent patterns:
the scan and the flip pattern. Their second recommendation based on patterns proposes to
recognize the performed users’ patterns and provide proactively assistance [GZ08b]. Trails as
logical paths of discovering insights were evidenced in their study by 100% of the participants,
their first recommendation regarding these trails was to record and preserve the trails. Further
they recommended to re-use and by ”capturing and exposing previous trails and their associated
insights” [GZ08b, p. 9]. The last recommendation on trails was bookmarking capability of
visualization and note-taking within visual environments. In second step they enhanced the
outcomes of their study to model the user analytic behavior in a multi-level granularity of Tasks,
Sub-Tasks, Actions, and Events [GZ08a]. Their model assigned tasks as the highest level and
stands for the analytic goal of the user. Sub-tasks refer to more concrete sub-steps of the overall
goal [GZ08a]. Actions are more generic and represent an atomic analytic step, e.g., query, split,
or filter. Actions can be represented as a triple of Action =< Type, Intent, Paramters >,
whereas Type is a unique (semantic) signature for the action, Intent is the users’ intention, and
Parameters define the functional scope [GZ08a, p. 126].
Gotz and Wehn applied the outcomes of their study in an adaptive information visualiza-
tion tool [GW09]. They followed their own recommendation to capture the interaction patterns
and provide, if sufficient an alternative visualization layout. Their system recognizes the re-
peated interactions of users as four main patterns, Scan Pattern, Flip Pattern, Swap-Pattern,
and Drill-Down Pattern [GW09]. The order of these interaction and the related patterns are
stored in an action model. Therewith the defined behavioral patterns are repeated actions as
defined in the multi-level model that was previously proposed [GZ08a, GW09]. The Scan Pattern
is the repeated action of Inspect, where the user interacts with object to get further informa-
tion (see Figure 4.10-(II) top) [GW09]. If the Inspect pattern is occurred repeatedly, it can be
assumed that a comparative view on the data would be more appropriate. The Flip Pattern is
recognized by repeated interactions with the filtering functions of the visualization (see Figure
4.10-(II) bottom). This behavioral pattern leads to the same assumption, namely that a com-
parative view on data would be more appropriate. The Swap-Pattern occurs, if the user changes
repeatedly the position of objects on the screen and leads to the assumption that the user wants
to compare the correlation of attributes. The Drill-Down Pattern occurs, if the user repeatedly
filters down along orthogonal dimensions and leads to the assumption that the user wants to
focus on a targeted subset of data. The user interface of their visualization is composed by a
windows where the user is able to select a data set and filter some data dimensions (see Figure
4.10-(I) a) [GW09]. The main window is dominated by a single visualization layout (see Figure
4.10-(I) b), with an action-based history at the bottom (see Figure 4.10-(I) c) and a visualization
recommendation at the right side (see Figure 4.10-(I) d).
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(I) (II)
Figure 4.10.: Adaptive visualization based on behavioral patterns. I) illustrates the user interface
with the different windows (from [GW09, p. 315]) and II) illustrates the repeated
actions of Scan Pattern (top) and Flip Pattern (bottom) ( [GW09, p. 318])
.
Gotz et al. enhanced their adaptive visualization system in particular to meet the require-
ments of Visual Analytics for insight provenance [GWL∗10]. Their Harvest visualization was de-
signed to support non-experts in complex and exploratory visual analytic processes. Based on the
previous work [GZ08b, GZ08a, GW09] Harvest contained three main components, Smart Visual
Analytics Widgets, Semantics-based capture of insight provenance, and Dynamic visualization
recommendation [GWL∗10]. The smart visual analytics widgets provide a set of reusable visual-
izations that support semantic based user interaction and handle dynamic data. The Semantics-
based capture of insight provenance is the implementation of the proposed layer model [GZ08a]
of visual analytic tasks and identifies user analytic trails and behavioral patterns based on se-
quential user interactions in combination with predefined library of interaction sequences that
include predefined rules for the patterns [GWL∗10]. Based on the patterns a visualization recom-
mendation is performed. The dynamic visualization recommendation recommends based on the
identified pattern an alternative visualization that fits better to the identified pattern. Harvest
provides eight different visualization widgets, whereas the recommendation chooses five and the
most appropriate one is listed at the top of the recommendation toolbar.
a) b)
Figure 4.11.: Adaptive visualization based on behavioral patterns. I) illustrates the user interface
with the different windows (from [GW09, p. 315]) and II) illustrates the repeated
actions of Scan Pattern (top) and Flip Pattern (bottom) ( [GW09, p. 318])
.
Gotz et al. introduced an interesting and easy to implement approach for supporting
users in complex and exploratory visual analytical tasks. The core of their technology can
be identified as the pattern library and the related rules that lead to change or recommend
alternative visualizations. The main shortcoming of their approach is that new visualizations are
patterns have to be observed, evaluated, and trained by experts with predefined rules. There
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exist no learning or inferencing from past users behavior, beside the already identified simple
rules. The heterogeneity of users is not considered in their approach at all. The entire approach
just focuses on repeated patterns that lead to changes in layout as visualization widgets. Further
a combination of two or more visualization is not provided to enable different perspective on the
data. Another main shortcoming from our point of view is that the authors neither made use of
changeable visual interface (always a single visualization) nor of visual variables. Although they
propose that the visualization widgets are dynamic, the visual presentation is always the same.
Harvest is an adaptive visualization that makes use of predefined patterns to change the layout
and is limited to this functionality.
Mackinlay’s work on the graphical language for providing effective and expressive com-
posed visual presentation was applied several years later to the commercial visualization system
Tableau [MHS07]. The Tableau enhancement for visual analysis Show Me provides a set of differ-
ent visualization layouts and enables the design of visual representation of data with the design
principles proposed in [Mac86] and [Ber83] in particular for those data aspects that are intended
to be presented [MHS07]. One main goal is to enable the design of visualizations or small mul-
tiple displays for enhancing the user experience in the visual analysis flow for non-visualization
experts, whereas the aspect of user experience was not investigated in the previous attempt of
APT [Mac86]. Therefore the VizQL [STH08] specification language is used that describes the
structure of visualizations and the applied data-base queries and is based on the proposed APT
Algebra [Mac86] for generating automatic presentations [MHS07]. The automatic presentation
and enhancements in Show Me contains four main components Automatic Marks, Add to Sheet,
Show Me, and Show Me Alternatives that categorize data fields based on integrated rules and
heuristics for providing visual presentations considering user experience issues. Therefore the
data are categorized in data type, containing text, data, date & time, and numeric and Boolean
values, data role, consisting of data dimensions and measure, e.g. quantitative data fields, and
data interpretation that distinguishes between discrete and continuous data. The categorizations
are used to generate the mentioned small multiple displays for multi-dimensional data, whereas
the widgets are connected visualizations of the same type and provide therewith contextualized
visualizations for the user. The small multiple displays are generated, if various data fields are
used for defining the column and row axes [MHS07]. Further the used data fields are highlighted
by different colors for differentiating between dimensions and measures of data fields. Automatic
Marks decide based on predefined rules and the categorization of data fields an appropriate layout
for the given data, e.g. for temporal quantitative data a line-chart is automatically chosen. With
the add to sheet command the user is enabled to place a field to a view [MHS07]. An integrated
affinity heuristic supports the generation of effective visual displays by adding related fields to
the visualization, e.g. the heuristic determines for instance in a bar view if the new added field
should be assigned as a column or a row (see Figure 4.12-a) [MHS07, p. 1139]. This heuristic
can be applied to hierarchical data too [MHS07]. Further the definition of some visual variables
is a tasks of the add to sheet functionality [MHS07]. Therefore an integrated set of various colors
and shapes are available that are assigned to the data based on the number of categories (up
to ten shape and up to twenty color). The show me functionality is a core component of the
visualizations system. It decides based on the data dimensions and values the most appropriate
layout based on predefined rules that considers the categorization of the data fields and the
number of each category. Therefore the visualizations in Tableau contain a predefined ranking
for the various data fields and their attributes. Show me alternatives enables the choice of an
alternating visualization (see Figure 4.12-b). This functionality does not rank the visualization
and provides all possible alternatives.
The Show Me functionality of Tableau is a very interesting and nice environment for design-
ing effective visual interfaces based on the graphical language proposed by Mackinlay [Mac86].
It provides various functions in particular to design the underlying data in more effective and
expressive way and make use of studies of user experience. The system itself cannot be cate-
gorized as adaptive or intelligent, although it makes use of some useful features. There are not
recommendations, e.g. for further data dimension, based on users’ choice or behavior. Further
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a) b)
Figure 4.12.: Tableau with Show Me, an automatic visual presentation. a: illustrates the add to
sheet functionality with a new sheet as column and as row (from [MHS07, p. 1140])
and b: illustrates the show me alternatives functionality (from [MHS07, p. 1141])
.
the visualization system does not change automatically. The interactions and commands of users
are always required. The adaptation of visual variables is limited to two different variables (color
and shape), whereas only the amount of attributes (shape ≤ 10 and color ≤ 20) is an indicator
for an initial choice. In general the system is a non-adaptive visualization design environment
that makes use of data characteristics recommending layouts, whereas the layout is not changing
without users’ explicit choice or action (show me alternatives).
Golemati et al. proposed a context-based adaptive visualization system for digital li-
braries and historical archives [GHV∗06] and enhanced their approach later [GVK∗09]. Their
proposed visualization environment were based on a visualization library with a set of different
visual layouts and selected the most appropriate one based on combined contextual informa-
tion [GVK∗09]. Their environment consisted of two main components, Context Modeling and
Visualization Method Selection. Context Modeling included user context, which was enhanced
later to implicit and explicit user context [GVK∗09], system context, and document collection
context [GHV∗06, GVK∗09]. The user context is the history of a user building the individuality
and strongly influencing the choice of a visualization [GHV∗06], whereas explicit user context is
an initial user profile, e.g. with demographic data, educational level, cognitive abilities, and ex-
perience in computer-use [GVK∗09]. The explicit context of user is acquired through interviews
and explicit questions. Implicit user context builds additional information extracted while using
the visual environment, e.g. likes, dislikes. This information is used to enhance the user con-
text that is built based on interviews. System context contains information about the available
software and hardware and the capabilities of those [GHV∗06, GVK∗09]. Document collection
context refers to the information relative to the portion to be visualized, e.g. document formats
like text or scanned images, or metadata.
Visualization methods and their selection is the second main component of their approach
and consists of two sub-components, Visualization Method Properties and Visualization Method
Selection [GHV∗06, GVK∗09]. Golemati et al. used for their visualization method properties the
classification proposed by Katifori et al. [KHL∗07] (see Section 3.5.2) and divided each of those
categories in 2D and 3D visualizations according to Katifori et al.. Further they investigate a
number of basic visualization features according to data properties, e.g. number of dimension (2,
2 12 , and 3D), metaphor, interactive browsing in document types, e.g. article, book, or graphs,
user-defined grouping, e.g. articles or books, color coding, e.g. file system navigator, and term
frequency, e.g. tile bars [GVK∗09, p. 194]. The visualization method adaptation is performed
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through a rule-based engine with rules defined as triples in form of (context-property, vis-method,
score) [GVK∗09, p. 194]. The context-property is either a property of user, system or collection.
The vis-method is a visualization system property and the score is a range between [−10, 10]
and indicates how appropriate a visualization method is for the expressed context [GVK∗09].
The rule-based approach contains rules, such as (sysctx-display-3D, vismeth-noDimensions-3,
6) [GVK∗09, p.194] to define that visualization methods employing three dimension are appro-
priate for systems with 3D displays. Beside the visualization method selection their approach
provides adaptive features in method selection that investigates in particular users’ specific pref-
erences regarding whether a user has considered a visualization as suitable or not in a specific
context and if the user like or dislikes a visualization method [GVK∗09, p. 195]. The user specific
information is collected when a visualization is closed by explicitly asking the user for his prefer-
ences [GVK∗09]. If a user dislike a visualization method, e.g. for a certain data-set and he or she
is selecting ”dislike” a dynamic user profile is augmented with dislike, viz-method [GVK∗09, p.
196]. The dynamic user profile is considered in the visualization selection method by a set of
rules that increments, decrements, and measures similarity for the incrementation and decremen-
tation the score of the visualization method. Another functionality of the visualization method
selection enables the choice visualization by user in descending order of their score.
Golemati et al. introduced with their approach an adaptive visualization environment
for selecting an appropriate single view on data based on different contextual factors, whereas
always one factor is considered for the visualization method selection. The proposed approach
premises a rigorous modeling of the different contextual factors for each visualization type and
requires therewith expert knowledge for modeling the scores and appropriateness of visualization
methods. Further the do not consider the adaptation of certain visual variables, content, or
interface composition. The visualization method selection is performed once at the beginning of
a task and does not change during the work, which cannot be assigned as real adaptation. All
contextual models are predefined and response to some predefined rule. The only dynamic factor
is the user profile that makes use of explicit user feedback to score a visualization up or down.
Bai et al. proposed with CAVE a contextual adaptive visualization in particular for knowl-
edge worker to support the detection of contextual changes based on users’ qualification, knowl-
edge, and experience [BWS11a, BWS∗11b, BWS12]. Their focus was on developing visualizations
that enable in particular the knowledge acquisition process. Therefore they identified four ele-
mentary ”requirements of developing contextual adaptive knowledge visualization” [BWS11a, p.
189], the visual solution creation, visual solution modification/customization/enhancement, vi-
sual solution integration, and visual solution transformation to support the knowledge acquisition
process in changing and transforming contexts. The visual solution creation assumes that the
changes of context let a visualization become irrelevant in a new context with new requirements
and propose to build new visualization in flexible way. The development of new visualization
can be performed based on existing visualization or from scratch. They proposed that this
problem can be faced by their CAVE system through selecting and mapping new visual com-
ponents [BWS∗11b, BWS12]. The visual solution modification/customization/enhancement ad-
dresses changes in user and problem context by providing the user the ability to change the visu-
alization component, the used visual variables, or adjusting transformation parameters [BWS12].
The visual solution integration (or visualization integration) addresses the aspect that changes on
context visualization either require the visualization of different data or reflect different features
of the data. Their main purpose is that there does not exist a single visualization that is able to
visualize all types of data for all visualization purposes (tasks). Therefore Bai et al. propose to
integrate various visualization methods (layouts) for the different and changing contexts. The
visual solution transformation (or visualization transformation [BWS12]) proposes the necessity
of transforming visualizations form one type to another in a seamless way to provide different
views on the same data.
Beside the requirements Bai et al. introduced a contextual adaptive knowledge visualiza-
tion model [BWS11a], which was renamed to the contextual adaptive visualization environment
framework [BWS12] and included three main components, the problem context, purpose context,
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and knowledge worker context. The problem context refers to the given problem (task) and pos-
sible solutions, which contain beside other problem situation, knowledge types, visualization and
knowledge tasks, time and so forth. In the application layer the problem context is described
with problem data, problem model, problem solver, and problem scenarios that enable processing
and managing the identified problems [BWS11a]. Thereby the problem solver is responsible for
the data and the problem model responsible for changes in the visualizations and enables users
to react to identified changes. The purpose context refers to the contextual information about
the goals of a knowledge worker by applying visualizations, e.g. domain related purposes, knowl-
edge worker purposes, task related purposes, and so forth [BWS12]. In the application layer the
visualization context and component manager refers to the purpose context and is responsible for
the creation of visualization with the components visualization data, visualization models, visu-
alization solvers, and visualization scenarios [BWS11a]. The knowledge worker context refers to
the user (knowledge worker) and the related attributes, such as type, profile, or ability [BWS12].
In the application layer the knowledge worker context and adaptation manager is responsible for
the communication between the two introduced components and further enables the interfacing
between user and the three components [BWS11a]. Figure 4.13 illustrates the architecture of
CAVE with the introduced contexts and components.
Figure 4.13.: Architecture of CAVE (from [BWS11a, p. 191])
.
CAVE proposes some interesting approaches in particular for describing the contextual
problems. The implementation of the system [BWS11a, S. 192f] demonstrated the adaptivity
of the system by the ability of the user to perceive a problem form different perspectives with
various visualization layouts. An adaptive character could not be identified, although the system
claims to be adaptive. It is more an adaptable system, where the user (or stakeholder) is able to
choose based on different contextual aspects different visualizations types, whereas each variance
has to be modeled by experts.
Conati [CM08, CCH∗11], Toker [TCCH12, TCSC13], Steichen [SCC12, SCC13, SSCC13]
and colleagues investigated and evaluated different aspects of users’ cognitive abilities and tasks
in mainly two different visualizations with equivalent information provision but diverse visual
layouts (bar chart and radar graph) [CM08, SCC13]. Their studies conducted in particular eye-
tracking methods to predict users’ tasks, cognitive abilities, perceptual speed, visual working
memory, and verbal working memory [SCC13]. Therefore they developed an eye-tracking archi-
tecture that enables calculating numerous summative statistics, e.g. user’s fixation-rate, mean
absolute saccade angles, or proportionate amount of Areas of Interest [SSCC13, SCC13]. They
identified five Areas of Interest, high area contains relevant data values and covers the upper half
of a visualization, low areas covers the lower part of visualizations, labels are the data labels,
questions describe the tasks to be solved, and legend covers the legend [SCC13]. Further they
defined based on tasks and AOIs a set of eye-tracking features, consisting of task-level features,
e.g. fixation, fixation duration, and saccade lengths and angels, and AOI-level features con-
sisting of features with regards on fixation on AOIs, e.g. number, sum & mean, time to first
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fixation, and so forth [SCC13]. Their evaluations and studies conducted in general two levels of
tasks, simple tasks compared by the values of two vectors and complex tasks, included values of
three vectors [TCCH12]. With their evaluation they could evidence beside others that the eye
gaze behavior provides evidence about tasks and cognitive abilities [SCC13] further they could
evidence a correlation between perception speed and task completion time [TCCH12]. Another
main finding was that the gaze-behavior-based predictions are significantly better than a baseline
classifier and the accuracy at the beginning is higher ate each task [SCC13].
Although, the studies and evaluations do not really provide an adaptive visualization system,
the work on these aspects is mentionable, due to future appliances in adaptive visual environ-
ments. The results provide promising evidences that eye gaze interaction analysis would be
an adequate influencing factor driving adaptive visualizations and systems [SCC13]. Thus the
evaluations focused on the visual layout and the exemplary use case [SSCC13] and some other
studies were applied on mainly two visual layouts (bar chart and radar graph); we categorize the
results in visual layout adaptation. The studies are very promising and a visualization system
that uses the eye fixations beside other influencing factor might be useful, if the adaptation is
enhanced to other criteria, e.g. content, interface, or variables too.
Godehardt introduced a contextualized visualization environment that adapts the visual-
ization layout to different sensor information in particular for knowledge worker [God09]. The
proposed approach investigate various sources of sensor data, e.g. operation system data with
the information about open or closed documents and the relation of this documents, to generate
a knowledge worker’s context. The generated context information is used as input to derive
the current task of a user and provide autonomously a visual layout [God09]. A rule-based
engine creates from the sensor information a context that chooses between two existing visual-
ization layouts, a process-visualization, and a graph visualization. Godehardt proposes that
the approach is generic and could involve more sensor information or include more visualization
layouts [God09], but we could not find any other works that includes these aspects. Figure 4.14
illustrates the two visual layouts.
Figure 4.14.: Contextualized visualization by Godehardt: two visual layouts for supporting the
contextual task (from [God09, pp. 71-74])
.
The proposed approach of provides theoretically the ability to consider various influencing
factors as sensor information to model a context. However, the focus of his work seemed to be
more the investigation of sensor information to model a context rather than the visual adaptation
itself. The proposed system selects one visual layout from existing two layouts to support knowl-
edge workers. An adaptation on visual interface, content, or visual variables is not considered in
that work.
Voigt et al. proposed with VizBoard an adaptive visualization that includes the collabora-
tive filtering method in selecting different types of visualization [VFM13, VPM13]. For selecting
the visualization type and layout respectively they propose a system that makes use of implicit
and explicit user information [VFM13]. The information about user is stored in an ontological
knowledge-base (VISO) [VPM13]. The implicit user information relies on the work three main
user actions, repeated use, glimpse, and related rate. Repeated use registers the user interactions
with the same visualization in a certain time interval and if it is used more than three times,
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the visualization is upgraded. Glimpse refers to the situation that the user does not reach his
goals within a predefined time-interval or interaction counts, which leads to a downgrade of the
visualization layout. Related rate refers to a previously explicit rating of the user in another
context (with other data) and leads to an upgrade in the new situation. Beside the implicit
analysis they introduced explicit ratings according to factual visualization knowledge, quality of
domain assessment, context knowledge, and user rating for collaborative filtering, whereas they
premise a direct cooperation of two or more users for the collaboration filtering factor [VFM13].
The overall rating of visualizations is performed by measuring the arithmetic mean of all factors,
which leads to a visualization selection.
VizBoard provides an interesting approach by combining the collaborative filtering aspect
in the adaptation process of visualization. However, the system premises a direct collaboration
and affects the visual layout, whereas the adaptation process makes not use of the possible visual
granularities of visualizations.
4.5.3.4. Visual Variables Adaptation
According to various works and studies in information visualization [Ber83, Mac86, Shn96,
CMS99] the visual (or retinal) variables, e.g. color, size, saturation, brightness, shape etc. are
information carrier. Further these variables are perceived by human in a field of distractors com-
monly parallel [TS86, TG88, Wol07, Ren02] (see Section 2.2. The adaptation of these variables
is one main issue to direct the attention of users to certain parts of visualizations.
Brusilovsky and Su introduced with theirWADEIn an adaptive visualization environment
for expression execution as learning environment for the programming language C [BS02]. This
system was enhanced with explanatory characteristics by Brusilovsky and Loboda [BL06]
(WADEIn II ) and further enhanced (cWADEIn) and evaluated [LB08, LB10]. We introduce
their approach based on the latest version that was described sufficiently and the core of their
work, namely WADEIn II and cWADEIn [BL06, LB08, LB10] and use the term WADEIn II.
WADEIn II is an adaptive explanatory visualization that enhances the model-based ap-
proach for generating explanation proposed by Kumar [Kum03] with adaptive visualization
approaches [BL06, LB08]. The main goal of the system is to provide students an adaptive
learning environment for the expressions and operators of the programming-language C [LB08].
Therefore a static user interface is subdivided in four main areas, Goals and Progress (Figure
4.15-(I) a), Settings (Figure 4.15-(I) b), Navigation (Figure 4.15-(I) c), and Blackboard (Figure
4.15-(I) d) [LB08, p. 252]. Goals and Progress illustrates the learning goals as a list of concepts
and the students’ progress on these goals as ”skillometers” [LB08, p. 252]. The settings enable
the selection of certain expressions to be evaluated and provide the setting of initial values for
variables [LB08, LB10]. Further the settings area provides the choice between two main modes,
the exploration mode (Figure 4.15-(I)) and the evaluation mode (Figure 4.15-(II)) [BL06]. The
navigation area enables users to go through the different process step-by-step or on operator-by-
operator basis. These steps can be performed by the user forward and backward.
The main area of their system is the Blackboard that makes use of a real blackboard metaphor
and illustrates the operations (called visualizations in the work), explanations, and controls that
indicate more complicated concepts are involved in the operation [BL06, LB08]. WADEIn II ’s
blackboard contained three main aspect, Visualizations, Explanations, and Adaptation. This
version included in their visualization different expression that could be solved and explored step-
by-step, whereas a color-coding indicated a specific context and animation were used for showing
some further aspects. They differentiated in their ”visualization” five different steps, reading
variable, producing value, writing variables, and pre- and post-incrementation and decremention.
The color encoding were used in the different steps to illustrate a context, e.g. in variable read
the name of the variable is highlighted in red, an animation shows the insertion of the value (red
too), and after the value is inserted the color changes to green. Further they identified some more
difficult concepts that are highlighted with orange flags. Explanation is one main functionality of
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(I) (II)
Figure 4.15.: The WADIn II Adaptive Explanatory Visualization. (I) illustrates the applica-
tion in exploration mode with the four introduced areas and (II) illustrates the
application in evaluation mode (from [LB10, p. 195])
.
the system that has more the characteristics of an intelligent tutoring system [LB10]. Based on
the degree of knowledge the student gets either a short or long explanation of the step to perform
[BL06]. With this procedure novice students are supported with detailed information, while
experienced may be discouraged by long explanations [LB08]. The adaptation in WADEIn is
adapting the tasks and provides for each concept an illustration in terms of exploration knowledge
and evaluation knowledge. The progress of students’ knowledge in illustrated in the Goals and
Progress area, whereas the exploration knowledge is illustrated by the length of the progress bar
(skillometer), while the evaluation knowledge is indicated by the color intensity of the progress
bar for each concept [BL06]. These factors are computed based on the concepts and the evaluation
of the results, whereas each user is starting with the assumption that no knowledge about the
expression is given. The adaptation functionality influences beside the explanations the speed of
the animations or the appearance of animations at all.
WADIn II (or cWADEIn) is an explanatory learning environment for students to learn a
programming language. Although the application claims to be an adaptive visualization it makes
no use of any adaptation of visualization. The main adaptation is based on students’ knowledge
level and the explanation. The only visual adaptation that we could identify was the change
of the progress bar in color intensity and length. For this reason, we categorize this system as
adaptive visual variables, but the real use of the variables in visualization context is not given.
de Jongh et al. introduced an adaptive platform for creating interactive visualizations by
considering user preferences on the community structure [dJDB13]. The user preferences are
collected by allowing users to define cliques from their perspectives. The user defined cliques
are combined with the original data that are processed of the DBLP digital library with the
Jaccard Index [Jac01, dJDB13]. The clustering of the data is performed with an enhanced
Label Propagation Algorithm (LPA) [RAK07] with the ability to run on weighted graphs and the
frequencies are modified by edges [dJDB13, p. 4]. Based on the two retrieved metrics the data
are visualized with a derivative of the force-direct algorithm [Kob12], where the node size is based
on degree centrality and the nodes illustrates based on pie charts the overlapping degree (Figure
4.16-b). The edges refer to co-authorship, where the thickness indicates the similarity based on
the Jaccard Index measurement [dJDB13]. The user is able to select based on the computed
LPA correlations and the pie charts a group of edges (Figure 4.16-b). The visualization changes
the visual variables of the edges from pie charts to rhombus, whereas the color refers to the
machine-derived clusters and the change of icons (to rhombus) to user-defined clusters (Figure
4.16-c) [dJDB13]. Finally the user-defined cliques are automatically passed to the clustering
algorithm and their opacity is changed to enable a differentiation between the original data and
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the user-defined cliques (Figure 4.16-d). Figure 4.16 illustrates the various steps of changes in
the adaptive visualization.
a) b) c) d)
Figure 4.16.: Adaptive visualization of research communities:a) illustrates an overview of the
clusters, b) illustrates the initial pie charts and the correlation that enables users
to group cliques, c) illustrates the user-defined cluster, where the pie charts are
replaced by rhombus, and d) the final adapted graph (opacity and color) (from
[dJDB13, pp. 2-4])
.
The adaptive visualization by de Jongh et al. makes in particular use of the visual variables,
e.g. color, opacity, thickness, and icon (pie-chart icon vs. rhombus). Both, the measured
similarities on original data and the user-defined cliques just use visual variables for distinguishing
the several aspects and provide information with those variables. The approach enables users to
define their own cliques or groups of researcher, whereas an adaptation of the interface, layout or
content is not performed. But they combine the similarity of original data with the similarities
proposed explicitly by users, which is for sure an interesting approach.
4.6. Summary and Findings
Computer-based information and knowledge acquisition is a promising approach with various
facets and variables that should be investigated by developing such systems. Adaptive systems
provide a useful and promising way to face in particular the heterogeneity of users, tasks, context,
and data with adaptive methods that reduce human effort in complex information acquisition
processes. This chapter introduced in particular adaptive visualizations as an approach for bridg-
ing the gap between the heterogeneous influencing factors, above all the human with his variety
of attributes, and information visualization. We introduced first the term adaptation in context
of human-centered system and could show that beside the different terms, e.g. personalization,
customization, or intelligent, the term adaptation gained various and partly differing definitions.
Therefore, we defined adaptive systems by generalizing two common definitions and delimited
it from other related terms. Thereafter we introduced the main idea of adaptive systems by
investigating various models and processes. Based on a general model of adaptation, we outlined
the main idea of adaptive systems that can be summarized with helping users to achieve their
intended tasks in faster, easier, or with better results [Ros00]. For that purpose we introduced
different models and outlined three main steps in adaptation, acquisition, representation, and
production [KKP01]. The general process can be summarized by the acquisition of relevant in-
formation for adaptation, the formal representation of this information, and the production of
certain changes of the system behavior. Further we could show that one main goal of adap-
tive system is to support the information acquisition process [Jam08], which is in line with our
purposes in this thesis.
After the general view on adaptive systems, we focused on the adaptation process in infor-
mation visualization and categorized the process in influencing factors, knowledge modeling, and
human interface adaptation. We defined as influencing factors, those information that may influ-
ence the behavior, appearance, or view of information visualization systems. Here we identified
three main factors: human, data, and task based on our work on the foundations on information
visualization in Chapter 2. Knowledge Modeling investigated the representation and relevant
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factors that can and should be modeled in context of information visualization. Here a promi-
nent model was introduced, which investigated the two main questions ”what is being modeled?”
and ”how”. We could identify based on the model that tasks and goals are derived commonly
from user behavior and introduced mainly user modeling and data modeling. The human inter-
face adaptation focused on adaptation criteria of information visualization. Here we introduced
the pioneering work of Bertin [Ber83] and its appliance to a graphical language by Mackin-
lay [Mac86]. We could identify the most common visual parameters that can be adapted in
terms if adaptive visualizations. This identification and the related differentiation is the baseline
for our conceptual work.
The main goal of this chapter was to give a comprehensive and comprehensible state of art
and technology for adaptive visualizations. For this purpose we first defined adaptive visualiza-
tion based on the definition of adaptive systems and the definition of information visualization.
The clear definition and the worked out models and classifications enabled us to classify adap-
tive visualizations into the four main classes of Visual Interface Adaptation, which refers to the
adaptation of the user interface and placement of visual layouts, Visual Content Adaptation that
refers to content reduction or filtering, Visual Layout Adaptation that investigated the visual-
ization layout or type, and Visual Variables Adaptation that refers to the retinal variables. Our
review on the systems was performed based on the introduced categories with the assumption
that not all systems can be exclusively assigned to one category. They may include a variety of
adaptation possibilities of the visualization systems. In that cases the most dominant adaptation
criteria was used for the categorization.
Our review on the existing systems covered the last decade. The goal was to find a system
or approach that make use of all the introduced adaptation criteria, but at least combine some
of them to provide a real benefit out of the visual structures. Our review clearly signals that the
emerging area of adaptive visualizations did not investigate the ”human interface adaptation” in
depth, yet. The most systems are replacing visualization types and layouts respectively based on
some users’ implicit or explicit demands. The focus of today’s systems is more ”to what” should
be adapted rather than ”what can be adapted”. None of the introduced systems adapted the
entire range of possible visual adaptations. Just few systems combined two visualization criteria,
whereas commonly just one was dynamically adapted. In general none of today’s system makes
real use of the potentials of information visualization in the adaptation process.
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5. The Methodological Approach of
Adaptive Semantics Visualization
The literature review and the state of the art analysis in information visualization, semantics
visualization, and adaptive visualization illustrated studies on human visual perception, existing
approaches, and existing systems and methods. We identified in context of our review on se-
mantics and adaptive visualizations various potentials that do not exist yet. The goal of work is
not only to identify those potentials but also to provide methods that face the existing problems
and make use of the existing approaches for a more appropriate visual adaptation of semantics.
This chapter will summarize some of the main outcomes of our literature review and propose
based on the identified potentials, requirements that should be fulfilled to provide scientific and
technological advancements in adaptive visualizations. Therefore, we will first identify the re-
quirements that build the foundation on the conceptual work. Thereafter a high-level design
of our conceptual model will be presented. The high-level design aims at giving a short and
comprehensible overview of our main intentions and related contributions that will be described
in Chapter 6 more detailed. The main contribution of this chapter is the high-level design of our
approach that can be seen as a roadmap for the detailed description of algorithms, methods, and
models of our conceptual model in the following Chapter 6.
5.1. Analysis and Derivation of Requirements
The rigorous investigation of literature, approaches, models, and systems of information vi-
sualization, semantics visualization, and adaptive visualization enabled on the one hand the
identification of valuable models for improving the human interaction with visual applications
and on the other hand the identification of gaps in existing systems and approaches. To pro-
vide a beneficial design on adaptive semantics visualization, the identified gaps and beneficial
values should be outlined in order to define requirements on an improved high-level design for
adaptive visualizations. To perform this elementary work, we investigate the entire spectrum of
the investigated literature and start with the main goal of information visualization that aims
at amplifying cognition by interactive visual representation of abstract data [CMS99, p. 6].
Amplifying cognition can be supported, as outlined in Section 2.2, mainly by investigating
how human perceive visual information. In a preattentive stage human’s attention can be directed
through certain visual variables within a field of distractors to visual information. We refer in this
work with the term visual variables to all the retinal variables that are used in the differentiation
of Bertin [Ber83] as Implantation and include those visual features that encode information on
plane, e.g. color, size, shape. For the adaptation of visualization the Guided Search Theory is
of interest, thus the study results evidenced that the preattentive visual perception can be used
to guide the user too her expected visual data entities [Wol07]. The active attention of users
on a visual representation leads according to Ware [War04] to goal directed processing that is
supported by a non-volatile representation of objects on the screen and refers to the Layout of
a visualization [Ren02]. While visual variables enable a fast direction of attention to certain
visual entities, layout provides a goal directed and attentive processing of visual information.
We defined in this work Layout according to Bertin [Ber83] as Imposition and therefore as
the positioning of graphical objects above the screen with their relations to each other. This
definition matches with the proposed model of Rensink and leads to acquire meaning (gist) from
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the provided visual layout [Ren02]. Beside these two elementary visual representation ways, we
could identify that the content (data) is of interest for the adaptation process (Section 4.5.3.2).
The reduction or filtering of content reduces the complexity of visual representations and provide
a more comprehensible view on the underlying data. To provide a coherent model of adaptive
visualization it is necessary to investigate the content to be visualized and adapt it to the demands
of users. Another important aspect in this context is the investigation of multiple-layouts for the
same (or different) data. A single layout visualizes the data with one perspective and may lead
to complex representations of information. The reduction of the complexity can be performed
by using multiple-view visualizations and arrange them into a user interface. Consequently, an
adaptive visualization should provide at least the ability to orchestrate different visualizations in a
juxtaposed manner for providing different and in best case complimentary visual representations.
The investigation of existing systems of adaptive visualizations illustrated clearly that there exist
no adaptive visualization approach that investigates the entire range of the mentioned adaptation
criteria. Based on these findings, we define the first requirement (R1) as follow:
R1 (Variables in adaptive visualizations): An ideal adaptive visualization should cover the en-
tire range of adaptation capabilities of information visualization to amplify cognition and
support the human visual perception. This includes the adaptation of content, visual
layout, visual variables, and the visual user interface.
The process of adaptation in visualizations is commonly dominated by two main influencing fac-
tors: data and user (see Section 4.4.1). Data and data properties are valuable information sources
for the choice of visualization types or visual layouts, ordering of data values [Mac86, Ber83], and
an important indicator for the amount and therefore the complexity of visual representations.
Even in user-adaptive visualization the aspect of data should be considered and investigated as
influencing factor, thus the right design of visual representations depends strongly on the under-
lying data. Beside data, the user and her aptitudes plays an increasing role for the adaptation
process. The heterogeneity of users requires the investigation of their behavior, knowledge, and
further visualization related characteristics. The investigation of systems and literature illus-
trated that existing systems either consider the user as influencing factor for the adaptation
(”to what”) or the underlying data [Mac86, MHS07]. An adaptive visualization that investigates
both, user characteristics and data characteristics does not exist. This main gap leads to our
second requirement (R2):
R2 (Influencing factors in adaptive visualizations): An ideal adaptive visualization should per-
form the adaptation to both, user and data characteristics. These two influencing factors
should be seen as mandatory but not exclusive. Further influencing factors may comple-
ment the adaptive behavior of visualizations.
The review of existing works in adaptive visualization illustrated further that the user model
is commonly and limited based on the underlying knowledge domain of a certain adaptive sys-
tem. Although, the ways of modeling knowledge may vary, the inferred users’ behavior and the
determined user models are commonly limited to the knowledge domain in which the adaptive
systems are applied. Visualizations may be designed to visualize just one knowledge domain or
data-base. In this case the proposed existing approaches on user modeling would be valuable
and reflect the domain knowledge of a visualization. But commonly visualizations, in particular
our approach, is not designed for a certain predefined knowledge domain or data-base. Far more
they enable the visualization of a variety of data bases with different domain of and knowledge
and handle different data sources. A predefined knowledge model would not meet the require-
ments of visualizing different data from various data-bases. It is therefore necessary to find a
solution that investigate the given data and combine the user interaction behavior to infer a
user model that can be applied to different data and knowledge bases. The user model should
further contain in best case the interaction context consisting of users’ interaction behavior and
the data characteristics. Further the unobtrusive way of gathering users’ information is of great
importance, which can be performed by implicit user interaction analysis. This leads to our next
requirements (R3) and (R4):
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R3 (User model generation for different data): The varying data of visualization environments
require the design of user models that are able to handle different and varying data-bases or
knowledge domains. The user model should anyhow be transferable to different data-bases
and support the adaptation process.
R4 (User model generation by implicit interaction analysis): The most unobtrusive way to gather
information about users and their behavior is the analysis of their interaction with the sys-
tem as the natural consequence of their system behavior. An ideal adaptive visualization
should primarily make use of user’s interactions for analyzing users’ behavior.
User interaction analysis is commonly performed to gather information about the behavior of an
individual user. Just one known system [GWL∗10] is making use of the interaction behavior for
recommending or adapting visualization layouts to ”canonical” users. Canonical user is the sum
of all users working with a certain system. Even this one system just considers the interactions
as repeated patterns that are predefined and stored in interaction pattern libraries to adapt
or recommend visualizations. Each interaction pattern is modeled by experts. Their approach
does not consider data characteristics or changing user characteristics. It assumes that the
repeated patterns lead in any case to the definition of a certain behavior. Although, this approach
without the use of a user model evidenced promising improvements [GZ08b, GZ08a, GWL∗10],
the approach can or should be enhanced by considering the data context and the use of real
canonical user models that trains the system based on the average usage behavior without the
necessity of experts to model certain patterns. This leads to the use of a ”canonical user model”
that enables a visualization adaptation based on the general user behavior considering the data
context, as we could find out a preliminary user study [NRB∗13]. The general user behavior
by considering the data context leads to find the most used combination of visualizations and
provides a self-learning system that considers the average usage behavior of users to adapt and
recommend visual layouts. The use of canonical user models provides a promising foundation for
improving the visualization system in a general manner. Based on the outcomes of the mentioned
studies and identified limitations, we define our next requirement [R4] as follow:
R5 (Appliance of a canonical user model in adaptive visualizations): The user interaction anal-
ysis should be enhanced to cover the usage behavior of all users with certain data for im-
proving the general behavior of the visualization system and obviate the need for an expert
training or modeling of the user model.
The interaction analysis for the generation of a canonical user model and individual user models
enables measuring the similarity of users’ behavior and the deviation of individual’s user behavior
compared to the canonical user. These techniques are in particular used in different recommenda-
tion systems [Neu08] for recommending similar items to similar users. In context of visualization
this aspect would improve the general adaptation behavior thus similar users are recognized in
a particular data context and similar views can be recommended. The view on literature could
outline that this aspect is rarely considered for adaptive visualizations [BwADY06, VPM13] and
the proposed approaches does not support the similarity-measurement on a visual level. They
use it far more for recommending the content rather than the visualizations. The inclusion of
similarity-based adaptation would enhance the adaptation process and reduce the ”cold start”
problem of such systems. Another aspect that is in particular interesting in context of adaptive
visualizations is the analysis of users’ deviation compared to the canonical user. By analyzing
the deviation, certain individual anomalies in interaction behavior would be revealed and can be
used to adjust the level of adaptation based on the canonical user model. Therefore we define a
further requirement [R6] as follow:
R6 (Analysis of user-similarity and deviations in adaptive visualizations): The analysis of user-
similarities enhances adaptive visualizations by reducing the ”new user” problem. Users’
deviation analysis leads to identifying anomalies in user behavior and consequently to the
adjustment of the adaptation effects. An adaptive visualization with these features en-
hances the adaptation capabilities.
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Beside the requirements on adaptive visualization, we outlined in our review on semantics visu-
alizations that the process of exploratory search is not sufficiently supported by existing systems.
Although, the visualization of semantics provide a good foundation for supporting the exploratory
search process, today’s systems focus more on visualizing the formalization of knowledge rather
than providing tools for information acquisition. And those systems, which support the process
of information acquisition, are commonly question-answering systems that make use of the se-
mantic formalisms. We further outlined that formulating questions requires knowledge about
a certain topic or domain. If the user wants to know a specific fact to enhance his previous
knowledge, those question-answering systems are appropriate. But commonly the process of
search involves some kind of learning and exploration to reveal the informational context. In
simple search engines this process is performed by querying a known item, acquiring information
that enclose the context and enable a kind of learning, and reformulating the query until the
entire intended informational space is revealed. In contrast to that process, information visual-
ization follow more a top down principle, by overviewing the entire information space, zooming
into certain parts of interest (intention), and gathering the intended details on demand [Shn96].
Exploratory search should include both principles with semantics visualizations to support the
exploratory search process in the increasingly growing semantic and linked data bases. To illus-
trate different views on exploratory search, we introduced two models of exploratory search that
provide a good foundation for supporting the entire exploration process. Further we introduced
various definitions and classifications of tasks in context of information visualization (see Section
2.4) and classified them to abstract high-level tasks (see Section 2.4.2). Our review on existing
semantics and ontology visualizations revealed that there exists no system that supports the
exploratory search process. Therefore one main requirement on our system is the support of the
exploratory search process including, such sub-tasks like comparing different data or viewing the
same data with different perspectives (overview and detailed view). The semantics visualization
system should enable the process of exploration ate least by providing different views on the
same data (R7) and visualizing different data-bases on the same visual interface (R8). Further
the top-down and bottom-up views on information support the exploration process as described
in Section 3.4.2 (R9).
R7 (Support of exploratory search by different visual perspectives on the same data): The ex-
ploratory search process in semantics visualization can be supported by different views or
perspectives on the same data by the orchestration of a multiple-visualization user inter-
face. Ideal semantics visualizations for search and exploration purposes should enable the
different view on the same at the same time.
R8 (Support of exploratory search by juxtaposed visualizations on different data-bases): The
exploratory search process in semantics visualization can be supported with investigation
and comparison tasks on different data ideally with the same visualizations that are jux-
taposed arranged. An ideal semantics visualization for search and exploration purposes
should enable the visualization on different data, in terms of parts of data or totally differ-
ent data-bases to support the comparison and investigation tasks.
R9 (Support of exploratory search by bottom- and top-down views and interactions): The ex-
ploratory search process in semantics visualization is characterized by learning and inves-
tigating information and data. The process of learning that leads to refining and precising
the user queries can be supported by the top-down principle (overview to details) and
complemented by the bottom-up (detail to overview) approach. An ideal semantics visual-
ization for search and exploration purposes should provide both principles to support the
entire exploratory search process.
One further aspect in the process of exploratory search is the ability to verbalize and reflect
the process of information finding. The verbalization or expression ability leads to recapitulate
the search process and as an indicator for learning [WR09]. Beside the analysis of the study
outcomes, analysis of models, and analysis of existing systems, we conducted a preliminary
user study to find out, if the prior knowledge of a user has implications on his verbalization
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abilities [NC12]. The evaluation evidenced that one factor for enabling the verbalization in
subjects is the higher self-assurance and thereby the prior knowledge. The efficiency of a search
task is strongly related to users’ abilities in verbalization and recognition. The verbalization
ability is in turn related to users’ knowledge. This covers the knowledge in a specific domain, in
a certain language or in usage with computer systems [NC12]. Table 5.1 summarizes the deduced
requirements for our conceptual model.
Requirement
R1 Variables in adaptive visualizations
R2 Influencing factors in adaptive visualizations
R3 User model generation for different data
R4 User model generation by implicit interaction analysis
R5 Appliance of a canonical user model in adaptive visualizations
R6 Analysis of user-similarity and deviations in adaptive visualizations
R7 Support of exploratory search by different visual perspectives on the same data
R8 Support of exploratory search by juxtaposed visualizations on different data-bases
R9 Support of exploratory search by bottom- and top-down views and interactions
Table 5.1.: Requirements for adaptive semantics visualization
The review on literature evidenced that a system or approach that meets the introduced
requirements does not exist at all. Different studies, models and systems evidenced that there
is a necessity to adapt visual environments and support the exploratory search process
through visualizations. Table 5.1 gives an overview of the derived and analyzed requirements on
such a model.
5.2. High-Level Design for Visualization Adaptation
The derived requirements on adaptive semantics visualization are the foundations of providing
a high-level design of the proposed solution. This part of the section introduces the general
proposed model on a high but comprehensible level to ensure that the derived requirements are
met with our conceptual model. Figure 5.1 illustrates the design of our model on that abstract
level. It consists of four main layers, Influencing Factors, Knowledge Model, Adaptation Process,
and Visual Adaptation and meets the structure of our review on literature to enable a clear
comparison with the state-of-art and the identification of added values in a comprehensible way.
The high-level design illustrates in particular the procedure of adaptation in a cyclic-way
and should be seen more as a schematic illustration. The general process can be described as
follow: the user interacts with the system by entering a search term, interacting with a visual
representation, or interacting with the user interface that may contain static elements. This
interaction is performed with a dedicated user interaction component that decides based on the
interaction type, if a data-query should be sent. In case of querying data, one or more queries
are sent to one or more data-bases that are commonly spread in the Web and may contain
heterogeneous data formats. The retrieved data are then transformed to one or more data
models that can be handled by the visualization system. Regardless if the system adaptivity is
turned on or off, the data model is sent to the visualization pipeline that starts with semantics.
In cases of turned-off adaptivity or not-logged-in user, the information is sent just to a canonical
user model. In case of logged-in user the information are sent beside the canonical user model to
the logged-in individual user model. The transformation of the retrieved data is an important
aspect, thus the varying data may have various forms but have to be visualized in a similar way.
The data model itself does not contain any further information about the data and just represents
the semantic correlations of the data. According to (R2) data characterizations and information
about the data are necessary to provide a sufficient visual adaptation. This process is performed
by analyzing the retrieved data and modeling the analysis results in data features model. For
each data model, a data feature model is provided that includes information about the data,
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their amount, and some further computed contextual information. The data feature model is a
part of the data model and enhances the data model with information about the retrieved data.
The retrieved information about the data characteristics are used in the adaptation process.
The second influencing factor according to (R2) is the user. The users’ behavior with
a system is observed and gathered by analyzing their interactions according to (R4). Each
interaction of the user is first formalized in a way that the interaction context can be derived and
different levels of abstractions can be determined. The formalization of the user interaction is a
fundamental step for the following processes of behavior derivation and interaction prediction.
The behavioral pattern of users’ is gathered by following the entire interactions with the system.
This includes the interaction with dynamic and static elements with the visualizations and with
the graphical representation of data entities. The behavioral pattern will be represented as
normalized probability distribution and provides information about users’ preferences and prior-
knowledge. Further an enhanced predictive statistical method is applied to determine the next
actions of the user. The gathered information about data in form of data feature model and the
information about user in form of interaction behavior and interaction prediction flow into the
user model that represents this information for a canonical user as the sum of all user interactions
in context of the retrieved data (R5) and individual user models for providing individualized
adaptations. To support different data-sources the user model contains a dynamic part as overlay
model on the data and supports therefore different data sources (R3).
Figure 5.1.: The high-level design of the methodological approach for adaptive visualizations
The individual user models are then used to measure similarities between given users for
reducing the ”new user” problem and providing a sufficient view on data. If no similarities with
other users are found the canonical user model is the initial user model for a new logged-in user
(R6). Further this canonical user model is the baseline for all users and thereby used to derive
anomalies in interaction behavior by measuring deviations (R6). All the gathered information is
used in a rule-based adaptation engine to adapt the various layers of visualization (R1). Therefore
the content or semantics, the visual layout as representation of visualization types, the visual
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variables, and the visual interface is adapted (R1). The dynamic character of the general user
interface (visual interface) enables the juxtaposed positioning of various visual layouts (R7) for
the same data model and visualizing different data model with same or different visualizations
(R8). The choose of the visualization layout is further enabling both a top-down view on the
data, according to the visual information seeking mantra [Shn96] or a bottom-up view to expand
the visual context based on a query [vHA09] (R9).
The following sections describe the general idea and approach on an abstract level to obtain
the main contributions of this work. In the following Chapter 6 a more detailed and recon-
structable description of the approach and its components will be given.
5.3. Influencing Factors
Influencing factors can be defined as any kind of information that are used or can be used to
perform adaptation. According to the four elementary questions of Brusilovsky [Bru96], the
influencing factors respond to the question To What can be adapted. Various aspects can be
used as influencing factors in adaptive systems and visualizations. Commonly the identification
and gathering of available information that leads to adaptation, is the first step of the entire
adaptation process and may include data about users, usage behavior or usage environment
[KKP01] (see Section 4.2).
The most common influencing factor in adaptive systems is the individual behavior of users.
The acquisition of users’ information are either gathered explicitly, e.g. by asking users for
their preferences or knowledge, or implicitly by analyzing the user or usage behavior. With
the emerging growth of mobile computing devices further environmental aspects are considered
in the adaptation process (e.g. [Har10]). In this work, the investigation of those influencing
factors is important that affect the adaptation of information and semantics visualization. The
assumption that all influencing factors, e.g. usage environment or location, can be used for
adapting visualizations cannot be neglected. It is far more important to identify those factors
that strongly affect the visual parameters in semantics and information visualizations.
The investigation of literature in information visualization, semantics visualization, and
adaptive visualization enabled us to identify the most valuable influencing factors for adapting
visualizations. The early and still ongoing process on visualizing information makes commonly
use of data characteristics for visualization. The data characteristics include beside other the
structure and dimension of data and the ability to order data-values. Both data characteristics
are important in the adaptation process. Thus information and semantics visualizations build an
information bridge between users and data, the second valuable and important influencing factor
is the user. In this context the visual information processing of users plays an important role.
An ideal adaptive visualization should therefore investigate in the adaptation process at least the
two influencing factors: data and user. This reflects our identified and formulated requirement
(R2), where ’an ideal adaptive visualization should perform the adaptation to both, user and data
characteristics. These two influencing factors should be seen as mandatory but not exclusive.
Further influencing factors may complement the adaptive behavior of visualizations.
The investigation of literature in adaptive visualizations in Section 4.5 could clearly outline
that existing systems and approaches do not make use of both influencing factors for adapting
visualizations. Most of the existing approaches for adapting visualizations are limited to the
investigation or consideration of users as influencing factor. This is due to the origin of adaptive
systems that are more focused on user-centered design. In contrast to that, approaches and
systems from information visualization or Visual Analytics focus on the data and data char-
acteristics. Although, adaptive visualization gained recently enormous interest in research, a
combined investigation of both, data and users is not yet proposed in the literature.
Our main contribution related to influencing factors is the combined investigation of data
and user characteristics in the visual adaptation process to enable a more effective adaptation
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of visualizations. We mean with a combined investigation of both influencing factors, a real
combination of both in terms of which data characteristics correlates with which user attributes.
The acquisition, transformation, and representation of influencing factors for the adaptation
process will be described in Section 6.1 Knowledge Model. This is to ensure a comprehensible
way of illustrating the transformation and representation of the influencing factors as models
that affect the adaptation process. Beside acquisition of influencing factor information, various
algorithms for measuring different relevance values, and formal representations, in particular the
Section 6.1.3.4 Modeling Users will illustrate the combined investigation of data and users in one
model.
5.4. Knowledge Model
The knowledge model can be described as the entire set of information that is used for the
adaptation process. Our model includes beside the information about adaptation, the data to
be visualized too. This is due the investigation of data as one influencing factor for the adapta-
tion process. However, the visualization of data can be performed without the knowledge model,
whereas the adaptation effects are then not applied. Knowledge model can be assigned according
to Kobsa et al. as representation or secondary inferencing [KKP01] (see Section 4.2). Thereby
knowledge model is responsible for expressing the acquired information in a formal and machine-
processable way. Although, the model of Kobsa et al. proposes a bisection or separation of
information acquisition and knowledge modeling in terms of representations, the strict bisec-
tion is not adequate in all adaptive systems. Our model for adaptive semantics visualizations
for instance makes use of the visualized data. As we will describe in the conceptual chapter,
the process is investigating not only external information as representations for adapting the
visual environment. The combination of persistent and volatile models that is related directly
to a data query is investigated too. Although, the high-level design proposes a similar bisec-
tion of information acquisition of the influencing factors and the formal representation of the
acquired representation, Section 6.1 Knowledge Model will investigate both aspects to enable a
more comprehensible illustration of the entire process. The section will introduce the way how
this information is gathered, analyzed, weighted, and structured as knowledge model for the
adaptation process.
Figure 5.2 illustrates a simplified view on the knowledge model as layer of our high-level
design. It includes three main parts that outline the already mentioned combined investigation of
the two different influencing factors of data and user in the adaptation process. The three parts
are the core components of the knowledge model and describes the entire steps from gathering
information to a formal representation.
Figure 5.2.: Simplified view on the Knowledge Model layer of our High-Level Design
The ’data’ part investigates the entire process of querying data from distributed sources,
transforming data, including semantics even from not semantically formalized data, and repre-
senting data in a processable way. The data model consists of three main components that will
be described in Section 6.1.1 in a detailed way: inclusion of semantics by iterative querying,
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inclusion of semantics from metadata, and internal data representation. The approaches for
including semantics in terms of contextual information are used to represent data in a machine
readable way.
With our approach for iterative querying heterogeneous semantic data bases, we enable a
semantic contextual visualization for search terms. The main contribution of the iterative query-
ing for including semantics is the creation of a semantic context that enables a more sufficient
visualization of contextual information of search results from different data bases. We further
apply this approach to non-semantic data to illustrate the sustainability of the proposed ap-
proach. Therefore a method for including semantics from metadata will illustrate the way how
the approach can be applied to further domains. Our contribution in this part is the transfer of
our iterative semantic inclusion method for non-semantic data. The last component is the formal
representation of semantics for visualization purposes. We introduce in this context a model that
contain all semantic information and referenced resources for gathering structural information
about the underlying data. It should be outlined that distributed semantic data, e.g. Linked-
Open Data, do not necessarily provide a schema that enables gathering information about the
data structure. This is in particular not given for the result of a search query. The resulted
data are commonly provided as single instances or entities with semantic references. Our main
contribution in this context is to provide a data model that contains information about data
structure, dimension, and even order abilities of data values. The model enables consequently
a proper semantics visualization of search results. Our investigation of existing systems and
approaches illustrated that the above mentioned aspects in processing semantics for search and
visualization purposes are not investigated yet. Our data model and the related approaches for
gathering semantic information and representing them with structural information are not only
of interest for the adaptive visualization, but also for semantics visualization.
The data feature model enhances the data model with further information about data char-
acteristics. This model consists of two main components, the quantitative analysis of data and
weight-analysis of semantic relations that are described more detailed in Section 6.1.2. The
quantitative analysis of data makes use of the iterative querying approach and enhances this
with numerical values of each data type. This process enables to determine which structural
aspect of the semantics is more dominant. With this analysis step, the structure of the data
as result of a search query according to our introduced classifications can be gathered to pro-
vide sufficient visual layouts. The main goal is to quantify instances, concepts, incoming and
outgoing relations, and the entire set of data for providing adequate visual layouts. In our lit-
erature review, a quantification of semantic elements for visualization purposes could not be
found. Our contribution in this part is to enable a more sufficient choice of visual layout and
further relevance measurements by quantifying each semantic element. Based on the quantitative
measurement, we propose weighting-analysis of semantic relations for measuring the relevance
of semantic neighbors and thereby the semantic context. To measure the semantic context of a
particular selected instance, we introduce two algorithms: the Inverse Instance Frequency (iIf)
and the Direct Relation Frequency inverse Relations Frequency (dR-iRf). These two algorithms
enable to measure the relevance of semantically related instances and concepts and enable a
volatile visual adaptation based on the currently focused instance. The review on adaptive vi-
sualization could outline that the aspect of semantic context and the visual adaptation was not
considered in existing works. We provide with these algorithms first attempts for measuring the
current contextual relevance for visual adaptation.
The ’user’ part of the knowledge model investigates the entire process from gathering user
information, analyzing the gathered information, predicting users’ actions, and determining users’
behavior to a formal representation of users’ information. The model consists of three main
components that lead, together with the formalized information about data, to the ’user model’
as the main part of the knowledge model. The entire process including the representation of
users’ model will be described more detailed in Section 6.1.3.
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Thereby users’ interactions with the visual environment are implicitly gathered as a natural
consequence of the interactions with the system. The users are not confronted with explicit
questions from the system for analyzing their behavior according to our requirement (R4). To
ensure the analysis of an unambiguous interaction with the system, we introduce the formal
representation of users’ interactions as a relation of leaf values according to Relational Markov
Models. This relation is in our context constrained to three main domains of interaction type,
visual layout, and data (see Section 6.1.3.1) that enables various measurements and derivation
of behavioral patterns in visualizations. The identification of the three domains and the formal
representation build the main contribution of this part, which is used for further computations,
e.g. the analysis of users’ behavior. Therefore the three domains are set in correlation to model
the behavior of users with particular data and visual layouts as a vector that includes weighted
measures for each correlation (see Section 6.1.3.2). We contribute here with the formal definition
and model of this particular correlation of data and visual layouts that enable a more efficient
adaptation and selection of appropriate visual layouts. The formal representation is further
used to determine the next action of users. We evaluated in this context various unsupervised
predictive statistical methods with the reference files from Greenberg [Gre88] to find the best
suited algorithm for predicting interactions (see Section 6.1.3.3). In this context, we contribute
with our KO*/19-Algorithm that calculates a probability distribution for predicting the next
possible interaction based on an observed sequence of n-interaction events. Our algorithm is an
enhancement and modification of the KO3/19-Algorithm proposed by Künzer [KOS04] that is
in contrast to our enhancement limited to three interaction events.
The core component of our knowledge model is the user models that combine the gathered
information about data characteristics, usage behavior with data and visual layouts, prediction
results, and interaction analysis results in one consistent and reusable model. In this context,
we first introduce a model that enables a user modeling beyond the domain borders of one
data-source according to our requirement (R3). We make use of the semantic structure of data
to gather an abstract term that is given by the structure of semantics to model the behavior of
users’ with a vector of weighted data and visual layout correlations. The main contribution is the
formal description of the user model generation with normalized weighted concepts in correlation
to visual layouts. The user model further considers transitions and users’ interactions that go
beyond the interactions with visual layouts. Based on the formalized user model generation and
the introduced measurements on interaction analysis and data characteristics, we introduce our
concept of the canonical user model according to our requirement (R5). The canonical user model
represents the interaction behavior of all users that interacted in anyway with the visualization
environment and thereby the average usage behavior with the system. The canonical user model
enables a general adaptation and consequently improvement of the entire system for all users and
in particular for unknown or new users. It further trains the system by real users and obviates
the need of experts for training or modeling the system. Further it enables to measure similar
behavior to define groups of users’ and thereby average group user models and the measurement
of certain behavioral deviations for identifying behavioral anomalies. Thereby one of our main
contributions is the canonical user model and the formal description of the model to enable the
replication for other adaptive visualization systems.
5.5. Process of Adaptation
The gathered information about users’ behavior and data characteristics enables the adaptation
of visualization in various ways. As we could outline in our review of existing attempts of adaptive
visualization commonly just one factor, either information about users or data characteristics
is considered in the adaptation process. Our contribution, to combine both influencing factors,
leads not only to a different modeling of the required knowledge about users and data. It
influences the entire process of adaptation. As illustrated in Figure 5.3 the process of adaptation
contains of three main components, whereas the main component of adaptation process adjusts
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and applies the gathered information to adapt the different layers of visualization. Further the
study on existing systems could illustrate clearly that approaches for analyzing user similarities
and deviations are not applied in adaptive visualizations. The use of a canonical user model,
instead of training the system by experts, as it is commonly performed, requires the analysis
of both users’ similarity and users’ deviations. Thereby the three main components build the
adaptation processing in a high level manner.
Figure 5.3.: Simplified view on the Process of Adaptation
The user similarity component is responsible to gather throughout the usage of the visual-
ization environment, similarity measures between the individual user and the canonical user and
between the individual user and certain user groups according to our requirement (R6). The
goal of measuring the similarity is two-fold: first, the similarity between an individual user to
the canonical user model indicates the similar behavior of the individual user to the average
usage behavior. It provides thereby the possibility to apply the canonical user model for the
individual user. This is important and useful for new users, new domains of knowledge, and new
application scenarios. The similar behavior is adopted in those cases, where a lack of information
about the certain user exists. Further the similarity analysis leads to group users and measure
the average usage behavior of a certain user group. The average behavior of the user group
may differ from the canonical modeled behavior with the visualization. The information of the
canonical user model would lead to adaptation effects that are not appropriate for that individual
user. Instead of filling the information gap from the canonical user model, the average group
user model (canonical user model of the group) is used to fill the gaps. Our main contribution
is the appliance of similarity measurements on individual, canonical, and group-level in adaptive
visualizations to provide a more efficient adaptation to individual users.
In contrast to user similarity analysis, the deviation analysis of users aims at adjusting the
level of adaptation according to the deviated behavior of individual users according to the defined
requirement (R6). As the canonical user model or the group user model may fill the information
gap for new user, new knowledge domains, or even new application scenarios, an individual user
may interact with the visualization in a way that is not only not similar to those canonical model,
but differs strongly from the modeled behavior. In these cases, the application of a canonical
user model would lead to confusing and frustrating the user. Thus an individual user may expect
a certain system behavior that is not given in those models at all. The user deviation analysis is
the contrary part to the similarity analysis and determines in particular behavioral anomalies to
the average usage. The more a certain interaction behavior of an individual user differs from the
canonical user model; the lower is the adaptation effect of the system based on the model. Instead
the adaptation effect is reduced first to observe the interaction behavior of the user and provide
a more specific adaptation effect based on the individual user model. Our main contribution is
the appliance of similarity algorithms in a contrary way. We propose an algorithm that measures
the anomalies in interaction behavior and reduces the adaptation effect based on the canonical
user model. So the degree of adaptation is dependent to the similar or deviated user behavior.
The third and main component is the adaptation process that describes in detail the way
how the various influencing factors that were modeled in a machine-readable way are applied in
the adaptation process. We applied therefore an adaptation process that includes all models.
Due to the different influencing factors, their representations, and the various layers of adap-
tation, it is necessary to define at least a process model that describes if, when, and how the
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models are applied and affect which visual layer. We introduce first the Semantics Visualization
Markup Language (SVML) that describes the visual layouts and their visual capabilities. This
can be enhanced for each visual layout is the baseline of our process model. The information
of visual layouts and their capabilities regarding data, data amount, data structure, adaptable
visual variables and similar layouts are stored in the SVML. The SVML is thereby the model for
all integrated visual layouts that can be adapted. Based on this, we introduce the general pro-
cess model of adaptation that includes the entire adaptation process based on various influencing
factors for adapting different layers of adaptation. The general process model guides through
the entire adaptation process step-by-step and illustrates how the different models are applied.
To enable a comprehensible view on the adaptation process, each sub-process is illustrated sepa-
rately. Our main contribution in this part is two-fold: the SVML as a reusable markup language
for visual layouts and later for an entire visual environment and the process model for adaptation
that enables a transparent and comprehensible adaptation process. The here described process
of adaptation, including the similarity and deviation analysis are described in detail in Section
6.2 Process of Adaptation.
5.6. Visual Adaptation
The last layer of our high-level design is visual adaptation. The main task of visual adaptation is
the transformation of the processed information about users and data to a differentiated model
of visual layers to enable an efficient adaptation according to our main requirement (R1). The
transformation process is two-fold: a horizontal transformation process that includes the steps of
Data Transformation, Visual Mapping, Retinal Mapping, and Visual Layout Orchestration and a
vertical process that manipulates each visual layer based on the adaptation process. The trans-
formation processes can be considered separately, thus the horizontal transformation pipeline
that is an enhancement of the reference model proposed by Card et al. [CMS99], can be used
in non-adaptive visualization scenarios too. The visual adaptation layer consists of five main
components as illustrated in Figure 5.4. The horizontal transformation pipeline starts (in our
case) with semantic data that are transformed in a formal data model. Based on this data model,
which includes already information about data structure and characteristics, a visual mapping
to one or more visual layouts is performed. The visual layouts should be seen as placements
of objects and their relations to each other and to the screen (scene) according to Bertin’s
Imposition [Ber83]. After the placement of objects on screen the retinal variable mapping is
performed. This step includes retinal or visual variables to the computed and selected visual
layout, e.g. color, size, transparency etc. With this step the visual layouts contain beside an ap-
propriate placement of the objects on screen, appropriate visual variables that may be illustrated
as colored icons or glyphs. The horizontal transformation process ends with the orchestration
of visual layouts on screen. This step determines if one or more visual layouts are necessary to
visualize the underlying data and which of those provide complementary information. The result
is a juxtaposed placement of one or more visual layouts that builds the user interface (visual
interface).
Figure 5.4.: Simplified view on the Visual Adaptation
While the horizontal transformation enhances the established reference model of Card et
al. (see Section 2.1 and [CMS99]), the main goal still remains an adaptation of visualizations in
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different levels of visual appearance. We therefore investigate various models and outcomes of
studies on human visual perception to refine the reference model for adaptation purposes. Further
the main tasks as identified in Section 2.4.2 are investigated. The adaptation of visualizations
does not refer just to one criterion that is affected by the adaptation. Visualizations provide
more variables that can be adapted. The adaptation of these variables may have different effects
on the usage of a visual environment and the acquisition of information. We could outline in our
literature review that none of the existing adaptive visualizations is investigating the
entire visual adaptation capabilities (see Section 4.6). The existing approaches commonly
focus on one factor of the visualization in their adaptation process, e.g. changing the visualization
type. But as we discussed in the chapters that investigate the existing literature on information
visualization, human perception, and adaptation, the human visual information processing differs
strongly in the way how information are visually presented. There exists a kind of bisection that
could be used to guide the human attention to certain graphical representations of data or
to lead to a serial processing of information. We introduce with our layer-based reference
model of adaptation, the main contribution of our work in Section 6.3. Our reference model
considers the outcomes on studies of visual perception and the related models. Based on the
models of Rensink [Ren02], Ware [War13], Treisman [TG80, Tre85, TG88], and Wolfe
[WG99, Wol07] we separate in our reference model the layers of visual layout in visualizations
from visual variables. The separation should lead to more efficient visual adaptations, due to the
different way how human perceive the related visual information. This differentiation is further
argued with the proposed differentiation of Bertin [Ber83] that proposes the differentiation of
Imposition and Implantation. Further our reference model enhances the visual adaptation by
including the layer of visual interface. We have observed in the literature and in many existing
systems and approaches that the juxtaposed visual arrangement on screen plays an important role
for conveying information. We further observed that none of the existing adaptive approaches
considers this aspect in the adaptation process.
This enhanced reference model is our core contribution and enables a fine granular adap-
tation of visualization in different levels. As illustrated in Figure 5.4 the gathered information
about users and data are influencing each of the illustrated layers. An efficient adaptation is
thereby performed by adapting the content that is visualized. This affects in particular the
layers of data and data model and the related transformation process of data. The layout adap-
tation refers to the visual placement of objects on screen and their relations to each other. The
adaptation of visual layout leads to a different view on the data on layout level (see Section 6.3.3)
and manipulates the visual mapping transformation. The visual variable adaptation affects the
visual or retinal variables and enables a guiding and viewing of relevance. This adaptation step
manipulates the retinal variable mapping and the related variable, such as color, size, shape,
and so on. The visual interface adaptation refers to the arrangement of visual layouts on screen
and manipulates the visual layout orchestration. With this layer one or more visual layouts
including the visual variable layer are placed on the screen based on user’ behavioral information
and information about data characteristics. The result of the entire visual adaptation is a user
and data adapted visual interface that is influenced by user and data and adapts each layer of
our reference model based on the underlying information.
5.7. Support of Exploratory Search
The high-level design of our conceptual model illustrates the adaptation process in an abstract
way. The highest layer of visual adaptation concludes the model, but provides one main fur-
ther aspect that is part of our conceptual model and the contributions of this thesis: the vi-
sual interface adaptation. We have outlined on our review of existing systems and approaches
for semantics visualization (see Section 3.5) that the search process and in particular the ex-
ploratory search process according to the introduced models of exploratory search (see Section
3.4.2 and [Blo56, Mar06, WR09]) are not supported. The main goal of semantics visualization
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seems still to be the visualization of the ontological structure and schema. Although, semantics
enables an enhanced search process, the systems that are focusing on information seeking are
more question answering systems rather than enabling enhanced search capabilities by adopting
visual interfaces. One of our goals is to provide a visual interface that supports the entire process
of exploratory search by our model of visual interface adaptation. We therefore investigate in
Section 6.4 first the main differences of conventional search processes and the search process
with visual environments. We will illustrate in this context two main approaches that follow a
bottom-up and a top-down information seeking process. This aspect will enlighten the comple-
mentary information seeking procedures. Based on the illustrated differentiation, we introduce
our visualization cockpit model. The visualization cockpit model provides by the placement
of juxtaposed visual layouts in combination of different data sets and data bases, a model that
supports the entire process of exploratory search. Beside a top-down and bottom-up search
support according to the requirement (R9), the model supports following visual perspectives on
data:
• [Perspective view]: Visualization of the same data with different visual layouts (R7).
• [Perspective-comparative view]: Visualization of different sub-set of data from the same
data-base with different visual layouts.
• [Comparative view on level-of-details]: Visualization of the same data using the same visual
layouts with different parameters.
• [Comparative view on data sub-sets]: Visualization of different data sub-sets from the same
data-base with the same visual layouts.
• [Comparative view on data]: Visualization of different data-bases with the same visual
layouts (R8).
• [Non-linked view]: Visualization of different data-bases with different visual layouts.
Our visualization cockpit model enables the linking and dislinking of visual layouts for
visualizing the same data, different data-sets from one data-base, and even various data-bases.
With the customizable character of a user interface that allows users to select, dismiss, and
rearrange visual layouts on screen and connecting and disconnecting the visual layouts from
data-sets or data-bases, the visualization cockpit model provides enhanced exploratory search
capabilities. Our contribution in this context is a model that enable enhanced visual search
by combining different visual layouts and link them to data-sets, data-bases, or to other visual
layouts. The model will be described in Section 6.4 Support of Exploratory Search.
5.8. Chapter Summary
This chapter introduced the high-level design of our conceptual model. We first summarized some
important outcomes of the literature review and the review of existing system and approaches to
identify requirements. The identification and formulation of the requirements was the baseline
of the high-level design. In summary nine requirements were identified that should lead to a
more appropriate conceptual model for adaptive visualizations. Thereafter, we introduced our
high-level conceptual design with the goal to provide a comprehensible view on the complex
conceptual models that will be introduced in the following chapter. Our high-level design used
the terms and methods that were already outlined in the literature review to enable a mapping to
the existing approaches and enlighten the contributions of our work. Our high-level design with
its five layers of influencing factors, knowledge model, process of adaptation, and visual adaptation
was then set in relation to the identified requirements. Each of these layers was then described
in a very short and comprehensible way with two main intentions: to illustrate their relation to
our requirements and to enlighten our own contributions in this work. The methodological view
on our conceptual model aimed at illustrated the general idea and the related contributions.
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The high-level design introduced in the previous chapter gave already a short and comprehensible
view on a methodological level of our conceptual model. The main goal of this chapter is to
introduce the conceptual model that was introduced in an abstract way in detailed and replicable
way. The detailed description should not only enable to review the value of our contributions and
advancements in visual adaptation, it should far more enable interested audience to apply the
methods, algorithms, and models for enhancing the idea of adaptive visualization. To provide
such a replicable description some parts of the following chapter may be detailed for the general
audience. To enable a comprehensible illustration of the proposed model, despite their detailed
description, we will renounce the description of the relations to the identified requirements and
the description of outlining our contribution to the scientific community within this chapter. For
retrieving this information, we refer to the previous chapter that already gave a short summary
of our conceptual model. However, we will keep the structure of this chapter according to the
introduced high-level design to enable a better comparison as illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1.: Structure of the chapter Conceptual Model
This chapter introduces first the knowledge model subdivided in three main sections of
data model, data feature model, and user model. Data model will describe the way semantic
information is gathered fromWeb-sources and from non-semantic metadata. Here the approaches
of iterative querying will be described that lead to a formal representation of data as data model.
Data feature model will illustrate the retrieving of quantitative measure of the underlying data
with the same iterative querying approach. Further we will introduce two weighting-algorithms
(iIf and dRf-iRf) that measure the relevance of semantic neighbors of focused instances. The
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core part of this section is describing the relation of data and user behavior as user model. We
will first introduce a formal representation of users’ interactions based on Relational Markov
Models. Thereby, we constrain the domains to those that are really needed in context of our
adaptation purposes. Thereafter, we will introduce an approach for determining and weighting
the user behavior. Thereby the user behaviors is measured based on both, related data and the
interaction with the visual layouts. Based on the measurement of the interaction behavior, we
introduce the prediction algorithm that determines the next possible action of users based on the
observed previous interactions. Thereafter the formal representation of the user model including
the relations between data and visual layouts will be described. The formal description of the
canonical user model and the group definition will conclude this chapter.
Section Process of Adaptation starts with the formal description of the similarity algorithm
based on the canonical user model. The user similarity analysis further illustrates how similar
users can be clustered in groups and measures average group user models. Thereafter the devi-
ation analysis will be presented based on the canonical user model to measure users’ behavioral
anomalies that lead to reducing the system’s adaptive behavior. Then the general adaption
process will be described that guides through the entire process of adaptation and illustrates
when and how the measured values and modeled knowledge is applied. The adaptation process
will be described step-by-step to enable the replication of the process. In this context a formal
representation of visual layout capabilities as markup language will be introduced too. Section
Visual Adaptation will introduce our layer based reference model of adaptation. Therefore, we
first introduce an abstracted task model for information visualization and the different models
of visual perception. Based on these models, we describe our reference model, its different layers
and the adaptation capabilities of the identified layers. In this context the set of visual layouts
that are part of our conceptual model will be presented too. The last section in this chapter in-
troduces our visualization cockpit model and illustrates how this model can be applied to support
the exploratory search with juxtaposed visual layouts. We will identify a set of different visual
perspectives on data and illustrate how the model supports solving even complex exploratory
and comparative tasks.
6.1. Knowledge Model
The adaptation effect of adaptive visualizations is commonly based on further information that
goes beyond the information that should be visualized. We introduced various approaches that
make use of certain information like contextual data, user data, or other data that effect the
visual environment. These systems commonly make use of one influencing factor that is modeled
in a processable way. The adaptation of visualizations provides more attributes for adaptation,
but they should investigate at least data and user for the adaptation process. Our approach
makes use of data and data characteristics, and of users’ interaction behavior to adapt the visu-
alization. This section introduces the way how this information is gathered, analyzed, weighted,
and structured as knowledge model for the adaptation process. We will first introduce the data
model with our iterative approach for including semantics from semantic Web-sources. There-
after the internal representation of data in various levels of abstraction will be illustrated. Based
on the retrieved information to be visualized, we introduce our approach for data feature mod-
eling. This will include beside quantitative information, semantic weightings of related objects.
The formal description of these weighting-algorithms should provide a more comprehensible way
to measure the relevance of semantic neighbors of focused instances. This section concludes with
the formal and processable representation of users. Therefore we first illustrate how and which
information of users is retrieved and describe it in a formal way. Based on this information
the user behavior and prediction modeling are described. In this context we will introduce our
canonical user model and models for individual users. These are used in the following Section
6.2 to measure similarities between users and deviations from the canonical user.
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6.1.1. Data Model
The visualization of data from different resources and data bases and in particular with different
levels of semantic annotations or even no explicit semantics requires the transformation of those
data in a uniform representation. The gathering and transformation of the data is a main
step in the visualization process [CMS99]. This part will illustrate how data are queried from
different data-bases, where the schema of the data is unknown and represented in a uniform
and processable way. We start with our iterative querying approach for semantic data bases,
thus commonly semantic data are processed and visualized. Thereafter we introduce how well-
structured metadata can be processed and introduce the approach for semantic enrichment of
those data exemplary. The gathered data are then represented in a uniform way including
aggregated information about the data-set and information about the structure of data. This
internal representation of data will give us the foundation for measuring relevance of certain
contextual information, which will be introduced in the following parts of this section.
6.1.1.1. Inclusion of Semantics by Iterative Querying
The increasing role of Linked-Data and Linked Open Data (LOD) [BHIBL08, BHBL09, HB11,
NBF∗11] in Web, where masses of data are daily added and annotated with semantics provides
excellent conditions for information search. LOD has experienced great growth in the open
internet and became an established way of data representation for conceptualizing knowledge
entities and describing semantic relationships between knowledge entities and domains. The
Linked Data format is not only used to model a specific domain by a small set of knowledge
engineers, it is more a reflection of knowledge interpretation of an entire community, which models
domain-comprehensive knowledge for structure and disseminate it to a diversified audience. A
single Linked Data data-base gains millions of knowledge entities per day and grows faster than
expected [NBF∗11].
Although, the data in the LOD data-bases are semantically well-defined, the amount of data
is more than sufficient and their structure provides the opportunity for the usage of alternative
knowledge-acquisition and interaction with semantics, today’s user interfaces of Linked Open
Data do not really evince an added value to existing visualization for exploratory search, as
already outlined in Chapter 3. Existing semantics visualization techniques do not consider the
surpluses of the Linked Open Data structures, where the semantics structure has to be built-up
with a routine of query requests. They focus on various but specific ontology characteristics. The
complex structure of the Linked-Data varies, based on the data-base and the way how these data
are queried. The heterogeneity of the requested data should be exploited for the visualization
and enable a more efficient interaction with the underlying semantics.
The semantic structure of Linked-Data is that of a light-weight ontology, which consists of
concepts, sub-concepts and instances, commonly available through RDF-Triples. This structure
provides useful information for grouping data into categories and subcategories and supports
the process of exploratory search. For instance if a user query results in thousands or millions
of result entities, it is necessary to provide a way to refine the search. This refinement can be
performed by using different semantic relationships to illustrate the context of the searched query
and enable a visual refinement on the data. Although the semantic and LOD data-bases contain
such a semantic, users’ queries are commonly responded as a set of instances that matches the
query. The resulted set contains in the first step no semantic information and is commonly a
”list” of instances corresponding to the users’ search query. Therefore, it necessary to re-build
the semantic of the data in a way that supports the search process and helps users to refine
their query either visually or by reformulation. For information search, where the schema of
the semantic structure is not known before querying or searching, the semantic rebuilding or
inclusion can be performed by iterative querying on the data-base as we proposed in [NBF∗11].
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One method to gather relevant structural information is the categorization of the instances
to their related concepts. The categorized view on the data enables a more efficient differentiation
between the resulted data entities in form of instances [NBF∗11]. Let us take the term ”Merkel”
as an example for the proposed categorized view on data: If the user searches for Merkel in
a semantic data-base, a set of instances that are ”labeled” with Merkel results. Without a
categorization of the instances in relation to their concepts, the user has to inspect [Mar06] the
instances and build knowledge about the term to refine it, e.g. with ”Merkel city” or ”Merkel film
actor”. A conventional search engine would provide, based on the general rankings, for the term
Merkel in the first pages information about the politician and chancellor ”Angela Merkel” and
would not support explicitly the exploration process. Although the most results on a conventional
search engines would refer to Angela Merkel, there are other data entities, named Merkel, e.g. a
city in Texas (United States), a film actor, or a medical disease. A user, who searches for the term
Merkel, would not get this information on a high-level of abstraction without the categorization
to the concepts of the instances. A categorized view would further help to refine the search, e.g.
if the user is interested in the city, she would choose the category of cities or locations (depending
on the schema). But another main aspect is that the user gets the categories of all instances of
her search in a single and comprehensible graphical view [NBH09] that enables a comprehension
of the entire searched term and leads to a learning effect [NBS∗10].
The inclusion of categories can be performed by using the inheritance-relation (e.g. in-
stanceOf ) combined with an iterative querying. The iterative querying can be performed bottom-
up or top-down. In both cases, first the number of the resulted instances is queried to ensure that
a categorization makes sense. In case of low amount of instances, e.g. three resulted instances,
the categorization of the instances would not make really sense, thus these can be visualized at
once. The information from which concepts the resulted instances inherit, is important regard-
less of the way how they are visualized, thus this information are further used to model the users
abstract level of interest and knowledge. The iterative top-down querying model starts with the
search-term of the user and queries all instances for that particular term. The semantic data-base
returns a set of instances that contain the searched term. Each instance contains an URI for a
unique identification of the instance and commonly some properties, e.g. geographical or tem-
poral information. After that the top-down query method queries for each instance the highest
concept from which the particular instance inherits. The direct querying of the highest concept
(commonly called domain) is supported by some LOD data-bases, e.g. Freebase [Fre13a, Fre13b].
At this stage, for each queried instance the highest concept is given and each of the high-level
concepts contains a set of the queried instances, whereas this is a subset of the entire queried
instances. The iterative querying starts with requesting the sub-concepts of each high-level con-
cept, where the result is a set of concepts that inherits from the high-level concept and each
sub-concept contains a set of queried instances with at least one resulted instance. This ap-
proach enables to consider the amount of sub-concepts and if there exists just one sub-concept
it can be ignored for the data model to reduce the interaction costs. Let us take our example of
the term Merkel and let us assume there is an instance with the domain (highest-level) concept
Persons and there is a sub-concept Film Actor and the only one instance is an instance of the
sub-concept Film Actor, this sub-concept can be ignored thus both concepts Persons and Film
Actor contain the same instance. But on the other hand this information is not provided for
the user that the instance is a film actor. The procedure of iterative querying the sub-concepts
is a routine that ends with concepts from which the instance is inheriting (instanceOf). The
top-down procedure is illustrated schematically in Figure 6.2.
The bottom-up iterative querying of the concepts is similar to the introduced approach
with the main difference that the super-concepts are requested instead of the sub-concepts. The
procedure starts with querying the instances for a search term. For each instance the related
concept is queried. Further for each concept the super-concepts are queried until there are
no more super-concepts. The main advantage of this procedure is that it can be applied on
any data-base that provide in some way an abstraction level in form of concepts or categories.
Disadvantages are that aspects like multiple-inheritance or concepts and super-concepts with
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Figure 6.2.: Schematic illustration of the top-down iterative querying of concept relations [For11],
[NBF∗11, p. 245]
one instance cannot be differentiated. This may result in more interactions of users through the
concept hierarchy to get the instance and therewith the information entity. Figure 6.3 illustrates
the results of our example Merkel with both procedures.
Figure 6.3.: Example for the semantic inclusion of concepts in search: a: illustrates the top-down
inclusion of concepts with ignored sub-concepts and b: illustrates the bottom-up
approach with deeper concept hierarchy (adapted from [For11])
Our approach improves users’ search by making use of the existing categorization on schema
level by helping to refine the query based on a category and having an overview of the entire
abstract concepts that are related to the searched term. As search results are commonly illus-
trated as a lists sorted by relevance, with semantic data, we can improve the visualization of
search results to help the user to further refine his query and gather the conceptual context.
The existing categorization of the data can be used to structure the search results within these
categories. Users can choose high order categories to see the conceptual context or lower level
categories to decrease the number of relevant search results. As this procedure enables to refine
the search and illustrates a limited context of the search term results, the contextual schema
of the search results is not generated. This includes the semantic relations of instances (SR)
in terms of SR = 〈F,Ro, T 〉, where F = {f1, f2, ...., fn} is a set of instances that were received
based on the users’ search, and Ro = {r1, r2, ...., rm} is a set of instance-relations that describes
a direct relation to T and is a subset of all relations Rc ⊆ R, and T = {t1, t2, ...., tk} is a set of
instances. As the first iterative querying provided us with the concepts the semantic structure
to enable a categorized view on data, the semantic relations to other concepts were not investi-
gated. The reason to split this both querying mechanism is quite simple. If we would query all
related instances of the search, a semantic context would be provided but will confuse users as
there would be results that were not part of our search. For example, if we would search for the
term ”Merkel”, we would get the categories Cities, Persons, and Religion. The category Persons
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would have results like Angela Merkel, Una Merkel, but also persons who have direct relation to
the queried terms, e.g. Joachim Sauer (thus married with Angel Merkel). Further the category
Religion would include the instance Protestantism (thus Angela Merkel’s is protestant). This will
be applied to all instances that were the result of the users’ query. The diversity of information
leads to confusion and reduces the precision of the search.
To face this problem but provide the semantic context of a data entity of interest, we
designed an iterative querying on instance-level that loads the related instances too but does not
visualize them. The visualization of the instances is performed on-demand. Further relations, e.g.
instances that are related to instances are not queried. These kind of instances can be queried
completely on-demand, if the user is interested in that information. To query the instances that
are directly related to the results of the search term, we applied a similar procedure as those
for gathering the categorical information. The iterative querying model on instance-level starts
with the search-term of the user and queries all instances for that particular term. The semantic
data-base returns a set of instances that contain the searched term. Each instance contains again
a URI that is used for querying the direct relation of that particular instance. For each relation
the direct instance is queried, whereas the instances remain until the user selects that particular
instance invisible. The iterative querying ends with the last related instance of the last searched
instance that is queried by the user. The procedure of iterative querying on instance-level is
illustrated schematically in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4.: Schematic illustration of the iterative querying of instance relations [For11],
[NBF∗11]
The iterative querying approaches introduced in this section enable a semantic inclusion of
various Linked Data bases that gained popularity and widespread in recent years. The catego-
rization of resulted search entities enables in particular to refine the search and have an insight
into the different areas, a searched term appears. The semantic relations enable to see the first
level correlations to other entities and gather a contextual meaning from a graphical picture.
This further enables to support the exploratory search process by navigating through the se-
mantic relations and acquire knowledge through the navigation process. In general the inclusion
of semantics from semantic data-bases is the first step to provide semantics visualizations. But
semantics visualization is not limited to visualize only formal or semi-formal semantic data. As
described in Section 3.5 a meaningful relationship can be gathered from Metadata too and vi-
sualized as semantic relations. The next section will therefore introduce the way how semantic
information can be gathered from Metadata.
6.1.1.2. Inclusion of Semantics from Metadata
Semantic or Linked data already provides a simple access to the structure of the data and enables
therewith an easy visual representation. With the above described iterative querying knowledge
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about the schema of the underlying semantics is not necessary anymore. Although, the amount
of semantic data in particular as Linked-Data increased enormously, there still exist the necessity
to visualize structured metadata that do not contain explicit semantic notations. This section
will introduce an approach for generating light-weight semantics from well-structured metadata.
It should be clarified that although the approach can be applied to various forms of metadata,
there will still be the need of some manual configurations. The manual configuration on gener-
ating light-weight semantics from metadata are performed through a XML-based configuration
file that we named Semantics Visualization Markup Language (SVML). This part of the section
will introduce based on a common data-structure for bibliographic entries, namely BibTEX the
approach of semantics inclusion exemplary. It should be outlined that other metadata struc-
tures may need the mentioned configuration as a prerequisite for a proper visualization of the
underlying data.
Databases containing metadata are returning, similar to semantic data-bases, a set of entities
that match the search. Each entity of those structured data can be identified by an opening and
closing tag. In our example, Listing 6.1, the tag @article opens the content of one entity. The
contained content is further labeled with several tags that all belong to the opening tag, which
provides in most cases the type of the entity, in our example an article. The contained tags
provide for human already a semantic correlation of the information in that article. A human
might see that the journal in which the article appeared is Computer Graphics Forum and there
are two authors, who wrote the article. To visualize this information a similar routine was
provided as the iterative querying for semantic data-bases with the main difference that the
iterative inclusion was made based on the enclosed tags of the returned entities.
@ar t i c l e {CGF28−3:751−758:2009
j ou rna l = {Computer Graphics Forum} ,
author = {Harald Sanftmann and Danie l Weiskopf } ,
t i t l e = { I l luminated 3D Sca t t e r p l o t s } ,
pages = {751−758} ,
u r l = {http :// d i g l i b . eg . org /EG/CGF/volum28/ i s s u e 3 /v28i3pp0751 . pdf } ,
volume= {28} ,
number= {3} ,
year = {2009} ,
ab s t r a c t = { In con t ra s t to 2D s c a t t e r p l o t s , the e x i s t i n g 3D va r i an t s have
the advantage o f showing one add i t i ona l data dimension , but s u f f e r
from inadequate s p a t i a l and shape pe rcept i on and t h e r e f o r e are not
we l l s u i t ed to d i sp l ay s t r u c t u r e s o f the under ly ing data . . . . } ,
note = {Categor i e s and Subject De s c r i p t o r s ( accord ing to ACM CCS) :
I . 3 . 7 [ Computer Graphics ] : Three−Dimensional Graphics and Realism } ,
}
Listing 6.1: Example of a standard BibTEX entry
After a set of such metadata are received by the data model, a routine starts for each
entity that first identifies the opening and closing tag. After that each contained tag is assigned
as relation or properties. A rule-based engine assigns commonly all short values in particular
numerical values, such as pages, volume, and year as properties of the instance. Further we
defined some predefined names such as title, author, person, book, institution, etc. that are used
in most metadata. The names are saved in a bag of word with a XML-based description on how
to handle them. For example the tag author leads to a relation ”author of”, and uses the words
”and”, ”;”, or ”&” as delimiters for the content. In an enhanced version weighting algorithms
are used to differentiate between authors and disambiguate the name [NRB∗13]. Therefore the
frequency distribution of the co-authorship of not unique names is used to identify for example
if an author ”D. James” is the same ”D. James” of another article and if ”Daniel James” is the
same person [NRB∗13]. For all unknown tags the name of the relation is generated by the tag’s
name. For example let us assume that ”author” is not in our bag of words. The approach will
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draw a direct relation between title and the author and name the relation ”author”. We have
experienced that this simple semantic enrichment already leads to a better understanding of the
entire topic. Further those tags that contain more than 100 characters are handled as content.
In the case of our example the abstract would be assigned as content and will be displayed on
demand. Our investigation on metadata showed that some text documents that are full articles
are returned with the metadata. Figure 6.5 illustrates schematically the described procedure.
Figure 6.5.: Schematic illustration of the iterative inclusion of semantics from metadata [NRB∗13]
The introduced approach works best, if all the metadata tags are known and rules are defined
on how to handle them. Thus, the most metadata structures do not contain a complex structure,
this can easily be performed for the metadata. However, the introduced approach provides a way
to generate a light-weight semantic on-the-fly without the need of any configurations on data
level. Every enhancement of our bag of words makes it more probable that in future cases the
entities are recognized and the need for a manual configuration decreases.
6.1.1.3. Internal Data Representation
The introduced methods and routines enable to gather the semantic structure of data in a search
query. It should be outlined that the iterative querying methods are not necessary to perform
for ontologies that should be visualized from files. In each case, regardless if the semantic
structure is gathered through the search query or is predefined in a schema, the data to be
visualized have to be transformed in an internal data model to perform various measurements
and analysis. For this purpose, we defined an internal data representation that contains the most
important data values and characteristics. This internal representation of data aims at providing
a fast visualization of the underlying data and fast measurements and computations of several
weightings and frequencies that will be introduced in the next sections.
The internal data representation contains of three main components, objects representation,
structure representation, and informational representation. In the first step the entire gathered
semantic information are stored in one data-set-object. Thereby each data-set is represented by
one data-set-object that contains in an informal way the entire data, including those that are
not visualized. The data-set object is the informal representation of the entire set of data from a
certain data-source. The visualization of this data requires a formalization of the data. Therefore
data-objects are generated that includes the main values of data if this should be visualized. This
instantiation step generates from the data-set-objects, data-objects that include all the required
information and values of each data-entity. The data-objects represent therewith a data entity
with the following attributes:
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• Semantic Entity: This attribute contains the entity to be visualized with a unique resource
identifier. The entity is an element of the result set of users’ query and is the main attributes
of our data-object.
• Semantic Label: The label of the data-object is the label that is visualized next or on the
data-entity. In many cases the data-bases provide a dedicated label for each entry. If a
data-base provides the URI of an entity without a label, the label is generated through the
URI by using the last string separated by ”/” and discarding the previous URI parameters.
• Semantic Relations: This attribute contains all direct relations of the data-entity. Thereby
both, incoming and outgoing relations are stored in this attributes together with their
labels and the target or source URI or entity.
• Semantic InstanceOfRelation: This attribute contains information about concepts from
which the data entities inherit. Thus commonly data-source allow multiple-inheritance,
this attribute contains a list of all concepts with a direct inheritance relation.
• Semantic SubClassOfRelation: This attribute contains all concepts from which the concepts
of the data entity inherit. This information is gathered commonly through the iterative
querying process as described in the previous parts.
• Semantic Property: In some cases the data-entity contains one or a set of certain properties.
This attribute contains the values of all existing properties.
• Semantic propertyType: If the data-entity contains properties, the type of the properties is
stored in this attributes. The data-object differentiates between nominal, ordinal, quanti-
tative, temporal, and geographical properties.
• Semantic SourceValue: To enable the visualization of the content the source of the URI
is gathered and stored in this attribute. In some cases there exist no source and the URI
is just used to ensure a unique identification. Further there are cases, in which the URI
refers to another source, e.g. the Wikipedia. In these cases the reference is used to get the
sources and enable a visualization of the content.
• Semantic SourceType: Similar to the mentioned property type, the source type is deter-
mined, if a sources is given. Again the data-object differentiates between nominal, ordinal,
quantitative, temporal, and geographical source types.
Figure 6.6.: Schematic illustration of the object representation
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The object representation enables already to visualize the requested data and would be
sophisticated for many proprietary visualizations that just aim to visualize the semantics. It
contains all information of the requested data-entities with their relations to concepts and other
entities. Figure 6.6 illustrates the object representation of our approach.
The structure representation goes one step beyond the data and represents the structure of
data in form of hierarchical and arbitrary relations and their related entities. This enables a more
detailed view on the data structure and the choice of adequate visual layouts. In general the
structure representation is divided into two major parts, the hierarchical and arbitrary relations.
The hierarchical part contains all instances in form of children of certain sub-concepts that are
parent of the instances in the data model. Further the relations, their number, the instances, and
the overall number of instances that inherit from sub-concepts are stored in the children object.
The second object contains all sub-concepts of the concepts in the data-set objects. It contains
all concepts that are sub-concepts of another concept in the data domain, their numbers, the
inheritance relations on concept-level, and the numbers of all those relations. The third object
of the hierarchical relations, the super-concept-object provides the inverse information for faster
data processing and contains all super-concepts, their number, the super-concept relations, and
the number of those relations.
The arbitrary relations contain all structural information on instance-level and are divided
into the objects, incoming relations and outgoing relations. The object incoming relations pro-
vides information about the source of a relation that is commonly another instance with a
reference (URI), the relations that comes with their type, and the number of the instances and
relations that are commonly the same number. With the incoming relation object, instances with
many references can be determined. The second object, the outgoing relations object, contains
all information about outgoing relations, the target instance, and their numbers. These two
objects enable to identify instances with huge or less amount of incoming and outgoing relations
and lead to assume and calculate the relevance of the instances. The relevance measurement will
be described in the following sections. Figure 6.7 illustrates schematically the described objects
and the contained information.
Figure 6.7.: Schematic illustration of the structure representation
With the structure representation the general structure of the data is determined and builds
the foundation for determining sophisticated visual layouts. Based on the structure representa-
tion and the object representation, we defined a third object that provides general information
about the underlying data to be visualized. The information object aims at giving general in-
formation about the data and enable to invalidate parts of data. We mean with invalidate the
inverse process of instantiate as described for the object representation. As the data are requested
from certain data-bases, more data are stored in the internal data-set object than visualized. By
instantiating, this data are transformed in objects and are then visualized. It is necessary to
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reduce the information objects during the users’ interaction with data. Thus users’ interaction
may lead to further instantiation of object or rather to new queries, the visualized information
are then not of interest anymore and would lead to confusing results. The invalidation of the
data objects, enable to remove those data-objects from the visualization. Further the information
representation summarizes and aggregates all information of the data at once. It contains three
main objects, the instances-object, the relations-object, and the concepts-object. The instances-
object contains all instances in the data set, information about the root concept of the instances,
the parent concepts of the instances, the relations, and the source of the instances. The source
enables to illustrate the content of a certain instance. The relations-object contains all relations
in the data set, all related instances and concepts, and the URI of the relation as source. The
concepts-object contains all concepts in the data set, the inherited instances, and all types of
relations to other concepts. Further the top or root concept of the entire data-set is stored to
identify the data-set itself. Our approach is able to visualize more than one data-set at once,
so this information is necessary to identify the data-set. Figure 6.8 illustrates schematically the
described objects and the contained information.
Figure 6.8.: Schematic illustration of the information representation
The internal data representation is stored in three main components that contain the seman-
tic data and various and aggregated information about data. This structure of representation
allows not only a sufficient visualization of the underlying data but far more the computation
of several further aspects that refers, e.g. to the relevance of contextual information. The next
section will introduce the main relevance measurements of ”focused objects”. Further we describe
how the iterative querying is used to gather the stored quantitative information.
6.1.2. Data Feature Model
The data model consists of an internal representation of the underlying data that can be visu-
alized. It includes the data structure in form of semantic relations, instances or entities, and
concepts that build the categorical structure of data. This information enables a more efficient
visualization of the data. However, the data model does not contain at this stage any information
about the data characteristics or data features. We have illustrated in Chapter 2 that one of
the main factors for visualizing information are the data characteristics in form of dimensions or
data-values and their ability to be ordered. Based on these features the process of information
visualization is able to perform the visualization and provide efficient visual layouts and visual
variables. A data-set for instance with numerical values of longitudes and latitudes can be vi-
sualized by its quantitative or ordered characteristic, which may help some experts to extract
the needed information or it can be visualizing by using a geographical map that makes the
information acquisition process more efficient. Another example could be a data-set with strong
hierarchical correlations of the data, which can be visualized in different graph structures or even
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as scatterplots. But the most efficient way would be to enlighten the hierarchical structure by
choosing an adequate visual layout for the underlying hierarchical information.
The here addressed visualization design is of great importance for the adaptation of vi-
sual environments. Only if a system has the information about the features of the underlying
data, an efficient adaptation is possible. As the two mentioned examples could outline different
kind of information leads to different level of adaptation. As data values in form of longitudes
or latitudes may change the visual layout, numerical values that cannot be assigned to any
predefined content may lead to change of the use of different visual variables (e.g. color or
size) [Shn96, Mac86, CMS99]. This part of the thesis illustrates two main aspects, first the
gathering of quantitative information of semantic data to determine the main characteristics
of the underlying data and afterward two algorithms for computing the relevance of semantic
neighbored instances and concepts by new approaches of weighted frequency distribution. This
section was partially published in [NKH∗14].
6.1.2.1. Quantitative Analysis of Data
Semantic data are in general structured data that can be described best as graphs. As we illus-
trated in the previous sections the type of relations can be abstracted to three main relation types:
relations between instances of semantic data describe the contextual ”meaning” of instances and
are instantiated and valid for the related instances. They express in best case a meaningful sen-
tence in terms to disambiguate the term and provide a context. An example for such a sentence
could be ”Obama was born in the USA”. In this sentence there are two instances ”Obama” and
”USA”, whereas the relation is built with the predicate ”was born”. The second type of relations,
the inheritance relations, enable the formulations of similar meaningful sentences, whereas the
main goal is to disambiguate a term and categorize it into a concept of entities with the same
attributes. Examples for inheritance relations may be ”Obama is a person” or ”Obama is a city”.
The main difference is that inheritance relations connect an instance to concepts. The concepts
are commonly abstracted information and provide a high-level view on data. The third category,
the relations between concepts or concept-relations (class-relations) provide on the abstract level
information that are valid for all entities that inherit from the concepts. Examples for such kind
of relations could be ”Country has a capital” or ”Person has a gender”. Concept relations are
abstract formulation of the schema of data. The two example sentences say that each element
of the set ”Country” has an element of the set ”Capital” and every person has a gender.
This introduction should outline that although relations in semantic data may be considered
as very similar in terms of linguistics, they contain different types that are important for their
visualization. Relations between instances and concept-relations can be considered as arbitrary
graphs. Their structure does not provide any kind of hierarchical information, whereas the
inheritance-relations provide hierarchical structures that can be used to outline or highlight the
hierarchical structure of the data in a visual manner. Furthermore, the data that we use to
visualize are queried on demand. Therewith various information about the number of returned
entities and their properties, number of concepts, strength of the hierarchical structure and so
forth are not available before the search process. Thus the data bases commonly change in course
of time; a preprocessed analysis of the data-base does not make sense. Therefore it reasonable
to use the iterative querying approach introduced in Section 6.1.1.1 for gathering quantitative
statements of the data and determine the data characteristics from the gathered quantitative
measures.
In each of the iterations of our iterative querying, we apply a quantification of the data
elements, their properties, their concepts, their relations and in particular their relation types.
As illustrated the in Figure 6.9, the common starting point of visualizing semantics with our
approach is a user’s search. The search term returns a set of instances, where each instance
may have further attributes, such as temporal or geographical attributes. The instances are
stored, together with their attributes, as the entities to be visualized. In the next step, the
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iterative concept querying starts: We start with the concepts that any of the visualized instances
is related to. For each of these concepts, we query the sub-concepts and add them to the set
of all active concepts. At the end of this iteration, we have all concepts that build the schema
of the underlying semantic data that was requested by the user, and the set of inheritance
relations, which give use information about the hierarchical structure of the data. In order to
have information about all instances that are related to any of the active concepts, the iterative
querying of instance relations is applied: For each of the active concepts, we query all relations
that this concept is involved in, and the instances that are related to the concept via any of these
relations. The entire set of quantitative information of the data is stored as the ”Quantity of
Data Features”, as illustrated in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.9.: Approach for gathered quantitative information of the semantic data
The retrieved quantitative information enables to choose an appropriate set of visual layouts
for the results the users’ search. The number of entities is important to choose a visualization
that is capable to illustrate that amount of data if necessary, or to categorize the entities by their
concepts to support the exploration process. The categorization ability can be determined by
the number of concepts that are given in a data-set. However, the number of relations enables
to determine the structure of the data, the correlation between arbitrary relations and inheri-
tance relations is an indicator for the choice of the right graph-layout to visualize the structural
information and support therewith the exploration process. As we will illustrate in the following
Section 6.1.2.2 the relations and in particular the type of relation can be used to determine the
weight of neighbored entities to a selected instance and derive the contextual relevance. The re-
trieved number and type of entities’ properties enables to recommend alternating visualizations.
In many semantic data-bases temporal and geographical information are assigned as properties
of entities. By retrieving the existence and the number of such properties, the entities can be
visualized by their temporal or geographical attributes through maps or temporal visual layouts.
The here gathered quantitative information are essential to provide adaptive visualizations.
The number of data entities, the structure that is indicated by the type and number of relations,
and the properties of the entities enables to assume the complexity of the data to be visualized.
The introduce approach just counts the different characteristics of the semantic data and gives
a picture of the entire search results. These numbers gives no contextual information about
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selected entities in the semantic data. The next section will introduce two algorithms that enable
to determine the contextual relevance of selected instances by using the quantity information.
The algorithms will use quantitative measurements to derive the needed information and provide
a ”weighted semantic context”.
6.1.2.2. Weight-Analysis of Semantic Relations
The gathered quantitative information about the retrieved semantic relationships allows us to
derive a contextual weighting of semantic relations. The context of semantic relations can be
described by various variables that influence the relevance of the semantic neighbors. A semantic
neighbor might be a hierarchical or an arbitrary relation between instances or concepts and
provide information about the relevance of the neighbor regarding a particular data entity. To
measure the concept relevance, from which a certain instance is inheriting, we introduce the
Inverse Instance Frequency algorithm (iIf) that was adopted from the Term Frequency algorithm
with a frequency probability based on the instances in correlations to their concepts. The Inverse
Instance Frequency (published in [NKH∗14]) proposes that the more instances inherit from a
particular concept, the less relevant it is in context of a particular instance. Let us explain this
scenario by a short example: we assume that the particular instance ”Barack Obama” inherits
(isa-relation) from three concepts: ”Person”, ”President”, and ”Author”. Let us further assume
that the data base consists of a representative amount of data entities. In that case the concept
”Person” has the most inherited instances, followed by ”Author”, and ”President’. With the
Inverse Instance Frequency algorithm, the concept ”President” is weighted higher than ”Author”,
and ”Author” is weighted higher than ”Person” (see Figure 6.10). With other words, the inverse
number of instances that inherit from a certain concept is an indicator for the relevance of that
concept regarding the particular instance.
Figure 6.10.: Example for concept relevance in context of instances: The instance ”Barack
Obama” has inheritance relations to the concepts Person, Author, President. Each
of these concepts has a total number of inherited instances as ”isa” relations. Thus
the concept ”President” has the least number of instances. The fact that ”Barack
Obama” belongs to the concept ”President” is most important inheritance relation.
For a better comprehension of the above described example, we formalize the example
by introducing a triple that describes the inheritance relations as IR = 〈T,Rc, C〉, where T =
{t1, t2, ...., tn} is a set of instances, and Rc = {r1, r2, ...., rm} is a set of inheritance-relations (e.g.
”isa” or ”instanceOf”) and a subset of all relations Rc ⊆ R, and C = {c1, c2, ...., ck} is a set of
concepts. Thereby R is a set of all possible relations. Let us assume that based on our example
the database contains following semantic data:
• T = {Obama, Kennedy, Shneiderman, Fraunhofer IGD}, a set of instances.
• C = {Person, Author, President}, a set of concepts.
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• Rc = {isa, instanceOf} is a set of concept relations. These are the relations between
instances and concepts. Thus, each element r ∈ RC is a particular relation between the
instances and the concepts, namely r ⊆ T × C.
Based on the introduced exemplary instances, concepts, and inheritance relations, the in-
heritance relation of our example can be expressed by:
• isa = {(Obama, Person), (Obama, Author), (Shneiderman, Author)}
To illustrate the Inverse Instance Frequency algorithm and later the Direct Relation Fre-
quency inverse Relations Frequency algorithm, we introduce some general definitions for a better
comprehension of the introduced sets, terms, and definitions. Given two sets A = {a1, a2, ...an}
and B = {b1, b2, ...bk} and a set of relations R = {r1, r2, ...rm}, where each element r ∈ R is
a relation between A and B. Let P(M) = {N |N ⊆ M} denote the power set (the set of all
subsets) of a set M . We define an edge function E : A × P(R) → R. It provides the set of
relations from a given set R0 ⊆ R that relate an object a ∈ A to any object b ∈ B. Therewith,
we define E(a,R0) = {r ∈ R0|∃b ∈ B.(a, b) ∈ r} for a ∈ A and R0 ⊆ R. Applied to a semantic
graph, this function can be imagined as a function that provides all relations that imply an edge
that starts at a.
Further we define a source function S : B × P(R) → B. It provides us the set of objects
from A that are related to a given object b ∈ B via any of the relations of a given set R0 ⊆ R.
The definition is S(b, R0) = {a ∈ A|∃r ∈ R0.(a, b) ∈ r} for b ∈ B and R0 ⊆ R. Applied to a
semantic graph, this function can be imagined as a function that gives us all source nodes of the
edges from the given set that end at b. A destination function D : A × P(R) → B is further
defined to provide us the set of objects from B that a given object a ∈ A is related to via any of
the relations of a given set R0 ⊆ R. The definition is D(a,R0) = {b ∈ B|∃r ∈ R0.(a, b) ∈ r} for
a ∈ A and R0 ⊆ R.
Further we define a source function S : B × P(R) → B. It provides us the set of objects
from A that are related to a given object b ∈ B via any of the relations of a given set R0 ⊆ R.
The definition is S(b, R0) = {a ∈ A|∃r ∈ R0.(a, b) ∈ r} for b ∈ B and R0 ⊆ R. Applied to a
semantic graph, this function can be imagined as a function that gives us all source nodes of the
edges from the given set that end at b. A destination function D : A × P(R) → B is further
defined to provide us the set of objects from B that a given object a ∈ A is related to via any of
the relations of a given set R0 ⊆ R. The definition is D(a,R0) = {b ∈ B|∃r ∈ R0.(a, b) ∈ r} for
a ∈ A and R0 ⊆ R.
For measuring the instance frequency distribution, the ”number of all instances” of a certain
concept c ∈ C is of great interest. This number can simply be defined as the cardinality of the set
that is provided by the source function for a given concept and a set of relations, thus, |S(c,RC)|
is the number of instances that have a relation to concept c, for example:
• S(Author, RC) = {Obama, Shneiderman}.
• S(President, RC) = {Obama, Kennedy}.
• S(Person, RC) = {Obama, Kennedy, Shneiderman}
The inverse frequency distribution of a concept c for a given set of concept relations RC is
defined as a function ω0 : C → R (see Equation 6.1).
ω0(c) =
1
|S(c,RC)| (6.1)
The measured weight provides a non-normalized inverse frequency distribution of the in-
stances in inheritance correlation to their classes. Thus the weighted ω0 will be used for further
weight-measurements, in particular for the interaction behavior of users. We further calculate the
empirical probability ωiIf of all the concepts, from which the instance t inherits. This weighted
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Inverse Instance Frequency (iIf) is a function ωiIf : T × C → [0, 1], defined in Equation 6.2,
where D(t, RC) is the destination function, which in this case provides the set of concepts to
which the given instance t has a concept relation.
ωiIf (t, c) =
ω0(c)∑
ci∈E(t,RC)
ω0(ci)
(6.2)
With the normalized measurement of the empirical probability ωiIf , the related concepts,
from which the particular instance is inheriting can be notated in a normalized way and used
for further measurements on empirical probabilities or probability distributions. Figure 6.11
illustrates our examples with the weighted values.
Figure 6.11.: Computed example for the Inverse Instance Frequency algorithm, including ω0(c)
and the normalized ωiIf (t, c)
The Inverse Instance Frequency provides a relevance weighting of instances in correlation to
their own concepts. This weighting helps in particular to derive information about the relevance
of the related contextual information on an abstract level of concepts, e.g. by visually illustrating
the relevance of classes. Semantic data provide another aspect that is particularly interesting for
weighting the contextual information by measuring the relevance of instances that are correlated
to an instance of interest. The inheritance relation to a concept is just one way of describing
semantic relationships between semantic entities and provides a weighting of related concepts
through the introduced Inverse Instance Frequency algorithm. Another way of semantic rela-
tionship is the relation between instances and may lead with a proper weighting to measuring
the relevance of the directly related instances.
We propose the Direct Relation Frequency inverse Relations Frequency algorithm (dRf-iRf)
to measure how ”important” a certain direct relation and its corresponding related instance
are for a focused instance (published in [NKH∗14]). The main idea behind this algorithm is as
follows: We consider all instance relations that a focused instance has to any other instance.
For each of these other instances, we measure how ”unique” the particular relation is for this
instance. This ”uniqueness” is the basis for the computation of how important the relation from
the focused instance to the other instance actually is.
Let us explain the introduced idea with based on the Figure 6.12, where the focused instance
Ben Shneiderman has three relations to other instances:
• the relation hasAffiliation to the instance University of Maryland
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Figure 6.12.: Example for the direct and indirect relations of a focused instance
• the relation worksAt to the instance UMD HCI
• the relation isAuthorOf to the instance Designing the User Interface
Each of the instances that Ben Shneiderman is related to has other relations as well. For
example, other instances may be related to the book Designing the User Interface via relations
like hasCited or hasPublished. In our example, there are 1200 other instances related to the
book. However, out of these 1200 instances, only 3 have the relation isAuthorOf to the book.
Therefore, the fact he is one of the few authors of this book is very important and relevant for
the instance Ben Shneiderman. In contrast to that, there are 45000 instances that are related
to University of Maryland via any relation, and 9000 of them via the same relation as Ben
Shneiderman (namely via the relation hasAffiliation). Since the ratio in this case is much higher
than for the relation isAuthorOf and the book, the fact that Ben Shneiderman has the relation
hasAffiliation to University of Maryland is less important.
The Direct Relation Frequency inverse Relations Frequency does not work on concept re-
lations, which relate instances to concepts as a form of inheritance, but on instance relations,
which relate instances to another instances. For a given set of instances T = {t1, t2, ..., tn}, the
set of relations RI = {r1, r2, ..., rm} denotes the set of all available instance relations between
the instances. That is, each r ∈ RI with RI ∈ R is a set of tuples defining the related instances:
r ⊆ T × T . The set R contains all types of relations as introduced before, therewith is RC ⊆ R
and RI ⊆ R. Let F = {f1, f2, ..., fn} ⊆ T denote the set of focused or "selected" instances.
We define the Direct Relation Frequency inverse Relations Frequency (dRf-iRf) as a function
ω1 : RI × T → R as illustrated in Equation 6.3. The function S here is the source function,
that returns the set of all instances that are related to a particular instance via one of the given
relations.
ω1(r, o) = 1− |S(o, {r})||S(o,RI)| | r ∈ RI and o ∈ T (6.3)
The measured weight provides a non-normalized inverse frequency distribution of the instance-
relations in correlation to their type. Thus the weighted ωdRf−iRf will be used for further
weight-measurements, in particular for the interaction behavior of users, we calculate further
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the empirical probability (weighted dRf-iRf ) as a function ωdRf−iRf : T × RI × T → [0, 1] as
illustrated in Equation 6.4.
ωdRf−iRf (t, r, o) =
ω1(r, o)∑
oi∈D(t,RI)
ω1(r, oi)
| t ∈ T and r ∈ RI and o ∈ T (6.4)
The computation of the normalized dRf-iRf algorithm is performed with the focused instance
”Ben Shneiderman”. We can calculate based on the example graph for ω1:
• ω1(hasAffiliation,University of Maryland) = 1− 900045000 = 0.8
• ω1(worksAt,UMD HCI) = 1− 2315000 = 0.99847
• ω1(isAuthorOf,Designing the User Interface) = 1− 31200 = 0.9975
and the normalized dRf-iRf including the focused instance for ωdRf−iRf as:
• ωdRf−iRf (Ben Shneiderman,hasAffiliation,University of Maryland) = 0.82.79597 = 0.2861
• ωdRf−iRf (Ben Shneiderman,worksAt,UMD HCI) = 0.998472.79597 = 0.3571
• ωdRf−iRf (Ben Shneiderman, isAuthorOf,Designing the User Interface) = 0.99752.79597 = 0.3567
Figure 6.13.: Calculated example for Direct Relation Frequency inverse Relations Frequency al-
gorithm (dRf-iRf)
The normalized Direct Relation Frequency inverse Relations Frequency algorithm enables
us to measure the relevance of instances in correlation to a focused or chosen instance. Let us
take again our example with the graph from Figure 6.12: we have in this very simple graph
three instances that are directly related to the focused instance ”Ben Shneiderman”: ”University
Maryland” (instance of the concept Universities) has the relation ”hasAffiliation” with our fo-
cused instance, ”UMD HCI” (instance of the concept HCI Labs) has the relation ”worksAt” with
our focused instance, and ”Designing the User Interface” has the relation ”isAuthorOf” with our
focused instance (instance of the concept Books). Let us imagine that the book Designing the
User Interface has some kind of further types of relations, e.g. ”citedBy”, ”publishedBy”, or
”hasEdition”. Let us further assume that our focused instance, Ben Shneiderman, has a direct
relation of the type ”authorOf” and there exist two further instances that have the same type
of relation to the same related instance. But a high number of instances have other types of
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relations, e.g. ”citedBy” to that particular instance. The dRf-iRf would weight this particular
instance higher in context of the focused instance and would therewith enable a contextual se-
mantic view on the focused instance. On the other hand, if we assume that the focused instance
lives in a city named ”Baltimore” and has the relation-type of ”livesIn” to the instance ”Bal-
timore” and the data are more or less representative, there would be huge number (estimated
600 000) of instances, which will have the same type of relation to that particular instance. Our
dRf-iRf algorithm would rank the relevance of the place lower than the book that was written
by the focused instance. Figure 6.13 illustrates the already introduced graph with some numbers
of relation types and the measured dRf-iRf weight for the focused instance.
6.1.3. User Model
An essential part of user-centered adaptive systems is the formal representation of users’ behavior
with a particular system. Users’ behavior may contain various information about users, their
interaction or usage behavior, or even demographic or skill aspects that may lead to adaptation
effects. As described in the high-level design, the visual adaptation refers to two main aspects:
data and user. The previous sections described the way how data and their features are gathered
and analyzed to provide a sufficient data model and data feature model for adaptation. This
section will describe how user information are gathered, analyzed, and structured to enable an
adaptive behavior of visualizations. We will investigate in this thesis only that user information
that can be gathered as natural consequence of users’ interaction with the system. Explicit
information gathering, e.g. by asking users for certain information, will not be considered, thus
they may be conceived as obtrusive. This section will first introduce the formal representation
of users’ interaction to enable on the one hand a unique identification of the interactions and on
the other hand further measurements, weightings, and modeling of users’ behavior. Based on the
formal representation the analysis of user interaction behavior will be introduced that provides
already a useful model of users. Thereafter the prediction of users’ next possible actions will
be described. The section concludes with the formal description of the user model and the way
how the probabilities are computed. In this context we will introduce two main components
that are used in the following sections, the canonical user model and the individual user model.
These models will be used in Section 6.2 to compute similarities and deviation between users,
the average users of groups, and the canonical user as the average user of the entire models.
6.1.3.1. Formal Representation of Users’ Interactions
The adaptation of information visualization requires the acquisition of users’ informational con-
text. The context information of interaction events constitutes a useful knowledge source for
understanding and analyzing the behavior of the user [HR00, NSF10b]. Thus in information
and semantics visualization, the underlying data with which the user interacts may change due
to the character of visualization systems that are designed to visualize different and heteroge-
neous content. Further the set of visual layouts may be enhanced, changed or reduced, due to
the character of an enhanceable visualization approach. For these reasons we will introduce in
the next parts of this thesis an interaction analysis algorithm that allows the analysis of users’
interaction to model a behavioral pattern and provide predictions on next actions for changeable
visual environments and data. The interaction analysis algorithm described in the next parts
was elaborated and enhanced in [Sta09, NSF10b, NSF10a, NSK11, NRB∗13, NRKK14, Ret13].
In order to allow the analysis of users interactions in changeable environments with change-
able data, the context information is defined with adjustable domains. A domain is according to
the Relational Markov Models a tree, representing an abstraction hierarchy [ADW02] and indi-
cates a certain field of knowledge about interaction events. An interaction event I is described
as a relation instantiated with leaf values of the domains equivalent to RMM (see Section 4.3.2)
as illustrated in the Equation 6.5 [Sta09, NSF10b].
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I = r(k1, ..., kn), ki ∈ leaves(Di) with 1 ≤ i ≤ n (6.5)
Thereby leaves(Di) are the leaf nodes of the domain Di and r is a relation over the domains
D1, ..., Dn [NSF10b].
In context of our visualization adaptation approach, we define three main domains, the
type of users’ interaction, the interaction with the visual layout, and the interaction with the
underlying data [NSK11]. The type of users’ interaction is based on the device and the target
to be achieved. This domain is not changing continuously, thus the devices and the intended
interaction types remains commonly in the process of information visualization. Therewith
this domain can be predefined as a taxonomy of interactions. An example of such an inter-
action taxonomy on the domain type is device.mouse.select, device.mouse.removeVis, or
device.keyboard.search. The intention to include the domain in the interaction analysis pro-
cess is two-fold: First the interaction with data and visual layout can be identified quite clearly
and disambiguated by including this domain and second, in future scenarios our visualization
will probably be enhanced to be used on mobile devices or ambient environments. So it is useful
to gather the behavioral information, if an interaction is performed with a standard device or is
a result of alternating interaction devices. The structure of the domain type is gathered from the
system as a result of the events. Each event performed by the user is modeled and named with
the intention type, e.g. select, whereas the information about the device is a natural consequence
of the interaction events.
The second domain of visual layout is representing the users’ interaction with different vi-
sual layouts. The visualization environment contains an enhanceable set of visual layouts that
can be used to visualize (semantic) data. The domain starts always with the tag SemaVis
and indicates that the interaction is performed within the visualization environment. The do-
main’s nodes are followed by a given name for the visual layout, e.g. SeMap, SemaSpace, or
SemaContent. The next leave indicates if the interaction was performed on valid area of the
visualization. This is to identify users’ interaction with the different valid or invalid areas within
a visual layout. In case of interacting with a valid and intractable area of a visual layout the
next node is the area of interaction that is depending on the Data domain, e.g. concept, in-
stance, relation. If the interaction was not performed with a data entity representation, the next
leaf provides information about the area of interaction, e.g. whitespace or config. Not every
interaction of users is within a visual layout. Users are able to add a new visualization into
the screen. In these cases the second leaf indicates via the tag noVis that the interaction was
not performed within a visual layout. Examples for the domain of visual layout interactions are
SemaVis.SemaGraph.instance or SemaVis.SeMap.concept and for interactions outside a visual
layout SemaVis.noVis.semaGraph. Each new visualization that is included in our visualization
environment needs a taxonomical structure of all its functions. This step is performed once and
leads to ensure that the interactions with the visual layout are gathered in an appropriate way.
Further this domain contains all interactions with the main visual interface, which may consist
of interacting with the recommendation interface or searching a term in the search-bar.
The third domain, the domain of Data contains the semantic hierarchy of the data entities
with which the user interacted. The semantic hierarchy of the data is gathered as described
in Section 6.1.1 and used as taxonomy for this particular domain. With the automatic inclu-
sion of the semantic hierarchy and the generated taxonomy on inheritance-level, any changes
of the data-base can be performed without restrictions, thus the domain data always provides
appropriate structure for the formal representation of the user interactions. The taxonomic
structure is generated as follow: Given are the set T = {t1, t2, ..., tn} of instances, the set
C = {c1, c2, ..., ck} of concepts and the set R = {r1, r2, ..., rm} of relations, where each r ∈ R
is a relation between concepts and concepts, or between instances and concepts. Based on this,
we define the global set of entities E = T ∪ C ∪ R. The set of relations R contains a subset of
concept inheritance relations between concepts and instances RI ⊆ R. It also contains a subset
of ”sub-concept relations” RS ⊆ R ⊆ C × C. These sets of relations are combined into a set
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of hierarchy relations RH = RI ∪ RS . These relations define a hierarchy on the entities: The
set of child nodes of a certain entity ei ∈ E that are contained in a set E0 ⊆ E is defined as
UE0(ei) = {e ∈ E0|∃r ∈ RH .(e, ei) ∈ r}. Each node of this domain is built with the hierarchical
relations of entities. An example for this domain, containing the hierarchical structure, could be
Data.thing.persons.politicians.obama, where obama is an instance of politicians and this
is a subconcept of persons and this is a sub-concept of thing. The root node Data remains to
indicate that the followed terms are part of the data domain.
The formal representation of users’ interaction enables to model each interaction in a unique
way and analyze them to model the behavior or measure predictions and probabilities. The
following example 6.6 illustrates an interaction of user with our system.
I = r(Device.mouse.select, SemaVis.SeMap.concept, Data.thing.persons) (6.6)
The user’s interaction in the example 6.6 indicates that the concept person was selecting in
the visual layout SeMap by using the mouse [NSK11].
6.1.3.2. Deriving Users’ Interaction Behavior
Users’ interaction behavior can be defined as the way how users are interacting with a particular
system. Different users may have different way to interact and solve tasks with systems. Experts
of some system for instance make use of keyboard shortcuts to achieve their goal faster. The
interaction behavior can give us information about preferences in system use or even indicates the
expertise level of the user. We described in Section 4.3.2 different approaches and algorithms that
derive information about preferences or users’ knowledge through an implicit analysis of users’
interactions. The users’ interaction behavior can be described as the probability distribution of
users’ interactions in contrast to the entire possible interactions of the system.
To compute the probability distribution of users’ interactions, we first determine the Steady
State Vector (SSV) as a relative measurement for the occurrence of interaction events. The
Steady State Vector is defined as ~s = (p1, p2, ..., pn), where n is the number of all possible
interaction events and pi is the probability that an interaction i occurs. Further the SSV is a
normalized probability distribution with
∑n
i=1 pi = 1 and therewith a probability distribution
over the entire possible interactions [Sta09, NSF10b]. Commonly the SSV is computed based on
the transition matrix [Guz93]. Thus we are computing a new probability distribution after each
interaction sequence; we use instead of the transition matrix the frequency distribution of the
interactions. The frequency distribution is computed based on the quantitative occurrence of an
interaction i in contrast to the entire interactions performed by a user. The probability for the
occurrence of an interaction i is defined as:
pi =
vi
|A| (6.7)
where vi is the amount of all occurrences of the interaction i and |A| is the number of
interactions the user performed previously. Commonly a set of training-data, e.g. interaction
data from an expert is used to compute the SSV. Thus in case of visualization the domain data
is changing continuously, the use of training data make not really sense, thus this data would
not represent the users’ behavior. We use for the set of all previous interactions A either the set
of interactions of the individual user or the set of interactions of all users with a certain data
domain Ac. Thereby the interaction behavior is modeled in a canonical user model that can be
used to determine the common behavior of all users in context of a data domain [NRB∗13].
The formal representation of the interactions (see Equation 6.5) provides context infor-
mation of the interaction events. Analogue to Relational Markov Models [ADW02], abstrac-
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tions of interaction events are defined as sets of interaction events by instantiating the rela-
tion r with the inner nodes of the domains [NSF10b]. A frequency distribution and thereby
a weighting or probability of all domains can be computed on each degree of the domain ab-
straction [ADW02]. Based on the defined quantitative occurrence measurement, we define the
function quant(depthD1 , ..., depthDk), where depthDi is the level of abstraction for every domain
Di as the hierarchical level of the domain, starting with 0 for the highest level of abstraction.
With each occurrence of the function quant(depthD1 , ..., depthDk)) a set L of the abstraction lev-
els is generated illustrated according to the abstraction levels of Anderson et al. [ADW02, p.
3] in Equation 6.8.
L = {r(δ1, ..., δk) | δi ∈ nodesi(depthDi), 0 ≤ depthDi ≤ maxDepth(Di), 1 ≤ i ≤ k} (6.8)
Thereby nodesi(depthDi) are the nodes of the domain Di with the depth depthDi, and the
maximum abstraction level of the domain Di is defined as maxDepth(Di). With the defined
set of abstractions all interaction events are partitioned into subsets of interaction events which
account some similarity in respect of their context information [ADW02, NSF10b]. In our case
we instantiate this function with k = 3 thus we have the three domains of Device, Visual Layout,
and Data. Therewith the function is used as quant(depthD1 , depthD2 , depthD3)
The probability pα for each abstraction α ∈ L is calculated with the probabilities from the
Steady State Vector ~s [Sta09, NSF10b] as illustrated in Equation 6.9.
pα =
∑
qi∈α
ssv(qi) (6.9)
Thereby ssv(qi) is the probability of the interaction qi from the Steady State Vector. Hence
the result is a probability distribution over sets of interaction events. The calculated probabilities
permit statements concerning preferences of users. This can be in particular used to determine
the use of visual layout concerning the hierarchical level of the semantics but also give indica-
tions of general preferred visualizations. With the underlying abstraction level, assumptions like
preferred visualizations, preferred knowledge domains, or preferred interaction devices can be
performed. Further the user’s knowledge about a particular domain can be determined due to
the enclosed semantic hierarchy and the different abstraction level of the introduced algorithm.
Figure 6.14.: Example of domains for the measuring the probability distribution based our algo-
rithm
Let us explain the algorithm based on the following example: Let us assume that the visual-
ization provides the interaction with the devices mouse and keyboard and there are two different
visual layouts that can be used. Let us further assume that the data that can be visualized is
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already gathered with the introduced iterative querying and contains two concepts, Persons and
City and the concept Persons inherits two instances Obama and Kennedy as illustrated in Figure
6.14. We further assume that the user has already interacted with the domains and values for
the Steady State Vector exist, whereas the user had always only the interaction possibility with
instances. Therewith no values for the concepts are given and these are not included in our SSV.
For modeling the preferences, we want to know the probability distribution over the given con-
cepts, thus they are not gathered explicitly. The device and the visualization the user interacted
with are in this example not of interest for us. Therefore the function quant is formulated as
quant(0, 0, 1)
The function quant(0, 0, 1) gives us the probability distribution of the interactions with
each Device, each visual layout and the abstraction level one of the domain data. In case of our
example there are the two concepts, City and Persons for the first abstraction level of the third
domain. Table 6.1 illustrates the values for our example and the measured probability for the
concepts.
Steady State Vector quant(0,0,1)
Interactions p abstractions p
Device.Mouse, Semavis.SeMap, Data.City.Obama 7%
Device, SemaVis, Data.City 25%Device.Mouse, Semavis.SemaGraph, Data.City.Obama 10%Device.Keyboard, Semavis.SeMap, Data.City.Obama 3%
Device.Keyboard, Semavis.SemaGraph, Data.City.Obama 5%
Device.Mouse, Semavis.SeMap, Data.Persons.Obama 20%
Device, SemaVis, Data.Persons 75%
Device.Mouse, Semavis.SeMap, Data.Persons.Kennedy 10%
Device.Mouse, Semavis.SemaGraph, Data.Persons.Obama 20%
Device.Mouse, Semavis.SemaGraph, Data.Persons.Kennedy 10%
Device.Keyboard, Semavis.SeMap, Data.Persons.Obama 3%
Device.Keyboard, Semavis.SeMap, Data.Persons.Kennedy 4%
Device.Keyboard, Semavis.SemaGraph, Data.Persons.Obama 3%
Device.Keyboard, Semavis.SemaGraph,
Data.Persons.Kennedy
5%
Table 6.1.: Example of a probabilistic distribution for an abstraction level of a domain
The probabilistic distribution of users’ interactions over the different levels of abstraction
enables us to measure various values for preferences and knowledge of the users. Modeling users’
can be performed on a detailed level by investigating all abstraction levels of three identified
domains. It should be outlined that the sum of all probabilities of each abstraction level can
differ from the total probability of 1 and should be normalized according to the number of existing
relations. Thus our approach aims at providing a visual environment for heterogeneous data-
bases and model users’ previous interaction behavior based on the different data bases. The use of
such abstraction levels and degrees are necessary. Further the interaction behavior with particular
visual layouts can be gathered through the same abstraction level, whereas a differentiation
between interacting in invalid area and valid areas are made for determining the interaction
behavior. The main aspects of this section were published in [Sta09, NSF10b, NSF10a, NSK11].
Real case instantiation were performed in [NBS∗10, NRB∗13].
6.1.3.3. Predicting Users’ Actions
The probability distribution of users’ interaction with the possibility to compute different ab-
straction levels based on Relational Markov Models enables a weighting of preferences or prior-
knowledge based on the interaction behavior. The probability distribution does not consider the
sequence of interactions to determine next possible actions of the user. We introduced in Section
4.5.3.3 the approach of Gotz and Zhou [GZ08a, GW09, GWL∗10], an adaptive visual analytics
approach that determines based on recurring identical interaction patterns the next possible ac-
tion and recommends an alternating visualization. We further outlined that the recommendation
of visualization they perform is based on fixed and predefined rules that just compare the last
interactions with a library (knowledge model) and provide the recommendations. In contrast to
their approach, our visual environment has the main goal to be extendable in terms of visual
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layouts and provide far more a reliable and contagious approach without the need of experts
to design rules for each visual layout implemented into our visual environment. To reach the
intended goal, we applied a derivation of the KO-Algorithm, originally proposed by Künzer et
al. [KOS04] that was introduced in Section 4.3.2 [Sta09, NSF10b].
The original version of the KO-Algorithm fromKünzer et al. [KOS04] calculates predictions
of interaction events by the search of recurring identical sub-sequences with maximal length of
three interaction events. By the recognition of recurring sub-sequences it is possible to identify
usage patterns, which can be used to identify changes in user behavior and to recognize user
activities [NSF10b, Sta09]. The limitation of three interaction events for predicting the next
interaction reduces the information content of possible activities in particular in visual environ-
ments. The behavioral patterns should therefore not be limited to a fixed and predefined length.
This would not only enable a more information content for the behavioral pattern of the users,
but also to predict and recommend alternating visual environments that was used by certain or
all users in a particular stage of activity. Therefore we extended the proposed algorithm so that
with every prediction calculation the longest sub-sequence of interaction events is identified. We
call this extension KO*/19-Algorithm [NSF10b, NSF10a, Sta09]. It should be mentioned that
the first attempt of the changed algorithm was proposed by Stab (diploma thesis supervised
by the author) in context of an encryption tool. The algorithm was enhanced, evaluated, and
applied to visualizations in further works [NSF10b, NSF10a].
The KO*/19-Algorithm [NSF10b, NSF10a, Sta09] is based on the KO-Algorithm that calcu-
lates a probability distribution for predicting the next possible interaction based on an observed
sequence of interaction events O = i1, i2, ..., in. According to the action regulation theory pro-
posed by Hacker [Hac78], user interactions occur in hierarchical and sequential structured
action sequences.
Based on this assumption the KO-Algorithm calculates a probability distribution by search-
ing recurring sequences up to a predefined length in O and comparing them with the interactions
lately executed by the user. Therefore the algorithm considers not only sequences of the pre-
defined length but also shorter sequences. Thus the algorithm uses a variable Markov order for
predicting events. Additionally the KO-Algorithm uses a weighting function w(i) dependent on
the length of the identified interaction sequence. Künzer et al. proposed the function w(i) = i19,
that leads to the best prediction quality in their studies. The maximum Markov order and hence
the maximum length of the regarded sequence is limited to a fixed value. The original algorithm
uses a maximal Markov order of three. For this reason the algorithm proposed by Künzer was
called KO3/19-Algorithm.
For recognizing behavioral patterns in form of recurring action sequences the limitation of
the considered sequences to a fixed length is not suitable. Short sequences which contain two
or three actions are less meaningful and don not reveal much information about users and their
current behavior. Therefore we modified the KO-Algorithm so that in every calculation the
recurring behavioral pattern with maximal length is considered.
   i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 ...   in-3 in-2 in-1 in  a
1.          i5 ==                  in
2.       i4   ==  in-1
3.   i3 ==  in-2
4. i2 <>    in-3
O = i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 ...   in-3 in-2 in-1 in
=
=
=
<>
1.
2.
3.
4.
=a
Figure 6.15.: Procedure of the KO*/19-Algorithm [NSF10a, p. 609], [Sta09]
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Given the interaction sequence O = i1, i2, ..., in and the set of all possible interaction events
A the prediction problem can be formulated as a probability distribution p(in+1|i1, i2, ..., in),
where 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞ and im ∈ A for 1 ≤ m ≤ n + 1 [Sun01]. For every occurrence of a possible
forthcoming event a = in+1 ∈ A at the position v in O, the KO*/19-Algorithm compares the
last observed events in O with the events previous to v. In the first step in is compared with
iv−1. If they are identical, in−1 is compared with iv−2 and so on (see Figure 6.15). Therewith for
every possible forthcoming event a ∈ A, sequences of different lengths are identified in O, which
correspond with the actual user behavior. The lengths of these sub-sequences are weighted with
the weighting function w(i) = i19 proposed by Künzer [KOS04] and summed. The resulting
values for every possible forthcoming interaction event constitute the probability distribution for
predicting the next possible interaction. The algorithm of the described procedure is illustrated
in Figure 6.16.
01:  function calcPrediction(o:Sequence):Vector;
02:  begin
03:    result := ZeroVector;
04:    for each a in A do
05:    begin
06:      for each occurrence of a in o do
07:      begin
08:        length = calcSeqLength(o, occurrence);
09:        result[a] := result[a] + length * w(length);
10:      end;
11:    end;
12:    Normalize(result);
13:    return result;
14:  end;
15:
16:  function calcSeqLength(o:Sequence, occurrence:Integer):Integer
17:  begin
18:    length := 0;
19:    while occurrence-length-1 > 0 and
20:          |o|-length > occurrence and
21:          ooccurrence-length-1 == o|o|-length
22:    begin
23:      length++;
24:    end;
25:    return length;
26:  end;
Figure 6.16.: The KO*/19-Algorithm [Sta09], [NSF10a, p. 609]
The described KO*/19-Algorithm computes a probability for the next interaction. This
weighting is amongst others in particular used to recommend visual layouts that were chosen
by users after certain interaction steps. Further it leads predict the focused data elements to
be selected and if this element is not loaded in the background of our data model, it leads to
loading and computing the various quantitative and probabilistic measures on data level. This
procedure leads to a more performant system behavior.
Another mentionable aspect of the algorithms is the ability to recognize users’ activities.
Thus the behavior of user may change in the course of time [WPB01], it is recommended that
systems which collect user information are able to adapt themselves to these changes. Beside the
adaptation of the user information to the changes of user behavior, our method is able to identify
these changes by recognizing transitions between behavioral patterns. For this task we define
an user activity as recurring similar sequence of interaction events. With every new interaction
event that is sent to the interaction analysis system the KO*/19-Algorithm identifies a behavioral
pattern as the longest recurring sub-sequence in the interaction sequence of the user [NSF10b].
These behavioral patterns are compared and grouped to similar sequences and constitute
a user activity. To identify an activity, the first recognized sub-sequence is added to a new
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activity. For every new sub-sequence a similarity function is used to measure if the new sequence
matches to the activity created in the first step. If the similarity value exceeds a threshold, the
sequence is added to the activity. If the similarity value does not exceed the threshold a new
activity is created and the sequence is added to it. In this process the current activity of the
user is detected as the activity that matches to the sub-sequence or a new created activity, if
no matching activity could be identified. The choice of the threshold has direct influence on the
number of detected activities. If the threshold is too high, it is possible that for every detected
sequence a new activity is created and so no similarities between the sequences are recognized.
If the threshold is too low, all sequences are added to the same activity and the differentiation
of user activities is not possible [Sta09, NSF10b].
To face the problem of defining the threshold in the visualization environment, the common
process is to define a special training-file (Figure 6.17). This file contains predefined behavioral
patterns, as proposed by Gotz et al. [GZ08a, GZ08b, GWL∗10] that correspond with possible
user activities. Since the order and number of interactions may vary for the same activity,
the trainings file contains not only one predefined pattern for an activity but also different
variations. In order to avoid the recognition of an activity-overlapping pattern we divide every
activity variation sequence with a special interaction event that is not observable. Therewith the
behavioral pattern that is recognized by the KO*/19-Algorithm in the trainings file corresponds
with one predefined activity and can be used to infer the actual user behavior. The trainings-
file is generated through the users’ most frequent interactions. Therefore the canonical user
model that will be described in next sections is used. The canonical user model provides the
average user behavior of all users with our visual environment. Beside the trainings file the
observed user interactions are included for calculating predictions and behavioral patterns. Thus
the described interaction sequence O is a concatenation of the training-file and the observed
interaction events from the user and constitutes the knowledge base for inferring user information
[NSF10b, NSF10a].
Trainings File
Activity 1
Variation 1 Variation 2 Variation 3 ...
Activity 2
Variation 1 Variation 2 ...
Activity n
...
Figure 6.17.: Schema of the initial trainings file for activity recognition [Sta09], [NSF10a, p. 609]
For the cognition of the semantic meaning of the recognized activities, we propose the same
method as for user preferences. Therefore the Steady State Vector of every activity is calculated
from the interaction events of every sequence belonging to the activity. The context information
of the activity interaction events is used to calculate probabilities of abstraction sets which are
defined by the parameters of the query as described above. So for the derivation of the semantic
meaning every activity can be also queried on different grades of abstraction [NSF10b].
Evaluation of KO*/19-Algorithm
One main question that may arise in this context could be the choice of the interaction analysis
and prediction algorithm. We have illustrated in Section 4.3.2 various methods, algorithms, and
applications that analysis users’ interactions to provide a kind of adaptation. So it is more than
obvious to illustrate why the KO-Algorithm was used as foundation of our interaction analysis
and prediction algorithm. It should be outlined that the choice was performed after a conducted
evaluation of different algorithms.
This part illustrates the evaluation that was performed and lead to the choice of the KO-
Algorithm. The entire part was published without any major changes in [NSF10a]. The main
goal was to evaluate the prediction quality based on two established criteria and compare the
results of the KO*/19-Algorithm with those of other prediction methods. The first criterion
we use for evaluating the prediction quality was the Mean Prediction Probability (MPP), which
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is defined as the average probability that is calculated with the prediction algorithm for really
occurring interactions. Formally the MPP is defined as illustrated in Equation 6.10.
MPP = 1|o|
|o|∑
i=1
P (oi|o1:i−1) (6.10)
Thereby o is the interaction sequence and P (oi|o1:i−1) is the calculated probability that the
interaction oi occurs after the sequence o1:i−1.
The second criterion we used for the estimation of the prediction quality was the Mean
Prediction Rank (MPR). Formally the MPR is defined as illustrated in Equation 6.11
MPR = 1|o|
|o|∑
i=1
rank(oi|o1:i−1) (6.11)
Thereby rank(oi|o1:i−1) denotes the position of the occurred interaction oi in the sorted
probability distribution. So the most possible interaction has a rank of 1, the second a rank of
2 and so on. Hence, the lower the MPR of a prediction algorithm is, the better is the quality of
the prediction calculation.
In our evaluation scenario we compared the prediction quality of the KO*/19-Algorithm with
the reference files fromGreenberg [Gre88] (used with author’s permission). These reference files
contain the interaction traces of 168 users, which are divided into four different user groups with
different grades of knowledge about handling computers (non-programmers, novice-programmers,
experienced-programmers and scientists-programmers). Averaged every file contains a sequence
of 1730 containing 78 different user actions. For our evaluation we removed the commando
parameters in every file and replaced every user action with a uniform action id.
For every user and accordingly every file we accomplished a six-fold cross-validation. For
that purpose we divided every file into six parts and use every part of the file as initial trainings
data and the other five parts for determining the MPP and MPR. Hence, for every user and
accordingly every file in the reference set we accomplished 30 test cases and 5040 test cases for
every prediction method.
The results of the evaluation with the Greenberg reference files confirm the results of
Künzer et al. [KOS04]. In respect of the MPP, the KO3/19-Algorithm. The KO3/19-Algorithm
achieves a MPP of 38.75% and thus performs 3.56% better than Markov Chains. Our KO*/19-
Algorithm achieves a better MPP compared to the original KO3/19-Algorithm. The KO*/19-
Algorithm achieves for all user groups the best MPP (Table 6.2). Averaged our algorithm achieves
a MPP of 39.98%. That denotes in spite of the extension an enhancement of 1.23% compared
with the KO3/19-Algorithm.
Data MPP
files avg size avg actions MC IPAM0.8 LEV3 KO3/19 KO*/19
non-prog. 25 1026 46 37.99% 38.15% 39.80% 40.28% 41.52%
novice 55 1409 57 43.78% 47.13% 47.49% 48.22% 49.44%
experienced 36 2107 104 29.84% 31.48% 32.70% 34.20% 35.55%
scientists 52 2379 105 29.13% 30.40% 30.79% 32.29% 33.42%
average 1730 78 35.19% 36.82% 37.70% 38.75% 39.98%
Table 6.2.: Comparison of the MPP for different Prediction Methods
Remarkable are the results concerning the MPR. In contrast to Markov Chains, IPAM, and
KO3/19, which achieve an average MPR of about 25, the KO*/19-Algorithm outperforms the
other methods with a MPR of 10,5 and thus performs 15 ranks better than IPAM (Table 6.3).
Thus the KO*/19-Algorithm improves the MPR about 19.23% relative to the average number
of possible interactions.
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Data MPR
files avg size avg actions MC IPAM0.8 LEV3 KO3/19 KO*/19
non-prog. 25 1026 46 12.66 12.54 20.22 12.97 6.20
novice 55 1409 57 14.62 14.46 22.47 14.92 6.40
experienced 36 2107 104 36.79 35.41 54.48 36.24 12.32
scientists 52 2379 105 38.18 37.81 60.41 38.71 14.27
average 1730 78 25.31 25.05 39.39 25.71 10.05
Table 6.3.: Comparison of the MPR for different Prediction Methods
The results of the evaluation revealed that the KO*/19-Algorithm calculates predictions
with high quality in real application scenarios. In particular the KO*/19-Algorithm outperforms
the other prediction algorithms concerning the MPP and improves the MPR of the original
algorithm significantly. So the algorithm is well suited for the prediction of interactions and well
applicable for adaptive visualization environments. This evaluation was published in [NSF10a].
6.1.3.4. Modeling Users
The main goal of analyzing users’ interaction behavior with data and visualizations is to represent
this for generating an abstract model of users’ behavior and provide sufficient visual adaptations.
As we outlined in Section 4.4.2 the main aspects in modeling users are the nature and the structure
[Sle85]. Thus nature refers to user’ characteristics or features that are in our approach gathered
just implicitly (R4) from users’ interaction, we constrain these features to users’ knowledge, users’
interest and tasks [BM07a, Sle85, NBBK11]. In general, the nature can be further summarized in
preferences for visualizations, interest in general knowledge topics, and knowledge in a particular
topic. The structure of the user model should be transferable to other domains of knowledge
(data-sets) according to the defined requirement (R3) and should therewith enable the use of the
model in various data domains.
With the introduced Steady State Vector and the various levels of abstraction, we already
defined an abstract model of the user. The SSV represents the probability distribution of users’
interaction in different levels of abstraction. Further it refers to three dimensions: the used
device and type of interaction, the visual layout, and the data [NSK11]. In case of adaptive
visualizations it is necessary to model users’ interest and users’ knowledge for both, the available
visual layouts and the data domain. With our approach the user should be enabled to change
the data sources, that are commonly data bases on Web, without any knowledge about their
structure and every time he wants. These changes may occur during one single session with the
visualization environment. This means that in particular the data dimension of the user model
has to be highly dynamic and support at various abstraction levels the new and unknown data
domains. Although, the visual layouts may change during the time, e.g. by adding new visual
layouts or removing existing one, these changes are less frequent.
Individual Users’ Interest
In common it is important to generate from the taxonomic structure in the SSV of the Data
domain, generalized terms that represent users’ interest data-base independent. As the semantic
structure of data may differ in different data-bases, the taxonomy in the SSV would not be
sufficient enough to determine users’ interest data-base independent. Users’ interests can be
determined on a general level by using the concepts of the semantic data. Let us explain this
process with an example. Let us assume that a user is interested in ”visual perception”. Let
us further assume that he or she searches and interacts with different data bases for different
terms related to visual perception. The users’ model based only on the SSV would provide
us the probability distribution of the interactions in the particular data base containing the
taxonomical structure. Users’ search and interaction with the term preattentive would lead to
differing taxonomies that are domain dependent and would not enable to measure the interest
in a particular domain. Such taxonomies for users’ interest preattentive may result as follow in
our SSV:
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• Data.Science.Cognition.Cognitive_Science.Perception.preattentive
• Data.Perception.V isualPerception.pre_attentive
This example illustrates that if only the taxonomy is investigated, the two different data-
bases would not have any common terms that lead to determine users’ interest in visual per-
ception, even not for the concepts cognitive science or perception. Although these two terms
(Cognitive_Science and Perception) are used in both data-bases, these terms would not be rec-
ognized, due to their differing hierarchical structure. To face this problem and ensure that at
least the users’ interest in concept-level (semantic concepts) can be modeled, we introduce the
ssvI for users’ interest. This contains all semantic concepts with the measured probability distri-
bution without the taxonomical structure. Therefore we first introduce the function path(Di, r)
that returns the path pa of the domain Di from the interaction relation r. Thus we want have
the leaf-node of a particular path without the taxonomic structure, we further define the function
leaf(pa) that returns just the leaf-node of the path pa without any further hierarchical informa-
tion. To gather the intermediate nodes of a path pa the function intermediate(pa) is defined.
Based on these functions we are able to determine terms that are explicitly semantic concepts for
modeling users’ interest on a general level of abstraction. To identify concept in a SSV ssvu the
second domain is used. The domain D2 provides at the abstraction level 2 information about the
item of the visualization, with which the interaction was performed. The leaf at this abstraction
level provides information-types such as instance, concept, or whiteSpace and enables therewith
the identification of semantic concepts. Thereby, we determine a SSV of users interests ssvI that
contains just terms with their probability distribution as illustrated in Equation 6.12.
∀r ∈ ssvu : leaf(path(D2, r)) = concept ∧ s = leaf(path(D3, r)) → s ∈ ssvI (6.12)
If the leaf-node on a particular abstraction level in the Data domain D3 is in the visual
layout domain SemaVis D2 a concept, the particular leaf-item s is an element of the ssvI . It
may be, that the interaction is not made directly with a particular concept. Instead of this,
users may interact with an instance without navigating through the concepts. In these cases the
domain visual layout SemaVis just provides the information that the interaction was performed
with a certain semantic instance. To retrieve users’ interest on an abstracted level, even if the
interaction was performed with an instance, we use the higher abstraction levels of the instance.
Let us explain the procedure with an example: Let us assume that the users’ search resulted
in a number of entities and the user interacts directly with the instance preattentive. Our SSV
contains this instance with its entire taxonomy, e.g. Data.Science.Cognition.preattentive. The
visual layout domain D2 would indicate in this case that the interaction was performed with
the semantic instance preattentive. Based on the taxonomy, we can determine that all higher
abstraction levels are semantic concepts, due to our description in Section 6.1.3.1. In our example,
Science and Cognition are concepts. Thereby ssvI can be enhanced with the intermediate nodes
of instances as illustrated in Equation 6.13.
∀r ∈ ssvu : leaf(path(D2, r)) = instance ∧ s ∈ intermediate(path(D3, r)) → s ∈ ssvI (6.13)
The Steady State Vector ssvI contains all the terms that are explicitly concepts. Further
the ssvI contains the related probabilities for each of the terms from the original Steady State
Vector ssvu.
ps =
∑
r
ssvu(r) | s = leaf(path(D3, r)) ∨ s ∈ intermediate(path(D3, r)), r ∈ ssvu (6.14)
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With this procedure a new SSV ssvI is generated that contains just concepts and their
probability distribution. In the next step all identical concepts are identified and merged to one
concept, whereas their probability is summed. To get again a normalized SSV, the probability
distribution of all concepts is divided by the reduced number of concepts in the SSV. This vector
is further added to the users model and builds the foundation for determining his or her interest
in a general manner that can be used in different data-bases. Table 6.4 illustrates the new SSV
with the abstract concepts for determining the users’ interest in contrast to the SSV that was
originally built based on users’ interactions.
Steady State Vector ssvu (example)
Interactions p
Device. ..., SemaVis. ..., Data.Science.Cognition 15%
Device. ..., SemaVis. ..., Data.Science 20%
... 20%
Device. ..., SemaVis. ..., Data.Perception.VisualPerception 10%
Device. ..., SemaVis. ..., Data.Perception 30%
SSV Interest (ssvI)
concepts p
Science 10%
Cognition 15%
Cognitive_Science 25%
Perception 45%
VisualPerception 5%
Table 6.4.: Example of a SSV on concept level for modeling users’ interests
The introduced procedure enables to determine users’ interest in general manner without
a dependency to the data-base and meets the defined requirement (R3). It enables a data-base
independent measurement of users’ interest and is an essential part of our proposed approach.
But this procedure has some disadvantages too. It may occur that some concepts are labeled
identical but have different meanings and contexts. But the probability that such labels are
defined in the semantic data-base is rare. Commonly semantic concept labels are sophisticated
enough for measuring the general interests of users. Further the new SSV does not provide any
information or correlations between users and their interaction behavior with different visual
layouts. Although, the above described procedure can be used to generate a ”Preference SSV”
for visual layouts too by extracting the underlying information for second domain D2 it does not
really make sense, thus the number of users’ SSV will increase without any real benefits. Further
the precise information are lost about the exact information object, the users interacted with.
Therewith the applied approach is an add-on to model the users’ interest. Users’ knowledge is still
modeled based on the gathered SSV that is data-base dependent but provides exact measures for
both knowledge entities in form of instances and concepts. The abstraction levels introduced in
Section 6.1.3.2 provides already sufficient information about the users’ behavior with information
objects and visualizations to determine the knowledge.
Individual Users’ Previous Knowledge and Task Modeling
For a more comprehensible illustration for modeling users, in particular on the precise level of
knowledge and correlation with visual layouts, and to provide for the next steps of measuring
users’ similarities and deviations with the canonical user model, we introduce some general
definitions, that are used throughout the section and in the Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. We define
the set U = {u1, u2, ..., un}, where each u is a user and U the set of all users. Additionally,
we define the set V = {v1, v2, ..., vk} with each v being a visual layout of all visual layouts V
from the first abstraction level of the visual layout domain D2 and D = {d1, d2, ..., dl} with each
d being a data element from the set of all data elements D of all abstraction levels from the
data domain D3. For measuring the interest, we can replace this with D ∈ ssvI . For a more
comprehensible illustration the users interest SSV ssvI is not used anymore for the definitions.
It should just be outlined that for determining interest always the ssvI is used in combination
with the values from the original SSV ~s with three domains.
For considering the users’ behavior on individual user level, we extend the Equation 6.9
from Chapter 6.1.3.2 by allowing the extraction from the Steady State Vector (SSV) ssvu of
each individual user u ∈ U as follows:
pu,α =
∑
qi∈α
ssvu(qi) (6.15)
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Furthermore we introduce pu,v,d as a short form to extract the probability of an individual
user for the correlation of a visual layout v and a data element d.
pu,v,d = pu,r(device,v,d) (6.16)
Although, the interaction type Device D1 is gathered in each users’ interaction, we dismiss
this information and use the abstraction level 0 of the device domain D1. This lets us extract
the relevance value of the data element d in combination with the visual layout v for a specific
user u.
In the next step, we introduce two relevance vectors for each user in the user model. The
visual layout usage- vector contains the relevance values of visual layouts according to their
usage of each user and provides us information about users’ ”visual layout preferences” that is
again a probability distribution of the interaction behavior with the visual layouts. The data
interests- vector contains the relevance values of the data elements according to the interest
and previous knowledge of the individual users. The previous knowledge is determined by the
interaction behavior with semantic entities. The more a user interacted with topics from the
same knowledge domain, the more previous knowledge can be assumed for this knowledge domain
[Sle85, Kob85, Kob93]. Further these vectors are used later to form user groups and therewith
identify users’ similarities. Each entry pV (u, v) in the visual layout usage- vector of an individual
user u ∈ U contains the normalized relevance values of each visual layout v ∈ V and is calculated
as follows:
pV (u, v) =
∑
d∈D
pu,v,d∑
d∈D
∑
vi∈V
pu,vi,d
(6.17)
The creation of the data interests- vector for each user u ∈ U uses the semantic information
graph in addition to the relevance values between visual layouts and data elements. Using the
advantages of content based recommendation systems by treating semantic relations as features
helps with the problem of data sparseness.
Let, as previously stated, pu,d,v be the relevance value of an individual user u ∈ U for a data
element d in combination with a visual layout v and let Sd ⊆ D be a set of all data elements,
which have a semantic relation with data element d. The relevance value pD(u, d) of an individual
user u ∈ U for a data element d is calculated as follows:
pD(u, d) = max
v∈V
pu,v,d +
∑
di∈Sd
max
v∈V
pu,v,di
|Sdi |
(6.18)
These relevance values of the individual data elements form the data interests- vector. In
contrast to the visual layout usage- vector, the individual relevance values between data elements
and visual layout are not summed while creating the vector. Instead, the visual layout relevance
values are used, which has the highest value for the corresponding data element.
With the introduced definition so far, the users’ interest, previous knowledge and preferences
for visual layouts and data are modeled. For determining the tasks, we use as described in Section
6.1.3.3 the occurrences of similar interaction sequences O as behavioral patterns. We already
illustrated that for recognizing these activities a threshold has to be defined by a special training-
file that contains pre-defined activities of users as similar interaction sequences [NSF10b]. Thus
the processes in interacting with visualizations has more an exploratory character, the pre-defined
training file would not lead to sufficient task or activity recognitions. Another way to define such
a training file that is continuously updated by users’ behavior and would lead to a more efficient
way of identifying the occurrence of similar and frequent sequences is the use of a canonical user
model [NRB∗13] that contains the interaction behavior of all users, even if they are interacting
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with the system anonymously. With the introduced activity recognition process in Section 6.1.3.3
the most frequent similar occurrences of interaction sequences are automatically determined and
used as the training file.
The interaction with visualizations is data elements leads already to sufficient modeling of
users’ behavior. The measured probability distribution leads to model users’ interest, preferences,
and in a limited way users’ previous knowledge on certain knowledge domains. Our definitions
and algorithms make use of the interactions as relations between data and visual layout, whereas
the interaction type Device is investigated too as the first domain of the SSV D1. This domain
can be used to determine different dependencies on transition level. As described in the previous
sections commonly the starting point of the exploration process in our visual environment is
the search task followed by the selection of a focused object, commonly a focused instance (see
Section 6.1.2.2). The users’ interactions with data and visualization may have different relevance.
This differing relevance appears in particular if a user selects a new visual layout or removes a
visual layout from the screen of the visual environment. Further the fact the selection of a data
entity in a particular visualization were performed and led to a successful new data entity or to a
step, where the user has to go back and select another item. To gather this information the first
domain D1 of the SSV is used that provides information about the type of users’ interaction, e.g.
as Device.Mouse.select, Device.Mouse.removeVis, Device.Mouse.selectVis. The procedure allows
to weight successful interactions that leads to achieving the goal or explicit selecting visual layout
higher than those interactions that lead to removing visual layouts or interacting backwards, thus
the information were not found.
The Canonical User
The canonical user model represents the average users’ behavior with the visualization system.
This user model is the baseline for adapting the visual layout and data for all users and improves
the general usage of the visualization system. Thus it is used on the one hand for the general
adaptation and on the other hand for measuring certain deviations and anomalies in behavior
for individual user, it is one of the core components of our conceptual model. Every user that
interacts with the visualization environment pulls one’s weight to the canonical user model. The
interaction of each user, even if the adaptivity of the system is disabled, contributes to this model.
The canonical user model is in particular used to determine the overall usage behavior with the
system and provides with the integrated adaptation features of our approach an improvement
on choosing visual layouts in correlation to data and data characteristics, recommending visual
layouts, and choosing and recommending data to be visualized from the data model. Further it
enables to provide the most occurred similar sequences of interactions that lead to identify tasks,
activities, or even roles. One other main aspect of the canonical user model is that it serves as
the user model for new users. As the first steps of a new user is accompanied by the canonical
user model, the individual user model for the particular user is generated and the ”weight” of
the canonical user model for that particular user is decreased, while his individual user model
serves for the adaptive features more and more [NRB∗13, NRKK14].
Our canonical user model, models the behavior of all users by analyzing the interactions with
the system. Therefore users’ interactions are transformed in a numerical, internal representation
and the Steady State Vector is determined as a relative measurement for the occurrence of
interactions [NRB∗13]. The model involves the interaction quantity with each data element,
visualization element and the choice of visualizations to enable a learning system that considers
the behavior of the majority of users. Further it provides general usage information of the
visualizations to enable the recommendation and automatic selection of visualization-algorithms.
The canonical user model does not require personal information about the user because the
model itself provides a general ”initialization”. To overcome an over-generalization of visualiza-
tion choice, the canonical user model is counterbalanced with an additional user grouping, based
on individual interactivity preferences and behavior. Thus, the system provides the capability
to respond to individual users. For this, we applied an algorithm that computes the deviation
of the user interaction behavior. Therefore the user-interaction behavior of the current user is
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compared with the canonical user model with respect to the number of users. This enables to es-
timate, if the same or a similar user is interacting with the system and can be enhanced to group
the users with diverting intentions. The approach provides two different modi for user-oriented
adaptation. First, the canonical user model that investigates the behavior of all users, and second
an individualized user model. The individual user model is an instantiation of the canonical user
model with certain preferences and interaction history of a certain user as described above. If a
user is interested in getting behavior-based visual adaptation, he is able to log-in as individual
user. The default user model in our approach is the canonical user model. It is activated, if an
individual user is not logged-in.
Individual Users
Canonical User
Figure 6.18.: Abstract illustration of the canonical user model
The canonical user model is used as already mentioned to measure similarities in particular
deviations of users’ behavior from the average behavior of users. This enables the identification of
certain behavioral anomalies. To compute similarities, deviations, and in particular the average
usage behavior, we describe the canonical user model in a more formal way. To describe the
interaction behavior and therewith the probability distribution for the canonical user in context
of visual layouts, we use the probability values pu,v,d, which represents the probability of the
interaction of the user u ∈ U with the visual layout v ∈ V in combination with the data element
d ∈ D. Based on these probabilities the interaction behavior of a canonical user can be computed
as illustrated in Equation 6.19. Where the sum of interaction probabilities of each user u ∈ U
with a certain visual layout v is divided by the amount of all users |U |.
canV (v) =
1
|U |
∑
u∈U
pV (u, v) (6.19)
A similar correlation can be built between users and data. The main difference is that the
leaf nodes are investigated in different levels of abstraction. Thereby either a data or information
entity can be a leaf node or an intermediate node of the entire taxonomic structure. We previously
defined d ∈ D as a data element from a set of all data elements in all abstraction levels from the
data domain D3. Additionally, for the canonical user, only users who actually interacted with
the specific data or information entity are considered. Therefor we do not divide by the number
of all users, but instead only by the amount of users, who interacted with this data entity.
canD(d) =
1
| {u|u ∈ U, pD(u, d) > 0} |
∑
u∈U
pD(u, d) (6.20)
Figure 6.18 illustrates the canonical user amongst all individual users. The angular di-
mension from the canonical user between two individual users represents the similarity between
those. The distance of each individual user from the center (and therefor from the canonical
user) represents the similarity and deviation between the individual user and the canonical user.
This distance measure can be used to determine anomalies in users’ behavior.
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User Group and Role Definition
Similar interaction behavior of users can be used to define certain User Groups. The identification
of these groups leads to define certain user roles based on the interaction behavior of the users.
Rule-based approaches for identifying the intended task of a user is error-prone. The execution
of a specific task is performed by interactions that are associated with other tasks. A user model,
which automatically assigns users to groups based on their interactions and refines them with
every new performed interaction leads to identify user roles. Even without the explicit labeling
of these roles, it is able to support users with similar interaction behavior by considering the
previously analyzed interactions of other users from the same group.
To define user groups and roles, we use two methods: In the first method, users are clustered
based on their usage of the visual layouts V , in the second method, their interest in certain data
or knowledge dimensions is the basis for the clustering.
A specific user is assigned to a cluster based on the following definition. Let sim(c, u)
be a function, which provides the similarity of a user u to a cluster c of all clusters C =
{c1, c2, ..., cn}, ci ⊆ U,∀ci, cj : i 6= j, ci ∩ cj = ∅. Here, a higher value means stronger simi-
larity. A user is assigned to a cluster c, if there is no other cluster ci ∈ C, c 6= ci, that has a
stronger similarity with the users individual previous interactions:
∀ci ∈ C, ci 6= c : sim(ci, u) < sim(c, u)→ u ∈ c (6.21)
The average value of each cluster c of all visual layout cluster CV is calculated in the same
way as for the canonical user. With the main difference that of all users, only the users in their
respective clusters are taken into account for the measurement. The normalized value pV (c, v)
of a visual layout v of a cluster c is calculated as follows:
pV (c, v) =
1
|c|
∑
u∈c
pV (u, v) (6.22)
The average value of each individual cluster c of all data domain clusters CD is also calculated
similar to the calculation of the canonical user. Again, only users in the cluster are taken into
account. Additionally, the normalization only considers users, who actually contributed to the
calculated value. The measurement of this normalized average value pD(c, d) of a data entity d
of a cluster c is calculated as follows:
pD(c, d) =
1
| {u|u ∈ c, pD(u, d) > 0} |
∑
u∈c
pD(u, d) (6.23)
Individual Users
Canonical User
User Group
Figure 6.19.: Abstract illustration of the user groups and their center (average)
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Figure 6.19 illustrates the previously presented abstract illustration of the user model with
additional clustering. The +-signs represent the center of each cluster and therewith the average
user behavior in the particular cluster. The individual clusters are aligned in form of radial rays
around the canonical user in the center of the figure, because the similarity between users is
measured by the angle (see Section 6.2.1). With this procedure different user clusters can be
determined automatically, even if the clusters are not labeled. Our visualization technology is in
some use case embedded in a Web application, where users log-in and provide some demographic
information and further information about themselves. In these cases the cluster can be labeled
according their role or any other common information. Figure 6.20 illustrates the user grouping
in a more hierarchical way to outline the relationship to the canonical user model. Every user,
regardless, if he or she belongs to a group, provides interaction information to the canonical user
model and their models inherit from the canonical user model. Grouped users inherit further
from the average group user model and provide interaction information to the average group user
models.
Figure 6.20.: Abstract illustration of the user groups and their relation to the canonical user
model
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6.2. Process of Adaptation
The analysis and modeling of influencing factors provides structured and formalized models for
the adaptation process. We introduced so far various and heterogeneous factors that can be
used to adapt the visual environment. The introduced models and algorithms can be subdivided
on an abstract level in two main categories: Persistent models that contain various information
about a certain influencing factor and are enhanced and over the time and volatile models that
provide adaptation information about momentary effects that can be applied for a particular
point of time or interaction. A user model, for instance provides information about the entire
user interaction history. It is a persistent model that can be applied to different stages and
in different contexts. Examples for volatile models are the results of data query that effect
the momentary visual environment but is dispersed after a new user search. A more volatile
model is the weighting of semantically neighbored entities that may change even by a single
user interaction. To bring the persistent models and volatile models together, it is necessary to
define an adaptation process that investigates all models and applies the adaptation effect. This
section will introduce in particular the adaptation process. Therefore, we start with the formal
description of the user similarity and deviation analysis that enhances the user models with
further volatile and persistent models. Thereafter the formal annotation of visual layout with
our defined Semantics Visualization Markup language will be described as a formal persistent
model. The adaptation process as ”rules” builds the core of this section. We will guide the reader
through the adaptation process and describe the main sub-processes. The main goal is to outline
where and when, which models are applied to adapt the visual environment. This section was
partially published in [NRKK14].
6.2.1. User Similarity Analysis
User similarity measurements allow the comparison of individual users through a numerical
quantity value [LNSU08, Gon10, Ret13]. This value can be used to measure how similar different
users are according to their behavior or interests. These measurements are being used for the
calculation of the similarity between a user and a user group in addition to the similarity of
two different users. The here introduced user similarity measurements were initially proposed
by Retz [Ret13] (diploma thesis supervised by the author) and further enhanced and applied to
visualizations [NRKK14]. Figure 6.21 illustrates an abstractly the similarity between users and
user groups. The angle between two objects represents their similarity to each other. A smaller
angle means more similar objects. The green gradient illustrates regions of high to low similarity
of the selected individual user (blue icon) to other users in these regions.
Individual Users
Canonical User
User Group
Selected User
Figure 6.21.: Abstract illustration of the user similarity with the region of high similarity between
one selected individual user and other users (adapted from [NRKK14, Ret13])
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The basis for the calculation of the similarity is the two previously described vectors, visual
layout usage- vector and data interests- vector (Section 6.1.3.4). They are also used to model
the canonical user and to create the user groups.
The composition of these two vectors differs greatly. The visual layout usage- vector is
normalized and not very sparse after a short usage of the visual system by the specific user,
because most of the time the range of available visual layouts is very limited and new visual
layouts are only added in large intervals. On the other side, there is high probability that the
data interests- vector is very sparse, even after a very thorough usage of the visual system by the
specific user. There are too many data elements, new data elements can be added continuously,
and users may interact in various data-bases. This is the main reasons, why different similarity
measurements are used to determine the similarity between users and other users or user groups.
For the calculation of the similarity between users on the basis of their data interests rele-
vance values, the Pearson Correlation Similarity [LNSU08, GP13, Gon10, Ret13] metric is used.
Let ua ∈ U and ub ∈ U be two users and pD(ua, d), pD(ub, d) their respective relevance values
for the data element d ∈ D. The similarity between these two users simD(ua, ub) is calculated
as follows:
simD(ua, ub) =
∑
d∈Dab
(
pD(ua, d)− pD(ua)
)(
pD(ub, d)− pD(ub)
)
√ ∑
d∈Dab
(
pD(ua, d)− pD(ua)
)2√ ∑
d∈Dab
(
pD(ub, d)− pD(ub)
)2 |Dab = Dua∩Dub
(6.24)
Here, pD(u) = 1|D|
∑
d∈D
pD(u, d) is the mean value of all values in the data interests- vector for an
individual user u ∈ U .
The calculation of the similarity between users on the basis of their visual layout relevance
values also uses the Pearson Correlation Similarity metric. But here, no normalization with the
mean value of the respective vector occurs, because these vectors are already normalized. The
value for the similarity of two users ua ∈ U and ub ∈ U and their respective relevance values
pV (ua, v) and pV (ub, v) for the visual layout v is calculated as illustrated in Equation 6.25.
simV (ua, ub) =
∑
v∈Vab
pV (ua, v)pV (ub, v)√ ∑
v∈Vab
pV (ua, v)2
√ ∑
v∈Vab
pV (ub, v)2
| Vab = Vua ∩ Vub (6.25)
6.2.2. User Deviation Analysis
The user deviation represents the difference in user behavior of each individual user to the average
behavior of the canonical user. It is assumed, that users can also be similar to each other, if
they differ similarly in their interaction behavior from the average behavior, whereas their direct
similarity to each other is not measurable. This can happen, if e.g. the adaptive system could
not yet determine the overlapping interests for the particular user (new user), or if the user
interacts with a completely new data-base (new situation). The here introduced user deviation
measurements were initially proposed by Retz [Ret13] (diploma thesis supervised by the author)
and further enhanced and applied to visualizations [NRKK14].
Figure 6.22 illustrates abstractly the deviation of users’ behavior from the average behavior
of the canonical user in addition to the previously calculated user groups from the similarity
analysis [Ret13]. The distance of the user to the canonical user and accordingly the radius
represent the aforementioned behavioral deviation. For a selected user, the gradient of the ring
symbolizes the region with similar deviation in behavior.
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Individual Users
Canonical User
User Group
Selected User
Figure 6.22.: Abstract illustration of the regions with similar deviations of a user to the canonical
user (adapted from [NRKK14, Ret13])
The calculation of this behavioral deviation is also based on the two previously described
vectors, visual layout usage- vector and data interests- vector, which were also used for the
modeling of the canonical user and for the creation of the user groups.
Unlike the calculation of the similarity between the users, we used the Cosine Similarity
metric [BwADY06, SNM07, Gon10, GP13] for calculating the behavioral deviation. This is
because the consideration of the relevance values, which are not common for both users are
relevant for the measurement of the deviation. Since the Cosine Similarity metric does not
perform a normalization, the calculation of the visual layout usage- vector and the data interests-
vector are identical.
Let pD(u, d) be the relevance value of a data element d of the data element set D for a
user u ∈ U and canD(d) the relevance value of the canonical user for the data element d. The
information deviation (interest-deviation) devD(u) of a user u can be calculated as follows:
devD(u) =
∑
d∈D
pD(u, d)canD(d)√∑
d∈D
pD(u, d)2
√∑
d∈D
canD(d)2
(6.26)
This leads to the definition of a similarity between two users based on their interest-deviation
from the canonical user sim_devD(ua, ub), which can be expressed as follows:
sim_devD(ua, ub) = 1− |devD(ua)− devD(ub)| (6.27)
Equivalently, the similarity between two users based on the deviation in the usage of visual
layouts to the canonical user can be calculated as follows:
devV (u) =
∑
v∈V
pV (u, v)canV (v)√∑
v∈V
pV (u, v)2
√∑
v∈V
canV (v)2
(6.28)
sim_devV (ua, ub) = 1− |devV (ua)− devV (ub)| (6.29)
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The returned value is in the range between one (identical distance) and zero (completely
different distance) [Ret13]. The analysis of deviations is performed between the canonical user
and either one individual user or the average user of a certain identified group. With the mea-
surement of the distance between the canonical user and the individual user, anomalies in user’s
behavior can be detected that leads to reduce the adaptation effects. If the distance between the
user’s behavior is similar to that of the canonical user, the canonical user model can be taken as
user model for new situations, visual layouts, users, or data-bases. Further the distance between
the canonical user and the average user of a user group can be used to determine the application
of the canonical user to new situations, visual layouts, or data bases for the entire group. In this
case the average user model of the group inherits the canonical behavior for the new aspects,
if the distance is small. Vice versa, if the distance between the canonical user and the average
user of a group is large, the application of the canonical user model does not make sense and the
adaptation effects are reduced until enough information of the users’ in that particular group are
gathered. Further the measured similarities between same distanced users (Figure 6.22) are used
to detect similarities as described in the Section 6.2.1. If the distance of two users or average
user groups is similar according to the canonical user model, the similarity algorithm is applied
to measure certain similarities between the groups or users. If similar behavioral patterns are
detected and one of the user groups contains certain information that is missing in the other
group, this information is applied to extend the average user model of that group (Figure 6.23).
Figure 6.23.: Abstract illustration of the user groups and their deviation and similarity relations
to the canonical user model (adapted from [NRKK14, Ret13])
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6.2.3. Adaptation Process
The general adaptation process (see Fgure 6.24) considers various influencing factors to adapt
certain visual features in an appropriate way as described in the previous sections. Beside the
”learning” capabilities of the system and the continuously changing factors, some rules have to be
defined to achieve the adaptation effects and support users. The rules make use of the models and
measurements described in Section 6.1 Knowledge Model and describe the priorities and appliance
of the models. The described models of users’ behavior, data, and data features illustrate the
way how influencing factors are gathered, measured, and structured. Their appliance to visual
attributes requires a notation of the visual attributes. This notation is in particular important for
the data and their features, thus the user models with the measured similarities and deviations
already build a correlation to at least the visual layouts.
Figure 6.24.: General Adaptation Process
The core components on the visualization side are the visual layouts that should be anno-
tated with further information about their capabilities, variables and so on. The notation of
the visual layout has to be readable by the core adaptation engine that processes the required
information and models to apply the adaptation effect. Thereby the precise information about
visual layouts is appropriate enough to determine information about the visual variables, visual
interface, or semantics and content. To provide such a notation for all included visual layouts,
we integrated our Semantics Visualization Markup Language (SVML).
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SVML-Semantics Visualization Markup Language for Visual Layouts
The SVML includes beside general information about the user interface or data-bases, detailed
annotation of the capabilities of each visual layout. Therefore three main categories are anno-
tated: presentation that provides information about the visual variables, layout that provides
information about the visual layout’s characteristics, and semantics that provide information
about the visualization capabilities regarding data quantity. Thereby SVML is an important
part of the visual adaptation, thus it provides information about the visual capabilities of each
visual layout. We investigated for the presentation layer all the visual variables that were used
in the entire set of visual layouts. Therefore, we identified based on the work of Oelke et
al. [OJS∗11] and the perception studies [TS86, TG88, Wol07] a number of visual variables that
are investigates for each visual layout and refers to Bertin’s model of Implantation [Ber83].
Table 6.5 illustrates the visual variables in the presentation layer of our approach.
Visual Variables on Presentation Layer
Hue Color-value of the presented entities.
Saturation Saturation of the presented entities.
Brightness Brightness of the presented entities.
Size Size of the presented entities.
Order Order of the presented entities.
Icon Can icon or glyphs be used for the brightness of the presented entities?
Orientation Orientation of the presented entities.
Shape Shape of the presented entities.
Transparency Transparency of the presented entities.
Distortion Distortion of the presented entities.
Background Can the background color be changed?
Table 6.5.: Presentation Layer of SVML
For each variable the SVML indicates, if the particular visual layout makes use of the
variable and if the variable is changeable in terms of adaptation. Commonly all used variables are
changeable and can be used for the adaptation. The second layer of layout indicates the general
capabilities of the visual layout. It is considered as skeleton and refers to Bertin’s model of
Imposition [Ber83]. The layout tag of the SVML contains two general attributes that indicate the
main characteristics of the visual layout: type and structure. Type provides information about
how the underlying data are transformed (use of the screen) and structure provides information
of the way they are illustrating data. These two attributes are essential parts of the layout and
use the different taxonomies introduced in Chapter 2 in particular the outlined classification in
Figure 2.13. Table 6.6 summarizes the different included types and structures.
Type and Structure in Layout of SVML
Type Structure
Spatial Area-based geometric transforma-
tion
Hierarchical Illustrating in particular hierar-
chies
DensePixel Point-based geometric transforma-
tion
Arbitrary Illustrating arbitrary relationships
Lines Line-based geometric transforma-
tion
Temporal Illustrating temporal aspects of
data
Graph Graph-based transformation Geographic Illustrating geographical aspects of
data
Combination Combined use of transformations Entity Illustrating semantic entities
Document Illustrating textual documents
Source Illustrating the source of entities
commonly as HTML
Table 6.6.: Type and Structure in Layout of SVML
The annotation of type and structure provide general information about the layout layer of
the visual layout and are commonly further annotated with more detailed information about the
capabilities of the layout. Therefore a number of data and visual properties were investigated
and elaborated in [NBP∗11] to provide a more detailed view on the visual capabilities and the
applicability to certain data-sets or search-results. Our SVML includes these information as
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properties for each the layout layer of each included visual layout. The main goal is to select or
recommend in case of different visualizations that provide similar structure and type information
the best suited ones by investigating the detailed layout information. Table 6.7 illustrates a
possible set of such information that were partially elaborated in [NBP∗11].
Properties on Layout Layer
hierarchical_depth Ability to visualize the hierarchical path on deep levels
multiple_hierarchy Ability to visualize the multiple hierarchies
hierarchical_level Ability to visualize all entities on one hierarchical level including the path
multiple_inheritance Ability to visualize multiple inheritances in one hierarchy
overview Ability to visualize the overview of semantic relationships
hierarchy_navigation Ability to navigate through the hierarchical structure and get detailed informa-
tion
show_concepts Ability to visualize semantic concepts on a abstract level
show_instances Ability to visualize the semantic instances
show_relations Ability to visualize the semantic relations
show_entities Ability to visualize entities
show_source Ability to visualize source of entities
concept_relations Ability to visualize relations between concepts
instance_relations Ability to visualize relations between instances
geo_relations Ability to visualize geographical relations
temporal_relations Ability to visualize temporal relations
crossing_relations Ability to avoid crossing relations in arbitrary graphs
instance_clusters Ability to visualize clustered instances
concept_clusters Ability to visualize clustered concepts
concept_instance_clusters Ability to visualize clustered instances in concepts
Table 6.7.: SVML Properties on Layout Layer
The third and last layer semantics annotates the visual layout with information about data
capacity and constraints. Commonly the integrated visual layouts are designed to visual a
particular perspective on data. The combined view should enable a multi-perspective view in a
comprehensible way. The main attribute of semantics tag in the SVML is datatype that indicates
which types of data can be visualized with the particular visual layout. Although, commonly
semantic data or metadata with a light-weight semantics are visualized with our approach, the
visualization environment is not constrained to this kind of data. It is further possible to visu-
alize data-tables with particular statistic or numeric data or results of text-mining approaches
to visualize just topics and their occurrences over time. Further the semantics tag includes pa-
rameters for the particular visual layout. These parameters are commonly used to determine,
if a visual layout is able to illustrate the amount and type of data. Table 6.8 illustrates the
parameters of the SVML semantics tag.
Parameters of the Semantics Layer
preferred_amount numerical value of preferred amount of entities that can be visualized
max_amount numerical value of maximum amount of entities that can be visualized.
preferred_pathlength numerical value of preferred path length that can be visualized, with ”null” no
path visualization and ”infinite” for infinite path length.
max_pathlength numerical value of maximum path length that can be visualized (only if not
”null” or ”infinite”).
constraints predefined tags for constraints, e.g. only_concepts, only_instances, or
only_time. Visual layouts with no constraints are tagged with ”false”.
Table 6.8.: Parameters of the Semantics Layer in SVML
With this introduced information about visual layouts, the main attributes and character-
istics of the visual layouts can be annotated and used to determine the appropriateness of the
visual layout for particular data and data sets. Besides the introduced three layers that describe
the visual layout, the SVML includes some general information about the visual layout that
is used for certain aspects. Table 6.9 introduces the general attributes of the visual layouts in
SVML.
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General Parameters for the Visual Layout
id identifies and labels a visual layout
source provides the taxonomic structure as described in the previous section.
preferred_orient indicates how to place the visualization on the screen in a preferred way.
orientations provides possibilities to place the visual layout on the screen.
similar_to labels of visual layouts that are similar in their capability and appearance.
Table 6.9.: General parameters for the visual layout in SVML
With the general information and the three layers of visual layout all needed information
are provided to determine the best suited visual layouts. Figure 6.25 illustrates exemplary a part
of the SVML annotation of a particular visual layout.
Figure 6.25.: Example of the Semantics Visualization Markup Language (SVML)
Each SVML contains a set of visual layouts that are annotated as described above. Beside
the visual layouts some general information about the user interface and the data providers are
annotated as configuration for the visualization environment. These aspects of the SVML will
be introduced later in context of the visual interface adaptation. For the adaptation process it is
just necessary that a visual layout is once annotated with its features by the developer to enable
it as part of our adaptive semantics visualization environment.
Data Processing and Visual Layouts
Commonly the visualization process in our visual environment starts with user’s search. Al-
though, it is possible to start the visualization process by processing an entire set of data and
navigate through this to achieve a certain goal, we explain the adopted rule and processes with
users’ search as starting point. This will enable to illustrate the complex procedure more com-
prehensible and adapt it to the visualization of initial given data.
By starting a new search process, the user enters a term that is queried on the given data-
bases. If the search process returns no results, the visual environment alerts that no results
were found and the process ends (see Figure 6.26). If the search results in a set of data, the
iterative processes described in the Sections 6.1.1 Data Model and 6.1.2 Data Feature Model
starts and the data attributes and characteristics are analyzed. Based on this analysis process
the characteristics of data and those of the available visual layouts annotated in the SVML are
compared and a set of appropriate visual layouts are identified. The identification of appropriate
visual layouts for a certain data-set as the result of search is determined by applying the Euclidean
norm between the data characteristics and the visual layout properties [NBP∗11]. In this step
visual layouts can be identified that are able to visualize the data and further those that are more
appropriate, thus the data characteristics matches more to the visual layout characteristics. An
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important issue in this step is to identify those visual layouts that have not the capability to
visualize the data. The set of the appropriate visual layouts is in this step ranked based only
on the data-matching and data-properties. The identified set is then compared with the user’s
profile. Figure 6.26 illustrates this process so far.
Figure 6.26.: Determining Visual Layouts by Data Processing in the Adaptation Process
Choice of User Model
In the following the user’s profile is investigated to gather information about previous behavior
and interaction. Therefore the adaptation process first controls if the user is logged-in as an
individual user. This is to find out, if the user wants an individual adaptation. If the user is
not logged-in, the canonical user model is applied that commonly contains enough information
about the usage behavior of all users. If the user is logged-in, the process checks first, if the
user has already an individual user model. In case of an existing individual user model, this is
applied. Else, if the user is logged-in but has not yet an individual model, the canonical user
model is applied. In this case the user’s interactions train both, the canonical and the particular
individual user model. Figure 6.27 illustrates the described procedure.
Figure 6.27.: Application of individual or Canonical User Model
Choice of User Model based on Similarity and Deviation Analysis
A given and adequate individual user model enables a user-specific adaptation on all levels of
adaptation. One main challenge occurs, if the user is logged-in to get such individual adap-
tation effects, but the system has not yet enough information about the particular user. As
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described above, the canonical user model is the first instance of our approach that is applied
for the adaptation effects. It enables to use the general and average user’s behavior to provide
adaptations on all visual levels and layers. Commonly the average usage behavior is appropriate
enough to provide adaptations until enough information are gathered about the particular user.
But the average behavior does not always fit to the interaction behavior and perception levels of
the users. It is important to check continuously the user’s behavior and measure similar and in
particular deviated interaction patterns to avoid unsuitable adaptation effects for the particular
user. This is performed in the adaptation process as follow. If the user is logged-in and indicates
that he or she wants actively the adaptation options, but an adequate user model does not exist
for that particular user, the canonical user model is used as initial model. With each interaction
pattern the deviation between him and the canonical user and the similarity between him and
possibly given groups are measured. If the system determines that the distance between the par-
ticular user and the canonical user is large (and gets larger), the adaptation effects based on the
canonical user model are reduced linear to the distance and his individual user model is applied,
even if there exist not enough information yet. This process is further performed for all users,
if the individual user model contains enough information about the users. Parallel to measuring
the deviation between individual user and canonical user model, the similarity between user and
certain user groups are measured. If a similar behavior is detected, the user is getting part of
that group. This means that the group user model is used for him and his interaction behavior
trains the group user model. Figure 6.28 illustrates the described procedure of user similarity
and deviation measurement to apply different user models.
Figure 6.28.: Application of Similarity and Deviation for the Adaptation Effect
Application of User Models to Visual Adaptation
With the introduced processes and rules, the user models are chosen to be applied for the
adaptation process. In the next step the iterative process of human information gathering and
user model appliance is performed. Based on one or more of the determined user models, the
adaptation on the entire visual environment is applied. The adaptation on each level layer has
different effects that will be described in the next section. In this part it is important that the
interaction analysis is providing information for the used user model and trains the particular user
model. If only the canonical user model was used to adapt the visualization, the user’s interaction
just trains the canonical user model. Otherwise, if the group or individual user model were used
for the adaptation process, the user’s interactions train these models too. The user models build
therewith an essential part of the entire adaptation process. Based on the preferences, knowledge
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and interest in visualization and content, which are modeled in each user model, the different
layers are adapted. Therefore the visual capabilities of each visual layout and the entire visual
interface are investigated. Beside the user model that provides a persistent knowledge model of
the user, group, or average user and the already investigated data model and data feature model,
there is further information that affects the adaptation. The introduced approaches for weighting
related objects as calculated with the Inverse Instance Frequency algorithm (iIf) and the Direct
Relation Frequency inverse Relations Frequency algorithm (dRf-iRf) from Section 6.1.2.2 Weight-
Analysis of Semantic Relations are not persistent knowledge models. The interaction of users with
particular semantic entities enables the weighting of related object, while interacting with the
system. These measurements and algorithms are highly dynamic, thus both, user’s interactions
and data relations may change. In this process the weighting of the related objects is directly
applied to the visual variable layer of the visualization environment. If a visual layout has
the capability to visualize the related objects, visual variables, e.g. hue, brightness, or size is
used to indicate the relevance of the related objects by calculating the iIf and dRf-iRf. The
direct weighting is added to the already measured weight by the user model and is thereby not
perceived as obtrusive. However, the indication that the related objects are more relevant can
be visually perceived through the changed visual variables. Figure 6.29 illustrates the last step
of the adaptation process.
Figure 6.29.: Adaptation of Visual Layers and the Interaction Analysis Process Including the
Weighting of Related-Objects
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6.3. Visual Adaptation
The process of adaptation described how the influencing factors that are measured and formally
modeled are applied in our visualization environment. Beside the measurements of the different
models, the application of the gathered knowledge in adaptive environments is of great impor-
tance, due to the heterogeneous character of the models. This heterogeneous knowledge models
may have various and differing effects on the visualization. The relevance measure may affect the
content that is visualized or the visualization layout. Another measurement on users’ behavior
may affect the color of some visual entities and enable a faster guiding to those entities. So
it is more than important to provide a model for visual adaptation that describes the values
and parameters that can be changed or should be changed for supporting the user in her work.
This section introduces our layer based reference model of adaptation. The reference model uses
outcomes from studies of human visual perception and the related models to define appropriate
layers that can be adapted. To illustrate the model, we will give first an overview of the applied
models and approaches in our reference model followed by the overview of the core contribution,
our reference model of adaptation. Thereafter each layer will be described separately. To describe
the layers in an appropriate way, we subdivide our measured models from the previous sections
into volatile and persistent models and describe how they influence each layer. In this context,
we will introduce a set of integrated visual layouts for our adaptive semantics visualization. This
section was partially published in [Naz12, NSK11, NK13, NBB∗14, NBBF10, NRB∗13, NSB∗10].
6.3.1. Layer-Based Reference Model of Adaptation
Interaction with visualizations enables the dialog between user and the visual representation of
the underlying data. The interactive manipulation of data, the visual structure or the visual
representation provides the ability to solve various tasks and discover insights. One goal of
interactive visual representations still remains the acquisition of knowledge and insights [KMS∗08,
NK13]. As illustrated in Section 2.4, the term ”task” in context of information visualization
is often used ambiguously. A dissociation of interactions and tasks in visualizations is rarely
performed, whereas the knowledge about the task to be solved with the visualization is of great
importance for its design and for the adaptation. We have investigated in Section 2.4 various
task and interaction classifications to outline an abstract view on visual tasks for a mapping to
the human information processing. Therefore all the tasks and interactions were categorized into
three abstract levels: ”search”, ”explore”, and ”analyze”. Figure 6.30 illustrates the identified
high-level tasks and their assigned interactions and subtasks derived from the existing visual task
classifications [NK13, NSK11].
Figure 6.30.: Abstracted tasks in information visualizations (published in [NK13, p. 33])
We further investigated in context of semantics visualization and human interaction with
semantics, different models that distinguish and describe the process of exploratory search in
Section 3.4.2. The main aspect here was to outline and differentiate the main characteristics
of the search process in contrast to exploration. Based on the model of Marchionini [Mar06],
we could illustrate that the three main kinds of search activities can be identified as: Lookup,
Learn, and Investigate. Lookup is the lowest level of a search activity and results with discrete
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and well-structured information based on precise and well-formulated queries. This step can be
investigated as simple search thus the main objectives are fact retrieval (declarative knowledge
[Ryl49]) based on known items or question answering, whereas the questions are well-formulated
with certain expected results. The exploratory search steps of Learn and Investigate. The
exploratory search activities are more to acquire new knowledge in particular to refine and precise
the search, to compare certain results and discover new, unknown or unexpected issues. Figure
6.31 illustrates the exploratory search model of Marchionini, whereas related sub-activities are
highlighted to enable a correlated view on the high-level task classification.
Figure 6.31.: Exploratory versus simple search (adapted from [Mar06])
The different classifications of tasks show clearly a differentiated view on processes of search
and exploration. However, there are similarities that should be considered throughout a search or
exploration process. The ”simple search” (Lookup or search) shows the most common attributes
in both classifications and processes. The main aspect here is to find or locate a known entity
based on appropriate prior knowledge in the particular domain. This process involves mainly
two steps: the formulation or posing a query that is commonly related to an expected result
and revealing, identifying or locating the result in the visual set of given items. The process
is related more to Lookup which can be seen from the visual perception point of view as the
visual ”pop-out” of certain results with the main goal to perceive them faster. Different and
independent studies illustrated a rapid and parallel processing of the retinal or visual variables,
e.g. color, size, shape by the low-level human vision as outlined in Section 2.2.1. In particular
the outcomes of studies on pre-attentive visual information processing [TS86, TG80, Wol07] play
an essential role in this context. The so called ”pop-out effect” makes use of the human’s parallel
vision processing and guides the attention to the related location on the screen [Wol07, NK13].
Those search activities and tasks that rely on more complex cognitive processes, e.g. com-
paring certain informational issues, analyzing certain topics, learning to refine or precise the
query and in particular finding certain unexpected information that leads to amplifying cogni-
tion, has more an exploratory character. In this context the two illustrated classification and
processes of tasks in the Figures 6.30 and 6.31 shows some essential differentiations. The process
of search explicitly involves a step of learning, due to the human intervention in the search pro-
cess. With this intermediate step, where the acquisition of knowledge for refining and precising
the query plays an essential role, the exploratory search gets more a repeated interaction with
the search system. With each intervention of user by refining the search, the results get more
precise, unexpected issues turn into expected, and the user acquires implicitly knowledge about
a certain domain [NBS∗10]. The process of learning is categorized in our high-level task classi-
fication (see Figure 6.30) as explore. This aspect may be a little confusing due to the fact that
exploration is classified by Marchionini [Mar06] as the general process of learning and investi-
gating, which includes all higher level cognitive tasks in the search process. This can be argued
with the different characteristics of the search process in visual and non-visual systems. In a
visualization system, in particular with semantics, where data are related in a meaningful way
with each other, the exploration process is predominantly a process of implicit learning [NBS∗10].
Exploring information means revealing the meaning, their relationship to other data objects and
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associate them with the own knowledge in terms of human knowledge. It can be conferred to the
assumptions of Constructivism with the main attitudes of self-directed and somehow experiential
learning [BP99, pp. 107]. The user of visual environments explores the underlying information
by navigating through the data. The navigation process itself consists of implicit and self-direct
learning and constructs knowledge that leads to problem solving. In new situations, which may
be in visual environments new tasks, new data, or even new visual layouts, users are able to
transfer the previous knowledge and construct knowledge in new situations. Therefore we use
in context of visual environments the term exploration as a process of self-directed knowledge
acquisition and construction. The last step of the two models shows in contrast to Explore and
Learn some kinds of similarities. The Investigate process is assigned to analytical tasks that
require complex cognitive activities [Mar06]. One main step of this process is analysis, which
build in the task classification the last most complex step of processing information sequentially
by comprising attention [Wol07, NK13]. Figure 6.32 illustrates on an abstract level the described
assignments of tasks, search activities, and cognitive complexity.
Figure 6.32.: Assignment of tasks to cognitive activities
The different levels of tasks require the adaptation of visualization on different levels as
we proposed in [NK13]. The differentiated investigation of visual layers allows a more goal-
directed adaptation to users’ needs and tasks [NK13]. We introduced in Section 4.4.3 the work of
Bertin [Ber83], who differentiated between two elementary aspects of visual mappings: Implan-
tation and Imposition, visualization attributes that use the two dimensions of a plane (screen) to
encode information through graphical marks and those, which encode information through their
relationship to each other. This differentiation is of great importance for adapting visualizations,
which is also supported by results in cognitive science (e.g., Feature Integration Theory [TG80]
or Guided Search Model [Wol07] (introduced in Section 2.2)) [NK13]. Different and independent
studies illustrated a rapid and parallel processing of the retinal variables by the low-level human
vision (see Section 2.2). The so called ”pop-out effect” makes use of the human’s parallel vision
processing and guides the attention to the related location on the screen [Wol07, NK13]. Ware
proposed a three-tiered model by considering both the preattentive parallel processing and atten-
tive stages of human vision [War13]. He subdivides the attentive processing of visual information
into a serial stage of pattern recognition and a further stage of sequential goal-directed process-
ing. While the preattentive stage refers to the retinal (or visual) variables, the attentive stages
(or post-attentive stages) require a serial (or sequential) processing of information, which can be
provided by visual information of object relationships [NK13]. This aspect of attentive serial pro-
cessing, in particular by separating the visual retinal variables and layout information was also
investigated by Rensink [NK13]. In his coherence theory and the triadic architecture the strict
differentiation of layout and the low-level retinal variables was proposed in terms of the dynamic
generation of a visual representation. Rensink’s triadic architecture starts with the low-level
vision (pre-attentive) and is generally similar to Ware’s model. The most important aspect in
this context is the unification of layout. Rensink proposed that one important aspect of the
scene structure is layout, ”without regards to visual properties or semantic identity” [Ren02, p.
36] [NK13]. Further the representation is limited to the amount of displayed information.
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The described processes of visual perception in relation to human attention are the foun-
dation of our differentiated visual layers for adaptation. Based on the introduced models and
the results on research of parallel and serial (or sequential) processing we introduce first a model
for visual adaptation based on two major visual layers: Visual Layout and Visual Variables as
illustrated in Figure 6.33.
Figure 6.33.: Visual Layout and Visual Variables in correlation to visual perception model (pub-
lished in [NK13])
This model includes in particular the differentiation of Bertin’s Implantation and Imposi-
tion and maps these to the visual perception models described in Section 2.2 and the abstracted
task model. The main value of the differentiated adaptation of these layers is that simple search
tasks, such as locating or identifying can be supported by the low-level vision in terms of vi-
sual variables. The visualized items can be highlighted using the pre-attentive vision models to
guide the attention of users to certain or one data entity that is queried. In contrast to that
processes, which require complex cognitive activities make use of the serial vision processing
and can therewith be supported best in adapting Imposition and therewith the Visual Layout.
Therefore the arrangement of the entities on screen can be changed by various visual layouts and
placement algorithms. The attentive or post-attentive [TS86, TG80, Wol07] processes require a
more serial processing of visual information. The placement in terms of their arrangement and
relationship to each other enables solving more complex cognitive tasks, such as comparing or
analyzing information, acquiring knowledge through the exploration and navigation process, or
getting unexpected insights.
The differentiated adaptation of these two layers already provides an essential enhancement
in contrast to the existing works on adaptive visualizations (see Section 4.5). It leads to a finer
adaptivity based on the perceived visual information and enables the measurement of the effects,
such as interpretation or task completion time, distinction of graphical entities, or correctness of
tasks [CMS99, p. 23] of adaptive visual variables in contrast to adaptive visual layouts. However,
the main scope of this thesis is to investigate the entire process of information or semantics
visualization to provide the most effective way of adaptation. In this context, the separated
adaptation of visual variable and visual layout would lead to a more adequate adaptation but
would investigate the entire process. Rensink proposed in his works on Coherence Theory that
the (visual) representation is limited to the amount of displayed information [Ren02, Ren00].
This would lead to an adaptation of the amount of the displayed entities and would refer to the
question how many entities are displayed? The aspect of content adaptation was investigated
in context of visualization in some previous works (see Section 4.5.3.2), whereas commonly the
content is tailored in terms of quantity to be displayed [NSK11]. We go one step further and
claim that the content adaptation relies on various factors to be investigated in the adaptation
process. In particular for any kind of semantics, the structure of data (e.g. hierarchy, arbitrary,
dimensions), the domain of data in terms of what are the data about, the ability to order the data
entities (e.g. nominal, quantitative, ordinal), and the amount of the displayed data, may play a
key-role for the adaptation [NSK11]. With semantics and the related concepts, the underlying
data can be aggregated to an abstract concept-level, which includes categorical information
about the data. This abstraction is another kind of data reduction that leads to another kind
of content adaptation. Thus our content adaptation includes not only the adaptation of the
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content itself and provides further adaptation possibilities, such as structuring, abstracting, or
categorizing, named this layer of adaptation Semantics Layer. The Semantic Layer makes use
of the introduced measurements in Section 6.1 and the introduced processes in Section 6.2 and
adapts all data-related aspects and their mapping to the visual environment.
With the inclusion of the three layer Semantics, Visual Layout, and Visual Variable, we
separated all main aspects of the visualization transformation process and enable a further step
of granularity for the adaptation process. The visual transformation process starts commonly
with the Semantics layer that adapts the content, structure, order, and amount of entities to be
displayed [NSK11]. Thereafter, a visual layout is selected based on the two introduced influencing
factors of data and human behavior on the Visual Layout Layer. For guiding the attention to
certain data-entities, the layer of Visual Variables adapts certain retinal or visual features. The
entire process involves at all steps the persistent and volatile models that was generated and
computed for the adaptation process (see Section 6.2) [NSK11, NK13]. Figure 6.34 illustrates
schematically the described and so far introduced layers.
Figure 6.34.: Schematic illustration of the introduced visual layers with examples
The above described procedure involves and separates all visual layers and enables their
adaptation on each level to provide a guidance of attention through the visual variables, the
information processing by different and adapted visual layouts, and the appropriate mapping of
the visual layouts by adapting the semantics in terms of content, structure, amount etc. The
main limitation of the described process is that the visual layout provides just one view on
the data. Commonly already the Semantics layer provides not only one main characteristic,
e.g. only hierarchical structures, to provide the best fitting single interactive view on the data.
Further the processes of that require more complex cognitive tasks would not be supported by
single view on data in an appropriate way [NBB∗10, NBBF10]. To face this limitation, we
introduce a further adaptation layer that manipulates based on the introduced persistent and
volatile models and computation (see Section 6.2) of the adaptation process, the entire user
interface. The user interface adaptation is the last layer of the visual adaptation layers. Due
to the fact that we only investigate the visual appearance and orchestration of visual layouts
on screen [NBS∗10, NRB∗13, NSK11, NBB∗10, NBBF10], the user interface refers more to the
layer of Visual Interface. The main value of adapting the Visual Interface is that complex
tasks can be supported with the differentiation and reduction of data characteristics. This
differentiation is commonly performed by orchestrating the visual layouts in a juxtaposed manner
and provides separated visual perspectives without losing the context or certain information
[NBBF10]. The visual perspective are either interlinked with each other by using the brushing &
linking interaction (see Section 2.3) or decoupled from each other to support comparative tasks
on different views and levels. The process illustrated in Figure 6.34 can therewith be enhanced
as illustrated in Figure 6.35.
The differentiated adaptation of the identified visual layer enables a fine-granular tailoring
on users’ demands. Therefore each visual layer can be adapted based on the underlying volatile
or persistent knowledge models as described in previous sections. The differentiation of visual
layers can be adopted to the reference model of Card et al. [CMS99] (see Section 2.1) to
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Figure 6.35.: Schematic illustration of visual layers with tentative examples
provide a reusable and transferable reference model for visual adaptation. The transformation
process of the reference model is mapping the data tables to Visual Structures. Here the work of
Bertin [Ber83] builds the foundation of visual variables and structures to provide an effective
mapping. The reference model proposes that two main factors are important to provide an
effective mapping to visual structures. The mapping should preserve the data with their type of
variables and be perceived well by human. Human should be enabled to interpret faster, distinct
graphical entities, or leads to fewer errors [CMS99, p. 23]. Although, the reference model uses
and enhances the differentiation of Bertin [Ber83], a separation of layers for supporting different
tasks is not proposed. Further the reference model outlines that the visual encoding of data for
uncontrolled processing (pre-attentive visual information processing (see Section 2.2.1)) and for
controlled processing (sequential or attentive visual information processing (see Section 2.2.2))
[CMS99, 25] are different. The reference model does not propagate or investigate this separation.
It mainly focuses on a general transformation of data and their sequential characteristics to visual
structures and closes the loop to data with direct human interaction and intervention.
In contrast to the established reference model, we propose a reference model for visual
adaptation investigating the main outcomes of perception studies. Our model investigates in this
particular case mainly semantic data as starting point of the transformation process see Figure
6.36. However, the initial transformation step can be raw data too, we use semantic data, thus
this thesis investigates the adaptation of semantics visualization. The first transformation step is
similar to the reference model of Card et al. and transforms the underlying data to a structured
data model as described in Section 6.1.1 including common semantic information [NSK11]. The
main difference here is that our model does not start with a static pool of data. The data are
commonly results of user or system queries. Further this step includes already the volatile and
persistent model in the transformation process. Querying data by users is already a volatile
model, thus the resulted data are a subset of the entire data-set. Further the weighting of
semantic relationships and the amount of each semantic entity-type as illustrated in Section
6.1.2 is considered. The persistent models influence the transformation step too. The data
feature model provides structural information that is used to generate one or more data models
as internal representations of data. The user model that influences the amount of data and the
”data of interest” can be either a canonical, group, or individual user model. This aspect of user
model can be applied to all transformation steps of the proposed reference model as illustrated
abstractly in Figure 6.36.
The generated data model provides our Semantics (Content) layer. The visual mapping
to the Visual Layout layer is performed based on the capabilities of the visual layouts (see
Section 6.2.3) and the volatile and persistent models. This step chooses based on the underlying
information the most appropriate visual layout. The retinal variable mapping sets the visual
variables in terms of color, shape, size etc. based on the volatile and persistent models. The
strict bisection of visual layout and visual variable allows guiding the attention of users to certain
data entities, anomalies and so on, regardless which visual layout is chosen in the previous
transformation step. The visual layout orchestration builds based on the volatile and persistent
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Figure 6.36.: Layer-based reference model for adaptive visualizations
models a juxtaposed arrangement of different visual layouts. Further the interlinking of the visual
layouts with each other is set. With this further layer for visual adaptation the transformation
of data to a visual user interface covering one or more visual layouts is completed. The loop to
user is performed in two various ways: each interaction of the user is analyzed to provide a more
efficient adaptations and the interaction of users’ are manipulating the transformation process
too as proposed by Card et al. [CMS99]. Figure 6.36 illustrate our reference model of visual
adaptation and illustrates the described process [NBBK11, NK13, NRB∗13].
6.3.2. Semantics and Content Adaptation
Semantic or structured data are transformed in the first step of our reference model to the
Semantics Layer of adaptation. The semantics layer defines in particular what is visualized
[NSK11]. Commonly the use of the visualization environment starts with a user query. As
already stated in the description of our data model (see Section 6.1.1) the resulted queries
consists either data that are instantiated as objects to be visualized or not instantiated objects
that are present in the data model but not visible for the user. The differentiation of which
data-part is visualized and which part remains in the model, is computed based on the previous
individual user or canonical user behavior and the overall structure of data that is in any case
given. If a user model does not exist even on a canonical level, only the structure of the data is
considered in this transformation process.
The process of differentiation for this transformation step is quite easy, due to occurring
delays of higher computations: First the overall structure and amount of data is determined
as described in Section 6.1.2 and 6.1.1. Here the amount of data plays an essential role. If
the amount of data is higher than the given visual layouts are designed to visualize, the struc-
tural information of the data are used as indicators for abstraction or even reduction. The
structural information contains information about data hierarchy, arbitrary relations with infor-
mation about incoming or outgoing nodes [NSK11], amount of entities on each hierarchy-level,
and further semantic information such as properties, which may contain geographical or temporal
information. In this context the type of data is important for the abstraction and therewith a
reduced and categorized view on data. In the next step the structural information, in particular
the hierarchical information, are used to generate ”knowledge categories” based on the semantic
concepts. This enables to visualize all queried data on an abstract level. The named categories
are used to determine the interests of users in certain field of the domain knowledge. Based
on the weighted probability, the data entities with higher relevance are instantiated in the data
model. The geographic, temporal, and other properties and aspects of data provide a secondary
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relevance for the instantiation of the data. This aspect is determined by two main factors: do the
queried data have any geographic or temporal information and are amount of these information
high enough for visualization, and does the user have any preferences on visualization of these
properties?
Based on our reference model the Semantics layer is a structured and categorized subset of
the queried data with relevance values for the abstracted categories and data entities. Further
the structure itself, e.g. hierarchical or arbitrary, and the properties are assigned with relevance
values. The relevance measurements are performed based on the introduced volatile and persis-
tent models. The preferred domain of data is determined through the introduced measurements
based on the user model. The preferred structure and data properties are determined through
the overall data structure and user’s preference in the user model. The users’ interactions lead
to changing all criteria of the Semantics layer. Based on the Inverse Instance Frequency (iIf)
and the Direct Relation Frequency inverse Relations Frequency (dRf-iRf) algorithms (see Section
6.1.2.2) the relevance values of neighboring entities are manipulated. Further the interaction with
domains leads to new measurements and loads the not instantiated data on demand [NSK11].
Figure 6.37 maps the described procedure to our reference model and provides an overview of
the main steps.
Figure 6.37.: Semantics Layer in the reference model
6.3.3. Visual Layout Adaptation
The Visual Layout layer defines the visual appearance of data in terms of their relationship to each
other and in relation to the screen according to Bertin’s Imposition [Ber83, NSK11]. Therewith
the placement of visual representations of data is defined in particular with their relations to
other entities and refers to the questions where to visualize data entities. Based on the Imposition
model, the placement of entities in relations to the screen (or plane) plays an important role as
information carrier. In particular, if the axes of the screen provide information, e.g. in a temporal
or hierarchical manner. In our reference model the Data Model of the Semantics layer provide
after a reduction and categorization of the data, a subset of the queried data to Visual Layout
layer and initiate the visual mapping transformation. The visual mapping is performed in the
first based on the information about data. This includes the amount of instantiated entities with
their type. For each semantic entity, e.g. concepts, instances, incoming and outgoing relations,
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or properties, quantitative information are provided. Further the main structural information of
the data or provided in terms of their dominance, e.g. dominant hierarchies, arbitrary relations,
dominant existence of knowledge entities, or no relational information. Further this step provides
information about data properties in terms of their characteristics, e.g. temporal or geographical
data. All these information are provided with their quantity, which is investigated as relevance
value for the visual mapping transformation. The main aspect in this step is to identify visual
layouts that are not capable to visualize the underlying data (see Section 6.2.3). The mapping
is performed with the specifications of the visual layouts in the Semantics Visualization Markup
Language (see Section 6.2.3) a persistent model that is describing the capabilities of each visual
layout. In our reference model this model is not assigned as an exclusively, but is part of the
data feature model. The volatile models plays just indirectly a role, thus they manipulate the
Semantics layer and therewith provide implicitly information about the data to be visualized.
The main model here, beside the capability of each visual layout, is the user model. The user
model at individual, group, or canonical model, contains information about the preferred layout
of the user. The combination of the two persistent models enables to determine the identification
of the most appropriate visual layout based on the underlying data and user preferences [NSK11].
Figure 6.38.: Visual Layout Layer in the reference model
The user model contains commonly just relevance values for each visual layout. Therefore
the restriction of visual layouts that are not capable to visualize certain data is an important
issue. Even if a visual layout has the highest relevance value based on the user model, but is not
able visualize the underlying structures or data, the particular visual layout is excluded from the
adaption process. A simple and comprehensible example is the visualization of temporal data.
If the user model contains high relevance values for temporal visual layouts, but the data do
not provide any temporal information, the next visual layout with a high relevance value from
the user model is investigated for the adaptation process [NSK11, NK13, NRB∗13]. Figure 6.38
maps the described procedure to our reference model and provides an overview of the main steps.
6.3.3.1. Classification of Visual Layouts for Semantics
Semantics data consist of a set of different and varying data and structural components. It
contains hierarchical structure, which we used in the Section 6.1.1.1 to generate a categorization
of search results. The instances have relations to each other as arbitrary relations and contain
additional information in form of properties. These properties consist of varying data types,
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which includes number, date, time, geographic, text and so on. Semantics provides a variety of
heterogeneous data and according to the introduced models, a variety of ways to visualize the
semantic information. We illustrated in our review on related works (Section 3.5) that a great
number of semantics visualizations focus on visualizing one main characteristic of the semantics.
The separated view on semantics makes sense, thus the variety of included information leads to
very complex and incomprehensible views, whereas the main limitation is in the information lost.
In context of our survey, we identified three main classes of semantics visualizations: hierarchical
semantics visualizations, relational semantics visualizations, and entity-based semantics visual-
izations (Section 3.5.2). For introducing the integrated visual layouts of our reference model, we
use our classification of semantics visualization and enhance the class of Property-based Visual
Layouts, thus our approach investigates aspects of geographical and temporal visualizations too.
Further the definition of Entity-based Visual Layouts is adapted to our approach, where all the
visualization process is focused on information search and retrieval. Therefore, we rename this
class of visual representation to Resource-based Visual Layout, due to the character that the
targets URIs (Resources) are visualized.
Hierarchical Visual Layouts
One main class in for the visual layouts of our reference model still remains the hierarchical view
on semantics. In context of our visual layouts it is important to outline that hierarchical layouts
enables to categorize domain-specific resources in inherited concepts and allow a topic-related
access to the domain knowledge. With the categorized views they provide a substantial element
for visualizations, namely overview on abstracted levels of categories. The overview on hierarchi-
cal structures provides the ability to find the starting point and locate the knowledge-resource of
interest. Further these layouts provide commonly an overview of the entire hierarchical structure
of the data and data-entities, which enable an implicit knowledge acquisition by retrieving the
ancestors of semantic entities [NSK11, NBBF10].
Relational Visual Layouts
As illustrated in the definition of relational visualizations (Section 3.5.2) aim to visualize the
semantic context of information and provide therewith navigation and browsing abilities within
an information space. Common approaches for visualizing semantic relationships are usually
based on graph-based visualization techniques and provide navigation through the nodes and
semantic neighborhood. Relational Visual Layouts visualize the in particular the arbitrary and
non-hierarchical structure of the semantics data. The main goal of these visual layouts is to
provide a view on the semantic neighborhoods and enable the navigation through the arbitrary
structure.
Property-based Visual Layouts
Property-based Visual Layouts aims at visualizing certain explicit or implicit properties of the
semantics: explicit in terms of explicitly annotated properties and implicit by means of those
properties that are retrieved during the data transformation process. Examples of explicit prop-
erties are temporal and geographical properties that are part of the semantic annotation, whereas
the number of entities in a time period or in certain categories is gathered implicitly. This type
of visual layout commonly makes use of the screen axes as information carrier, e.g. to visualize
the spread of entities over time.
Resource-based Visual Layouts
Resource-based Visual Layouts are responsible for the presentation of the content referenced by
URIs in the semantics. Their main goal is to visualize the content behind a semantic entity. The
content view enables a detailed view on the information and builds therewith the most focused
view on data. These visual layouts are commonly not using any algorithms for placement. They
are just to visualize the content in form of text, pictures, or any other multimedia object [NSK11].
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6.3.3.2. Integrated Visual Layouts
This part of the thesis introduces some of the integrated visual layouts that are part of our visual
environment and provide the described adaptive features. The description of the visual layouts
will follow the introduced classification, whereas some visual layouts may combine the outlined
visualization characteristics. In these cases, we will categorize the visual layout based on the
most dominant visual capability and describe further features.
Hierarchical Visual Layouts
Hierarchical visual layouts can be used in various ways to convey information. One main aspect
in this context is to provide an overview of the subset of the queried and instantiated data.
To support such a visual overview, we used the force-directed algorithm [Kob12] to visualize
explicitly the result set of concepts and therewith categories in our SemaSpace-Concept visual
layout. SemaSpace-Concept visualizes only the concepts that were retrieved from the Semantics
layer. It illustrates the concepts on an abstracted level with the main intention to provide an
overview of the entire domain knowledge. With an integrated mini-map as help for orientation
and the possibility of Panning and Zooming (see Section 2.3.2), the visual layout provides the
acquisition of knowledge about a certain queried item for gathering more information and refine
the information search. The nodes are not connected with each other. They just provide infor-
mation about subclasses in terms of annotated numbers to each node. The navigation through
the concepts allows viewing and interacting with other concepts or sub-concepts. Figure 6.39
illustrates the visual layout SemaSpace-Concept providing an overview of the entire concepts and
zoomed-in to provide further information about certain concepts.
a) b)
Figure 6.39.: SemaSpace-Concept: a: overview and b: zoomed hierarchical visual layout
The introduced visual layout may provide an overview on an abstract level for the searched
term, but the hierarchical characteristics of the data are not explicitly outlined. It has more the
character of gathering domain knowledge on an abstract level rather than navigating through
the hierarchy to the concept or instance of interest. To provide a real hierarchical view on data
and enable the navigation through the sub-concept hierarchy, we developed the SeMap visual
layout [NBH09].
SeMap combines two different visual layouts to provide on the one a more goal-directed nav-
igation through the conceptual hierarchies and on the other hand an overview on the contextual
hierarchical path that leads to comprehend the knowledge path [NBH09]. Therefore, we used
Shneiderman’s Treemap [Shn92, SP09] and Treeview that leads to navigate through certain
levels of hierarchies. Thereby the layout starts at a root node of a tree and displays the next and
more detailed level by users’ interaction. The main advantage of SeMap is that the users are not
overcharged with the entire hierarchy at the initial point of search. They build their hierarchy
through the interactions, whereas the neighboring concepts on the same hierarchical level are
visualized too. With the space-filling approach of Shneiderman the navigation and therewith
the inclusion of implicit knowledge gets easier as evaluated in preliminary study [NBH09, p. 90].
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This is due the rigorous support of different visual variables in the layout algorithm. Figure 6.40
illustrates SeMap with the different levels of hierarchical abstractions. Further the successive
buildup of the hierarchies is illustrated that lead to less complex view on the hierarchical data.
The visual layout helps to build up a map of semantic concepts based on the interactions of
users. With users’ navigation through the semantics, SeMap only visualizes the relevant aspects
and information.
a) b)
Figure 6.40.: SeMap: a: categories, and b: incremental navigation
SeMap enables a simple navigation and goal directed navigation through the hierarchical
structure of semantics but has one limitation: it does not support multiple-inheritance and a
view on different concept at the same time, due to the integrated navigation path. To provide a
visual layout that supports these two features, we developed and integrated the SemaSun visual
layout [SBN∗10]. SemaSun uses the Sunburst metaphor [SBN∗10] to provide similar to SeMap
an incremental ”building” of the navigation path. At the startup of the visual layout, the root
concept of the data is illustrated (Figure 6.41: 1a). The user is able to incrementally explore the
hierarchy by expanding entities of interest (Figure 6.41: 1b). The radial layout of the sunburst
visualization offers thereby the expansion of multiple paths (Figure 6.41: 1c) so users are able
to gather an overview of the whole inheritance structure and are not limited to the exploration
of a single path [SBN∗10, p. 914]. To maintain the informational context and to avoid the
need for scrolling, entities that users visited earlier move closer to the center and are reduce in
their size (Figure 6.41: 1c). A distortion technique combined with mouse-over reveals the entire
label in reduced entities. The number of child nodes is denoted as the number of arcs around
the parent node (Figure 6.41). During the exploration process, users may find entities they are
interested in. In order to not loose these relevant entities during the further exploration of the
knowledge space, SemaSun integrates multiple focus support. With this feature users are able
to mark entities of interest, so that the labels of these focused entities are always visible and
are not reduced in their size by the distortion effect (Figure 6.41: 2) [SBN∗10]. Further the
multiple inheritance of semantic entities are supported with the multi-focus feature, if an entity
is selected that inherits from more than one concepts all duplicates of this entity are focused by
the multiple focus feature (Figure 6.41: 3) [SBN∗10].
The introduced visual layouts make use of spatial or space-filling approaches to convey the
semantic hierarchy. The SemaZoom visual layout [BNB∗11] combines space-filling approaches
with node-link a layout to illustrate in particular the semantic hierarchy. SemaZoom makes use
of distortion and focus plus context techniques to provide in particular an overview of the entire
queried subset of the semantic data. In contrast to the introduced SemaSpace-Concept, the
layout is not limited to a view on concept level. It makes use of two main components: a schema
layer that provides in a space-filling manner the concept hierarchy and an instance and relation
layer that orders instances according to their concepts. The layout focuses on visualizing the
hierarchy of instances and heir relations. An assignment of instances to their concept provides
an orientation for users. The interaction with the layout can be commonly performed without
mouse-clicks. Here, a fish-eye layout is integrated that responds to the mouse movement and
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3
Figure 6.41.: SemaSun: 1: Incremental exploration, 2: multi-focus feature, and 3: multi-
inheritance support of the visual layout
allows gathering the entire information of the semantic hierarchies. The selection of an instance
leads to a stop of the distortion technique. Figure 6.42 illustrates the introduced visual layout
and the two layers of schema and instance and relations.
a) b)
Figure 6.42.: SemaSun: 1: Incremental exploration, 2: multi-focus feature, and 3: multi-
inheritance support of the visual layout
We further integrated for the hierarchical view on the semantics a Treemap version according
to Shneiderman [SP09], a node-link graph, and an indented list with hierarchical view as
illustrated in Figure 6.43. The main goal here was to evaluate these visual layouts against the
introduced ones.
Relational Visual Layouts
Relational Visual Layouts commonly aims at providing navigation ability through the semantic
relation and context of the underlying data. The integrated SemaGraph [NBBF10] visual layout
enables such navigation through the semantic relations with a concentric-radial node-link layout.
The main value of this simple visual layout is that the degree of complexity can be adjusted
through the level of details and the level of semantic relations. We chose the concentric radial
algorithm for conveying such relational information due to the fact that the focused object is
always placed in the center of the graph-layout. This is to convey implicitly the information
that the graph does not provide any hierarchical relations or the hierarchical relations are not
focuses in this layout and to provide a more comprehensible way to perceive the focused objects.
Although, the aspect of identifying the main and focused object is more a task of the visual
variables layer, the positioning in the center of a graph supports this visual feature. Sema-
Graph’s main visual layout just provides information on the instance level. It illustrates the
instances of the semantic data with an arbitrary graph that leads to comprehensible views of
the arbitrary semantic relations for small entity-amounts. In case of high amounts of entities
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Figure 6.43.: Treemap and hierarchical node-link layout
the graph-based visual layout overcharges users due to the complex arrangement of entities and
relations. Therefore this visual layout is not design to be used for huge graphs or amounts of
semantic entities. Further, SemaGraph provides a varying set of different features and integrated
layouts. It supports, e.g. loading-on demand from not yet instantiated entities in the data model
or supports different derivations of the concentric-radial layout. In particular it supports the
navigation through semantic instances and provides a view on the semantic relations of a partic-
ular semantic entity. Figure 6.44 illustrates some derivations of SemaGraph and illustrates the
complex view (Figure 6.44: b), if the number of entities are high.
a) b) c)
d)
Figure 6.44.: The derivation of the SemaGraph visual layout
The introduced version of SemaGraph does not provide the underlying concept information
of the semantic data. This kind of information reduction leads to a more efficient navigation of
the semantic relations that are commonly arbitrary and provide relational information. In some
cases it might be necessary to add the concept information directly to the graph. This is in
those cases more efficient, if the relational information is limited in their number and the screen
space can be used to provide another schema layer as provided by SemaZoom. For providing
this information, we enhanced SemaGraph with an additional layer of concepts. The concentric-
radial layout places all instances according to their concepts in a radial way. The limitation of
the enhanced SemaGraph is that not further levels of detail can be added. The advantages are
that the conceptual information is provided in the same layout and a kind of interaction history
is integrated. The interaction history illustrates in a vertical manner all previously illustrated
instances and in particular the previously selected instance. The enhanced version of SemaGraph
includes further a paging functionality, due to the limited visual capabilities. With the paging,
hidden instances are revealed. Figure 6.45 illustrates the enhanced version of SemaGraph with
the integrated and described features.
A similar approach for visualizing relational information according to their concepts was
proposed by Bhatti in SemaSpace (formerly SemaVis) [Bha08]. The first version of SemaSpace
was designed to visualize formal ontologies as a standalone visualization using the force-direct
algorithm. The main value of the first SemaGraph version was that the force-directed algorithm
was used to pull the instances to their concepts (called knowledge spaces [Bha08]) and provide
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Interaction History Concepts
Paging
Figure 6.45.: The enhanced SemaGraph visual layout with its features
similar information as the advanced SemaGraph layout. We enhanced SemaSpace according
to our approach by separating the layout from the entire system and the other described layers
[NBBF10]. Further we integrated a more simple a comprehensible view of sub-class of relations in
the visual layout and class relations. The enhancements on SemaSpace led to the ability to open
or close the concepts and provide a more comprehensible view on semantics data. SemaSpace is
one of the visual layouts that is theoretically able to visualize all aspects of semantics, namely
hierarchies, concept-relations, instance-relations, inheritance-relations on concept and instance
level, and sub-class relations. Figure 6.46 illustrates the initial version of SemaSpace and the
enhanced version with the enhanced features.
a)
b)
Figure 6.46.: SemaSpace: a: The initial version (according to [Bha08, p. 314]) and b: the
enhanced and integrated version
To support in particular the search and exploration process in semantic data, we investi-
gated the relations between search queries and semantic entities as results [SNB∗12, SBBN13].
Therefore, we combined the two introduced algorithms to visualize the relations between the
terms and the results. Term Nodes represent the recognized search terms. These nodes are
placed by a concentric layout algorithm at the startup. Users are able to move and order them
on the screen according to their wishes. Result Nodes represent the hits in the combined result
list that are found for the given user query. These nodes are visually connected to related term
nodes with directed edges and are treated by a force-directed layout algorithm according to their
weights to the surrounding term nodes [SBBN13, p. 139]. Figure 6.47 illustrates the introduced
visual layout with term and result nodes.
A similar layout that enables the view on relations between searched terms and results of
the query is SemaPrism [Naz12]. SemaPrism uses a placement algorithm with three different
levels of abstraction. The results of one or more search terms are placed on an outer circle.
A circle in the middle illustrates all concepts of the underlying semantic data as areas. The
semantic related entities are placed in the center circle according to their concepts. The queried
terms or term-nodes are placed in the inner circle of the visual layout. This way of layouting
search results enables to gather the relation between the searched term and the resulted entities.
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Term-Nodes
Result-Nodes
Results matches of two Term-Nodes
Figure 6.47.: Combined visual layout for visualizing relations between search term and results
(adapted from [SBBN13, p. 142])
In particular, the semantic relation in the center circle provides a comprehensible way to view
how the resulted entities are related to the search terms. Further the relations to other entities
are illustrated according to their concepts. These entities enable an exploration and navigation
to other semantically related entities and gather new and unexpected information. SemaPrism
provides further similar to the previous layout, a paging feature that enables to visualize a huge
amount of entities, whereas each page is limited to a result set of twenty entities. Figure 6.48
illustrates the visual layout and the described circles.
Related Entities
Categories
Results
Search terms
Paging
Figure 6.48.: SemaPrism with three main circles for queried terms, semantically related entities,
and result entities [Naz12]
Property-based Visual Layouts
The relational visual layouts enable a navigation and exploration in particular through the seman-
tic relations of knowledge entities. The knowledge or semantic entities are commonly annotated
with further properties. We differentiate for the Property-based Visual Layouts two kinds of
properties, explicit properties that are annotated in the data and are part of the semantic data
entities and implicit properties that are gathered through different computations, e.g. amount
of entities in relation to time. Figure 6.49 illustrates a simple way to reveal explicit properties of
entities in textual manner. It includes all the information that a single semantic entity contains.
For visualizing semantic information two kinds of explicit properties are important: Tem-
poral and geographical, thus commonly other properties can be visualized with other visual
layouts. For investigating the temporal aspects in semantics, we integrated the SemaTime
[SNB∗11, SNF10] visual layout. Therefore we used the horizontal screen axis for providing
temporal information. SemaTime consists of main view that contains semantic entities placed
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Figure 6.49.: Textual view on annotated (explicit) semantic properties
according the annotated the annotated time. Further it provides relational information of seman-
tic entities and if given temporal relations of the entities. The temporal navigation component is
placed at the bottom and enables with a time-slider the navigation through the time-period and
an overview of the instances in the main view as thumbnails. SemaTime is provided as visual
layout with two different versions. One of these provides further a hierarchical view on concept
level and enables filtering on concept level [SNB∗11]. The hierarchical view is similar to the al-
ready introduced SeMap and was adapted from this visual layout. Further this version provides
a detailed view that enables the illustration of the underlying resource. The other version of
SemaTime reduces the complexity of the visual layout by dismissing the hierarchical view on the
semantic concepts. Figure 6.50 illustrates both versions of SemaTime [SNB∗11, SNF10].
a) b)
Figure 6.50.: The two versions of SemaTime: a: advanced version with hierarchical and detailed
view (from [SNB∗11, p. 523]) and b: reduced version for a better comprehension
[SNB∗11, SNF10]
To support the geographical properties of semantic entities, we use the geographical visual-
ization Google Maps. To support the placement of semantic entities and relations, we build up
a further layer of semantic entities and relations, similar to the introduced visual layout Sema-
Zoom. Each semantic entity is placed on the map according to the geographical coordinates or
geographical attributes. Further the countries of the entities are highlighted. The semantic rela-
tions are visualized through an arbitrary node-link graph. Figure 6.51 illustrates the SemaGeo
visual layout.
The introduced visual layouts make use of explicit annotated properties. In some cases,
the properties are not explicitly part of the semantic entities but can be gathered through the
introduced approaches of iterative querying (Section 6.1.1.1) and quantitative analysis (Section
6.1.2.1). The most common and useful way is to retrieve the amount of certain semantic entities.
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Figure 6.51.: SemaGeo visual layout for geographical properties
Commonly these are assigned with further data properties in the data set, such as date of creation
or place of creation. In contrast to the introduced visual layouts not only one dimension of screen
is needed to provide this information. The provision of temporal information in correlation
with the amount of data entities requires at least two dimensions of the screen. To provide
such information that are built up by explicit (temporal annotations) and implicit (amount
of entities), we introduced the SemaRiver [SBB∗12] visual layout. SemaRiver represents the
temporal occurrence of semantic entities in an extended stacked-graph layout. The advanced
overlay techniques integrated in the stacked graph enable the exploration of topic specific and
temporal co-occurrences [SBB∗12]. Similar to SemaTime, SemaRiver provides a times-slider
with an overview of the entire temporal set. The slider enables enables navigation through the
temporal spread. Figure 6.52 illustrates the introduced visual layout.
Figure 6.52.: SemaRiver visual layout for temporal spread of entity amounts
Resource-based Visual Layouts
The so far introduced visual layouts aimed at providing structural, hierarchical, temporal, or
geographical information through the visual placement of semantic entities. According to the
tasks to be solved with semantics visualizations and to the Visual Information Seeking Mantra
of Shneiderman [Shn96], it is necessary to provide a detailed view on the data. In case of
semantics data it is commonly the resource of each entity that is referenced as an URI. In case
of metadata, similar references consists that enable the retrievement of the data entity. Thus
commonly our visualization approach accesses data from the Web. It is obvious to provide the
data using the most common markup-language on Web. We therefore integrated the content
layout SemaContent [NSK11, NBBF10, SBB∗11] to illustrate the resource as content in the
visual environment. SemaContent supports the most common Web-based markup languages
as well as the illustration of pictures or other multimedia objects. Figure 6.53 illustrates some
derivations of SemaContent.
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Figure 6.53.: Various derivations of the resource visualizer SemaContent
The integrated visual layouts and content illustrations are an important part of our con-
ceptual design. In particular the fact that heterogeneous classes of layouts are investigated to
provide different perspectives on semantics is essential for the adaptation process. However, not
all the introduced layouts provide the full adaptive behavior in terms of content adaptation and
visual variable adaptation, this aspect is not limiting our general approach. Our application
scenarios in the following chapter and the evaluation of the entire approach will consider only
the full adaptive visual layouts. Furthermore, we propose to enhance the set of visual layouts
and even the integrated classes for new application scenarios and a broader range of users.
6.3.4. Recommending Visual Layouts
The process of adaptation of the visualization according to our reference model does not differ-
entiate in the first attempt a differentiated level of adaptation according to the identified layers.
Commonly the adaptation can be performed initially before the user starts with the work or
interaction on a system or during the work and interaction. This differentiation is particular
for visualization adaptation essential. The focused attention according to the illustrated models
requires a sequential processing of information. Human are involved and work focused on various
aspects or tasks by interacting with visualization and perceiving visual information. The initial
change on visualizations would not affect this interaction and perception process. But if the user
is in a focused information or acquiring process, the unexpected changes on the visualizations
may be destructive and miss their main target: to support the user. To face a destructive adap-
tation behavior, the adaptation process follows an automatism level that investigates process of
adaptation during the work with a visualization system. Changes during the work on Semantics
layer can be compared to recommendation systems. The changes occur in a more hidden and not
perceivable manner [Neu08]. Loading data on demand, after an interaction of user, leads to a
more comprehensible way of understanding the relations and correlations of data. This ”hidden”
recommendation or adaptation is thereby not disturbing the user in his work process.
The adaptation of the Visual Variable layer is affecting the layer that is next to users’
attention. An automatic adaptation of visual variables, e.g. color or size, leads to guiding the
attention to certain elements or data representations. The adaptation process in this case has
to be performed in a smooth and comprehensible way and coupled with user’s interactions. The
direct coupling of users’ interaction with certain changes on the Visual Variable layer leads to
the user assumption that the result of the interaction and the reaction of the system was the
appliance of certain visual variables. Thus the visual variables just changes a small amount of
the visual capacity compared to the entire adaptation possibilities of visualizations the changes
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during the work with the system as reaction of users’ interaction are not disrupting the working
process of the users.
A similar constellation is the adaptation process of the Visual Interface layer. Commonly
the visual or user interface consists of dynamic and therewith adaptable components and static
components that remain during the entire process of work or either during all sessions of users.
The visual interface adaptation refers commonly to the adaptation of different visual layouts,
their order, and their amount. Changes as system reaction of users’ interaction by adding new
visual layouts can be performed in a full automatic way. From the users’ perspective it is more
or less just another perspective on data. The user may interact with it or work with other visual
layouts. The similarity of the constellation can be argued by the users’ attention. If a new layout
is added on the screen as a result of users’ interaction, the attention of the user is directed to
that layout. In some cases it might make sense due to the new or alternating perspective and in
other cases the user may ignore the change or even put the layout away from the screen. Here,
a real disruption of the working process is not really given, thus the focused visual layout is not
changing.
In contrast to the described adaptations, a change of the focused visual layout may lead to
context lost, disruption of focused attention, or even overcharging effects. In particular, if the
system changes the visual layout, the user is currently working with. To avoid the mentioned
effects, we integrated three level of visual adaptation as illustrated in Figure 6.54. The visual
layout is commonly recommended to the user. The full adaptation is just performed if data are
loaded that cannot be anymore visualized by the particular visual layout or the user is expecting
a change in visual layout, e.g. for a detailed view. This adaptation effects are further constrained
to ”similar” visual layouts, e.g. replacing a node-link graph layout by another node-link graph
layout. In this cases the user does not lose the context, thus the selected node still remains
selected and the visual changes are performed slightly. Further each visual change is a system
reaction of users’ interaction.
Figure 6.54.: Levels of automatic adaptation in the visual environment
The recommendation of visual layout is performed by arranging icons of alternating visual
layouts on the screen. The slight movement of the visual layout recommendation guides the
attention of the user to the alternating and better fitting visual layouts in a scant way of attention
guidance. The visual recommendation through the representing icons makes use of two main
visual variables. The order indicates based on the user model (canonical, group, or individual
model) the best fitting visual layout, while the size of the icons indicates the relationship of
visualizable content in contrast to the instantiated content. This is due that the preferred visual
layouts may only have the capability to visualize just a sub-set of the instantiated data. The user
should be aware that the chosen visual layout has limitation for the given subset of data. Further
each icon illustrates the number of visual layouts that are placed on the screen. Figure 6.55
illustrates the described procedure as a paper-prototype of the recommendation functionality.
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2
1
Recommendation of visual layouts
Order indicates fiting to user model
Size indicates visualizable amount of data
Visual layouts placed on screen
Number of visual layouts placed on screen
Figure 6.55.: Recommendation of Visual Layouts
6.3.5. Visual Variables Adaptation
The Visual Variable layer defines the visual appearance of visual layouts and the underlying
data in terms of visual parameterization by setting e.g. the texture, color, or size according to
Bertin’s Implantation [Ber83, NK13]. The visual variables enrich the geometry of the visual
layout layer to indicate information about relevance, quantity, and data value related order
ability [NSK11]. According to the various studies on visual perception as illustrated in Section 2.2
the visual variables guide the attention of users [Wol07, NK13, NRB∗13]. Certain visual variables
throughout various distractors can be perceived preattentively and reduce therewith the visual
search on low level task such as locating an item on the screen. The use of visual variables to
enable a preattentive information processing requires a visual separation of the item or items that
should be focused by the users and the distractors on screen. In this context the visual separation
refers to the works of Treisman et al. [TG88, TS86] andWolfe et al. [Wol89, Wol07], in which
the visual difference of the items leads to the pop-out effect and guides the attention of users to
certain visual representations. Beside the pop-out effects of visual variables, these are used in our
model to indicate information on abstract and detailed levels. To avoid the bottom-up activation
in a preattentive manner, this visual information use commonly similar variable, e.g. size or
saturation, with differing parameterization and without a pop-out effect. This leads to indicate
for example the amount of entities in a concept by using the size of the visual representation of
the concept. In such cases a pop-out effect would occur automatically if significant differences
between the numbers of entities in the concepts are given. The Visual Variable layer defines the
visual appearance of visual layouts and the underlying data in terms of visual parameterization
by setting e.g. the texture, color, or size according to Bertin’s Implantation [Ber83, NK13].
The visual variables enrich the geometry of the visual layout layer to indicate information about
relevance, quantity, and data value related order ability [NSK11]. According to the various
studies on visual perception as illustrated in Section 2.2 the visual variables guide the attention
of users [Wol07, NK13, NRB∗13]. Certain visual variables throughout various distractors can be
perceived preattentively and reduce therewith the visual search on low level task such as locating
an item on the screen. The use of visual variables to enable a preattentive information processing
requires a visual separation of the item or items that should be focused by the users and the
distractors on screen. In this context the visual separation refers to the works of Treisman et
al. [TG88, TS86] and Wolfe et al. [Wol89, Wol07], in which the visual difference of the items
leads to the pop-out effect and guides the attention of users to certain visual representations.
Beside the pop-out effects of visual variables, these are used in our model to indicate information
on abstract and detailed levels. To avoid the bottom-up activation in a preattentive manner,
these visual information use commonly similar variable, e.g. size or saturation, with differing
parameterization and without a pop-out effect. This leads to indicate for example the amount of
entities in a concept by using the size of the visual representation of the concept. In such cases a
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pop-out effect would occur automatically if significant differences between the number of entities
in the concepts are given.
Our reference model investigates all volatile and persistent models to adapt the visual vari-
ables. Each model is handled in a different way and provides different information for the Visual
Variable layer (see Figure 6.56). The queried search term results as illustrated in a sub-set of in-
stantiated data that are visualized on the screen. Here the recognition of the queried search term
is in particular of interest for the user, thus this term is the starting point of the navigation and
exploration through the visualization. The matching of search term and the resulted semantic
entities are highlighted by using a visual variable to ensure that the attention of users is guided
to the term first. In cases, where the search term does not provide a unique matching to the
results, the resulted entities are all highlighted to differentiate them at least from their semantic
neighbors and provide therewith a faster information processing. The weighting of semantic
neighbors by our introduced iIf and dRf-iRf (see Section 6.1.2.2) is used adapt visual variables
based on the calculated weights of focused objects. Therefore, visual variables are commonly
used that indicates the quantitative calculations, e.g. saturation. In a similar way, the quantity
of instantiated data is visualized. Therefore the number of instances of the concepts or number
of relations of instances is visualized through a visual variable that is capable to visualize such
quantitative measures, e.g. size (see Section 2.5.1: classification by data value). An important
role for the Visual Variable layer plays the user model. The reference model refers to just one
user model as an abstract model that stands for the canonical, group, or individual user model.
As illustrated in Section 6.1.3 the user model contains information about users’ interest and
previous knowledge on data entity level. Visual variables are here used to guide users’ attention
to their domain of interest on an abstract concept level and to certain entities of interest. This
adaptation makes use of distinguishable visual variable to ensure that the user is supported in the
exploration process. Therefore the measured relevance values are transformed in visual variable
values, e.g. the computed relevance value is mapped directly to the saturation of instances in a
visual layout. Figure 6.56 illustrates the described adaptations.
Figure 6.56.: Visual Variable Layer in the reference model
The visual variables are commonly dependent on the capabilities of the visual layout in the
reference model. As already mentioned the visual layouts are annotated with their capabilities in
our SVML. One aspect of the SVML is the information about supported visual variables for each
visual layout. The transformation step of retinal variable mapping first determines the supported
visual variables of the visual layouts. There are a number of visual variables that are supported
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by all visual layouts: saturation, hue, brightness, size, and transparency. Beside this set of visual
variables, visual layouts may support further and enhanced visual variables, e.g. distortion,
order, icon and glyphs, orientation, and background that are annotated in the SVML of each
visual layout. Based on the supported visual variables the above described adaptation based on
various factors is performed. The main aspect in the adaptation process is to provide a coherent
picture of the visualized data. Therefore only those visual variables are used for adaptation that
are supported by all visual layouts on the screen. Dismissing, selecting, or replacing single visual
layouts has no affect to visual variables thus the least common number of visual variables are
used for the adaptation. In case of creating a new visual interface with other visual layouts,
the visual variables are again determining the least common numbers of the supported visual
variables and use them for the adaptation purposes.
Another aspect is the number of used visual variables. The effect of visual variables is
reduced with each new visual variable. If a visual layout adapts the entire range of visual
variables to support the adaptation effect, the real effect of guidance and information carrier of
visual variables may be lost or the user may be overcharged with the range of visual variables.
To avoid this effect, the number of adaptive visual variables is commonly limited to three.
6.3.6. Visual Interface Adaptation
The layer of Visual Interface is the last transformation step in our reference model. It is respon-
sible for creating a coherent visual interface by placing one or more visual layouts including the
already defined visual variables on the screen. The visual interface or user interface is created
by the dynamic visualization components of the reference model and some static components
that may provide a dynamic behavior, e.g. the introduced recommendation model for visual
layouts (see Section 6.3.4). The adaptation by orchestrating more than one visual layout leads
to view various or the same data by various or the same visual layouts. Therefore first the overall
diversity of the data is determined of the data model instantiated as query results. In case of
more than one data-base, this step is performed for each data-base and resulted data-sets. The
amount of the different data types and structures enable to measure how necessary or efficient a
visual layout can be placed on screen investigating the already placed visual layouts. Further the
investigation of the user model plays in important role for adapting the visual interface. Here
not only the preferred visual layouts for the particular user model are investigated. Far more
the placement of the visual layouts on the screen and the combination of those are determined
from the user model. The user model indicates that in case of interacting with a certain visual
layout another visual layout as extension may be useful, thus the user or user group combined
this two visual layouts often with each other [NSK11, NBBF10].
The transformation step of visual layout orchestration is primarily responsible for the selec-
tion, placement and initialization of visual layouts. The changes in visual interface are commonly
linked to user interactions. Therewith the occurred changes are perceived as reaction of the sys-
tem to users’ interactions. The transformation step is further responsible to provide a coherent
use of visual layouts and visual variables. The coherency is achieved by providing a set of visual
layouts that fits to the data structure and user model. The number of the same visual layouts on
the screen is limited. Visual layouts that visualize the same data-base or sub-set of it are linked
with each other. The linking is not only performed on the interactions that supports a brushing
and linking (see Section 2.3) of the different visual layouts. The coherency affects further the
visual variables of linked visual layouts that visualize the same data-set. The transformation
step includes further a general restriction of the number of visual layouts that are place or can
be placed on the screen. The number is determined by the user model as a result of previous
interactions that led to performant task-solving. Here the canonical user model is the main base-
line. Figure 6.57 illustrates the last step of our reference model, which ends with the iterative
loop of users’ interaction with the system.
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Figure 6.57.: Visual Interface Layer in the reference model
The visual interface is the user interface of the entire model. The dynamic components of the
visual interface are instantiated visual layouts with already adapted visual variables. The static
components are any other components that enable to interact with the entire interface [NSK11].
The configuration of the visual components is performed in our SVML. The SVML contains
a set of all dynamic and static visual and interactive components. Further the placement of
the static components is defined in the SVML. As the visual interface may handle more than
one data-base, the sources of the data bases can be configured in the SVML too. Figure 6.58
illustrates a sample SVML with the described annotation of the visual interface.
Figure 6.58.: SVML annotation of the Visual Interface Layer
6.4. Support of Exploratory Search
One main purpose of our approach is to support the process of exploratory search as illustrated
in Section 3.4.2 through the adaptive behavior of semantics visualization. As already described
the process of exploratory search consists of different stages [Blo56, Mar06, WR09, NBS∗10] and
requires different views and level of details on the data. This part of the thesis introduces our
visualization cockpit model that supports different views on the same data or on different data
with the visual interface adaptation. Therefore the placement of the visual layouts on the screen
and their linking to other visual layouts and data-sets plays an important role. The section starts
with an abstract view on the search process in a general manner. In this context, the search
process is investigated from two different viewpoints: bottom-up search and top-down search.
The two views on the search process allow enlightening the search process from the traditional
search perspective and the adoption in visual environments. Thereafter, the visualization cockpit
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model will be introduced that supports both search processes with visual interfaces and goes
beyond the existing approaches on visual search models. The following parts were partially
published in [NBB∗10, NBBF10, NC12, NBF∗11, NSB∗10].
6.4.1. Top-Down versus Bottom-Up Search
Exploratory search enables with the different stages of exploration the acquisition of in particular
implicit knowledge or information. Implicit in this context refers to that kind of knowledge or
information that is not explicitly known or may not be formulated by the user explicitly, due
the lack of knowledge. From the visualization point of view, implicit knowledge or information
refer to that knowledge that is not explicitly modeled in the data but can be enlighten through
the visualization of the modeled data [NC12].
Different disciplines provide technologies, systems, and approaches to enable the acquisition
of implicit knowledge or information. For simplifying the investigation of these approaches, we
classify the methods into bottom-up and top-down approaches. The standard search process
[Hea09], e.g. is a simplification of a bottom-up approach (see Figure 6.59: left illustration).
The approach attempts to formalize the iterative search process a three-stepped model of Query
Formulation, Query Refinement and Result Processing. This model assumes that the search
begins with the formulation of query of known knowledge. During the search process the subject
gets more knowledge about a certain topic to refine his query and gather more knowledge about
the certain topic. The main aspect of this model is that the search process starts with the ability
to formulate a query and to reformulate the query during the search. During the search process
new knowledge is adopted, which leads to a reformulation of the query. A more complex example
for a bottom-up information gathering and search process is the information-seeking process
Marchionini [Mar95]. This process includes eight phases and encloses the internalized problem
solving of subjects too. Marchionini’s model consists of eight phases in information seeking:
Recognize and accept an information problem, Define and understand the problem, Choose a
search system, Formulate a query, Execute search, Examine results, Extract information and
Reflect/iterate/stop [Mar95, pp. 49-58], [NC12].
The exploratory search approaches introduced in Section 3.4.2 are per se bottom-up ap-
proaches that start commonly with a search term and enable in different stages the investigation,
reformulation, learning, and refining. The process of information exploration in information visu-
alization is contrary to the bottom-up approaches of search interface. Commonly in this context
a top-down approach is proposed [Shn96]. The most famous example for a top-down information
exploration or gathering model is the already introduced Visual Information Seeking Mantra (see
Section 2.4.2) [Shn96]. This model proposes the opposite of the bottom-up approach and is de-
signed for the visual information seeking. The three-stepped model propagates to Overview the
data first, then Zoom and Filter the relevant parts and finally gather Details on Demand. Begin-
ning with the overview of data, this model premises not the verbalization ability, here the focus
is on the recognition ability. If a subject detects in the overview step an area-of-interest, he can
zoom into the area or filter this information out. After he gets enough information to recognize
a seeking problem, details about the information can be fetched. The top-down model of search
and information acquisition based on Shneiderman’s work is applied to many visualization en-
vironments and is the main approach for gathering information in visual environments [NC12].
The investigation of the search process in a bottom-up manner plays an increasing role in visu-
alizations. van Ham and Perer for instance proposed a bottom-up search approach in visual
environments [vHA09] that starts with search, by means of querying the data-set followed by
show context that enables the contextual view on data and expand on demand that provides a
detailed view on demand (see Figure 6.59).
The described seeking approaches require different human abilities required for solving a
seeking problem. In a bottom-up approach the formulation of the searched topic is important,
whereas the recognition ability plays an important role in the top-down approaches. The men-
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tioned top-down approaches are primary information visualization approaches, thus the overview
of information and recognition of area-of-interest can be more supported with visualization sys-
tems. Figure 6.59 illustrates the two approaches. Thereby the left schema refers to the standard
search process, the mid one illustrates the process as proposed by van Ham and Perer [vHA09],
and the right one is a simplified illustration of Shneiderman’s model [Shn96].
Figure 6.59.: Top-down versus bottom-up search
Semantically annotated data provides complex structures for seeking information in different
ways. Both methods (top-down and bottom-up) of information seeking are supported by the
formal structure of semantic data. A specific query on semantic data would provide results from
a domain of interest, the way how the results are visualized appropriately depends on various
factors, but in particular on the amount of entities and the previous knowledge of user’. The
visual interface adaptation supports the exploratory search. But this process should investigate
the amount of data-bases that are requested for results and the task of users. To support these
aspects, we enhanced our visualization model with the Visualization Cockpit model [NBB∗10,
NBBF10, Naz09, NBS∗10, NRB∗13] that makes use of adaptable and adaptive visual layouts
to generate and enable the generation of visual user interface. The visual user interfaces relies
on the visual interface layer of our model and enables to place visual layouts in a juxtaposed
manner.
6.4.2. The Visualization Cockpit Model
Most of our visual layouts specialize upon one feature of semantics. This is because the visual
layouts have advantages for a special feature, but disadvantages for others. We can easily show
the relations between instances in an arbitrary graph-layout, which provides interaction methods
for expanding or collapsing a node to gain a better overview, but we can hardly display a textual
article, a picture or properties like geographical or temporal data in arbitrary graphs. On the
other hand geographical visual layouts support the view and search for geo-related semantic
properties, but their enhancement with relational or hierarchical layouts may lead to overcharging
users and non-comprehensible visualizations. To face on the one hand the visual overflow and on
the hand the reduction of visualizations, we introduce the Visualization Cockpit model [NBB∗10,
NBBF10] that reduces the information overload by separating the visualized information in a
visual interface of juxtaposed visual layouts.
Our visualization cockpit separates semantic information attributes and visualizes this in-
formation in separate visual layout without losing any information and without overcharging the
user by complex visualizations. The advantage of the separation of complex information units
is obvious; the user of is able to perceive the same information from several perspectives by the
placed juxtaposed visual layouts. With this approach both, bottom-up and top-down approaches
are supported. A bottom approach starts with the query formulation. If the formulated query is
precise enough and the user model indicates high-ratings for previous knowledge and interested
items, a semantic instance and the semantic neighborhood is presented. Otherwise, if the query
is not specific or the user wants to have an overview, the abstracted schema of the semantics
is presented. The different perspectives on data or semantics enable more comprehensible view.
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Thereby the visual layout are linked with each other and make use of a brushing and linking
metaphor to support the comprehensible view and changes on users’ interactions. Figure 6.60
illustrates a screenshot of the same data with different perspectives, where the visual layouts are
linked with each other.
Figure 6.60.: Visualization Cockpit: Different perspectives on the same data (perspective view)
The introduced visual layouts (Section 6.3.3.2) can be integrated in the visual interface to
provide different perspectives on the same information in abstracted and different ways. Users
are able to rearrange or add visual layouts on the screen or dismiss the placed visual layouts.
The introduced visual recommendation (see Section 6.3.4) supports users in this process based
on user and data models. The view on different perspective or aspects on the same data and
data-set with different visual layouts is one of the cockpit generation styles. The main purpose
remains the support of exploratory search. In order to support this search we identify following
styles for our Visualization Cockpit:
• Perspective view: Visualization of the same data with different visual layouts.
• Perspective-comparative view: Visualization of different sub-set of data from the same
data-base with different visual layouts.
• Comparative view on level-of-details: Visualization of the same data using the same
visual layouts with different parameters.
• Comparative view on data sub-sets: Visualization of different data sub-sets from the
same data-base with the same visual layouts.
• Comparative view on data: Visualization of different data-bases with the same visual
layouts.
• Non-linked view: Visualization of different data-bases with different visual layouts.
With the different adjustments of the visualization cockpits, different goals can be achieved
and different requirements fulfilled. As introduced the perspective view (Figure 6.60) enables the
exploration of a queried sub-set of data from different perspectives with different visual layouts.
The layouts are linked with each other and the user is able to navigate through the different visual
layouts and gather required information from other visual layouts. The perspective-comparative
view allows solving comparative tasks by providing the free choice of visual layouts for different
data-subset form the same data base. Here only one data-base is queried, e.g. by different search
terms. The results for each sub-set of data are linked with each other, whereas the visual layouts
are just linked through the data. If a user interacts within a visual layout, only those visual
layouts react to the interaction that visualize the same data-subsets. Adding a visual layout
leads to a coupling of this with the data sub-set of the last user interaction. The user is able to
change the linking each visual layout. Figure 6.61 illustrates a screenshot of this cockpit style.
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Figure 6.61.: Visualization Cockpit: Perspective-comparative view on different data sub-sets
The perspective-comparative view enables to compare tasks with the freedom to choose the
visual layout for each data-subset. This view is in particular efficient if the data sub-set has
different characteristics. Thus this view is not providing at each level the same visual layout,
it goes beyond comparison tasks and enables a more investigative view on various topics of the
same data-set. A comparative view on a low-level is provided by the comparative view on level-
of-detail. This view enables the visualization of the same data with the same visual layouts, but
different parameterization for gathering on the one hand an overview and on the other hand a
detailed view on the data. The parameterization of certain visual layouts allows controlling the
level of detail as part of the zooming.
The zoom levels may vary from visual zoom, to semantic zoom with semantics based filtering.
For example the level of detail can on the one hand be used to show a greater part of the semantics
or information space for showing the structure of the information and on the other hand with
small numbers of elements of interest to show detailed information. There are two main ways to
combine the same visualization technique duplicated in a cockpit for providing more information.
First the level of details can be provided as a zoom on a specific area of the semantics while
the entire search results is displayed too (Figure 6.62(b)) and second the semantic neighbors
of a particular focused elements can be enhanced and reduced due to enabling an overview
and detailed view (Figure 6.62(a)). A reduction of the numbers of entities can be achieved by
semantically filtering the information, e.g. based on the introduced relevance metrics.
(a) Different Levels-of-Detail (b) Different Levels-of-Zoom
Figure 6.62.: Visualization Cockpit: Comparative view on Level-of-Details
With this kind of information visualization a similar effect can be achieved. Many informa-
tion elements gives an overview about the whole structure of the semantics and the information
about the focused element can be revealed with a visual layout that visualizes a small number
of elements. A similar approach with a more focus on comparative tasks is provided by the
comparative view on data sub-sets. This view enables the visualization of different search or
interaction results with the same visual layouts that are commonly placed upon each other. The
usage of same visual layout supports the comparison and analysis process, thus a direct visual
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correlation is built. Visual layouts visualizing the same content or query result are linked with
each other, while visual layouts that visualize other subset are not affected. The interaction
coupling of visual layouts is depending on the data that are visualized. If a user interacts with
the visual layout that visualizes a certain data-set, only those are changed by users’ interactions
that are visualizing the same content. With this procedure and the visualization through the
same layouts, the users are able to navigate independently through the different sets of data and
get insights, compare results, and investigate deeper search tasks on each data base. Figure 6.63
illustrates a screenshot of the visualization cockpit with the comparative view on data sub-sets.
Figure 6.63.: Visualization Cockpit: Comparative view on data sub-sets visualizing different data
sets from the same data base with the same visual layouts
The comparative view on data sub-sets enables solving comparative and analysis tasks in
one domain of data. With the growing semantic data sources on Web, in particular as part of the
Linked-Data bases, the combined search on different data sources gets more and more relevant.
We mean with the combined search, a simultaneous search in different data bases on Web with
the same search term. This enables a deeper search and investigation of certain entities or
information of interest by considering not only one data base. One main side effect of this search
is that the visualization of the results enables to validate and proof the quality and information
value of a data-base. Our main goal remains the support of exploratory search by providing
appropriate visualizations that enables an adequate and comprehensible result retrievement. Our
comparative views on data enable the simultaneous search and visualization of search results from
different data sources. Thereby the search results from each data base are visualized with the
same visual layouts to enable a more comprehensible view on data. The visual layouts that are
visualizing data from the same data base are linked with each other and enable the independent
navigation in various data sources. Users are able to add, rearrange or dismiss certain visual
layouts. The affects the entire visual interface, e.g. if a user adds a new visual layout on the
screen, the same visual layout appears twice for two data bases.
Figure 6.64.: Visualization Cockpit: Comparative view on data visualizing different data-bases
with the same visual layouts (comparative view on data)
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The visualization cockpit is not limited to certain number of data bases. Therewith the user
is able to view retrieved results from various data bases simultaneously. Although the number
of the data bases is not limited, the system limits the number of visual layouts based on the
user model to not overcharge the user with visual information. The comparative view on data
enables analysis tasks without querying different data-bases and changes the view. The results
are presented in the same way, so that the process of investigation in exploratory search can be
supported in one visual interface. Figure 6.64 illustrates a screenshot of the visualization cockpit
with the comparative view on data. Thereby a searched term was found in three different data-
bases. The same visualization enlightens different information on the same search term and
enables a clear comparison of the search result.
Figure 6.65.: Non-linked view: Visualization of different data-bases with different visual layouts
The comparative view on data has the advantage that all results from all data-bases are
visualized in the same way and enable therewith an easy comparison. The view is limited to
the fact that only the same visualization can be used in this context for the various resulted
data. These resulted data may have different attributes that cannot be visualized with the
certain chosen layouts. In these cases information about the results are lost. To face this aspect,
we introduce the non-linked view that has no limitations at all. It enables the visualization of
data from different data-bases with various visual layouts. The main idea is to provide a non-
limited view for the deeper exploratory search steps as described in Section 3.4.2 and proposed
by Marchionini [Mar06]. Thereby we use the visual layout linking for the data-bases too, as
in other views, but the user is able to disable this linking even for the same data-base. This
procedure enables the freedom of retrieving the search results from different perspectives and
different data-bases according to the assumption and theories of constructivism [BP99]. The user
gets guidance and recommendations for the visual layout when he selects a data-base. The entire
interaction behavior with all the visualization cockpit styles lead to train the user model. Figure
6.65 illustrates a screenshot of a non-linked visualization cockpit. Thereby different visualizations
are selected for the different data-bases.
The visualization cockpit enables to view data from different data-bases or different sub-sets
of the same data with the same or various visual layouts. With the juxtaposed arrangement and
linking of visual layouts the approach supports the entire process of exploratory search. We
introduced six different styles or views how the visualization cockpit can be used for the different
stages of exploratory search or the given tasks. This six views should be seen as examples how
the visual layouts can arranged and what kind of tasks and in which process they support the
user. The model of visualization cockpit is a part of the visual interface adaptation. Although
the juxtaposed arrangement of visualization can be performed manually and provide therewith a
more ’adaptable’ character, we focus in this thesis on the values for adaptive visualization. Fixed
visualization cockpits were provided as a result of this thesis in various contexts and projects for
different tasks. The visualization cockpit approach was published in various papers with several
enhancements [NBB∗10, NBBF10, NBS∗10, NSK11, NBF∗11, NRB∗13] and was applied in other
application scenarios and for other data [BNS∗13].
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The survey on adaptive and semantics visualizations as well as the review on literature on
information visualization revealed both: potentials for improved adaptive and semantics visual-
izations and shortcoming in existing systems. This chapter faced the shortcomings of existing
approaches by providing new approaches, models, and in particular a new reference model of
visual adaptation. We identified already in the previous Chapter The Methodological Approach of
Adaptive Semantics Visualization the main aspects that should be investigated in our research.
We therefore identified some requirements that are scarce in current approaches and solutions
and illustrated based on the requirements a high-level design of our approach.
This chapter investigated the introduced high-level design in a detailed manner and proposed
a holistic conceptual design for adaptive semantics visualization. The main purpose was to
investigate the different layers or stages of adaptive visualizations and illustrate for each of
these stages solutions that advance the general idea of adapting visual environments. This
was performed on the four main identified layers of adaptive visualization, namely Knowledge
Model, Process of Adaptation, Visual Adaptation, and Support of Exploratory Search, according
to our referenced high-level design in the previous chapter. In each of the named layers the
conceptual design was described in a detailed and replicable way. The structure of the chapter
was according to the high-level design to enable a comprehensible view on the main contributions
and determined requirements.
We described the entire conceptual approach in a bottom-up manner by starting with the
knowledge model. The knowledge model consists of all the needed information for the adaptation
process. We focused on the combined modeling of data and user, thus these influencing factors
are the most influential ones for adapting visualization. In this context, we described how data is
gathered from various Web-sources and introduced an iterative querying approach for generating
semantics from source with unknown semantic schema. The iterative querying approach was
further exemplary enhanced for metadata that does not provide any semantic formalism. The
main part illustrated how the gathered data are stored in a data model that provides beside the
data, structural information about the data. This structural information is one main adaptation
factor of our approach. We identified that the quantitative measurement of each data-type that
occurs commonly as types of semantic relationships plays an important role for characterizing
the structure of data. We therefore applied the iterative querying to measure the quantity of
each semantic type, e.g. number of concepts, number of incoming and outgoing relations and
further structural information that leads to a more appropriate characterization of the queried
semantic structure. The quantitative measurements were not only used to determine the struc-
ture of queried data. We introduced in this context two algorithms that measure the relevance of
semantic neighbors and consequently the contextual information of a selected semantic instance.
The relevance measurement of the introduced algorithms (iIf and dRf-iRf) provided a volatile
model that enables the visual adaptation of the contextual information in relation to a selected
semantic instances. The core element of our knowledge model is the user model. The user model
combines the information about data and users’ behavioral information. Based on the concepts
of Relational Markov Models, we formalized the interaction of users and constrained the domain
nodes to the three most influential: type of interaction, visualization type and area of interac-
tion, and data element, whereas a hierarchical notation enables a unification of the interaction
and further measurements on different levels. Based on the relational interaction formalization,
the measurements of users’ behavior were illustrated. Thereby two different measurements were
described: a data-source independent and a data-source dependent fine granular measurement
of users’ behavior with the adaptive visualization. Further the interaction analysis and formal-
ization were used to predict users’ actions with an enhanced unsupervised predictive statistical
algorithm. The enhanced algorithm was compared with commonly used prediction algorithms to
illustrate the added value. In the following parts the user modeling was described in a formal and
comprehensible way. In this context, we introduced the approach of the canonical user model
that formalizes the average usage behavior of all users and enhances the entire adaptive behavior
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without the need of an expert to train the adaptive system. The canonical user model builds
one of the main components of our approach. It is not only for modeling an average user and
enabling the adaptation in a general manner, it is further the baseline for measuring similarities
and deviations to create similar user-groups and determine anomalies in usage behavior.
In the following section, we described the process of adaptation and started with the similar-
ity and deviation algorithms to bridge the gap between user model and the adaptation process.
We introduced a similarity measurement of users’ behavior that is permanently observing users
to determine similar behavior among other users and assign the user to a more adequate group
or enhances his model with information from another user model. The idea of the canonical user
model that is applied for new users, in new situations, and for new data-sources, is enhanced with
the similarity measurement. In case of finding a similar user or user group, the usage behavior of
this user or user group is applied for a certain new situation or new data-source, instead of the
canonical user. The deviation analysis that was introduced, attempts a contradictory approach.
It measures the deviation between a certain user and the canonical user model. This approach
leads to determine behavioral anomalies to the average usage behavior and consequently reduces
the adaptation effect of the system, if such anomalies are detected. After the introduced algo-
rithms for measuring similarities and deviations, we introduced the general adaptation process.
The main goal was to provide a comprehensible view on the interplay of the different measured
values and created models that affect the visual adaptation. We introduced in this context our
Semantic Visualization Markup Language (SVML) that annotates each visual layout with its
different capabilities and is thereby the model of the integrated visual layouts. Thereafter the
general adaptation process was described step by step to provide a replicable way of the interplay
of the different models and their effect to the visual adaptation. We introduced in the section of
visual adaptation our layer-based reference model of visual adaptation. The reference model is
one of the core elements of our entire conceptual design and enhances an established reference
model for adaptation purposes. We used outcomes of studies in the field of visual perception
and elementary works for defining the layers of adaptation. The layers separate the graphical
characteristics of visualizations to enable a finer adaptation at each layer and support thereby
the human visual perception. The model was created based on established models of visual
perception and provides a two-fold transformation process: the horizontal transformation starts
with the data, which is in case of this thesis commonly semantic data. The semantic data are
transformed to a data model that includes the structural information of the data. Based on
this information a visual mapping is performed that determines one or more appropriate visual
layouts for the data. The visual layouts in this stage can be seen as object placements without
any visual representation (skeleton). With the retinal mapping, visual variables are assigned
to the elements that are placed on the screen. The last transformation step of visual layout
transformation creates a visual interface by placing one or more visual layouts on the screen.
The main aspect of the reference model is that each of the layers can be manipulated by the
underlying knowledge models that represent the usage behavior in relation to data. To illustrate
the adaptive character of our model, we subdivided the measures models into volatile and per-
sistent models, whereas volatile models are just valid for a momentary point of time, e.g. after
a term was searched or an entity was focused. The adaptive characteristics of our model enable
the adaptation of content on the data model layer and manipulate the data transformation. The
layout adaptation is adapting the visual layouts based on the underlying models and manipulates
the visual mapping transformation. The visual variable adaptation adapts visual variables, e.g.
saturation, hue, transparency, shape etc. and manipulates the retinal mapping transformation,
and visual interface adaptation creates the visual interface by choosing the visual layouts based
on user preferences and manipulates the visual layout orchestration transformation.
The last section of this chapter introduced our visualization cockpit model for supporting the
exploratory search. We first introduced two different views on the search process, the bottom-
up search that starts with the formulation of a query and provide the result processing in an
iterative manner of query refinement. In contrast to that the top-down search process starts
with an overview on a knowledge domain and provides various interaction abilities to process
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the required detailed information. It is important in context of visual search to differentiate
between these two search processes, thus the bottom-up search requires formulation ability and
the top-down search relies more on the human recognition ability. Based on these assumptions,
we introduced our visualization cockpit model that makes use of the visual layout orchestration
to provide various views on the same or different data for exploratory and more complex tasks.
Overall, we identified six different views that interconnect visual layouts and data with each other
or disconnect them. The approach enables different perspectives or the same view on different
data or the same data. We thereby differentiated in our model ’data’ as a data-set of the same
data-source and from different data-sources. The identified six views on data as visualization
cockpits were described and illustrated exemplary.
We illustrated in this part of the thesis the entire conceptual model, introduced algorithms
and models, and described in some cases based on example how they are used. Beside the
different models, approaches, and algorithms the interplay of these were illustrated to provide a
holistic picture of the conceptual model.
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Part III.
Proof of the Conceptual Model
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7. SemaVis: An Adaptive Semantics
Visualization Technology
The last two chapters introduced first the general idea of our model in an abstract level to enable
an overview of the conceptual model with our high-level design. This was followed by a detailed
description of the main applied approaches, algorithms, and models. The detailed description
aimed at providing the replication of each integrated component for the interested audience. The
described models and approaches were implemented in an iterative manner with the main purpose
to provide a proof of our conceptual model and the real application of the designed approaches for
various scenarios. We named our technology that integrates the conceptual design for adaptive
semantics visualization SemaVis. SemaVis was originally designed as a modular framework
for semantic visualization, editing and annotation of semantic content [NBB∗14, BBN∗14]. We
enhanced SemaVis with respect to an adaptive behavior and focused in particular on visualization
and visual adaptation. SemaVis as a visualization technology enables visualizing various data-
types, adapting to various influencing factors, and provides more functionalities than described
in our conceptual model. SemaVis is implemented as a client-server technology, but it can also
be used as a client application or compiled as desktop application with limited functionalities.
A detailed description of implementation of SemaVis, even of those parts that were introduced
in this work, would blast the length of this thesis enormously. As the main aspects were already
introduced in the previous chapters, we illustrate in this section the general architecture of
SemaVis and refer the interested audience to the appeared publications, book chapters, and
articles for further readings. The general architecture aims at providing the technical interplay
of the introduced approaches, algorithms, and models. It gives an overview of the implementation
strategy and enables a mapping to the already introduced high-level design. Besides the general
architecture of SemaVis three exemplary application scenarios will be introduced. The main goal
of the application scenarios is to provide a proof of feasibility and an insight in the usage of the
system in different application scenarios.
7.1. General Architecture of SemaVis
SemaVis is a client-server technology that can be best described in an abstract Model-View-
Controller (MVC) [BMR∗96] design pattern. Although, the implementation makes use of various
further design and architectural patterns and methods, the MVC patterns enables a more com-
prehensible view. Figure 7.1 illustrates the abstract SemaVis architecture using the MVC layers.
In general SemaVis with its client-server architecture uses distributed computing techniques. A
dedicated server for SemaVis provides the controller layer and parts of the model layer. The data
that are visualized are commonly not stored in a data-base of the SemaVis server. Instead of
storing the data, SemaVis uses different sources on Web with their own data-bases and servers.
With this main characteristic, SemaVis distributes the computing to various systems, whereas
the user experiences a single application.
The SemaVis client is designed as fat-client that requires the Adobe Flash-Player. The
client-technology was designed to enable the usage without the need of the SemaVis server. It is
even possible to use the client as a single technology without a server thus it enables accessing
semantic data from its own directories. In some application scenarios, e.g. for visualizing the
structure of an ontology without any search capabilities, the single-client system may make sense.
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However, this way of using SemaVis is supported but not recommended and even scarcely used.
A second way to use the SemaVis client without the SemaVis server, is the non-adaptive way of
visualizing semantics. Therefore SemaVis accesses data from a data-base and may use server, but
does not access the own server that contains the main controller and models for adaptation. This
way of using SemaVis is commonly recommended for those application scenarios or institutions
that restrict using other server technologies commonly for security reasons. In this second case
of using SemaVis only as client and accessing another server without its own server, the SVML
with the description of visual layouts and the configuration has to be part of the client. SemaVis
enables to compile the data parser and the SVML-parser (Figure 7.1: model layer) as parts of
the client and support a single-client technology without the need of the SemaVis server.
Figure 7.1.: General Architecture of SemaVis
The introduced usage of SemaVis as only client technology is not supporting the adapta-
tion functionality of SemaVis and is consequently not the focus of this work. The introduced
approaches in the previous chapters are implemented as a client-server solution with a dedicated
SemaVis server. It should be outlined that some parts and components of our conceptual model
were implemented just for proving the concept and the main idea and are not part of SemaVis.
Whereas many implemented functionalities of SemaVis are not described in this thesis. The
main goal is to prove the concept by evaluating the main idea of the thesis.
SemaVis supports the access to various data-bases, sources, and servers to visualize heteroge-
neous data from different data-bases. The client in this architectural-model is only the view-layer
according to Figure 7.1. Although, only the visual layers of our reference model are part of this
layer, the client is a fat-client, due to the following reasons: (1) all the visual layouts are part
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of the client, (2) the horizontal transformations of our reference model, e.g. visual mapping or
visual layout orchestration are performed in the client, and (3) the interactions are gathered in
the client and transformed to the introduced formal representation. The major computations on
the client are the different transformation steps that lead to visualizing semantics in a proper
manner. The architectural choice that the client is responsible for the visual transformations
can be argued with the need of single-client solutions as described. Only if the client is able to
transform the data into a representation, its single usage is supported. Although, the client is
designed as a fat-client, the response and computation time is performant enough so that users
are scarcely perceive the delay caused by the various computations.
The approaches and models described in the previous chapters are partially realized as server
components to enable a faster computation and to provide persistent storing for the different
models. As already mentioned this architectural design has advantages and disadvantages. The
main disadvantage is that the adaptivity of the system cannot be used without the server compo-
nent. Most of the computations and storing mechanisms are deployed on a dedicated server. It is
of course possible to provide a single-client solution with storing the models on users’ computers
and computing the introduced algorithms in the client application using the computing resources
of users. But this procedure may lead to some lacks of security and usage of the unpopular Cook-
ies. One goal of our architectural design was to enable the user to choose if information is stored
or not. Further we did not want to enable the identification of users’. The main advantages of
our distributed solution is that no information are stored on users’ computers, less computation
resources of users are needed that leads to a greater number of potential users, and the identity
of users cannot be revealed with our architectural design.
According to Figure 7.1 the layers Model and Controller are deployed to a server applica-
tion. The Model layer hosts all models that are computed, generated, or gathered from other
servers or data-bases. Only the SVML and its parser can be part of the client-application as
already described. The Model layer consists of four different ’models’, the data models, the data
feature models, the user models, and the visual layout and visual interface models that are an-
notated in SVML. The data models store the structured models of data as described in Section
6.1.1. Therefore various implemented data providers enable the gathering and transformation
of different data-sources and data-types. Each data-source is represented as a single data model
and uniquely identified by its URI. The number of data models in SemaVis is not limited and
enables storing various and heterogeneous data-sources as data models. The data models are
the baseline and foundation of the following processing and transformation steps. First of all
the structure analysis by using the iterative querying approach (see Sections 6.1.1.1 and 6.1.1.2)
is performed in the Controller-layer. Thereafter the quantitative analysis is performed based
on the data structure (see Section 6.1.2.1). The result of the structural analysis is stored in
the data model, whereas the results of the quantitative analysis are stored in the data feature
model. The structured representation of the data model is then sent to the visualization models
(SVML). The SVML enables a comparison of data structure in the data model with the capa-
bilities of the visual layouts (see Section 6.2.3) and annotates the visual layouts that are able
to visualize the underlying data model. This information is sent from the SVML modules to
the user model module to enable choosing and determining adequate visual layouts. Further the
information about the general visual interface (UI) settings is sent to the user model. Thereby all
required information from SVML is stored in the user model. To summarize the described steps
in a comprehensible way, we use a short example: Let us assume that a certain new user has
searched for a term in different data-bases on the visual interface of SemaVis. Her interaction
is first formalized (see Section 6.1.3.1). The formalized interaction of the search query is then
sent to the data model. The data model starts an iterative querying in the data sources and
providers. Further the gathered information is sent to the data analysis module that responds
with structural information that are stored in the data model and quantitative information that
are stored in the data feature model. The visual layouts, which are able to visualize the data
are provided by the SVML and the information entity is then stored in the user model. Let us
further assume that the user is a new user, so that the canonical user model is applied. The
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preferences, prior-knowledge and further modeled user information (see Section 6.1.3) in relation
to the data are sent to the adaptation controller that adapts to the various layers. The adapted
measures for each layer is sent to the view (client) that transforms the entire visual layers to an
adapted user or visual interface and visualizes the results of the particular search term.
The described example illustrates only the initial step of a search. Both, the adaptation and
the results are in the initial step strongly related to the data model. In the following steps, while
the user interacts with SemaVis, the role of the user model, the interaction analysis, and further
weighting measures increase and influence the adaptation effect. Each user interaction is first
formalized according to our description of a relational formalization (see Section 6.1.3.1) and
influences various modules of the Controller. Thereby the user interaction with the system is one
of the most influencing modules in the Controller layer. The User Analysis module determines
first the interaction behavior as described in Section 6.1.3.2. Each interaction is registered and
trains the user model based on the given data and the interaction with visual layouts. Further the
next possible action of the user is determined as described in Section 6.1.3.3. This information
is volatile and leads to predict the next action for querying data and reduce the loading and
measuring time for the loaded data. Consequently, this information is sent from the user model
to the data model that starts with querying the data. The data are not visualized at this stage,
thus a real interaction was not performed. Another volatile model is measured with each user’s
interaction in the Data Analysis module: the weight analysis as illustrated in Section 6.1.2.2.
This measures the contextual relevance of a certain semantic instance and sends it directly to the
Adaptation module. The results of the measurements of the algorithms are not stored persistently
in the user model, but are stored for each session in the Data Feature Model. The user interaction
is further affecting directly the data model for querying new data or semantic neighbors of a new
selected data entity. With this step the data structure might be changed and lead to a new
measurement of all the described initial steps. One further aspect of the user interaction is
the analysis of similarity and deviation as described in Section 6.2. Each user interaction leads
to train at least the canonical user model. If the user is logged-in as an individual user, the
individual model is trained too, and if she belongs to a user group, the average user group model
is trained too. With the analysis of similarities the individual user interactions can be compared
with canonical user and other users. If a similar behavior is detected, the user is assigned to a
user group that is a specification of the canonical user model. But if the system detects anomalies
in user’ interaction by a differing behavior from the canonical user model, the information are
stored in the user model and only the individual user model is applied. The analysis of users’
interaction and the described measurements and effects to the various models of the Model layer
and modules of the Controller layer is performed permanently.
The main module of the Controller layer is the Adaptation module. It gets information
about the data, the structure of the data, quantity information about the data structure, and
the contextual weighting information from the Data Analysis module. The User Group Analysis
module sends information about users’ similarity or deviation to the Adaptation module and for
modeling users to the user models. Further the Adaptation module gets the user model or user
models, depending if the user is logged-in as an individual user and belongs to a group. The
volatile information about the next possible users’ action (interaction prediction) is sent from
the User Analysis module to the Adaptation module. Based on this information the adaptation
module starts the process of adaptation as described in Section 6.2.3. According to our reference
model of adaptation (see Section 6.3) the information for adapting the various layers are processed
in this module that consists of four main components: The content adaptation affects based on
the user model and data analysis the amount of presented information and the focused entity.
The layout adaptation determines based on the user models and the underlying data structure,
visual layouts that are appropriate for the user and the underlying data. The visual variable
adaptation makes use of the user history in the user model and the volatile models to adapt
visual variables and the visual interface adaptation determines the number of visual layouts and
their arrangement on screen. The adaptation criteria are the baseline for the entire adaptation
that is performed on the SemaVis client, which is illustrated as the View layer of our architecture
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in Figure 7.1. The SemaVis client consists of the visual layer of our reference model described in
Section 6.3. Beside the adaptation criteria, the layer adapts to the horizontal transformations of
data transformation, visual mapping, retinal variable mapping, and visual layout orchestration
(see Figure 6.36). The visual interface is thereby created during the interaction of users on the
SemaVis client and further changes and adaptations are dependent on the user models, data
characteristics, and users’ behavior.
7.2. User Interface Design of SemaVis
SemaVis enables the use of a variety of visual layouts to visualize information. These visual
layouts can be arranged and composed either by the user or by the system in a user interface.
Further the visual layouts can be used as stand-alone visualization in Web-environments. This
section introduces the user interface design that was used for the purpose of this work and
applied for some application scenarios. With the adaptive and adaptable character of SemaVis,
changing the user interface of SemaVis can be performed in an easy way. The description of
the user interface in this section describes only one design that were used for the application
scenarios and should be seen as a general description that introduces some terms for a more
comprehensible way of describing the application scenarios. Thus our user interface design in all
three application scenarios are similar, we start with the description of our user interface design.
It should be outlined that the user interface design can be changed or adapted with our SVML.
Special features of the user interface design will be therefore described in the illustration of the
application scenarios.
The user interface of the SemaVis client as applied for our application scenarios is designed
very simple and consists of two main areas (see Figure 7.2). The areas are separated visually
through a lightly varying color. The light-green area provides general functionalities of the user
interface and the white area is the visual interface for placing the visual layouts (see Figure
7.2). For a comprehensible way of describing the user interface, we use the terms UI-area for the
light-green area of the user interface with the general functionalities and VI-area for the visual
interface area, where the visual layouts are placed and composed.
Figure 7.2.: SemaVis user interface design for the application scenarios with the light-green UI-
area for general functionalities of the user interface and the white VI-area for playing
the visual layouts.
The UI-area can be further separated into three areas of search interface, user-login area,
and the visual recommendation area. The search interface and the user-login area are placed on
the top and the visual recommendation on the right bar of the user interface. Further on the
top-left, the logo of SemaVis is placed that links to the website of SemaVis.
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The search interface on top of the user interface provides the search functionality in various
data-bases and different ways. It consists of a simple input field for searching terms, the names
or logos of the data-bases (Figure 7.3), and may further include special search functionalities,
for instance comparative search (see Figure 7.3:b). Users are able to type their search term in
the search field and send them through the established methods: pressing the Enter button or
clicking on the search button next to the search field. The search can be performed in one or more
data-bases. As Figure 7.3 illustrates the user interface may include more than one data-base.
The names or logos of the data-bases are placed as buttons next to the search field. Commonly
the results of the first data-base are visualized initially. This behavior can be changed through
the SVML to visualize the results of more than one data-base as initial search results. The user
is able at any point to click on one of the data-base buttons and include new visual layouts.
These visual layouts will visualize the results of the selected data-base. The special functionality
of comparative search can be added to the UI-area for comparing different search terms from
the same data-base as described as part of our visualization cockpit model (see Section 6.4.2).
Thereby instead one search field, two search fields appear (Figure 7.3:c) for entering two different
terms. Thereafter the results for both terms are visualized in a comparative way. The search
interface on top of the user interface provides the search functionality in various data-bases and
different ways. It consists of a simple input field for searching terms, the names or logos of
the data-bases (Figure 7.3), and may further include special search functionalities, for instance
comparative search (see Figure 7.3:b). Users are able to type their search term in the search
field and send them through the established methods: pressing the Enter button or clicking
on the search button next to the search field. The search can be performed in one or various
data-bases. As Figure 7.3 illustrates the user interface may include more than one data-base.
The names or logos of the data-bases are placed as buttons next to the search field. Commonly
the results of the first data-base are visualized initially. This behavior can be changed through
the SVML to visualize the results of more than one data-base as initial search results. The user
is able at any point to click on one of the data-base buttons and include new visual layouts.
These visual layouts will visualize the results of the selected data-base. The special functionality
of comparative search can be added to the UI-area for comparing different search terms from
the same data-base as described as part of our visualization cockpit model (see Section 6.4.2).
Thereby instead one search field, two search fields appear (Figure 7.3:c) for entering two different
terms. Thereafter the results for both terms are visualized in a comparative way.
search input field search data-bases
special search features
a:
b:
c:
Figure 7.3.: Search interface of SemaVis: blue circles illustrates the input fields, green circles the
buttons for the different available data-bases, and the turquoise circles some special
search functions; a: illustrates a simple search interface with four different data-
bases, b: a search interface with one data-base and the comparative search function,
and c: illustrates b: with two search field after clicking on the compare button.
The user-login area of the UI-area enables to login as individual user and get personalized
adaptive visualizations. The user-login area is positioned on top-right of the user interface. At
the initial start of the visualization system the user is not logged-in, thus we store no information
on users computers. For a personalized or individual view on the visualized results, the user clicks
on the login button and enters his acronym as illustrated in Figure 7.4. The system indicates
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that an individual user is logged-in by the text ”welcome ’user’!”, whereas ’user’ is always the
chosen acronym of the user. A further button appears next to the login button to enable a log
out of the individual user. The process is illustrated in Figure 7.4 under login-process. The user
login-in area provides further the function to deactivate the adaptation of the system. Thus the
user should have the control if the system’s adaptivity is turned on or not, we included a button
that provides this function. To deactivate the adaptation, even if no user is logged-in and the
system adapts to the general user behavior based on the canonical user model, just one click
on the adaptation deactivation button is required. The system indicates that the adaptation is
deactivated next to the buttons as illustrated in Figure 7.4: deactivation of adaptation. The
user is able to login again and activate thereby the adaptation.
login- process
deactivation of adaptation
Figure 7.4.: User login area of SemaVis: The upper process illustrates the individual user login,
the bottom process illustrates how to deactivate the adaptation of the visualization.
The last component of the UI is the visual recommendation area. It illustrates all available
visualizations with icons. After a search, the system chooses automatically a set of appropriate
visual layouts and places them into the VI-area. Besides this the visual recommendation rec-
ommends visual layouts for the user as described in Section 6.3.4 and illustrated abstractly in
Figure 6.55. The recommendation of visualizations leads to rank the visual layouts according to
the user model and the data and provide the best suited visual layouts for the user and data.
The user is able to put the visual layouts on the visual interface and compose an individualized
visual interface. The system behaves as follows: if the user just clicks on a visual layout, the
visual layout is placed in the bottom of the visual interface. The procedure and number of visual
layouts is not limited but can be limited based on the data, user model, and the application
scenario. Further the user is able to drag a visual layout from the visual recommendation area
and drop it into the visual interface (VI-area). This way enables to place the visual layouts on
a preferred area in the visual interface. Thereby the system behaves as follows: the user drags
a visual layout from the recommendation area, the mouse cursor is enhanced by the icon of the
selected visual layout. If the user moves the mouse cursor on the visual interface, a white area
appears and indicates the place of the visual layout, if the user drops it. Through this procedure
the user gets an idea of how the interface would look like before he drops the visual layout on
the visual interface. Figure 7.5 illustrates the described drag and drop procedure with the white
space and rearrangement of visual layouts on screen.
The visualization environment does not only provide to drag and drop visual layouts from
the visual recommendation area to the interface, but also to remove and rearrange them by drag
and drop. The user can drag each visual layout on its top light-green area that indicates with
its color to be a part of the user interface and drop it somewhere else. If the user drags the
visual layout, the visual layout disappears from the screen and mouse cursor changes to the icon
of the visual layout. Moving the mouse over the visual interface rearranges the placed visual
layout and indicates with a white area the space if the visual layout is dropped. It is the same
system behavior as dragging a visual layout from the recommendation area. If the mouse cursor
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a: b:
Figure 7.5.: Adding a visual layout on the screen: a: the user dragged a visual layout and moved
it on the visual interface, the area gets white and the already placed visual layouts
rearrange themselves automatically and b: the user dropped the first visual layout
and dragged another one on bottom of the visual interface.
is moved outside the visual interface the icon of the visual layout and thereby the mouse cursor
changes to a visual layout icon with a red x. If the visual layout is dropped outside the visual
interface, it disappears from the interface as illustrates in Figure 7.6. User are further able to
dismiss each visual layout by a ’x’ in the top-right of each layout, according to the close metaphor
of Windows operated systems.
Figure 7.6.: Dismissing a visual layout from the screen: the SemaGraph layout from Figure 7.5
(top-center) is in this figure dragged and moved outside the visual interface. The
visual interface is rearranged and the mouse cursor (highlighted in turquoise) has
been changed to the icon with a red ’x’. The figure further illustrates the interactive
interaction history in an enlarged way.
The visual interface contains an arrangement of visual layouts that can be rearranged.
Further each visual layout can be dismissed from the interface and new ones can be added.
These are main functionalities of the visual interface. Beside these functionalities, the visual
interface provides an interactive interaction history at the top. The interactive interaction history
illustrates the user interactions with data representation on the visual interface. Thereby the
interaction path of the user is illustrated for each session. The interaction path is interactive, so
that the user is able to click on one previous interaction. In this case the data item is selected
and visualized on screen. This function is illustrated in Figure 7.6, where the interaction history
is enlarged.
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We introduced in the previous section the general architecture of our conceptual model as a
distributed system with a client-server solution. The main purpose was to illustrate how the
conceptual models were applied at an abstract level. The introduced architecture of SemaVis
that applied the conceptual models and algorithms was illustrated more as an overview to illus-
trate the realization as a distributed system and the interplay of the different components. We
outlined that SemaVis can be used as a single client application without a server application, as
a client that only accesses data-bases without adaptation, and as a client-server system that ac-
cesses the SemaVis server and enables adaptation and the visualization of different data-bases or
computing resources. We further outlined that some of the components of our conceptual model
was implemented to prove our conceptual model and are not part of the standard SemaVis tech-
nology, whereas many components that were designed and implemented are not described, due
to the focus of our thesis. The main goal of SemaVis in context of this work is to prove our
concept and the affects of visual adaptations.
SemaVis was already applied in different real-world application in several variations. It was
applied by different enterprises, research institutions, and projects to visualize different kind
of semantics starting from flat statistical data [BNS∗13] to formal ontologies [NBB∗14]. This
section introduces three application scenarios of the adaptive SemaVis. We aim to provide not
only a view on how SemaVis is applied in different scenarios, but also to illustrate the distributed
character of SemaVis by applying different server and data-sources.
To illustrate in particular the advantages of our conceptual model, we chose application
scenarios with heterogeneous users as illustrated in Figure 7.7. Commonly most of the application
scenarios of SemaVis involve heterogeneous user groups. It is more a question of how different
those users are, who are using the same system. Digital libraries for instance do not only
involve users with different knowledge backgrounds, aptitudes, and interests, who are searching
for scientific resources. Members of program committees and program chairs may search for
adequate reviewers or institutions may search for adequate persons for working and research
positions.
Figure 7.7.: Selected Application Scenarios
The second application scenario that we chose for illustrating SemaVis is Web-search.
Searching in Web data-bases for gathering information is used by the entire spectrum of users.
The differences in skills, prior knowledge, and preferences are enormous, due to the number of
potential users. The third chosen application scenario is the visualization of social media in pol-
icy making. The stakeholders in policy modeling come from different disciplines and have various
intentions [SNS∗14, NSBK14, KNRB12]. They differ in their skills, roles, and prior knowledge.
The here described application scenarios use the same user interface design. The user in-
terfaces of our application provides general functionalities like searching, enabling or disabling
adaptation, or selecting and dismissing visual layouts as illustrated in Section 7.2.
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7.3.1. SemaVis in Digital Libraries
Digital publications of journals, conference proceedings, or book chapter are more and more used
for research and information acquisition tasks. Although, the existing digital libraries that host
and provide information are established search data-bases, the visualization of those libraries
are not established, due to the heterogeneous users, tasks, and intentions. The visualization
of digital libraries is a broad area with many efficient and useful techniques. There exist al-
ready a huge number of visualizations that provide useful visual representations. The BiblioVis
system by Shen et al. [SOTM06], the Citation Map of Web of Knowledge [Mat10], the Pa-
perVis system [CY11], the exploratory content-based layout by Bernard et al. [BRS∗12], the
PaperCube [BA09], or a methodology based on Power Graphs [TVT∗11] may serve as examples.
Thereby multiple linked views and a variety of graph-based visualizations were applied to provide
additional value of bibliographic entries to the user. However, there exist already a huge number
of visualizing digital content and metadata, adaptive visualization methods were not applied in
the domain of digital libraries despite the heterogeneity of users interacting with these systems.
This section introduces one instantiation of our conceptual model that was applied in the
domain of digital libraries. The main goal is to provide an insight of how the system behaves
and which modules or components enhanced the conceptual model to integrate non-semantic
metadata in a useful way. This section was partially published in [NRB∗13]. We first give a brief
introduction to the data integration and interpretation step of the system based on the chosen
application scenario. Subsequently, we report on data-specific and user-dependent implications
that influence the adaptive behavior of the visualization. Furthermore, we detail in how the
adaptive capability of the system affects the automatic adaptation of our conceptual model.
In this application scenario SemaVis was applied as a client-server technology that uses the
dedicated SemaVis server for adaptation and another server with its data-base for gathering the
metadata that are not semantically annotated. It should be outlined that only one data-base
is applied and the data-base is not deployed on the SemaVis server. We used the server of
the Eurographics Association (EG) with its existing application programming interfaces (API)
to access the Eurographics BibTeX entries. The search was performed in the EG-Library for
results in title, keywords and authors with a HTTP-request and our iterative querying approach
as described in Section 6.1.1.2 for enriching the data with semantics that are returned as plain-
text BibTeX entries. We applied our data querying routines and the bag of words approach that
enable the generation of semantics on the fly. Further a uniformed letter-comparison was applied
to transforms all characters into the standard Latin character-set (8859-1). Since a query on the
EG data-base was applied on the three categories title, keywords and authors, the result set might
contain duplicates. We removed these redundant result entries by a duplicate detection routine.
In a preliminary test case, we identified the need to disambiguate the author’s names, because
the same authors were stored in the data-base with different writings. To overcome this problem,
we applied a rule-based algorithm that compares the last name, the first name, the first character
of the first name, and the coauthors to disambiguate the author’s name [NRB∗13]. Figure 7.8
illustrates exemplary the system’s disambiguation of the name ’Fellner’ in the EG-digital library.
After removing the duplicate entries in the result set and the disambiguation of authors’
names, we applied our iterative querying approach to create a semantic schema based on the
respective BibTeX metadata. The applied routine detects relations and stores them as a schema
on the SemaVis server. For example, we formalized authors of the same publication as ’co-authors
of’ and enhanced it with the relation ’written by’ to papers and their corresponding authors, and
assigned the relation ’author of’, in return. This simple but efficient schema subsequently enables
the adjustment of visualizations between different metadata attributes. The ACM Computing
Classification System (CSS) were used to create categories that provide a lightweight hierarchy
for the publications. This additional information, encoded as a hierarchical data structure,
is visually presented in the system with hierarchical aggregation metaphors. Since the data
processing is executed in real-time, additional persistence layers were not necessary. Rather, the
system is capable of immediate changes in the EG-digital library. For the client and thereby the
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Figure 7.8.: Disambiguation of terms in SemaVis: Illustration of the search result for the term
”Fellner” generated automatically with the conceptual model for adaptation.
visualization of the results, we applied the introduced user interface, whereas the number of the
integrated visual layouts that are responsible for the placement and arrangement of data-objects
on the screen, were limited to seven.
For the adaptation of SemaVis, we applied major aspects of our conceptual model. Thereby,
the system starts always with the introduced empty user interface as illustrated in Figure 7.2.
The user is then able to search for a term and gets in return an adapted interface based on the
search result and the canonical user model as described in Section 6.1.3.4. Thereby the capability
of each visual layout is one indicator to recommend and automate the adaptation of the most
appropriate visual layout. Another indicator is the users’ interaction with visualizations. The
user interactions on visualizations placed on the screen and the choice of alternative visualizations
or their movement from the screen are used to derive the introduced canonical user model. Each
of the transformations of our reference model was applied to adapt the visualization. The initial
search of the user first detects in which search space (or class) the results were found. Therefore
a search space definition (like the authors category) is not needed, thus the system recognizes
automatically the search space. As Figure 7.8 illustrates the term ”Fellner” was detected in the
class of authors. Therefore, this class is selected initially. Based on previous interactions and
the data model a set of visual layouts is selected and orchestrated in the way how users did it
previously for this kind of resulted data. The search for the term ”Fellner” is visualized by three
different visual layouts (see Figure 7.8): on top-left, the SeMap layout provides a general and
categorical view. Thereby the concept ’Author’ is selected. On the top-left, the content-viewer
(SemaContent) is used to illustrate the different writings, associated articles, and coauthors of
the author of interest. On the bottom, a timeline (SemaTime) illustrates associated articles
of the author based on the time-stamp and therefore the temporal spread of his publications.
The entire adaptation is based on the canonical user model that was trained by real users of
the system with different prior knowledge and aptitudes over a time period of more than one
year. The canonical user model is therefore sufficient for using the visualization and provides
the views that were commonly chosen by users. The orchestration of the visual layouts on the
visual interface is based on previous interactions and thereby on the canonical user model too.
Let us introduce a further example to illustrate the adaptive behavior: The search for the
term ”Schneider” leads to a slightly different view of the results as illustrated in Figure 7.9:a.
Thereby the term was found in the class of authors but the authors names in the result set
are not the same person. Therefore the visual interface is enhanced with another visual layout
that enables choosing an author. This view lists all authors with the name ”Schneider” that are
recognized as different identities. Thereby the author with the most publications is listed on
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top. In contrast to that, if the search is more precise and includes for instance the first name
of the author like ”David Schneider”, SemaVis visualizes only the publications of the searched
author. Thereby the placed visual layout might be different based on the canonical user model
(see Figure 7.9:b)
a: b:
Figure 7.9.: Different views based on resulted data: a: illustrates the results of the search term
”Schneider”, in top-center there appears a further list-view and visualizes inter-
actively all authors with the name; b: illustrates the search for the term ”David
Schneider” with other visual layouts and the searched author appear in the center
of the graph layout.
As already mentioned, the entire pipeline of our reference model is adapted in this ap-
plication scenario based on the canonical user model and the data. We illustrated the initial
adaptation of the visual layouts and their orchestration on the visual interface. Further the
visual variables are adapted in this application scenario. The adaptive visual variables are color
(hue), saturation, transparency, color value (brightness), size, and order. The visual variables
indicate the importance of the visualized data-entities (content adaptation) and guide the atten-
tion to certain entities. The number of results is used as an indicator for adapting the visual
variable size. For example, SemaVis visualizes the icons of authors with the most publications
slightly greater and the categories with the most publications are adapted in their size too. For
content recommendation, the visual variables of order, brightness, transparency, and color hue
were applied. Relevant content or generated classes are visualized in a deep blue color and the
less a data entity is important, based on the user model, the more transparent and bright it is.
Further the color hue changes from blue to a light-violet. Figure 7.10 illustrates the adaptation
of visual variables. The user searched in this case for the term ”GPU visualization”. SemaVis
provides two visual layouts and indicate that the term was found in the search space of Articles.
Further in the left visual layout (SeMap) the classes are illustrated and indicates with their size
that, although the search term was found in Articles, the most entries are in the class of Author.
This is due to the fact that one article might be written by more than one person. Further
there are more categories related to the search term than articles, this is due to the same fact
that publications are commonly assigned to more than one category (ACM CSS). In Figure 7.10
the user has started to navigate through the categories. During the interaction, the SemaGraph
visual layout as the third visual layout was automatically added on the visual interface. The user
navigates through the most dominant classes of categories that includes the most publications
to the last class of Picture/Image Generation. The SeMap visual layout indicates with the order
that users commonly chose the same path, except the last class of Methodology and Techniques
that is on the top but has fewer articles than the chosen one. The SemaGraph visual layout
provides a detailed view on the articles of the chosen class, whereas the SemaSpace on right of
screen illustrates the entire relationships. Thereby the class of authors illustrates the number
of all authors with publications in ”GPU Visualization”. The categories illustrate aside from
the hierarchy, the same articles within the graph and in the class Articles the sum of articles.
Further the class of authors illustrates all authors, whereas there are two dominant authors that
have published more article than others.
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Figure 7.10.: Adaptation of visual variables: size indicates the amount of entities while color,
brightness, and order indicate the user preferences according to the canonical user
model.
The canonical user model does not require personal information about the user because the
model itself provides a general data-dependent ”initialization”. As described in our conceptual
model the over-generalization of visualization adaptation is faced by individual user models.
The user of our application is able to login in the login-area as individual user. The process
of individual user adaptation starts from this point as described in the Section 6.2. If the
user does not yet have a user model, the user model of the canonical user is applied and the
deviation and similarity measurements start. The interaction of the user, while she is logged-in
as individual, changes during his interaction the individual user model and enhances it with
individual behavior patterns. The visual layouts, their composition on the interface, the content,
and the visual variables might be changed based on the individual user model. Therefore, the
history of user’s interactions is analyzed with a subsumption of the hierarchy of the schema he
interacted with. For example if the user is more interested in user interfaces and visualizations
(based on his previous interactions) and searches for the term Interaction Design, our application
presents the ’categories-of-interest’ visually highlighted (see Figure 7.11:b). In contrary, the
canonical user model applies the average interest of users in the particular domain of interest
to adapt the visualization (see Figure 7.11:a). SemaVis enables thereby not only a general
adaptation but also an individual adaptation that may affect only the visual variables or the
entire adaptation transformations of our reference model. The result might be a slightly different
or even a completely different view on the same data. Figure 7.11 illustrates a slightly different
view on the returned results for the term Interaction Design. Thereby the adaptation based on
the canonical user model visualizes the information with three visual layouts, whereas the visual
variables indicate the general interest in the selected categories by color and brightness (Figure
7.11:a). In contrast to that, the individual user model illustrates clearly that the particular user
is more interested in applications and software and not so much interested in authors. Further the
visual interface is changed slightly by visualizing a fourth visual layout for temporal information.
It seems that the user has selected in previous similar searches the temporal view on articles
(Figure 7.11:b).
If the data type changes within the exploration work flow, the system automatically adapts
the set of provided visual layouts. For example, the user may request all publications of a
specific author on demand. In this case the system automatically adapts the visualization for
the specific results during the interaction with a visual layout. Changes in provided visualizations
are performed as unobtrusively as possible in order to not confuse the user. This is performed
by automatically suggesting the most similar visualization type (e.g. aim to apply a graph-based
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a: b:
Figure 7.11.: Canonical versus individual user model adaptation: a: illustrates the search results
and the interaction path to the category Applications based on the canonical user
model and b: illustrates the same search with the same interaction path based on
an individual user model.
visualization when replacing another graph-based visualization). The information about the
similarities of the visual layouts is gathered from the SVML as described in Section 6.2.3. Visual
layouts that are not applicable anymore for currently analyzed data are temporarily excluded
from the set of user-selectable visual layouts in the recommendation area.
The described application scenario illustrates how visualization can be adapted to various
influencing factors, e.g. data and users. An initial design for the visual adaptation is not
required anymore, thus the canonical user model provides a self-learning approach and improves
the visualizations with each user for all users. But of course SemaVis provides the functionality
to deactivate the adaptation. In this mode the results are illustrated with two predefined visual
layouts (SeMap and SemaGraph) and all visual layouts are selectable in the recommendation
area. The recommendation is then just recommending the visual layouts based on the data. No
user information is considered anymore. Figure 7.12:a illustrates the returned results of the term
GPU Visualization without adaptation. Thereby the class of Author is selected by the user. We
further included based on the same search some more visual layouts to provide a view on a not
adaptive visual interface. Thereby the categories were interacted to illustrate the way of how
visual variables affect the view (see Figure 7.12:b).
a: b:
Figure 7.12.: Canonical versus individual user model adaptation: a: illustrates the search results
and the interaction path to the category Applications based on the canonical user
model and b: illustrates the same search with the same interaction path based on
an individual user model.
This section introduced one instantiation of our conceptual model as an adaptive visualiza-
tion application for bibliographic entries in digital libraries. The application scenario aimed at
providing a view on how the conceptual model was applied for visualizing bibliographic entries
from digital libraries. We outlined that the underlying metadata were not semantic. Aside from
an enrichment with semantic through our iterative querying approach, we cleaned the data from
duplicated results, transform the characters into standard Latin, and implement a routine for
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disambiguating author’s names. SemaVis was used in this application scenario with its dedicated
server. The Eurographics server was used as data-provider, thereby the search was performed
on the Eurographics server with their API and all the measurements on the SemaVis server. We
illustrated in this application scenario in particular the role of the canonical user model. With
the integration of the canonical user model as the average usage behavior there is no further need
to train an adaptive system by experts. SemaVis learns from all interactions with the system
regardless who the user is. Furthermore we illustrated some main adaptation effects on both, the
canonical user model and the individual user model. We concluded the section by illustrating
how the system behaves, if the adaptation functionality is deactivated. The main contribution
and goal of this section was the proof of feasibility of our conceptual model. It should be shown
that the complex measurements and adaptations are applicable.
7.3.2. SemaVis in Web Search
The introduced application scenario of SemaVis in digital libraries provided a sufficient insight
into the feasibility of our conceptual model. The application scenario applied all aspects of our
model and adapted according to our reference model based on both canonical and individual
user. Although, the users of a digital library are very heterogeneous and intent different tasks
to be solved, the heterogeneity of users, who search for information on Web are enormous.
Almost every one searches the Web for information. The differences between the people, who
are interacting relies not only on their prior knowledge, interests, education, visual abilities,
or aptitudes, the users differ in their cultural and demographic background too. A search on
Web data-bases might be performed by a fourteen years old girl from India for her research on
school or a fifty years old professor for computer science in the United States for his research
on search interfaces. However, the main aspect is that the application scenario of Web search
has commonly the most heterogeneous users. The here described software was accessed by users
all over the world. We registered access from China over Iran to the United States of America.
Although the most of the Web accesses came from Europe and overseas, the heterogeneity of
users is given and this fact affects the way of visualizing information enormously.
In our opinion, the heterogeneity of users in this application scenario is the main reason that
visual representations of search results could not find their way to a regular usage in Web search.
The common way of searching information on the Web is still the list-based textual representation
of search results. Although, information visualization and visual analytics experienced enormous
enhancements and developments, the techniques are still just used by special groups of users
for special tasks. Although, we do not expect that SemaVis will be established as visual search
environment that is regularly used and is part of the daily searching tasks, we think that the
idea of adaptive visualization would enable this idea and SemaVis could be the first step to a
visual search for everyone. The here introduced application scenario was published in [NBR∗14].
SemaVis uses in this application scenario two slightly different data-bases with their search
capabilities and own servers. On the one hand the DBPedia data-base with the structured
Linked-Data [MJB12] and on the other hand the Freebase data-base a Linked-Open-Data base
of Google [Goo13, Fre13a, Fre13b]. Similar to the application scenario for digital libraries, the
search process is bottom-up (see Section 6.4.1) by means that the user starts the search process
with a query. The main difference is that the process of data-cleaning and term-disambiguation
is not necessary for these data-bases. Further the searched term is queried on both data-bases
simultaneously that leads to results from two different data-bases and provides a more complex
visualization process. The search results from the semantic data-bases are commonly instances
without further semantic relations or contextual information. The returned instances have com-
monly a weighting-value, how good the queried term matches to the results. These resulting
instances are our foundation to create a visual semantics and provide contextual information.
Therefore, we apply our iterative querying approach (see Section 6.1.1.1) to generate a categor-
ical hierarchy and a contextual semantics. Figure 7.13 illustrates a test environment with the
results and their weighting for the term Kabul on left, the categorical hierarchy in the center,
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and the contextual semantics on right. Thereby the upper visual layouts visualizes the results of
Freebase and the lower the results of the DBPedia data-base.
Results Categorical Hierarchy Contextual Semantics
Results Categorical Hierarchy Contextual Semantics
Figure 7.13.: Inclusion of semantics from Web data-bases: The returned results are enriched with
our iterative querying approach with the semantics. On left the results for the term
Kabul are illustrated, in the center the categorical hierarchy is determined, and on
right the contextual semantic is illustrated as an arbitrary graph.
The iterative querying approach enables to gather and visualize the semantic structure of the
result set and provides an interactive picture of the searched term. This process is the foundation
of visualizing the semantic structure. In this application scenario, we enhanced our approach
based on the users’ search intentions [BBNK11]. We determine based on the searched term and
the weight-values of the data-bases, if a search is focused or more exploratory. Therefore the
search terms are compared to the weighting values of the data-base. With the assumption that
if a user searches for a specific fact, she defines more precise search terms, we implemented an
algorithm that make use of the data-base weightings in relation to the search terms. If one
result returns based on a specific search that may contain more than one search term is weighted
significantly higher than other results, SemaVis visualizes the entire set of results but selects the
result with the highest value initially. The process of exploratory search is thereby not limited.
Although, the user searched for a very specific combination of terms, the entire set of results is
visualized. The main difference is just that SemaVis already selected already the path to the
result that is significantly high compared to the other resulted instances. This functionality can
be best explained with an example: Let us assume that the user searched for the term Obama. As
non-exploratory search engines would prefer and illustrate result on the president of the United
States in their first pages, SemaVis visualizes all categories and semantic relations found for this
term and provide an exploratory navigation (see Figure 7.14:a). This is due to the unspecific
search. There is also a city in Japan named Obama. If SemaVis would just visualizes terms that
are related to the president of United States, the user would not find the city of Obama easily.
But vice versa, if the user searches for the term Barack Obama, it is obvious that the user wants
to get information about the president. In this case, SemaVis visualizes all results of the query
Barack Obama but selects the instance Barack Obama with based on the highest values (see
Figure 7.14:b). Figure 7.14 illustrates this functionality of SemaVis in this application scenario.
Another aspect that is relied on the data-bases and supported by our iterative querying
approach is the initial selection of concepts after a performed search. In many cases, the DBPedia
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a: b:
Figure 7.14.: Adaptation based on search term: SemaVis adapts in this application scenario
based on the searched term. In (a) the user entered the term Obama for search,
the results are giving in categories and hierarchies on both data-bases. In (b) the
user entered the more specific search terms Barack Obama. In this case SemaVis
visualizes all results, but selects the most appropriate result based on weighing
measure of the data-bases.
data-base provides a concept-hierarchy consisting of one sub-class. In such cases the interaction
costs of the user increases due to interacting through single concepts and getting at last stage
either a separation of concepts or further just one concept with a set of instances. Regardless of
the visual layout, the common procedure would be to select each concept and navigate through
them. To reduce the interaction cost, we implemented a routine based on our quantitative
measurements (see Section 6.1.2.1) that detects if a concept has just one sub-concept and navigate
automatically through the concept hierarchy until either there are more than one sub-concepts
and the user can choose one or there are no concepts anymore and the user can interact with
the instances directly. We kept the concept-hierarchy to provide the hierarchical information
for the user. During users’ interaction, new data may be loaded on demand and new concepts
may complement the hierarchical structure. Figure 7.15 illustrates this functionality. Thereby
the search results in Figure 7.15:a just provided a single sub-concept hierarchy. SemaVis selects
automatically the lowest level and visualized the related instances. In Figure 7.15:b the hierarchy
was selected until more than one sub-concept appeared. The user is able to select a further level
of hierarchy or interact with the related instances.
Figure 7.15.: Automatic selection of sub-concepts: sub-concepts of the semantic data are selected
automatically by SemaVis until a kind of decision can be performed by the user.
The adaptation in this application scenario follows our conceptual model. All major aspects
of the conceptual model could be implemented in this scenario, thus real semantic data are
accessed from the two mentioned data-bases. The application starts similar to the introduced
application scenario of digital libraries with a blank user interface as illustrated in Figure 7.2.
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The user interface is the same as already described, with its several areas for login, search,
visual recommendation, and visual interface. The application scenario includes a set of eight
visual layouts. These visual layouts were the most used ones since the first version was online
accessible. The first adaptive version of SemaVis for Web search with limited functionalities was
released in 2012 on the Web and is free accessible without restrictions. Thereby the canonical user
model was integrated one year later and is trained since 2013 by various and very heterogeneous
users.
SemaVis starts in this version similar to the digital library one, with a canonical user that
adapts the entire visual interface based on the queried data and the user model. The main dif-
ference is that the search is performed simultaneously on two different data-bases. Therefore the
visual variables that indicate relevance values and guide the users’ attention differ in their color
hue. This is to enable a differentiation between the results of the two data-bases. Beside this,
each visual layout on interface is annotated with the corresponding data-base. The adaptation
based on the canonical user model is as described in Section 6.1.3 is based on the interaction
behavior of the user in relation to the data. So the results of the different data-bases may initially
be visualized with different visual layouts. This is due to the different structure and content of
the result data. Figure 7.16 illustrates the changed views on the slightly differing data. Thereby
a search for the term Fraunhofer was performed and navigated to the Fraunhofer Society. The
similar visual layouts are due to the similar data, whereas the DBPedia data-base provides ad-
ditional geographical information and Freebase temporal information. The visual interface is
thereby adapted based on the user model and the underlying data. Further the visual variables
that make use of color hue (Freebase: deep orange to a light green and DBPedia: deep green
to a light turquoise), saturation, size, and order. The visual layouts are recommended on the
recommendation area for each data-base separately. Further the user interaction history above
the visual layout is visualized in the dominant color of the particular data-base. Figure 7.16
illustrates that with both data-bases were interacted. This can be seen from the different colors
of the user interaction history.
Figure 7.16.: Simultaneous visualization of different data-bases: On top the results of the Free-
base data-base is visualized colored in orange, in bottom the results of DBPedia
are visualized in green.
The canonical user model is the main user model of this application scenario and therefore,
beside the data structure, the foundation of adaptation. The workflow in the adaptive SemaVis
is similar to the SemaVis version for digital libraries. Due to the very different data that are
returned from the data-base, the adaptation effects are bigger and changes during the interaction
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with the system appear more often. A main aspect is that during the interaction, data may be
loaded from the underlying data-bases on demand. The changed data structure in combination
with the user model effects the visual interface immediately and enhances the interface with
new visual layouts. Thereby the automatic dismissal of placed visual layouts are only then
performed, if not data for that particular visual layout exist or the user starts a new search
that returns other data with other data-structure. The canonical user model is in this scenario
like in the other scenarios too, the average usage behavior of all users, who interacted with the
system. Those users, who are logged-in as individual users are considered too. That means
that regardless, if a user is interacting with the system logged-in as individual or not, SemaVis
considers his interaction in the canonical user model and changes the entire behavior based on
this user model.
In contrast to that, if a user is logged-in as individual and has not yet an individual user
model or his user model does not contain enough data to determine his preferences and behavior,
SemaVis investigates for that user the canonical user model and trains simultaneously the indi-
vidual one. In this case the introduced approach of measuring deviations and user similarities
as illustrated in the Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 are continuously applied. Thereby the individual
preferences of the user are measured and if his individual user model contains enough informa-
tion for an individualized adaptation, the canonical user model is not investigated anymore for
adaptation (but still trained further) and the individual user model is applied for adaptation.
To illustrate how individual user may change in their behavior, we illustrated in Figure 7.17 the
initial results of the term Albert Einstein of two differing users.
Figure 7.17.: Visual adaptation for differing user: the result of the search term Albert Einstein
visualized by SemaVis based on two differing individual user models.
Figure 7.17 illustrates clearly that the deviated user models of the two user affects the visual
variables, visual layout, and the visual interface. Thereby the content is not adapted, due to
the very specific search term that leads to an automatic selection of a uniquely identified search
result as described above. The left user in Figure 7.17 seems to use more simple visual layouts
and is more interested in temporal issues. The right user in contrast to that seems to have
preferences on more complex graph-based structures, whereas the temporal aspects seem not to
be interesting for him. Based on the visual recommendation area (right bar) the most preferred
visual layouts in the context of the chosen data are illustrated. The right left user (Freebase
as data-base is chosen) prefers in particular SeMap, SemaGraph, and SemaTime (see Section
6.3.3.2) whereas the right user (DBPedia is selected) seems to be more interested in geographical
aspects and graph-based layouts. The fact that in both cases the content is illustrated is due to
the general behavior of users (based on the canonical user model) that if an instance is referring
directly to a Web-resource, this should be visualized. The SemaVis learns from the individual
user behavior. If a user is permanently dismissing the view on content, this would even not be
visualized, if an instance would refer to a Web-resource.
Let us take a look in contrast to the individualized visualizations of the term Albert Einstein
to the visual representation based on the canonical user model for the same term. Figure 7.18
illustrates the results of the term, if a user is not logged-in. We illustrated in this figure two
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slightly different versions of the visual representation for the canonical user model. The left one
illustrates the standard view, while the right one has turned on an iconic view. Thereby the
figures from instances are loaded on demand and replace the default icons. The figure illustrates
clearly that the left user from Figure 7.17 is more similar to the canonical user and thereby the
average user. Aside from his interest on temporal and somehow geographical issues, the visual
layout orchestration seems to be the same. The right user by contrast differs from the canonical
user much more. Besides the view on content there are no identical visual layouts placed on
screen.
Figure 7.18.: Visual adaptation based on the canonical user model: the result of the search term
Albert Einstein visualized by SemaVis based on the canonical user model. The
right figure uses the icons the associated figure from the data-bases as icons.
The adaptation process in SemaVis changes during users’ interaction the visual interface
and recommends other visual layouts. This effect is always coupled with the users’ interaction
to perceive the changes on screen as a reaction of the system. Major changes appear if the
user searches for other terms, his interaction with data is loading a set of new data that has
another structure and content, and in particular if the user is logged-in during the search and
exploration process. Thereby the already placed visual layouts still remains, expect a new search
is performed. During the interaction without searching for another term only new visual layouts
appear without dismissing the placed ones. Figure 7.19 illustrates a scenario in which the user
started a search for the term Einstein and navigated in both data-bases to the city of Princeton
(Figure 7.19:a). Thereafter he logged-in as individual and the visual interface and the visual
recommendation changed their appearance. The visual interface added new visual layouts, while
the visual recommendation changed the order of the recommended visual layouts (Figure 7.19).
a: b:
Figure 7.19.: Visual adaptation during the interaction process: a: illustrates the visual presen-
tation based on the canonical user model and b: illustrates the same view after an
individual user logged-in. The already placed visual layouts still remain, but the
most preferred visual layouts of the user are added on the interface. Further the
visual recommendation area and visual variables changes.
Another mentionable aspect of the adaptation is the use of our prediction algorithm (see
Section 6.1.3.3) in context of adaptation. Commonly SemaVis makes use of the algorithm to load
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data on demand prior to users’ interaction. This procedure reduced the loading and measurement
time for the adaptations. In some cases it might be useful for the user to see what is predicted
by the system. Commonly this functionality is turned off (in all scenarios), but the user can
turn this on to get recommendations for interactions. Thereby commonly the underlying user
model is investigated to measure the predicted action. The predicted action may lead the users’
attention and guide them in his exploration process. Figure 7.20 illustrates a scenario in which
the user searched for the term Fraunhofer, thereby the interaction prediction is turned on and
visualizes the recommended related instance or concept by a deep red color.
Figure 7.20.: Interaction prediction for guiding users: the predicted and thereby recommended
entities are colored red. In the upper visual layouts, the concept Organization is
colored red, in the lower, the instance Fraunhofer Society.
The content adaptation of SemaVis is based on the underlying user model. While not logged-
in users get a kind of content recommendation based on the overall average interaction behavior,
the individual users’ content is recommended based on their own user model. For the content
adaptation in particular the users’ interests are considered and a data-base independent model
is generated as illustrated in Section 6.1.3.4 (Equations 6.13 and 6.14 and Table 6.4) that are
part of the user model. The steady state vector on concept level enables a data-base independent
recommendation of data. This is in particular in our Web search scenario of great interest, thus
the user searches and interacts simultaneously on two different data-bases. Although, the data-
bases have different data-structure and differing content, on an abstract level the interactions
and interests can be determined for both data-bases. However, not all concepts use the same
terms and can consequently not matched. Commonly the content is recommended by using
the visual variable layer of our reference model and changes the items of interest in their size,
color, order, and brightness. Figure 7.21 illustrates the search results for the term Kabul for two
different users with different interests. We can see clearly that the user in Figure 7.21:a is more
interested in events. In both data-bases the concept event can be found on the highest level of
hierarchy and is clearly highlighted in contrast to all other items. In contrast to that in Figure
7.21:b the user seems to be more interested in places, locations and countries. In this context
just one common concept can be found, the concept of Country. Although this concept is in
DBPedia in the third level of hierarchy and in Freebase in the second level, the user model is
able to determine based on the introduced algorithms the relevance of this concept for the user
and highlights it regardless from which data-base they are resulted.
The application scenario of Web-search with two different data-bases implements the major
aspects of or conceptual model and the underlying reference model of adaptation. The adaptation
is based on the combined model of user behavior, data structure and content. It is further
enhanced with recommendation functionalities and prediction of recommended data that can be
turned on, if the user wants such guidance. All other functionalities like adding, dismissing, and
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Figure 7.21.: Content recommendation in adaptive visualization: The figure illustrates the search
result for the term Kabul based on the user model of two different users. The user
in the left figure (a) is more interested in ”events” and related issues. The term
”event” occurs in both data-bases on the highest concept-level and is recommended
by the use of visual variables. The user in the right figure (b) is more interested in
places and related issues. Here the term ”country” was found in different levels of
concept-hierarchy and recommended for the user by the visual variables.
rearranging visual layouts can be further used in this application scenario. Each interaction of
the user trains the user model and if the user is logged-in his individual user model too. But our
application can be used as a visualization environment without the adaptive functionalities. The
user has always the choice to use the adaptive version or the non-adaptive version that neither
adapting the different visual layer nor recommending any visual layouts for the user. Figure 7.22
illustrates SemaVis for Web search in a non-adaptive manner. All adaptation functionalities were
turned-off. Even the visual recommendation in the right bar does not recommend any visual
layouts. All icons have the same size and the order is a default set order. The differing colors
in the visual layouts are associated to the different data-bases and indicate if the entities are
instances or concepts.
Figure 7.22.: Interaction prediction for guiding users: the predicted and thereby recommended
entities are colored red. In the upper visual layouts, the concept Organization is
colored red, in the lower, the instance Fraunhofer Society.
We introduced in this section the application scenario of Web-search with the full-adaptive
SemaVis. This application scenario makes use of real semantic data provides thereby enhanced
visual adaptation on different data-bases. We could illustrate that the major aspects of our
conceptual model can even be applied to data from different data-bases with masses amount
of data. The application scenario of Web search demonstrated clearly that there is no need
to train the systems by experts. With our approach of the canonical user model, the system is
continuously trained by real users. This version of SemaVis is free online accessible for interested
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audience. This audience trained the major aspects of the user models by using the system similar
to the application scenario for digital libraries.
The main difference between the introduced applications scenarios of Web-search and digital
libraries were the underlying data-bases. While the digital library scenario provided non-semantic
data that had to be first enriched with semantics, we used in this application scenario two well-
known semantic data-bases. Further the application scenario of digital library just used on
data-base in contrast to this application scenario. In the next section, we will introduce our
ongoing work on the visual adaptation in context of policy modeling. Although, the work on this
topic is ongoing, we introduce the application scenario due to its differing character of search.
While the application scenarios for digital library and Web-search made use of a more traditional
bottom-up search, we will illustrate in the next section that SemaVis is capable to support a
top-down search too.
7.3.3. SemaVis in Policy Modeling
The involvement of citizens with their opinions and discussions in the policy modeling or creation
process plays an increasing role. The Web provides vast amounts of social data, which can be used
to identify problems and consider citizens’ opinions in the policy creation process. The masses
of information are difficult to handle. Everyday new opinions, discussions etc. and thereby new
data are available. The application scenario introduced in this section investigates the adaptive
visualization of social media data, e.g. data from Facebook, Twitter, and so on, to enable a view
on emerging trends and topics for the different roles in policy modeling. SemaVis uses in this
application scenario data from partners of a European project. Our partners are crawling data,
extracting data features [BCD14], and provide a structured and semantically enriched access to
the data [ROL14]. SemaVis is using the structured data to provide appropriate visual layouts for
the different stages and processes. This section aims not at giving an insight of how the data are
processes or topics are generated, it focuses more on the part of visual adaptation based on user
and data as a distributed system. This section was partially published in [NSBK14, NBRK14].
The main difference between this application scenario and the introduced ones is in particu-
lar relied on the way information are searched. It is not always obvious which term or topic is of
interest for citizens in context of their environment, city or country. A bottom-up search would
not lead to efficient results or provide a view on emerging or interesting topics to be considered
in the policy modeling process. To face this problem, we apply for this application scenario a
top-down search for gathering knowledge in problem identification on social (subjective) level
etc. The top-down approach integrates the introduced search interface as well as a temporal
overview of topics. The temporal overview provides a kind of faceting the search space to reduce
the information amount on relevant aspects. On the visualization level ”details-on-demand” and
graph-based visualizations provide a comprehensible view on the information relationships. With
the integrated visual layouts of SemaVis, the level of detail may reveal fine granular or textual
information. Thereby we follow the visual information seeking mantra proposed by Shneider-
man [Shn96]. Figure 7.23 illustrates the temporal overview of SemaVis with the temporal spread
of the topics. The topics are chosen from the left bar, in which a list illustrates all emerging
topics. Topics of interest can be selected to view their temporal spread. The visualized data are
extracted terms from Croatian social media resources.
The temporal overview on extracted topics is kept simple. It is not combined with the visual
interface of SemaVis to provide a clear and comprehensible picture of the topics’ evolutions. Only
the SemaRiver visual layout (see Section 6.3.3.2) is placed to provide such a temporal view on
the topics. This view on the data is not adaptive. Although the selection interactions of users
are stored in the canonical user model, an adaptation is not provided due to the simple way of
visualization. The work on this application scenario is ongoing. It is intended to enhance this view
on categorical and geographical overviews [NSBK14]. With these enhancements the application
of our adaptive model would make sense. However the simple overview on data enables the user
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Figure 7.23.: Temporal overview of political topics: in the center (main) area the extracted
topics from social media are visualized based on their temporal spread. On left, a
selectable list of all available topics enables to choose certain topics of interest.
to choose one of the visualized topics to get detailed information about the topic. Therefore
the selected topic is searched in a semantic data-base provided by our project partners [ROL14].
Similar to the other application scenarios, the data is not stored in the SemaVis server. It is again
a distributed client-server solution that makes use of more than one server. The formalization of
the crawled social Web data is provided in this application scenario as a light-weight semantic
representation. The technologies provide feature extraction based on statistical models [BCD14].
The extracted features are then formalized in a semantic relationship model, based on SIOC and
FOAF, whereas project-specific classes are enhancing the formalization.
After a user has chosen a topic of interest, he gets with a double click on the SemaVis
user interface as introduced in the previous application scenarios. Thereby the selected topic is
visualized in more detailed manner. In particular the channel that refers to source of the topic,
the actors that refer to the persons or institutions that published their position, and post that
include the text that was published, is visualized with their semantic relations. In this application
scenario the adaptation is limited to the visual layouts and their composition on screen based on
the canonical user model. Commonly the size of icons or graphical representations of data refers
to the amount of related or included postings. The average usage of the visual layouts and their
placements are stored to enable an adequate view on the underlying data. Thus in this context
commonly the topic, channel, or actor with the most postings is of interest for the policy makers,
the visual variables only refers to the amount of relations and postings. Figure 7.24 illustrates
the canonical adapted visual interface after the choice of a topic in the overview visualization.
Thereby four visual layouts give detailed information about the chosen topic. We can see at a
glance that all postings about the chosen topic were published via Twitter, due to its iconic logo.
Further one actor seems to post more about the certain topic, due to the greater size of the icon
on the SemaSpace visual layout. The temporal visual layout illustrates the amount of topics in
a more detailed way. The figure illustrates the topic postings on a daily interval.
From this point the process of adaptation starts as described in our conceptual model and
in the previous application scenarios. The main difference is that the canonical user model just
adapts the visual layout and their composition. The visual variables are dedicated for relevance
measures of the project partners that provide a kind of weighting based on the various factors,
e.g. amount of previous postings or relation to other relevant persons. Thereby only the size
as visual variable is used. The interactions of users are enhancing the canonical user model and
based on this the entire system behavior changes. Similar to our other application scenarios, the
work flow of the users leads to immediate changes on the visual layout layer.
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Figure 7.24.: Detailed view on a chosen topic: After selecting a topic, SemaVis illustrates the de-
tails about the topic in semantic manner. The visual layouts and their composition
are based on a canonical user model.
However, the visual variables are not used for the canonical user model; the user in this
application scenario is still able to login as individual. Thereby all the functionalities of our
conceptual model are applied including the adaptation of the visual variables based on user’s
interest and interaction history. Figure 7.25 illustrates a view on the data of another topic, which
includes news articles. Thereby the user is logged-in as individual. The composition of the visual
layouts, the choice of visual layouts, and the visual variables are adapted to the individual user
model. The colors are the same as in the digital library application scenario to provide a coherent
recognition effect, if the user works with different versions of SemaVis.
Figure 7.25.: Adaptation based on individual user model: visual variables, visual layouts, and
their orchestration are adapted based on an individual user model.
The work on this application scenario is still ongoing. During the investigation, we identified
different roles in the modeling process of policies that should be considered in the adaptation
process. Further we identified the necessity of simple one-dimensional visual layouts for quanti-
tative data, thus the social opinions and their relationships would just fulfill a small part of the
full set of requirements. Although, an enhanced version of SemaVis (see Figure 7.26) [BNS∗13]
was applied for statistical data-bases, e.g. Eurostat, the requirements of the stakeholder goes
beyond this data and visual layouts. The users in the domain of policy modeling differ in their
prior knowledge, interests, and intentions. But the main aspect is that they have further different
political perspectives on the same issue. The goal should be to provide a more goal-oriented view
on the facts and apply for instance process-oriented adaptation methods.
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Figure 7.26.: Combined visualization of semantics and statistical data from the Eurostat data-
base
This section introduced SemaVis in the application domain of policy modeling. The main
goal was to illustrate that the adaptive concepts can be applied even if further measurements
affect the visual presentation. The application scenario illustrated further how the top-down
exploratory information seeking is applied in SemaVis. Therefore in particular the canonical
user model is applied to adapt the visual interface and the visual layouts. Users’ of the policy
modeling domain are still able to login as individuals and get personalized views on topics from
different social media channels. Although, the work on this application scenario is ongoing and
requires further adaptation capabilities that are not focus our work, the main idea and the proof
of feasibility were illustrated.
7.4. Chapter Summary
Our conceptual model introduced a variety of models, algorithms, approaches, and methods for
the visual adaptation of semantics based on user and data characteristics. The detailed descrip-
tion of the conceptual model aimed at providing the replication of each integrated approach or
model. In this chapter, we introduced the implementation of our conceptual model. We bap-
tized the implemented adaptive visualization environment SemaVis, which was developed in an
iterative manner. Our main goal in this chapter was to provide the proof of feasibility of our
conceptual model based on SemaVis. We therefore introduced first the general architecture of
SemaVis with the main focus on our conceptual model. The general architecture was described
based on the MVC-pattern, whereas we outlined that this architectural design was chosen due
to a more simple way of describing the main functionalities. The description of the entire ar-
chitecture of SemaVis would go beyond the focus of this thesis. The description aimed more at
providing the technical interplay of the various models and introduced the distributed computing
character of SemaVis. SemaVis was designed as a distributed client-server technology.
The main adaptation functionalities are deployed to a dedicated SemaVis server, whereas
the SemaVis client visualizes the result as Web-application. SemaVis can be used as a single-
client technology or as a client-server technology without the dedicated server. In both cases the
adaptive functionalities cannot be used. The common way of deploying SemaVis on Web is a
client-server solution with multiple servers. Thereby the data are provided by other servers or
data-bases and the SemaVis server measures the adaptation values. For the proof of feasibility,
the SemaVis server plays the most important role. The main computations are performed in
the Controller layer and stored in the Model layer. All components of the Controller layer and
major parts of the Model layer are deployed on the SemaVis server. Based on this architectural
design, we introduced three application scenarios with different approaches and goals. Therefore
first the user interface design that was used in the application scenarios was introduced.
The UI-design of SemaVis was kept as simple as possible. The main area is the visual
interface that enables the placement, rearrangement, and dismissing of visual layouts. A search
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area provides beside the search field, the choice of data-bases and special search features. The
user login area enables users to login as individuals or deactivate the visual adaptation, and the
visual recommendation area illustrates via icons various visual layouts arrange them based on
the user model and the data characteristics. The visual layouts from this area can be dropped
onto the visual interface.
After describing the user interface of the SemaVis client, we introduced our three application
scenarios. The different application scenarios aimed at providing not only the proof of feasibility
of our model, they further targeted to illustrate, in which contexts adaptive visualizations would
make sense. One main application scenario was the use of SemaVis in context of digital libraries.
We illustrated that not semantic data are enriched with semantics and adapted based on the
canonical and individual user models. We could illustrate that major parts of our conceptual
model were implemented and applied in this scenario that provided a full-adaptive visualization
environment based on our reference model. The second main application scenario was Web-
search. This application scenario makes use of two different data-bases simultaneously and
applies major aspects of our conceptual model too. The third scenario was located in policy
modeling domain and illustrated our ongoing work on visual adaptation. The main goal was
to illustrate the top-down search in contrast to the full-adaptive scenarios of digital library and
Web-search that use a bottom-up search approach.
With the introduced architecture and the different application scenarios, we could clearly
prove the feasibility of our introduced conceptual model. Thereby a proof of the benefits of our
conceptual model was not provided. In the following chapter, we will investigate the added values
of our conceptual model and perform an empirical evaluation of the adaptive system. Thereby,
SemaVis for digital libraries will be used for the main evaluation.
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The conceptual model, designed and implemented in context of this work, requires to be proved
and validated. Furthermore, shortcomings and limitations of the approach should be enlightened
to enable future work for the community on this topic. Thus, our approach is designed for use
with heterogeneous users and provides a new way of human interaction with visual information
the prove should be an empirical study on users. This chapter introduces the empirical study
on our approach with an evaluation as a controlled experiment. We start with a general intro-
duction into the topic of evaluation with a theoretical overview of the underlying psychological
methods. In this context we will introduce some previously performed evaluations for similar
applications. This should provide us with information to the right direction of evaluating our
approach. Thereafter, a preliminary pilot study on evaluating only the effects of visual variables
in context of information search will be introduced. The study was performed together with
the psychological department of the Technische Universität Darmstadt. The main goal here was
to find out, if the visual variables in terms of color and size have already an effect on search
efficiency and enable us to identify appropriate questionnaires, limitations, and shortcomings.
The evaluation on SemaVis that focuses on our conceptual model will build the main part
of this chapter. We will first introduce our assumptions on the benefits of the system and deduce
hypotheses. Thereafter the evaluation method will be introduced. In this context we will describe
our evaluation system that was developed in context of this work to provide an evaluation with
full-automatic data-collection and reduced human intervention. This part will further introduce
our group-design and Power Analysis to ensure that the number of participants is sophisticated
for the evaluation. Thereafter, the collected data of the evaluation will be described together with
the questionnaires and the entire procedure of the evaluation. The described method, procedure,
and collected data should enable to prove the validation of the evaluation and enable to replicate
the evaluation scenario.
The main evaluation was performed with the SemaVis application for digital libraries. This
is due to the fact that the policy modeling scenario is ongoing work and does not include the
entire spectrum of adaptation functionalities and the application scenario of Web-search makes
use of two different data-bases. There exists no appropriate baseline for such an adaptive system.
The results may be not confident enough.
One main part of the evaluation will be the introduction of results. This will include the
number and demographic aspects of the participants, their visual limitations and of course the
results of the evaluation in terms of measures for the different deduced hypotheses. This chapter
will conclude with the discussion of the results in context of our hypotheses.
8.1. Foundations of Evaluating Adaptive Visualizations
The interactive visualization of information enables human access to increasing amount of data
for solving a variety of informational tasks. As we worked out in this thesis, information visual-
ization and in particular adaptive visualization is a prospering area of Human Computer Interac-
tion and helps users retrieving and acquiring information and knowledge [FvWSN08, KKEM10,
CMS99, Ahn10]. Beside aspects like design and implementation [KSDK11] or benchmarking
techniques [GHPL02, PFG08], the evaluation of information and adaptive visualizations plays
an increasing role in today’s research [San05, VW05, Car08, Ahn10, APM∗11, SCC13], due to
the fact that information visualization builds the human interface to data, information, and
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knowledge. Komlodi and colleagues summarized the techniques on evaluating information visu-
alization in the four main areas of usability evaluation, controlled experiments comparing design
elements, controlled experiments comparing two or more visualizations or tools, and case stud-
ies [Pla04, p. 2], [KSS04]. Case studies, in which the users’ task solving process is reported
in their natural environment [Pla04], are rarely used to evaluate visualizations. Thus, they are
time-consuming and the results are not replicable [Pla04]. Therefore, we will not investigate this
type of evaluation in our thesis.
Usability testing or evaluation can be distinguished in two approaches depending on the
prototypes’ development progress: formative testing and summative testing [LFH10]. Formative
testing is used in early stages of the development to discover usability problems. Additionally,
heuristics have been used in the past to evaluate information visualizations [ZSN∗06]. Heuristics
comprise a set of usability guidelines, due to which deficits concerning usability can be detected.
These problems can be a starting point for further formative usability evaluation [GSRH99]. In
contrast to that summative testing aims at evaluating the application and reveal evidence for
its goodness. The dominant method in summative testing are controlled experiments. This way
confounding variables can be controlled by the experimental setting (e.g. [FH09]). However, well
developed and reliable software is required [LBI∗11]; otherwise the evaluation may be unsuited to
provide proper results [VB96]. The conventional usability measures are effectiveness, efficiency,
and satisfaction [Nor00]. According to the ISO standard [Nor00] effectiveness describes the
accuracy of goal achievement, efficiency measures the relation of effort and effectiveness with
respect to goal achievement, and satisfaction comprises perceived comfort as well as absence of
discomfort. Aside from quantitative measures qualitative user data has been assessed in the past
to discover patterns in users’ behavior [ST09].
As already mentioned, formative testing aims to improve the usability of visualizations dur-
ing the development phase, while summative testing compares different metrics of visualizations
in controlled experiments [LFH10, Pla04]. Komlodi et al. and Plaisant differentiate in the
context of visualizations controlled experiments in comparing design elements and comparing
tools. The comparison of design elements might include widgets or the mappings of data to
certain visual layouts [Pla04]. The comparison of tools is according to Plaisant the common
type of study [Pla04, pp. 2]. It includes typically different visualizations and enables a sum-
mative evaluation on different visualizations. This way of testing goes beyond usability aspects
and may involve metrics like perceptual speed, visual working memory, or verbal working mem-
ory [SCC13].
Perceptual speed in context of visualization is the speed of encoding visual information.
As we introduced in Section 2.2, commonly this is subdivided into preattentive information
processing and attentive information processing [TG80, Wol07, War04, War13, Ren02]. One
important metric for the evaluation of visualizations can be the speed in which certain information
is perceived by users. Based on the fundamental works of Treisman [TG80, Tre86, TG88],
Wolfe [Wol89, Wol94, Wol07, WH08], Jun and colleagues introduced a visual information
processing model for interactive visualization [JLS11]. The model divides the processing of visual
information into three stages: feature extraction, pattern perception and goal directed processing.
Feature extraction is a low level process to extract main features from sensory information and
is more related to the preattentive stage of visual information processing. If the information of
interest is found (pattern perception), the following action is related to goal directed processing
[JLS11]. The model of Jun et al is quite identical to that of Ware [War04, War13] introduced
in Section 2.2.2 and similar to that of Rensink [Ren02, Ren00]. Another relevant concept for
the perceptual speed is the attentional weight, a value assigned to each visual entity [Kyl06]. The
attentional weight is associated with the strength of the sensory evidence and the context [Kyl06].
The similarity-choice theory suggests that the bigger the attentional weight of an object, the
higher is the probability of choosing that object. Therefore homogeneous objects, as in a textual
representation, have equal attentional weights. When using adaptive mechanism to visualize
relevant objects differently, the probability of choosing them increases even more [Log04]. Within
an application that uses visualization, the processing of visual information is faster and associated
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with less effort. Furthermore visualizations can make use of visual variables [NK13] like color,
shape, size etc. to guide users’ attention. Therefore, goal directed processing would takes less
time.
Another important construct with respect to visual information processing is the visual
working memory (VWM ). As suggested by the biased competition hypothesis, VWM guides the
allocation of attention [DD04]. It has been shown, that VWM is capable of storing an item during
a task without influencing the task itself [DD04]. Other results show, that information present in
the working memory is also possible to interfere with attention and lead to a lower performance
on the task [LL07]. Lavie and Fockert also evidenced that the working memory interferes with
the guidance of visual selective attention [LF06]. They discovered in their fMRI-study, that single
distractors influence the performance in visual search tasks. Somervell et al. discovered that
visualizations with high density require more attentional capacity than those with low density.
The performance in a simple game was higher, when the visual search tasks were performed with
respect to a visualization with low density [SMNS02]. Prior research has shown that features like
position and presence are encoded differently from color. The visual memory stores those features
automatically, whereas features like surface attributes are associated with a higher amount of
required attention [AIT00]. An adaptive visualization provides more guiding features than a
static visualization, thus a visual search task is done with lower cognitive load [SCC13, Ahn10].
The cognitive load can be assessed through various methods. One way to measure the cognitive
load is to perform multiple tasks parallel [MMC∗10]. Another more direct way to assess the
cognitive load is through EEG [APM∗11].
Verbal working memory refers to a measure of storage and manipulation capacity of verbal
information [SCC13]. In context of information visualization this subset of the working memory
plays a secondary role [CM08, CCH∗11, SCC13] and is often not considered in the evaluation
process. With respect to the measurement of systems’ intuitiveness, the verbalization ability and
the verbal working memory play a role [UD10b, UD10a].
In summary, it can be said that there are established methods for evaluating information vi-
sualizations and proper metrics for evaluating their effectiveness, efficiency, and acceptance. The
most common way to evaluate information visualizations with an advanced developing progress
are summative evaluations, in particular by comparing the visualization tools in controlled exper-
iments. Perceptual speed and visual working memory can be evaluated through the completion
time of tasks compared to a baseline [CM08, CCH∗11, SCC13] and refer to effectiveness and
efficiency of the visualizations. Furthermore, the aspects of satisfaction or acceptance can be
gathered and evaluated through appropriate questionnaires that may involve the verbal working
memory [UD10b, UD10a].
In contrast to that the evaluation of adaptive visualizations are more complicated, due to
the fact that the system learns from the user. To conduct an evaluation of adaptive visualiza-
tion the participants have to work in long-term studies with the visualization system to train
the underlying knowledge model. The effect of this process is obvious: while the adaptive vi-
sualization systems learn from the participant, the participant learns by interacting with the
system. It is therefore difficult to measure which way of ”learning” had higher effects. As men-
tioned, the studies have to be designed as long-term studies to train the system. Ahn conducted
a study, in which the participants had about 50 minutes time to train the system with their
individual profile [Ahn10]. After the training three search session were started followed by ques-
tionnaires [Ahn10, AB10]. One main question arising from this procedure is how much did the
participants learn during the training phase and how much did the system learn? A counter-
balancing can be achieved by providing the same training session for an adaptive system and a
non-adaptive system, but in this case ”only” the adaptivity of the entire system can be measured
without the effects that may occur by different levels of adaptation. Olson and Chun claimed
that another problem with adaptive interfaces is that the spatial arrangement of items changes
over time due to the adaptation effect [OC02]. This leads to losing the context in particular in
repeated visual search tasks [OC02].
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The effect of adaptive visualizations was evidenced by some user studies that measured
the perceptual speed, visual working memory and verbal working memory [CM08, CCH∗11,
TCCH12, TCSC13, SCC12, SCC13, SSCC13]. Toker et al. evaluated for example the percep-
tual speed, visual working memory, and verbal working memory with two different but equivalent
visualizations regarding their information content, a bar and a radar graph [TCCH12]. They
performed their study in three main steps: a cognitive test containing questionnaires about
the participants’ working memory (visual and verbal) and perceptual speed, followed by search
tasks, and concluded with post-questionnaire [TCCH12]. The task were subdivided into ”com-
mon search task” and ”complex search task” (double scenario tasks). A complex search task
had more the characteristic of exploratory tasks based on the model of Marchionini [Mar06]
or White and Roth [WR09]. An example for their complex task was ”Find the courses in
which Andrea is below the class average and Diana is above it?” [TCCH12, p. 277]. Their
study measured three main aspects, task completion time, visualization preference, and ease-
of-use. The task-completion-time was recorded by their software, the visualization preference
was asked with a five-item question (from like to dislike), and the ease-of-use with five-item
questions about the ”understanding” of each visualization (from easy to understand to difficult
to understand) [TCCH12]. The results of their study showed that bar graphs lead to faster
task-completion-time for simple tasks. In more complex tasks no significant difference between
the visualizations could be observed [TCCH12]. Further, the results showed a high effect of
perception speed on task-completion-time when dealing with simple tasks. They discovered an
interaction between the task and the visualization regarding the relation between perception
speed and task-completion-time [TCCH12]. Although bar graphs lead to quicker task comple-
tion in accordance with other studies [SH87, Few05], the task-completion-time was more affected
by perception speed when participants used radar graphs [TCCH12]. Expertise had no influ-
ence on the performance in the simple task condition. Further, a positive effect of perception
speed on task-completion-time was also revealed in the context of complex tasks [TCCH12].
However, there was no interaction. In contrast to simple tasks, expertise had an influence on
task-completion-time. This effect was also present, when the expertise was related to the other
visualization [TCCH12].
Based on the introduced studies and theoretical foundations, it is obvious that the eval-
uation of adaptive visualizations should be performed as controlled experiments with different
conditions, on design or tool level. The main question remains how to train the user model
without providing a learning effect for the participants? Further, it is more than relevant to
evaluate the different aspects of adaptation and their effect to task completion and acceptance.
The different aspects or layers of visual adaptation can be differentiated as described in Sec-
tion 6.3 into semantics and content, visual layout, visual variables, and visual interface adapta-
tion. Thus commonly the evaluation of adaptive metrics is performed only on the visual layout
level [CM08, CCH∗11, SCC13, TCCH12]. Another main aspect is the measurement of the task
completion with different level of task complexity according to the exploratory search defini-
tions [Mar06, WR09]. Further it should be expected from adaptive visualizations compared to
static ones that the cognitive load is reduced, due to the adaptive characteristics.
8.2. Preliminary Study
The introduced studies on research of adaptive visualizations evidence that the adaptation of
the visual layout improves the task-completion-time for simple search tasks [TCCH12]. Evalua-
tions and empirical studies on the visual variable level, e.g. color or size is rarely performed to
evidence the effect of parallel information processing in adaptive visualizations. Although, there
exist several studies that evidence the ”guidance characteristics” of those variables [TG88, Wol07]
a controlled experiment by comparing two equivalent visual interfaces with and without adaptive
visual variables should reveal the evidence that the visual variables support the user in simple
search task by guiding the attention to the main search result. We therefore propose the hy-
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pothesis that the use of adaptive visual variables, exemplary with size and color, improves the
performance of simple search-related tasks. We expect performance metrics to profit from the
visual variable adaptivity of a visual interface.
Hypothesis 1: The adaptation of visual variables in visualization environments provides a
simpler access to required information than without an adaptive behavior. We there expect that
more tasks are completed successfully in the same time.
Beside performance, the way of presenting information influences the satisfaction, perceived
by the user. Visualization of search results leads to high user-satisfaction [KSJ∗06] as well as
visualizations of blog archives [GBL∗02]. This effect was also experimentally verified in the
context of problem solving tasks [Zha96]. It has been shown, that visualizations containing
color-term highlighting yield to higher user satisfaction even when not increasing the performance
[Kic96]. Chittaro and Combi [CC01] evaluated a visualization for temporal information. Different
types of visualization were compared and although there was no evidence for a better user-
performance, one of the visualizations was significantly rated better [CC01].
Visual aesthetics of a web-based application are closely related to perceived satisfaction.
Lavie and Tractinsky addressed the importance of aesthetics by developing a measurement
[LT04]. Cawthon and Moere discovered that perceived aesthetics also yield to better perfor-
mance metrics, like effectiveness, when dealing with a visualization application [CM07]. Visual
complexity is related to perceived aesthetic, but familiarity has the biggest effect [MHB08]. Based
on those findings, we expect the perceived satisfaction to be higher among users working with
an adaptive visualization tool.
Hypothesis 2: The adaptation of visual variables in visualization environments leads to a higher
satisfaction and acceptance than visualization environments without adaptive visual variables.
Hence, we expect participants give higher ratings with respect to usability dimensions.
The goal of our preliminary study was to determine whether the adaptive behavior in terms of
adaptive visual variable (color, size etc.) improves the usability of the application. The adaptive
behavior, described in [NSK11, NRB∗13], is supposed to help users get to the information of
interest. To evidence our hypotheses, we conducted a preliminary user study that just involved
the adaptation visual variables in a static visual environment. The adaptation was performed
with a canonical user model (see Section 6.1.3.4) that was trained by a number of users, who
searched for the terms before the study was conducted. With this model the relevant information
was highlighted within the visualization by color and size. The study was conducted as a between
subject design with ground-truth data of Freebase [Fre13a], a data-base for Linked-Open-Data.
The participants were randomly distributed over two experimental conditions: 1. visualization
environment with adaptive visual variables, 2. visualization environment without adaptive visual
variables.
8.2.1. Method
Group Design
The study was conducted as a between subjects design. The participants were randomly dis-
tributed over two experimental conditions. Although each participant had to answer the same
questions, the conditions differed in the tools applied in order to fulfill the tasks. Each condition
is described below.
Condition 1 Under this condition the participant used SemaVis as visualization while the
adaptive behavior was completely disabled (see Figure 8.1a). The application contained of the
three fixed visualizations SeMap, SemaGraph, and SemaContent. In this condition no further
visualizations could be added nor could the presented visualizations be closed. However, the
size of the single visualizations was editable. The top part of the application showed buttons
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for each topic of the tasks to provide a simpler access. In addition, this approach unified the
initial search by contrast to using a common search field. The breadcrumbs navigation above
the visualizations gave access to the recent history of the interaction.
Condition 2 The second group performed the same tasks by using the same constellation
of visualizations, but with enabled adaptive behavior of the visual variables (see Figure 8.1b).
The adaptive visual variable used an initially trained user model. The user model was trained by
about 20 persons who did not participate the study but were asked to solve the same questions.
The visualizations just changed two visual variables with respect to the underlying canonical
user model: color and size. All other parameters were exactly the same as in the first condition.
(a) SemaVis with fixed visualizations and without
adaptive behavior
(b) SemaVis with adaptive behavior enabled
Figure 8.1.: Conditions of the preliminary user study
Tasks
The participants were asked to answer 20 questions. Each question belonged to one of the
following topics: Paris, Albert Einstein, Vatican, and Plato. Table 8.1 shows a sample question for
each topic. The tasks were constructed such that they were answerable in each condition. Some
tasks could be accomplished within a single visualization, other required additional steps. In
addition to that the tasks differed in the number of questions, e.g. the sample task related to the
keyword Paris shown in Table 8.1 contained of two questions, whereas the sample task related to
Vatican was answerable with only one question. Due to tasks performance metrics were assessed,
the effectiveness could be measured as the ratio between correct and wrong answers [WLS05].
In this study effectiveness was operationalized by the absolute amount of correctly answered
questions in predefined time slot. Since all participants had the same time slot for answering
the questions, the measurement was focused on correctly answered questions. The efficiency of
a search tasks can be operationalized by the mean duration of a search. Measures related to
task-completion-time were extracted from the log-files described in Section 8.2.2.
Topic Question
Paris Where and when was Gustave Eiffel born?
Albert Einstein What was Albert Einstein’s cause of death and where
did he die?
Vatican Name three buidings in Vatican City.
Plato Name one person who died in Athens and two per-
sons who were born there.
Table 8.1.: Sample questions for solving the tasks in the preliminary study
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8.2.2. Collected Data
In order to validate the hypothesis two main aspects were collected. The answered questions
were collected as a printed form to be filled out while interacting with the system and two ques-
tionnaires. The printed form consisted of the questions to be answered and empty areas for the
responses. The participants were asked to read the question on paper, search and interact with
the system, and write down the answer in the printed form. The number of answered questions
and the number of correctly answered questions was assessed to measure the efficiency of the
conditions. Further, the interactions of the participants were logged by the system to get the
amount of interactions, find out which visualizations were used by the participants, and in par-
ticular if the answers were given based on a real search and interaction with the system. The
content of the generated log-files is shown in Table 8.2. By analyzing the interaction additional
variables (time spent to complete a certain task, derivation from optimal path etc.) were ex-
tracted. Further potential problems were detected, that could have influenced the performance
of participants (e.g. long loading delays).
Part. No. Timestamp Interaction Visualization Content
1_DR13 13824142891 Mouse.button.left.click SemaVis.SeMap.Concept Location.CityTown
1_MK31 13824144701 Mouse.button.left.click SemaVis.SemaGraph.Individual Location.CityTown.Paris
2_OW14 13824150223 Keyboard.type SemaVis.searchbar Einstein
2_AA12 13824178163 Mouse.button.left.click SemaVis.SeMap.Concept People.Person
Table 8.2.: Logfiles containing the user interaction
Hypothesis 2 predicts a higher level of satisfaction perceived by users in the adaptive vi-
sualization condition, hence satisfaction had to be operationalized and assessed. Satisfaction
was measured through self-assessment methods. Prior research has shown the impact of com-
puter abilities on the performance, therefore the level of computer literacy was assessed as a
confounding variable [RNG00, TCCH12]. After the tasks were solved within a predefined time,
the participants were asked to fill out two questionnaires, one gathered information about the
intuitiveness of the system and the other the self-assessed computer-literacy.
Intuitiveness
Intuition is a process with the following characteristics: It is fast and effortless, unconscious,
based on gut feelings and not explainable [UD10b]. Ullrich and Diefenbach constructed
based on prior definitions of intuitiveness from the areas of decision making, Human-Computer
Interaction, usability, and user experience, the INTUI-questionnaire that measures the intuitive-
ness of products and applications [UD10b, UD10a]. The questionnaire contains four relevant
subcomponents (sub-scales): Effortlessness, Gut Feeling, Magical Experience and Verbalizability.
The sub-scales are surveyed with a set of 16 seven-point semantic differential items [UD10b]. The
questionnaire contains a further seven-point semantics differential item for the global sub-scale
Intuitiveness (see Table A.4). The first version of the INTUI-questionnaire [UD10b] included the
sub-scale Attention, which was added in their newer version [UD10a] to the sub-scale Effortless-
ness.
Effortlessness measures the amount of cognitive effort needed during the interaction with
products or applications. This dimension is closely related to attentional resources. In the devel-
opment process of the INTUI questionnaire, the initial sub-scales Effortlessness and Attention
were combined to Effortlessness. The authors argue that intuitive responses are reached with
little apparent effort and typically without conscious awareness ( [Hog01] in [UD10a, p. 802]).
Sample items for this sub-scale are ”Using the product - was difficult / ...was easy” or ”...required
my close attention / ...ran smoothly”. Overall 5 out of 17 items refer to the sub-scale Effort-
lessness. Gut Feeling describes whether the decisions made by the product’s user are based on
intuitiveness or on reasoning. Gut Feeling refers thereby to the process of decision making that
is performed more visceral without thinking about an issue. Sample items for this sub-scale are
”While using the product... ...I was guided by reason / ...I was guided by feelings” or ...”...I acted
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deliberately / ...I acted on impulse”. Overall 4 out of 17 items refer to the sub-scale Gut Feel-
ing. Verbalizability assesses how accurate the interaction with the product can be described
after the interaction. Originally, this dimension has its foundation in the theory of intuitive
decision making [UD10b]. According to this, intuitive decisions go along with a reduced amount
of Verbalizability. Sample items for this sub-scale are ”In retrospect... - ...it is hard for me to
describe the individual operating steps / ...I have no problem describing the individual operating
steps” or ...”...I can easily recall the operating steps / ...it is difficult for me to remember how
the product is operated”. Overall 3 out of 17 items refer to the sub-scale Verbalizability. Magi-
cal Experience assesses the emotional component of the interaction arising from the difference
between the users’ expectations and the true interaction. Magical experience refers according
to Ullrich and Diefenbach resulting not expected feeling that makes the use of a product
exceptional [UD10a]. Sample items for this sub-scale are ” Using the product - was inspiring /
... insignificant” or ...”...was trivial / ...carried me away”. Overall 4 out of 17 items refer to the
sub-scale Magical Experience. The sub-scale Intuitiveness is measured by one main item (out
of 17) that asks the user directly, if the usage of the product was intuitive on not.
The questionnaire contains 17 seven-point semantic differential items and shows good re-
liability [UD10b, UD10a]. Correlations between the four factors of INTUI and the free factors
of the self-assessment Manikin suggest that Magical Experience and Gut Feeling correspond
to positive emotions, whereas Effortlessness and Verbalizability correspond to missing negative
emotions [UD10a]. The factor Effortlessness is more important to devices that are used on the
daily bases for their functionality (usability). Gut Feeling shows higher values if the fun aspect
of the products is focused. Verbalizability is positive correlated to Effortlessness and negative
correlated to Magical Experience [UD10a].
Computer Literacy Chen and Yu [CY00] performed a meta-analysis to examine the influence
of users’ cognitive abilities on efficiency and accuracy when dealing with visualizations. High
abilities lead to better performance. They therefore recommend assessing cognitive abilities when
performing an evaluation. The INCOBI [RNG01] is a questionnaire for computer literacy and
attitudes towards computers [RNG01]. For this study only the sub-scale "’Fragebogen zur in-
haltlich differenzierten Erfassung computerbezogener Einstellungen’" (Questionnaire for content-
differentiated gathering of computer-related attitudes - FIDEC) was assessed. FIDEC contains
three dichotomous constructs and measures computer-related attitudes [RNG00, RNG01].
8.2.3. Procedure
The study took place at a laboratory of the Department of Psychology of the ”Technische Uni-
versität Darmstadt” (University of Darmstadt). All participants performed the tasks on a 19”
monitor using a mouse equipped with a mouse-wheel and a keyboard as interaction devices.
The participants received an instruction paper; where they were ask to generate their ID for
the study. The IDs were composed through the following algorithm: The second letter of the
father’s first name was taken as the first symbol. The second character was the first letter of the
mother’s maiden name. The two last symbols were taken from the participant’s birthday - the
two digits, that specify the day (see Table 8.2 first column).
In the next step the participants were asked to input the generated participant’s ID into a
form. After confirming their ID, the distribution to the two groups was done randomly using
a random function in SemaVis. Subsequently, the participants were asked to turn to the page
in the instruction paper specified by the number presented on the screen, where they received
a brief introduction in the system. Once all participants had finished reading the instructions
and confirmed this by upholding their hand, the experiment started. The participants had 15
minutes to perform the given tasks. The tasks contained four topics with five questions per
topic. The answers were written down by the participants next to the questions presented on a
printed form. After the 15 minutes had expired, the participants filled out the two mentioned
questionnaires. Figure 8.2 illustrates the procedure of the preliminary study.
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Figure 8.2.: Procedure of the preliminary user study
8.2.4. Results
A total number of 14 students (10 female) of the department for psychology participated in
the study. The age ranged from 19 to 28 (M = 23.9, SD = 2.7). The average usage of the
computer was 21 hours per week (SD = 28) since 145 (SD = 59) months. The mean number
of programs used on a daily basis was 18 and ranged from 2 to 150. The INTUI questionnaire
showed acceptable reliability (α = .95).
In order to evaluate the hypothesis several t-Tests were computed. A t-Test is a statistical
procedure to compare two groups with regard to their means. The calculated test-statistic
follows a student’s t-distribution. The requirements for the conduction of t-Tests are normally
distributed and interval scaled data. Both requirements are fulfilled by the assessed data.
Performance Gut Feeling
non-adaptive adaptive non-adaptive adaptive
Figure 8.3.: Results of the preliminary study [NRB∗13]
The effects of the condition are shown in Figure 8.3. Hypothesis 2 was confirmed by the
data. The participants using the SemaVis with adaptive visual variables were able to answer more
question correctly than the participants using the SemaVis without adaptive visual variables, (p
= .0385). This result was expected, hence a one sided test for significance was performed. Also
participants in the condition SemaVis with adaptive visual variable scored significantly higher
on Gut Feeling (p = 0.365), as expected, they perceived their actions more guided by gut feeling
(Figure 8.3: right). The sub-scales Magical Experience, Verbalizability, and Effortlessness showed
no significant differences between the conditions. We assume that the small size of participants
and the changes in attention between a printed form and the visual environment led to these
factors.
8.2.5. Discussion and Limitations
Our preliminary study investigated the effect of visual variables adapted to the search behavior of
users regarding effectiveness and satisfaction. Although, the number of participants was limited
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to just 14, an effect regarding task completion and thereby to effectiveness could be observed.
The first hypothesis could be validated. Adaptive visual variables lead to simpler access to
information. The effect was expected due to the outcomes of the studies in visual perception,
in particular in preattentive information processing. The second hypothesis that adaptive visual
variables leads to higher satisfaction and acceptance was measured with the INTUI questionnaire.
One of four dimensions could be confirmed with the preliminary study. While Effortlessness,
Verbalizability, and Magical Experience showed no significant improvements, Gut Feeling was
affected by the adaptive behavior. One reason could be the small sample size or the method of
evaluation. Thus, the preliminary study had several limitations: The small sample size leads to
big standard errors. In addition, smaller effects could not be investigated. Another limitation
was the procedure of the evaluation. The answers were written on a printed form, therewith the
attention of the participants changed from the computer-aided visualization to paper and vice
versa. Further, no temporal information (e.g., task-completion-time for each task) was assessed
and only simple search task were considered. But in general the main goal of the preliminary
study was successful, thus it could be evidenced that visual variables like color and size has
an effect on the effectiveness of task completion. The limitations of the study do not allow
proposing this effect for general cases. Therefore, an empirical study was performed that made
use of all adaptation effects, considering different task types, more conditions, no printed forms
for questions, and with a textual search interface as baseline. The empirical study is described
in the following Section 8.3.
8.3. Evaluation of SemaVis
The conceptual design and proposed models described in Chapter 6 require a more sophisticated
evaluation that validates the proposed advantages. The preliminary user study already showed
potentials by adapting the visual variables based on a previously modeled user in simple search
tasks. But the study had various limitations and can therefore not be used for validating the
conceptual model of SemaVis. In particular the aspect of data-based adaptation, the adapta-
tion of the different layers of visualization, and exploratory tasks were not considered in the
preliminary study. Beside these limitations, we could identify shortcomings in the design of the
study. Further the small number of participants with relatively similar background led to small
statistics power.
To evaluate the main propose of our conceptual model, namely that adaptive semantics
visualizations as described in Chapter 6 lead to a more effective knowledge acquisition in terms
of amplifying cognition, faster access to information, and more acceptance of a visualization
environment by non-expert users, we conducted an evaluation that aimed to minimize the lim-
itations of the preliminary user study and maximize the proof of our conceptual model. The
goal of the evaluation is to evidence that adaptive semantic visualization simplifies the human
information search process and in particular amplifies the higher cognitive search tasks as defined
by [Mar06]. Existing systems do not provide an adaptation of the entire spectrum of the visual
layers. The main goal of the evaluation was therewith is to illustrate that the combination of
adapting semantics and content, visual layouts, visual variables, and visual interfaces based on
users’ interaction behavior and data characteristics leads to solving lower and higher cognitive
search tasks faster than without adaptation [Blo56, Mar06, WR09].
In general the evaluation of SemaVis should consider following main aspects to provide a
valid proof of our model:
• The system should make use of the adaptation capabilities of the different visualization
layers (content (semantics), visual layout, visual variables, and visual interface)
• The system should make use of different levels of task complexity as proposed by Mar-
chionini [Mar06]
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• The system should make use of a well-trained user model regarding data and visual layouts
adaptation as proposed in the conceptual model
• The system should make use of ground-truth data
• The evaluation method should make use of a computer-based evaluation tool to ensure that
the participants’ attention is predominantly on the screen
• The evaluation should involve a valid and higher representative number of participants
• The evaluation should avoid learning effects by applying an appropriate randomization
method
• The evaluation should use a common textual interface and further non-adaptive visualiza-
tions to provide a proper baseline and proper conditions
• The evaluation should make use of automatic data collection to reduce human error
For evaluating the full-adaptive SemaVis, we used ”ground-truth” data of the Eurographics
Digital Library [Eur13] and the associated application scenario of SemaVis for digital libraries
(see Section 7.3.1). We chose this application scenario because it was the only one that used one
data-base for visualizing search results with all the above mentioned adaptation criteria. SemaVis
for digital libraries implements major aspects of our conceptual model and is consequently the
appropriate application scenario to prove our conceptual model. We hypothesized that less
cognitive resources are needed for information processing in working with adaptive semantics
visualization compared to other forms of information presentations. The evaluation contained
four different ways of information representation that were evaluated in a within-subject design
randomized by a Latin Square [GG05] to avoid possible learning effects as far as possible. The
baseline of our evaluation was a textual representation of the ground-truth digital library data
with real-time access via a Web-interface. The textual interface of the digital library was modified
to provide exactly the same information as in the conditions with visual interfaces. Further, an
evaluation tool was developed to gather all the collected data automatically and provide the tasks
on the same screen as the participants were asked to solve them. The evaluation tool further
contained the used questionnaires. The data from the questionnaires were collected automatically
too. To reduce the human interventions, we further included the instructions for evaluation in
the tool. This was to ensure that all evaluation settings have at least a similar precondition for
all participants. The calculation of the total sample size (number of participants) was performed
with GPower 3 [FELB07, FEBL09] by Power Analysis.
This section describes the method, procedure, and results of our conducted evaluation.
Further, the results and impacts of the results will be discussed. The goal is to provide a valid
and replicable evaluation for proving our conceptual model and its added values. Therefore, first
main research questions are formulated as hypotheses to be evaluated. In the following part
the evaluation method and used system will be described. This includes the classification of
tasks and the identification and illustration of the conditions. Thereafter, the procedure of the
evaluation will be described followed by a discussion of the results.
8.3.1. Hypotheses
The main research goal of our work can be summarized as an adaptive semantics visualization
that enables solving exploratory search tasks with less cognitive effort by using different methods
and algorithms for data and user analyzing and adapting four layers of visual representation to
the generated model. This simple and abstract research goal has two main points that should
be worked out for the hypotheses. First, the use of data characteristics and data model in
combination with users’ behavior that affects the adaptation process, and second the combined
adaptation of content and semantics, visual layouts, visual variables, and visual interface, as
described in the conceptual model. We assume that if a visualization environment makes use of
both kind of influencing factors, data and user, and adapts the visualization on the named four
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layers, the adaptation process leads to general lower level of cognitive effort, due to the adaptation
effects. By lower cognitive effort, the human’s effort is meant that occur during solving problems
and tasks. We consider in that context two levels of tasks according to Marchionini [Mar06]
and Bloom [Blo56]. The simple search tasks are characterized by low effort in general. They
can be solved without comparing, investigating or learning. Further, we summarize the two
levels of exploratory tasks as those tasks in which the aspect of comparison, investigation or
learning occurs. This kind of tasks needs commonly more than one search iteration and are
performed sequentially. The cognitive effort or cognitive load for solving these tasks is generally
higher [Mar06, WR09, Blo56, SCC13, CM08, TCCH12].
In this context the dependent variables can be identified as the time that is needed (effi-
ciency) for completing a task correctly (effectiveness) according to the main goals of visualization
proposed by Card et al that visualizations should enable human to interpret faster, distinct
graphical entities, or make to fewer errors [CMS99, p. 23] (see Section 2.1). Further, the use
of auxiliaries (paper and pen) that are not components of the tasks or the system leads to the
assumption that a task needed higher cognitive efforts. For example, if a visualization system
is not able to provide the right visual representations for certain complex or comparative tasks,
so that the cognitive load is higher that the working memory of the user, they will make use
of paper and pen for remembering and noting interim results of the tasks. In other words the
fluent solving of a complex task without using any auxiliaries leads to the assumption that the
cognitive working memory load was lower [Blo56, SE09, DD04].
Other dimension for evaluating the mentioned aspects are acceptance and satisfaction of
users [Nor00]. In this context two aspects plays a key-role: Intuitiveness and User Experience.
The intuitive interaction with a system leads to the assumption that less cognitive effort and
load was required for solving the task [UD10b, UD10a]. Intuitiveness is therefore a key-factor for
evaluating the acceptance of a visualization system. User Experience is according toHassenzahl
[HBK03] more related to hedonic values of computational systems and indicates the ”joy-of-use”.
In this context in particular the attractiveness of system plays a role that can be measured
too [HBK03].
We expect that our full-adaptive system will enable users to solve search both types of
tasks correctly (simple and exploratory) faster than with textual representations (baseline), non-
adaptive, and adaptive visualizations that just adapts the visual variables.
Therefore we assume that:
Hypothesis 1 [H1]: The full-adaptive semantics visualization enables a more efficient way of
solving tasks compared to other information representations. We there expect that the tasks are
solved faster with the full-adaptive visualization compared to other information representations
and partially adaptive visualizations.
We further assume that the above hypothesis is valid for both kinds of tasks. Therefore we
subdivide the hypothesis into the following two sub-hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1-1 [H1-1]: The full-adaptive semantics visualization leads to smaller task-completion
times of simple tasks compared to other information representations.
Hypothesis 1-2 [H1-2]: The full-adaptive semantics visualization also leads to smaller task-
completion times of exploratory tasks compared to other information representations.
Our second hypothesis addresses the correctness of solved tasks as proposed by Card et al.
[CMS99] that visualizations should lead to fewer errors:
Hypothesis 2 [H2]: The full-adaptive semantics visualization enables a more effective way of
solving tasks compared to other information representations. We there expect that more tasks are
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solved correctly compared to other information representations and partially adaptive visualiza-
tions.
The correctness of tasks can be determined by two complementary measures: the number of
correctly solved tasks and the number of omitted tasks. The number of omitted tasks provides
information about those tasks that were either too complex to solve or were not understood cor-
rectly. We therefore assume that the hypothesis [H2] is valid, if the following two sub-hypotheses
are verified:
Hypothesis 2-1 [H2-1]: The full-adaptive semantics visualization leads to a higher percentage
of correctly solved tasks (simple and exploratory) compared to other information representations.
Hypothesis 2-2 [H2-2]: The full-adaptive semantics visualization leads to a smaller percentage
of omitted tasks (simple and exploratory) compared to other information representations.
Another main purpose of our visual adaptation approach is to reduce the cognitive load of users
by providing sufficient adaptations on the different visual layers. We therefore assume that:
Hypothesis 3 [H3]: The full-adaptive semantics visualization consumes less cognitive resources
while solving tasks compared to other information representations.
The measurement of consumed cognitive resources can be determined in various ways. To enable
an investigation from different perspectives, we enhance [H3] with the following sub-hypotheses:
Hypothesis 3-1 [H3-1]: The process of tasks solving with our full-adaptive semantics visu-
alization requires less use of further auxiliaries (pen and paper) than by using other ways of
information representations. We there expect that less paper and pen auxiliaries are used for
solving the same tasks with the full-adaptive semantics visualization than with other forms of
information representations.
The use of additional auxiliaries like paper and pen is one way to measure in particular the
needed cognitive resource regarding the working memory, thus small information units and com-
prehensible views on data should lead to a seamless use of the visualization system without the
need for further auxiliaries. A more formal way to measure the use cognitive resources and the
usability of products is the sub-scale Effortlessness of the INTUI-questionnaire [UD10b] (see
Section 8.2.2). We therefore further assume that:
Hypothesis 3-2 [H3-2]: Working with the full-adaptive semantics visualization is perceived as
more effortless compared to other information representations. We therefore expect the ratings
of the INTUI sub-scale Effortlessness to be higher with the full-adaptive semantics visualization
than with other forms of information representations.
Beside performance measures like the efficiency and effectiveness of our conceptual model and
the use of cognitive resources, the aspects of users’ satisfaction and acceptance is important for
our evaluation. In general, we expect that the ratings for our conceptual model in terms of
acceptance are higher. We therefore hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 4 [H4]: The full-adaptive semantics visualization leads to a higher satisfaction and
acceptance than other information representations. Hence, we expect participants give higher
ratings with respect to acceptance and satisfaction dimensions.
To measure the acceptance and satisfaction, we will use two different questionnaires that measure
on the one hand the intuitiveness of a system and the attractiveness. We therefore sub-divide
our hypothesis in the following three sub-hypotheses to ensure that the evaluation is replicable:
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Hypothesis 4-1 [H4-1]: The full-adaptive semantics visualization leads to a more intuitive
usage than other information representations. Hence, we expect participants give higher ratings
with respect to the dimension Intuitiveness of the INTUI questionnaire.
Hypothesis 4-2 [H4-2]: The full-adaptive semantics visualization is associated with a higher
hedonic quality compared to other information representations. Hence, we expect participants give
higher ratings with respect to the dimensions Hedonic Quality of the AttrakDiff questionnaire.
Hypothesis 4-3 [H4-3]: The full-adaptive semantics visualization is perceived as more attrac-
tive than other information representations. Hence, we expect participants give higher ratings
with respect to the dimension Attractiveness of the AttrakDiff questionnaire.
The introduced four hypotheses with their sub-hypotheses summarize our expectation of the
main contributions of our model.
8.3.2. Method
The preliminary study described in Section 8.2 enlightened several shortcomings and limitations
on the procedure of the study. Therefore it was more than important to provide a sophisticated
and replicable evaluation on the full-adaptive visualization. This section describes the underlying
method, tasks, and tools used to endure such a valid evaluation with less error-proneness.
8.3.2.1. Evaluation System
One of the main shortcomings of the preliminary study was that the participants had to fill out
printed forms for the underlying tasks. This procedure may lead to human errors and to lack of
attention, due to the change of human’s attention between paper and the visual environment.
To face this problem we developed an evaluation system that guides the user through the entire
evaluation scenario and takes over the some part of the experiment leader role. The evaluation
system was designed and implemented as a user interface framework that enabled logging every
interaction of the user regardless which system is evaluated. This was required due to the baseline
of our evaluation that is a textual representation similar to conventional search engine human
interfaces. The visualizations, questionnaires, and instructions were completely embedded into
the evaluation system. There was no need to switch between the experiment administration,
tasks, and the visualization. The system comprises different parts, and the procedure can be
defined with an underlying XML-file. Figure 8.4
It contained in the evaluation instruction pages (see Figure 8.4(b)), wherever necessary.
The main window (see Figure 8.4(c)) comprised two major parts: The upper panel contained the
administration of the evaluation and the lower panel contains the system being evaluated. The
administration unit contained the current task to be solved with a multiple choice of possible
answers. Further the participants had the possibility to see whenever they want, the main
instructions again. In this period of reading the instructions, the measured time was paused. In
general every step of the evaluation was logged and the time for each step was saved together
with the log-files. The participants had always the task and the search environment on the same
screen. It was not necessary to switch the center of attention. However, due to the complex
character of some selected tasks, we expected that some participants make use of paper and pen
for solving the tasks and answering the questions.
Our evaluation system has advantages in comparison of providing the tasks as printed forms:
First, additional performance measures (e.g., task-completion-time) can be assessed. Second, the
participant’s attention stays focused on the screen throughout the whole experiment. Third, the
results can be processed automatically with respect to reducing both effort and error-proneness
of the data assessment. Fourth, by handling almost all interaction with the participants through
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(a) Entrance & Participants Number (b) Exemplary instruction page
(c) Main panel with task (top) and information rep-
resentation (down)
(d) Exemplary questionnaire page
Figure 8.4.: Screenshots of our implemented evaluation system
the framework confounding effects of the experiments administrator are minimized due to au-
tomation. The evaluation framework enables automated conduction of complex evaluations.
8.3.2.2. Tasks
One of the main goals of our study was to find out, if our approach of adaptive visualizations
will affect the exploratory tasks as well as simple so called Lookup tasks [Mar06]. Therefore we
investigated the ground-truth data to identify ten tasks for each condition, five should be simple
to solve and five should have a more exploratory character. We therefore categorized the tasks
according to [NK13, Mar06, WR09] in ”explicit search tasks” and ”exploratory search tasks”.
To have a more concrete view on the exploratory tasks, we considered the compare tasks of the
Learning step based on the model of Marchionini [Mar06] and the analysis from the Investigate
stage [Blo56, Mar06].
We differentiated in our system the tasks either as exploratory or as simple to be able to
measure the effect of both. The users were not instructed about the complexity of the tasks.
They even could not see which kind of task they are solving. Overall, 40 tasks were identified,
which are appended to this work (see Appendix A.5). Each of the questions from the same
category had a similar amount of entities as query respond to ensure that the amount of entities
does not influence the evaluation. Table 8.3 illustrates ten exemplary questions of a condition.
Exemplary Tasks of the Evaluation
Question Answers Type
How many papers were published by Fellner in 2008 and 2009? 7, 5, 6, 4 simple
In which category had Keim the most publications? Picture/Image Generation,
Applications, Graphics Sys-
tems, Database Applications
exploratory
In which year had Sadlo the first publication? 2005, 2006, 2010, 2013 simple
Which author has the most publications in the area of Visual
Rendering?
Walker, Kohlhammer, Keim,
Chalmers
exploratory
Continued on next page
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Exemplary Tasks of the Evaluation (continued from previous page)
How many papers about Semantic Visualization were published? 3, 4, 7, 1 simple
Which of the named topics gained recently more interest in re-
search?
Geometry rendering, 3D
Rendering, GPU Rendering,
Detail Rendering
exploratory
With whom had Kohlhammer in 2013 no publications? Davey, Steiger, May, Ertl simple
With how many different co-authors had Schwenk publications? 6, 4, 7, 5 exploratory
In which year had Ritschel the most publications? 2004, 2012, 2009, 2010 simple
Which of these authors had after 2010 fewer publications than
before 2010?
Fellner, Kohlhammer,
Miksch, Kuijper
exploratory
Table 8.3.: Exemplary tasks of the evaluation
The entire tasks that were randomized over the conditions can be found in the Appendix A.5.
We chose as respond choices four possible answers, whereas exactly one is correct. The evaluation
system provided therefore a single-choice to indicate that only one respond is correct. Most tests
make use of four to five respond options in such a multiple-choice scenario [BA11, HDR02].
Various studies have shown that three options are a convenient choice for evaluation. Previous
studies discovered that the mean time necessary to answer the item increases with the number
of distractors. There have been no significant differences in reliability between three, four or
five options. Baghaei and Amrahi recommend three items per question due to the fact, that
additional options increase the effort while not improving the test [BA11]. Other authors also
suggest three alternatives to be sufficient (e.g. [HDR02]). The evaluation system contained the
information if a task is exploratory or simple to enable differentiated measurements of the effects.
Further for each task the task-completion-time was assessed by the evaluation system and saved
together with the information if the task was solved correctly or not in the log-files.
8.3.2.3. Group Design
The evaluation was conducted in a within-subjects design randomized by Latin Square. Overall,
four different ways of information presentations were chosen for the bibliographic data. All user
interfaces used the same library with the same data and the same way of querying. Each pre-
sentation varied with respect to the degree of visualization as well as the degree of adaptation.
In all conditions, the participants completed two types of tasks as described in Section 8.3.2.2.
Each participant finished all four conditions in the within-subject design, each containing tasks
from the two categories. Overall 40 tasks were solved by each participant in four conditions,
after each condition they were asked to fill out two questionnaires.
Conditions
The within-subject design of our evaluation necessitated that each participant solves the tasks
with each condition. This procedure may lead to learning effects, due to the similar tasks and
information representations. To control these learning effects the Latin Square group design
was applied with four conditions (visual appearances) and two interventions (task-level). The
tasks were grouped in four sets of tasks with each five simple and five exploratory tasks and
randomized against the 4 × 4 Latin Square, which contained the conditions. The interactive user
interfaces of all these conditions presented the same data of the Eurographics Digital Library.
The evaluation was conducted within an implemented evaluation system (see Figure 8.4). In the
top part of the screen the tasks were presented. The tasks consisted of multiple choice questions
with four possible answers. For each task there was exactly one correct answer. Depending
on the condition, one of the four different visual representations was presented in the rest of
the screen. Due to the integration of the task into the screen the participants did not need to
switch their focus between the task and the tool. Further, in contrast to assessing the answers on
printed forms, we collected performance measures, such as task-completion-time, automatically.
The participants used a simple search field to enter a query based on their own knowledge and
the given task. They further navigated through the visual or textual environment in order to
retrieve relevant information and solve the given task.
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The four different tools used in the four conditions are illustrated in Figure 8.5. In the first
condition, the textual representation (see Figure 8.5(a)), the results were displayed as a simple
list of bibliographic entries. This condition was our baseline and simulated the most common
way of the information representation as results of search engine. In order to provide exactly
the same information as in the visual environment, this condition was implemented by us. The
standard representation of the Eurographics Library was not appropriate as baseline, due to its
complicated result lists. Further we used the same querying to gather exactly the same amount
and structure of data. So we applied our iterative querying as described in Section 6.1.1 for the
textual representation too. In the second condition, the non-adaptive visualization, (see Figure
8.5(b)), the participants used a static version of SemaVis, where the system-adaptive behavior
was disabled. We used therefore the SemaSpace visualization, thus this visual interface provides
all necessary information as a nested force-directed graph. Next to SemaSpace, the content vi-
sualization was place that enabled the textual view on the content. In the third condition, the
adaptive visualization on visual variables level, (see Figure 8.5(c)) exactly the same constellation
of visualization were used as in the second condition with the difference that the adaptivity of
the visual variables was enabled. This condition simulates our preliminary study with the main
difference that there is now a baseline that is more known to the general users. Again the results
were adapted with respect to their size and color according to the canonical user model. All
other features were the same as in the second condition. Finally, in the fourth condition, the
full-adaptive semantics visualization, (see Figure 8.5(d)) all adaptation layers and functionalities
were enabled as described in Section 7.3.1. The fourth condition adapted the content, visual
variables, visual layout, and visual interface based on the canonical user model and represented
therewith our main approach.
(a) Textual representation (Baseline) (b) Non-adaptive visualization
(c) adaptive visualization on visual variables level (d) Full-adaptive Semantics Visualization
Figure 8.5.: The four conditions of the evaluation
Canonical User Model
The canonical user model was trained in more than 10 000 search-sessions by different and very
heterogeneous users in a period of one year (see Section 7.3.1). Although, our system was pass-
word protected, we provided in many workshops, conferences and visits, different passwords and
user-names to the interested groups. Our system modeled based on the queries of these users
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the canonical user model anonymously. The interested groups were researcher from different ar-
eas, e.g. Eurographics community or User Modeling and Adaptive Systems community, further
many students, librarian, and decision makers from industry and politics trained indirectly the
canonical user model through their natural interaction with the system.
Latin Square Design
In a Latin Square design each participant completes all conditions in a predefined but randomly
assigned order [WVA∗06, KRG90, Jas00]. Figure 8.6 depicts the general setup for a 4 × 4 Latin
Square. Instead of choosing the order in which the conditions are randomly performed, one order
is chosen (In this case: A, followed by B, C, and D). The completion of the square in Figure 8.6 is
done by shifting the original order to left in every row. The participants are equally distributed
to the four sequences. There are many ways of creating a Latin Square. The one used in this
evaluation shows the conditions in ascending order in the first row and in the first column is
sometimes referred to as standard Latin Square [GG05].
A B C D
B C D A
C D A B
D A B C
Figure 8.6.: Example of a 4 × 4 Latin Square with conditions A, B, C, and D.
A Latin Square design cancels order effects by counterbalancing the number of participants
completing a specific condition first [Ree97]. In our study, we expected learning effects due to the
similarity of the different visualizations and tasks. Thus, participants are more likely to achieve
good results in later conditions due to knowledge gained in early conditions. As stated in [Ree97],
the approach fails its purpose when the condition and the order interact. This would be the case,
for example, if Condition A would lead to a greater amount of learning and therefore to better
results in subsequent conditions than Condition B. In the case of a non-zero interaction, the
computed F-test statistics can be biased (e.g., [Gai58]) and the results are affected with respect
to their validity.
The Latin Square experimental design, originally applied in the context of agriculture, has
proliferated over the last century (see e.g., [Ham05] for an overview). Since then, it has been suc-
cessfully applied in various disciplines, such as pharmacology [WVA∗06, KRG90, Jas00], educa-
tional sciences [SMT00, Sta08, MO07, GRB∗06] and perception research [STO11]. Prior research
has also shown the Latin Square design to be a convenient choice for software-evaluation [OG02],
human computer interaction [BM07b], and the evaluation of adaptive visualizations [Ahn10].
The efficiency of the experimental design is an attractive feature. The Latin Square is suitable
for providing evidence even with small sample sizes [GG05]. In our study we faced the problem
of limited access of participants due to the lack of resources; therefore the Latin Square design
was used.
To provide not only a proper randomization of the conditions, we randomized the tasks too.
We created four task-sets with each ten tasks consisting of five simple and five exploratory tasks.
The order of the task-set was set in the evaluation system as a fix order beginning with the ”task-
set 1” and ending with the ”task-set 4”. Thus, each sequence in our Latin Square design started
with another condition and the order of the task-sets were fixed, the tasks were randomized over
the conditions. Figure 8.7 illustrates the randomization design of our evaluation. For example
”Sequence 1” starts with the Condition A and the Task-set 1 in the second sequence the first
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Condition is B but the task-set is ”Task-set 1”. This procedure randomizes all conditions with
all task-sets.
Sequence 1
Sequence 2
Sequence 3
Sequence 4
Figure 8.7.: Randomization design of the evaluation
8.3.2.4. Power Analysis
In order to provide a valid evaluation with a valid number of a sample we used Power Analysis
to determine the number of participants needed to reach significant results. The computations
were performed based on the designed study with within-subject design randomized by Latin
Square, whereas the measurements of the results would be performed with repeated measures of
analysis of variances (ANOVA). Based on this assumption we computed with GPower 3 [FELB07,
FEBL09] a critical F = 2.69939 (see Figure 8.8). In accordance with Ahn [AB10, Ahn10], we
expected an effect size between F = 0.2 and F = 0.4 corresponding to a medium and large effect,
respectively [Ahn10].
Figure 8.8.: Critical Effect Size F in the evaluation, computed with GPower 3 [FELB07, FEBL09]
Based on our study design and the repeated measures ANOVA the number of participants
results in 36 (for F = 0.2) and 10 (for F = 0.4) for the main effects, respectively. We used a
Type I error of .05 as well as a Type II error of .95. Since we did not have any prior information
about the correlations between the within-factors, we used the default value of 0.5 in GPower
3. Figure 8.9 illustrates the sample size in correlation to the Power of the study with the values
used in our evaluation.
Figure 8.9.: Power Analysis in correlation to total sample size (computed with GPower 3
[FEBL09])
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8.3.3. Collected Data
In the entire evaluation different kinds of data were collected. This includes the data from the
interactions with the system, different questionnaires and one printed form for the agreement
of the photographic protocol. Beside the printed form for the agreement all other data were
collected with our evaluation system. There was no human intervention in the process of data
collection. We further ensured during the entire data collection that these data are used in an
aggregated and anonymous way and followed the ethical standards for data collection.
8.3.3.1. Logfiles
Our implemented evaluation system logged and saved all the required information for the evalu-
ation. Beside the inputs of the used questionnaires that will be described in the next section, the
system logged the entire task-completion procedure of each participant. The logged information
was saved as tables with the relevant item for evaluating the results of our experiments. This
included beside the tasks, the type of the task, changes on responds during the interactions,
task-completion-time in seconds, etc. Further, potential problems were logged that may have
influenced the performance of a participants (e.g. long loading delays). Table 8.4 illustrates the
items that were gathered, beside the responds on the different questionnaires.
Logged Items of the Evaluation
Item Description Exemplary values
Participants’ No. unique given number for each participants 160001
Time Stamp Computational time of the performed tasks 1386851532272
Answering Indication if a question was answered ”answered” or ”not answered”
Condition condition in which the task was solved Evaluation SemaVisEG_EvalD
Task No. Number of the task Question 10
Task Type Information about the character of the task ”s” (for simple) and ”e” (for exploratory)
Task textual representation of the task to be
solved
How many papers were published by Fell-
ner in 2008 and 2009?
Answer time time needed to answer the question in sec-
onds
79
Respond changes Changes in respond before sending the final
respond
2
Task correctness Information if the task was solved correctly ”incorrect” or ”correct”
Visualization Visualization interacting with (only condi-
tions 2, 3, and 4)
SemaVis.SeMap
Search Typed search term Fellner
Results received indication that the result data were received
from server and presented
SearchResultReceived
History used the navigation in the interaction history history.back
Table 8.4.: Logged items of the evaluation
8.3.3.2. Questionnaires
The evaluation used different questionnaires to gather information about the participants and
about the interaction and their feeling with the used systems. We started with a demographic
questionnaire that gathered all the required information for our context. In particular the usage
of internet was assessed. Further information about any barriers of the participant’s visual
system was assessed, e.g. by asking for color blindness etc.
As opposed to the preliminary study the COMA sub-scale of the INCOBI questionnaire
[RNG01] was not used in the evaluation. This was due to the main reason that the adaptive
visualization system was designed to fulfill the requirements of any kind of users, regardless if
they are experienced or not. Thus the COMA sub-scale of INCOBI measures the self-assessed
competence with computers [RNG01]; this questionnaire was not of interest for our evaluation
anymore.
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In contrast to that an influential factor in the interaction with computer systems is whether
users perceive the system as being intuitive and satisfying [UD10b, BBB∗12]. Even if a system
facilitates to solve tasks effectively it might not be designed intuitively, thus the interaction
with the product is perceived as complicated, unforeseeable or inefficient. A lack of intuitive
interaction might lead to dissatisfaction. As a result users may avoid using the system or may
not feel comfortable in working with it. Therefore, it is very important to evaluate, how intuitive
users perceive the interaction with a computer system [UD10b, UD10a, BBB∗12]. For that
reason, we used again the INTUI questionnaire [UD10b, UD10a], a measurement tool to collect
data on how intuitive the interaction with computer systems and software is. We assessed again
the four sub-scales on Effortlessness, Gut Feeling, Magical Experience, and Verbalization ability
(Verbalizability) as described in Section 8.2.2.
In addition, in order to measure the user experience, the AttrakDiff [HBK03] was used.
AttrakDiff is a questionnaire to measure perceived hedonic values and perceived pragmatic qual-
ity of interactive systems [HBK03]. AttrakDiff provides the measurement of Pragmatic Quality
(PQ), Hedonic Quality (HQ), and Attractiveness (ATT) [HBK03] with a set of 28 seven-point se-
mantic differential items as opposite adjectives [HBK03]. Thereby, contrastive pairs of adjectives
are presented to the participant. The participant gives ratings for the visualization with respect
to the contrastive pairs. Ratings are assessed through a seven-point scale, where small values
indicate preference for the adjective presented on the left side of the scale. High values indicate
that the interaction with the visualization was described more accurate by the adjective on the
right side of the scale. AttrakDiff provides the measurement of three main sub-scales: Pragmatic
Quality (PQ), Hedonic Quality (HQ), and Attractiveness (ATT), whereas the sub-scale Hedonic
Quality is further divided into the sub-scales Hedonic Quality - Identity (HQ-I) and Hedonic
Quality - Stimulation (HQ-S) [HBK03].
Pragmatic Quality reflects to what extent a product facilitates reaching objectives [HBK08].
Similar to the INTUI sub-scale Effortlessness, the Pragmatic Quality refers the usability aspects
of an interactive system and measure in particular how effective an interactive system is. The
sub-scale Pragmatic Quality is measured by a set of 7 seven-point semantic differential items as
opposite adjectives. Sample items for this sub-scale are ”complicated - simple” or ”technical -
human” [HBK03].
The sub-scale Hedonic Quality refers to the perceived hedonic values of an interactive
system [HBK03]. It measures the users’ experience with an interactive system in terms of stim-
ulating through visual appearance or perceived as cool, modern, or beautiful [HBK03, HBK08].
This sub-scale comprises two distinct components, each measured through seven contrastive
item pairs: Stimulation (HQ-S) and Identity (HQ-I). Hedonic Quality - Stimulation measures
the product’s ability to provide new experiences, stimulating humans’ abilities and knowledge, or
new and interesting features of an interactive system. Sample items for this sub-scale are ”con-
ventional - inventive” or ”dull - captivating” [HBK03]. Hedonic Quality - Identity measures the
product’s hedonic values in terms of evoking human’s identity through the interactive system. It
refers more to those hedonic values that refer to identity, creativity, or elegance [HBK03, HBK08].
Sample items for this sub-scale are ”tacky - stylish” or ”conventional - inventive” [HBK03]. Both
sub-scales are commonly measured as Hedonic Values of an interactive system with together
fourteen seven-point semantic differential items as opposite adjectives.
The sub-scaleAttractivenessmeasures the global perceived attractiveness of an interactive
system. It refers to the general values that refer to the subjective perceived liking of a system
[HBK03, HBK08]. The sub-scale Attractiveness is measured by a set of 7 seven-point semantic
differential items as opposite adjectives. Sample items for this sub-scale are ”disagreeable -
likeable” or ”repelling - appealing” [HBK03].
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8.3.4. Procedure
The general setting of the evaluation was as follows: The participants were guided into a labo-
ratory in the Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Graphics Research (IGD). In each session only
two participants could be evaluated, due to the limited number of equipment and rooms. Each
participant had a Windows PC with equivalent performance: Intel I7 CPU, 1GB GPU, and
4GB RAM and exactly the same monitors, 27” full-HD. The participants agreed (or disagreed)
with the photographic protocol. In case of disagreement no pictures were made from the session.
Thereafter the participants were asked to sit in front of the monitor. The examiner then shortly
explained the procedure and the goal of the evaluation and gave them their participant’s num-
ber. Subsequently, participants read the instructions presented in the web-browser. Based on
the participant’s number the Latin Square sequence was computed through a Euclidean division.
Figure 8.10 illustrated the entire procedure of the evaluation schematically.
Condition 1
Condition 2
Condition 3
Condition 4
simple search tasks
Figure 8.10.: General procedure of the evaluation
Overall, 40 different tasks were presented (10 per condition). Additional information about
the participants’ actions was stored in log-files for later analysis. In addition, self-assessment
data were collected after each condition. Perceived intuitiveness and effortlessness was assessed
through the INTUI-questionnaire [UD10b]. Further participants were asked to fill out the At-
trakDiff questionnaire [HBK03] in order to measure the user experience.
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8.3.5. Results
The data from the evaluation was analyzed using two different statistical methods: Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) and chi-square Tests. Analysis of Variance is a statistical method to compute
mean differences across multiple groups. It therefore extends the classic t-Test for more than two
groups. In the first step the total variance is split with respect to different sources of variance
(e.g., different groups/evaluation conditions). These different variances can be used to compute
a test-statistic, which follows an F -distribution. Hence, this F -value corresponds to a p-value.
Subsequent to a significant ANOVA, pairwise t-Tests are conducted to determine which groups
differ with respect to their mean. The advantage of using ANOVA is that pairwise t-Tests are
computed only if the overall test suggests significant differences. Thus, accumulation of alpha
errors is reduced.
The second applied method is the Chi-Square (X 2) test . The method is applied in context
of frequencies. The observed frequencies are compared to the expected frequencies. A term can
be computed from these two quantities which approximately follows a Chi-Squared distribution.
This distribution can be used to determine whether differences in frequencies are significant.
In the following the results of the evaluation are presented. First, the sample is described
in a descriptive manner. Since different visualizations were evaluated, visual capability was
a concern. In addition, the requirements for participation are outlined. Next, the results of
the analysis regarding efficiency are given. Subsequently, differences between the conditions
are investigated with respect to measures regarding effectiveness. Following this, the usage
of auxiliaries (pen and Paper) as well as questionnaire data of INTUI is analyzed to determine
differences regarding the cognitive resources consumed during the different conditions. Then, the
results of the questionnaire data regarding acceptance and satisfaction are presented. Finally,
a short summary of the main findings will be given. Thereby, connections to our research
hypothesis are established.
8.3.5.1. Participants
Overall, N = 53 people (13 females, 24.5 %) participated in the evaluation over a time period of
two weeks. The participants’ age ranged from 21 to 61 years (M = 29.62, SD = 8.41). Figure 8.11
illustrates the age distribution of the participants. One participant was excluded from the analysis
due to incomplete data. Consequently each experimental order of the applied Latin-square was
performed by 13 participants. Most of the participants (81.1%) had already completed their
education. More than half of the participants (50.9%) showed visual impairments, but all were
corrected to normal sight through either glasses or a comparable optical aid. Two participants
suffered from dyschromatopsia (the disability to discriminate between red and green). One
participant stated to have astigmatism.
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Figure 8.11.: Age distribution of the participants
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All participants stated to use a computer on a daily basis. 43 % stated that the most used
computer is owned by them, 15.1 % mostly use the computer that is provided at their workplace.
The rest mostly use their parent’s computer. On average, the participants have been using a
computer for 16 years (SD = 6 years). The amount of time spent using a computer ranged from
5 to 90 hours per week (M = 43.68, SD = 20.77). The mean time spent using the internet
was 31 hours per week (SD = 27). The proportion of participants with experiences in HTML
programming was 62.3 %. 66.0 % had experiences in programming languages that go beyond
HTML. Experiences with HTML-programming did not show this effect.
Participants were selected according two additional constraints: First, since the tasks as
well as the multiple choice answers were presented in English, sufficient English skills were
mandatory for participation. However, the psychological questionnaires were given in a German
version. Therefore, only native German speakers or those with equivalent language abilities were
recruited. The tasks, in particular the exploratory ones, were complex to solve. In order to
ensure solvability only participants with higher education, at least students were recruited.
There were no significant differences in age (F(3, 49) = 0.975, p = .412), computer literacy
(F(3, 49) = 0.785, p = .508), and gender (χ2(3, 52) = 4.887, p = .180) among the different exper-
imental orders of the Latin square. Therefore, these variables are not considered as confounding
variables in the analysis.
8.3.5.2. Efficiency
Commonly the performance of interface visualizations and other information representation sys-
tems are measured through two main values: efficiency and effectiveness [Tor09, CMS99, CM08].
Thereby efficiency of a system commonly refers to the consumed time for solving tasks [CM08,
CCH∗11]. Although, some studies use the interaction costs, by means of how many interactions
were performed to solve a task [FRA09], the value of time still remains the most adequate for
measuring the efficiency of interactive systems [CCH∗11]. We therefore used in our evaluation
the task-completion-time for measuring the efficiency of the different conditions.
According to Hypothesis 1 [H1], the full-adaptive semantics visualization increases the ef-
ficiency of task solving. In this study, efficiency was assessed by measuring the mean task-
completion-time for each condition. In addition to effectiveness, efficiency takes the effort in-
volved for reaching a goal into account. Consequently, task-completion-time is a convenient
choice. Since efficiency is expected to be higher for the full-adaptive semantics visualization,
we expected the mean task-completion-time to be significantly smaller in this condition. Task-
completion-time was measured automatically by the implemented evaluation system and stored
in the log-files. For a single task it constitutes the time elapsed between the first appearance
of the task on the screen and the participant’s confirmation of an answer. The main interest
for Hypothesis 1 is to investigate, whether the mean task-completion-time (over all tasks and all
participants) differed across the visualizations.
In order to meet the normality assumptions of the applied statistical tests for significance,
task-completion-time was transformed through the logarithm function prior to the analysis. A
two-way within subjects ANOVA was performed to compare the effect of the visualization and
the question type on the mean time needed to complete the tasks. There was a significant effect
of the visualization (Wilks’ Lambda = .096, F(3, 48) = 149.95, p < .001) as well as a significant
effect of the question type (Wilks’ Lambda = .188, F(1, 50) = 215.99, p < .001). Also, we found
a significant interaction between the visualization and the question type, Wilks’ Lambda = .817,
F(3, 48) = 3.58, p = .02.
Since the main effects were significant, pairwise t-Tests were computed. The results showed,
that all differences between the different conditions were significant (p < .001). Figure 8.12(a)
illustrates the findings. This was the case for both question types (Figure 8.12(b)). The mean
task-completion-time as well as the corresponding standard deviations can be found in Table 8.6.
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Figure 8.12.: Efficiency of the full-adaptive visualizations
We therefore conclude that the full-adaptive visualization leads to smaller task-completion-times.
The effect is present for both types of tasks, exploratory and simple tasks. The analysis of the
task-completion-time reveals that Hypothesis 1-1 [H1-1] and Hypothesis 1-2 [H1-2] are confirmed.
Both, visualization and adaptation seem to improve the efficiency. The non-adaptive visualization
led to significantly smaller task-completion-times compared to the textual baseline. In addition,
the significant difference between the non-adaptive visualization and the visual variable adaptive
visualization suggests, that adaptive behavior of the visual variables is connected to efficiency as
well. Overall, the analysis of the efficiency metrics confirmed Hypothesis 1 and its sub-hypothesis.
The full-adaptive semantics visualization outperformed all other conditions in terms of efficiency.
This aspect was observed for both types of tasks as well as for all tasks (see Figure 8.12).
Table 8.5.: Pairwise t-Tests of Task-Completion-Time
Condition Simple Tasks Explorative Tasks
M SD M SD
A: textual-baseline 130.41 43.45 254.79 86.70
B: non-adaptive visualization 76.75 35.71 131.62 57.58
C: visual variable adaptation 54.51 22.99 96.42 52.16
D: full adaptation 27.84 13.48 55.82 32.64
Table 8.6.: Mean Task-Completion-Time of each condition in seconds
8.3.5.3. Effectiveness
Effectiveness describes the accuracy of goal achievement [Nor00]. Therefore, it is convenient to
measure effectiveness through the proportion of achieved goals. In the case of this evaluation,
the goal was to solve tasks successfully using different the different information presentations.
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The tasks were presented as multiple choice questions. Therefore, the answers could be easily
compared to the correct choices. By contrast to other task designs (e.g., writing the correct
answer on a piece of paper), determining the correctness of the given answers was unambiguous.
Each answer could be assigned to one of the following classes: correct, incorrect, omitted. The
participants were encouraged to omit tasks they could not solve instead of picking an answer by
chance. On the basis of these classes, two measures for effectiveness could be computed: the
proportion of correctly answered tasks and the proportion of omitted tasks. Hypothesis 2 [H2]
suggests, that the full-adaptive visualization leads to a higher proportion of correctly answered
tasks [H2-1] as well as a smaller proportion of omitted tasks [H2-2].
Percentage of Correctly Solved Tasks: The computation of the percentage of solved tasks
as a measure of effectiveness was straightforward. According to Hypothesis 2-1 [H2-1] the full-
adaptive visualization was expected to facilitate a more effective way of interaction. Therefore,
the percentage of correctly solved tasks was anticipated to be higher compared to the other
visualizations. Figure 8.13(a) depicts the number of correctly answered questions for each condi-
tion. The full-adaptive Visualization lead to fewer incorrect answers than all other visualizations
(X 2(1, N = 2099) = 174.95, p < .001). The results show, that the full-adaptive SemaVis leads
to greater effectiveness compared to both a reduced amount of adaptation and a lower degree
of visualization. We therefore conclude, that Hypothesis 2-1 [H2-1] is verified. The differences
among the other conditions were not significant (p > .05).
Percentage of Omitted Tasks: Regarding the proportion of omitted tasks, Hypothesis 2-2
[H2-2] states that the full-adaptive SemaVis leads to the smallest values of omitted tasks. Figure
8.13(b) depicts the number of omitted tasks. The analysis showed, that the number of omitted
tasks was significantly smaller for the full-adaptive visualization than all other visualizations
(X 2(1, N = 2099) = 94.23, p < .001). In addition, less tasks were omitted in the visual adaptive
condition compared to the non-adaptive visualization and the textual baseline (X 2(1, N = 1569)
= 13.23, p < .001). However, there was no significant difference between the textual baseline and
the non-adaptive visualization (p = .914). We conclude, that Hypothesis 2-2 [H2-2] is confirmed.
The analysis of measures regarding effectiveness revealed, that more tasks could be solved
correctly using the full-adaptive visualization compared to all other conditions. Also, fewer tasks
were omitted. Overall, since all sub-hypothesis showed validity, the results confirm Hypothesis
2 [H2].
(a) Task Correctness (b) Omitted Tasks
Figure 8.13.: Effectiveness of the full-adaptive visualizations
8.3.5.4. Cognitive Load and Perceived Effort
According to Hypothesis 3 [H3] less cognitive resources are consumed while working with the full-
adaptive semantics visualization compared to other information representations. The amount of
cognitive resources needed for solving the tasks was assessed by the use of auxiliaries (pen and
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paper) [H3-1], due to the assumption that users write down notes, if their working store is not
capable to remember the intermediate results for complex tasks. The use of paper and pen is
therefore an indicator for a higher cognitive load while solving tasks [Blo56, SCC13]. Further
a more formal way for measuring the perceived effort was performed with the INTUI sub-scale
Effortlessness [H3.2]. Effortlessness refers similar to the use of further auxiliaries the perceived
ease to solve a task.
Auxiliaries: Use of paper and pen The need for taking notes to aggregate visual data is
correlated with a higher cognitive load. We hypothesized, that the full-adaptive visualization
reduces the cognitive load needed to successfully complete the tasks. Therefore, we expected
the participants to take fewer notes during the tasks. Figure 8.14(b) depicts the proportion of
participants taking notes during the different evaluation conditions. Our results show, that the
proportion of participants taking notes was significantly smaller when working with the full-
adaptive visualization, X (1, N = 93) = 10.41, p < .001. The differences between the other
conditions were not significant (p > .05). Therefore, we conclude that Hypothesis 3-1 [H3-1]
holds.
(a) Sub-scales of the INTUI questionnaire: Effortless-
ness
(b) Percentage of participants taking notes for each con-
dition
Effortlessness In addition to the usage of auxiliaries, we assessed the perceived effort through
the INTUI sub-scale Effortlessness. We investigated, whether the reduced need for cognitive
resources when solving tasks with the full-adaptive visualization was perceived by the partic-
ipants as more effortless. According to Hypothesis 3-2 [H3-2], the full-adaptive visualization
was expected to be perceived as more effortless compared to the other conditions. The analy-
sis revealed, that participants rated the visualizations significantly different with respect to the
dimension Effortlessness, Wilks’ Lambda = .341, F(3, 47) = 30.33, p < .001. All differences
shown in Figure 8.14(a) were significant except between the conditions A and B (see Table 8.7
for the results of the pairwise t-Tests). The full-adaptive semantics visualization turned out to
be usable with the least perceived effort. The difference to condition C was significant, t(49) =
-4.33, p < .001. The results confirm Hypothesis 3-2 [H3-2].
In conclusion, Hypothesis 3 [H3] was confirmed. The full-adaptive visualization leads to
significantly less usage of further auxiliaries [H3-1] (pen and paper). Further the perceived effort
was significantly lower while working with the full-adaptive visualization in contrast to all other
conditions [H3-2]. Thus the two sub-hypotheses were confirmed, we conclude that hypothesis 4
[H3] holds and the adaptive semantics visualizations consumes less cognitive effort and the work
with it is perceived as more effortless.
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Table 8.7.: Pairwise t-Tests for the INTUI-sub-scale Effortlessness
8.3.5.5. Satisfaction and User Experience
According to Hypothesis 4 [H4] the full-adaptive visualization leads to higher satisfaction and
user experience. Therefore, the increased positive perception of the full-adaptive visualization is
expected to manifest in differences of ratings the INTUI sub-scale Intuitiveness, thus an intuitive
interaction with systems leads to a more satisfied usage [UD10b, UD10a]. Furthermore the
AttrakDiff questionnaire should enable us to measure these values in a reliable manner. Thus the
AttrakDiff questionnaire was designed to measure in particular heconic values [HBK03, HBK08]
of an interactive system beside usability aspects. The main sub-scales of AttrakDiff that refer
to satisfaction and user experience are Hedonic Quality and Attractiveness. We hypothesized
therefore that the full-adaptive SemaVis is perceived as more intuitive by higher ratings in the
INTUI sub-scale Intuitiveness [H4-1], receives higher rating in the AttrakDiff sub-scale Hedonic
Quality [H4-2], and the AttrakDiff sub-scale Attractiveness [H4-3].
Intuitiveness There was a significant difference in how intuitive the different information rep-
resentations and visualizations were perceived, Wilks’ Lambda = .441, F(3, 29) = 12.24, p <
.001 (see Figure 8.14). Thus, pairwise t-Tests were performed (Table 8.8). The results show that
all effects are significant on a five percent level except the difference between Condition A and
Condition B. The full-adaptive semantics visualization outperforms all other visualizations. We
therefore conclude that Hypothesis 2-1 [H2-1] holds.
Figure 8.14.: Mean intuitiveness of each condition measured with the INTUI questionnaire
Hedonic Quality Beside the dimension Intuitiveness of the INTUI questionnaire, the perceived
Hedonic Quality was assessed for each condition using the AttrakDiff questionnaire. The total
score for Hedonic Quality comprises 14 seven-point semantic differential items with contrastive
adjectives. We expected the full-adaptive SemaVis to show higher mean ratings than the other
conditions (see Hypothesis 4-2). The analysis of the total hedonic quality confirms Hypothesis
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Table 8.8.: Pairwise t-Tests for the sub-scale Intuitiveness of the INTUI questionnaire
4-2 [H4-2]. The mean scores for the full-adaptive visualization were significantly higher than
for all other conditions (see Table 8.9). The results are depicted in Figure 8.15. All differences
are significant except between the conditions B and C. Hypothesis 4-2 [H4-2] was confirmed by
the results. The full-adaptive visualization was rated best with respect to the overall Hedonic
Quality.
Figure 8.15.: Mean total score on Hedonic Quality for each condition measured with the At-
trakDiff questionnaire
Table 8.9 illustrates the results of the pairwise t-Tests of the AttrakDiff sub-scale Hedonic
Quality. The full-adaptive visualization shows significant higher ratings on Hedonic Quality
compared to all other conditions. The adaptation of visual variables showed no differences in
contrast to the non-adaptive visualization. The textual base-line showed significant lower ratings
compared to all other conditions.
Table 8.9.: Pairwise t-Tests of Hedonic Quality (total score)
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The Hedonic Quality can be partitioned into two further sub-scales: Identity (HQ-I) and
Stimulation (HQ-S) [HBK03]. Both sub-scales are measured by seven items. The analysis for
the first sub-scale, Hedonic Quality - Identity, is given in Figure 8.16(a). The overall test was
significant, Wilks’ Lambda = .314, F(3, 47) = 34.20, p < .001. Thus, pairwise t-Tests were
conducted (see Appendix Table A.12. All differences reached significance. Hedonic Quality -
Stimulation also differed significantly between the experimental conditions, Wilks’ Lambda =
.142, F(3, 47) = 95.04, p < .001. The results of the pairwise t-Tests are given in Table A.13
in the Appendix of this thesis. There were no significant differences between the visualizations
(Condition A, B, and C). However, the ratings for the textual baseline were significantly lower
than for all other conditions. The results on the full-adaptive visualization for the sub-scale
Hedonic Quality-Identity showed significant higher ratings compared to all other conditions,
whereas the results for the sub-scale Stimulation did not reach significance compared to non-
adaptive or partially adapted visualization. Figure 8.16 illustrates the mean scores on the two
partitioned sub-scales of Hedonic Quality.
(a) Hedonic Quality - Identity (HQ-I) (b) Hedonic Quality - Stimulation (HQ-S)
Figure 8.16.: Sub-scales of the AttrakDiff questionnaire: HQ-I and HQ-S
Attractiveness Finally, the full-adaptive visualization was expected to yield the highest rat-
ings for attractiveness [H4-3]. The analysis revealed a significant main effect for attractiveness,
Wilks’ Lambda = .681, F(3, 47) = 7.327, p < .001. Pairwise t-Tests (see Table 8.10) illustrate
the full-adaptive visualization to be significantly perceived as more attractive than all other
visualizations. Therefore Hypothesis 4-3 [H4-3] is confirmed.
Figure 8.17.: Sub-scales of the AttrakDiff questionnaire: ratings on perceived Attractiveness
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Table 8.10.: Pairwise t-Tests for the AttrakDiff-sub-scale Attractiveness
Hypothesis 4 [H4] proposes the full-adaptive visualization to show better performance re-
garding Intuitiveness [H4-1], Hedonic Qualities [H4-2], and Attractiveness [H4-3]. In general all
three hypotheses were confirmed, therefore hypothesis 4 [H4] holds. The partitioned sub-scale of
Hedonic Quality - Stimulation (HQ-S) does not confirm that the full-adaptive visualization leads
to higher rating in Hedonic Quality - Stimulation. This sub-scale shows significant differences
between all visualization (conditions B, C, and D) and the textual baseline. The adaptation
effect seems not to have influences on the Stimulation factor of the Hedonic Quality. However,
in the overall rating on the sub-scale Hedonic Quality, the full-adaptive semantics visualization
outperforms all other conditions. Therefore Hypothesis 4 [H4] and all its sub-hypotheses hold.
8.3.5.6. Further Results
In this evaluation, the INTUI questionnaire as well as the AttrakDiff questionnaire was used to
obtain measures for certain perceived quality dimensions of the different conditions. Our main
hypotheses covered only a subset of the entire questionnaires to confirm our assumptions. We
used the dimension Effortlessness of the INTUI questionnaire to measure the perceived effort and
cognitive load in Hypothesis H3-2. Further, the main sub-scale of Intuitiveness of the INTUI-
questionnaire was used to measure the perceived intuitiveness of our conditions in context of
satisfaction and user experience [H4-1]. From the AttrakDiff questionnaire, we used all sub-
scales beside the Pragmatic Quality. We used instead the real effectiveness of the systems by
measuring the performance in terms of efficiency [H1] and effectiveness [H2].
The results of the remaining sub-scales of the INTUI questionnaire Gut Feeling, Magical Ex-
perience, and Verbalizability and the sub-scale Pragmatic Quality of the AttrakDiff questionnaire
are illustrated in this section. There were no expectations regarding these sub-scales prior to the
analysis, thus the effects presented in the following are considered to be entirely exploratory and
complement the evaluation in terms of reliability. Interested audience may gather correlations
from the illustrated measures. The measurement procedure here was the same as in the sub-
scales that were relevant for our hypotheses. The pairwise t-Tests are illustrated in the appendix
of this work for interested audience.
Gut Feeling The INTUI sub-scale Gut Feeling is created by taking the mean over the ratings
of four items. It assesses whether the interaction with the visualization was guided by reason or
feelings. The scores differed significantly between the conditions, Wilks’ Lambda = .669, F(3,
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47) = 7.77, p < .001. Pairwise t-Tests (Table A.9) showed that the textual baseline yielded to
significant smaller scores by comparison to all other visualizations. However, visualization B, C,
and D did not differ significantly. Thus, the visualization component seems to have an impact
on the way the interaction with the system is guided. The influence of the different levels of
adaptation showed no effects. Figure 8.18 illustrates the outcomes of this sub-scale.
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Figure 8.18.: Mean scores on perceived Gut Feeling
Magical Experience The INTUI sub-scale Magical Experience, which was not part of the Hy-
potheses is measured with four seven-point items too. It determines whether the interaction with
the system was perceived as a special experience. A sample item for this sub-scale is nothing
special in contrast to a magical experience.
Figure 8.19.: Mean scores on perceived Magical Experience
The main effect of the visualizations on the sub-scale Magical Experience was significant,
Wilks’ Lambda = .205, F(3, 47) = 12.24, p < .001. Figure 8.19 depicts the mean values of
the sub-scale for each visualization. The results of the pairwise t-Tests revealed significant
differences between all conditions (see Table A.10). The analysis reveals, that the interaction
with a visualization tool is perceived as more magical compared to the textual baseline. In
addition, the each layer of adaptation increases the scores on magical experience. The full-
adaptive visualization reached the highest values and outperformed all other conditions.
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Verbalizability The sub-scale Verbalizability of the INTUI questionnaire was assessed using
three seven-point items. Verbalizability is the extent of how the interaction can be described in
retrospect. The better a system can be described, the less intuitive it is perceived according to
Ullrich and Diefenbach [UD10b, UD10a]. Repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant
difference between the visualizations with respect to Verbalizability, Wilks’ Lambda = .834, F(3,
49) = 3.05, p = .038. The only significant difference was between Condition A and Condition B.
The pairwise t-Test on this sub-scale is illustrated in Table A.11.
Figure 8.20.: Mean scores on Verbalizability
AttrakDiff sub-scale Pragmatic Quality The results of the AttrakDiff sub-scale Pragmatc Qual-
ity are illustrated in Figure 8.21. The overall test showed a significant effect, Wilks’ Lambda
= .371, F(3, 47) = 26.517, p < .001. In order to examine the observed differences with respect
to significance, pairwise t-Tests were computed. The results are given in Table A.14. However,
no significant differences in the ratings were found between the full-adaptive visualization and
the textual baseline. This could be due to the participants’ familiarity with the textual baseline.
Significant effects could be observed between the conditions with different degree of adaptation
(see Table A.14).
Figure 8.21.: Sub-scales of the AttrakDiff questionnaire: ratings on Pragmatic Quality
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8.3.6. Summary of Results & Discussion
The main goal and contribution of this thesis is to provide a model for adaptive semantics
visualization that enables a faster, more accurate and more accepted way of exploratory search.
To achieve this goal a variety of algorithms, models, and approaches were designed (see Chapter 6)
and implemented as SemaVis (see Chapter 7) to evidence the feasibility of our conceptual model.
We referred in our conceptual model to the gaps and potentials of existing approaches and systems
and tried to close the gaps and make use of the potential in each model or algorithm provided
in this thesis. We aimed not only at providing enhances for the idea of adaptive visualizations,
but also to provide a feasible, replicable, and verifiable approach. Thereby two main concepts
should enhance the existing work on visual adaptation: a reference model that sub-divides the
layers of interactive visual representation in more granular way based on studies and assumption
of visual perception and a model that investigates user and data and is trained during the usage
without the need of any experts. We proposed in our conceptual model, besides others, these
two approaches with the main goal to provide a more effective, more efficient, and more accepted
adaptive visualization approach for a broad range of heterogeneous users. Our reference model for
visual adaptation enhanced the work of Card et al. [CMS99] by adding further layer of visual
representation. The transformation that was originally designed a horizontal transformation
pipeline was enhanced by the influencing factors that affect each layer based on user and data
model. In this context the visual layers of content or semantics, visual layout, visual variable,
and visual interface were identified based on existing works on human perception and study
outcomes on visual information processing (see Section 6.3). To train the self-learning adaptive
system without the intervention of visualization experts, the model of canonical user was applied
and enhanced with deviation and similarity measures.
Although, SemaVis enables an individual adaptation based on individual’s user models,
the necessity of training the adaptive behavior by expert is obsolete with the new approach.
These models and further enhancements were proposed in our conceptual model that led to the
development of SemaVis. We could illustrate that major aspects of our conceptual model were
implemented as part and core of SemaVis and evidenced the feasibility of our conceptual model.
Thereby, three application scenarios for adaptive visualizations were introduced (see Section
7.3), whereas two of them implemented major concepts our model and were adequate enough to
prove our assumptions on improved efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction. For evaluating the
conceptual model, we chose the application scenario of SemaVis in digital libraries (see Section
7.3.1), due to the following main reasons: This application scenario implements major parts of
our conceptual model, it makes use of non-semantic data, the canonical user model is trained well
by heterogeneous users, and it uses just one data-bases. The choice that the visual system should
access just one data-base is important for the comparing the system with other conditions. Our
visualization cockpit model enables the use of various data-bases simultaneously as described in
Section 7.3.2 and adapts the visualization based on user and data model. Finding a baseline and
further conditions for this kind of visualization with same the same data is a difficult and nearly
impossible task. Evaluating the application scenario for Web-search would lead to results that
are not reliable enough and to advantages for our approach. Thus, the work on the application
scenario for policy modeling is ongoing and the users are not heterogeneous enough, we chose
the application scenario for digital libraries to be evaluated. Thereby, some functionalities of the
adaptive visualization were turned off to enable a valid evaluation. The deviation and similarity
algorithms and the relevance measurements of contextual information were not investigated in
our evaluation. We aimed to provide a coherent and replicable evaluation that can be performed
within a given time-frame as described in the procedure (see Section 8.3.4) of the evaluation.
The adaptation of SemaVis was based on a canonical user model that was trained over a period
of about one year by real users of SemaVis. The users were asked in workshops, conferences,
and other events to work with the system. Therefore the canonical user model in the evaluation
reflects real users behavior modeled as a canonical user model.
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The conditions chosen in this evaluation were oriented on our reference model. We used
a textual representation as baseline for our study. We developed the textual representation to
ensure that the same kind of data and same content is presented after a certain search. The
baseline referred to the layer of semantics or content of our reference model. The first visual
condition made use of all four layers of the reference model but did not adapt the visualization
based on the reference model. We ensured that in this non-adaptive visualization, the same
information is always available as in all other conditions too. The third condition referred to the
adaptation of visual variables similar to our preliminary study. The same visual layouts from the
second conditions were used with adaptive visual variables. We wanted to find out how much
the full-adaptive SemaVis differs from a SemaVis version that just adapts the visual variables.
Here, the canonical user model was used too. The last condition was our full-adaptive SemaVis
as described in Section 7.3.1.
For evaluating the system, we deduced from existing literature four main hypotheses. Ac-
cording to Card et al. [CMS99] and many other works on visualization [CM08, TM02, SCC12,
AB09, AB13], the aspect of performance plays an essential role for evaluating visualizations.
We therefore investigated the performance measure of the full-adaptive visualization with two
main metrics: efficiency and effectiveness [CMS99, CCH∗11, AB13]. The tasks to be solved
were subdivided into exploratory and simple tasks according to previous works on exploratory
search [Blo56, Mar06, WR09]. Based on these works, we hypothesized that solving tasks with
our full-adaptive semantics visualization is faster and more effective. The efficiency was mea-
sured with the dimension task-completion-time [H1], whereas we further hypothesized that this
is valid for both kind of tasks simple [H1-1] and exploratory [H1-2]. The effectiveness was mea-
sured through two main aspects, the number of correctly solved tasks [H2-1] and the number
of omitted tasks [H2-2]. We asked the participants to omit a task, if they are not able to solve
instead of choosing an answer by chance. Beside performance measures, we wanted to find out if
the full-adaptive visualization leads to less cognitive load and effort [H3]. We therefore gave all
participant pen and paper and asked to answer in a questionnaire, if they made use of these aux-
iliaries. We assumed that the need for using paper and pen is an indicator for an overload of the
working memory [3-1] [Blo56, SE09, DD04]. We also used a more subjective way to measure the
cognitive effort with the sub-scale Effortlessness of the INTUI questionnaire [UD10b, UD10a].
Effortlessness refers to the effort of learning according to DIN EN SIO 9241-110 and according to
Hogarth ”intuitive responses are reached with little appearing effort” ( [Hog01] in [UD10a, p.
802]). We assumed in our hypothesis 3-2 [H3-2] that the full-adaptive visualization leads to
lower perceived effort compared to the textual baseline or the non- or partially adaptive vi-
sualizations. Another main aspect for us was satisfaction and user experience. Full-adaptive
semantics visualization may lead with the included machine learning approaches to a faster and
more effective way of information acquisition. But is the full-adaptive visualization perceived as
more attractive, more intuitive, and leads to higher perceived user experience, and consequently
to more acceptance by users? To investigate this question, we used the AttrakDiff question-
naire [HBK03, HBK08] that measures in particular the perceived Hedonic Quality and Attrac-
tiveness of interactive systems. According to Hassenzahl et al. these both dimensions gives a
clear measure on the acceptance, satisfaction, and user experience of an interactive system that
goes beyond but includes usability [HBK03, HBK08]. We hypothesized that the full-adaptive
visualization leads to higher satisfaction and user experience [H4]. This hypothesis was measured
through the perceived Intuitiveness [H4-1], a sub-scale of the INTUI-questionnaire, the Hedonic
Quality, a sub-scale of the AttrakDiff-questionnaire, and the perceived Attractiveness [H4-3] an-
other sub-scale of the AttrakDiff questionnaire. We hypothesized that our full-adaptive SemaVis
leads to better rankings in all the mentioned dimensions of satisfaction and user experience.
The results of the evaluation illustrate clearly that all our assumptions are confirmed.
The full-adaptive semantics visualization is more efficient, more effective, leads to less cognitive
load and effort and to higher satisfaction and user experience. In all our hypotheses, the full-
adaptive SemaVis outperforms non-adaptive visualizations, partially adaptive visualizations, and
the textual baseline. The results confirmed increased efficiency of the full-adaptive SemaVis in
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terms of task-completion-time [H1]. Both, simple tasks [H1-1] as well as exploratory tasks [H1-2]
were solved significantly faster. With respect to effectiveness [H2] the analysis revealed that the
full-adaptive visualization outperforms all information presentation interfaces. The percentage of
correctly solved tasks was significantly higher [H2-1]. In addition, significantly fewer tasks were
omitted [H2-2] while working with the full-adaptive SemaVis. Besides increased efficiency and
effectiveness the full-adaptive SemaVis consumes less cognitive resources and effort [H3]. The
usage of auxiliaries (taking notes during the tasks) was significantly less frequent [H3-1] and the
interaction was perceived as more effortless by the means of the INTUI sub-scale Effortlessness
[H3-2]. Finally, the full-adaptive SemaVis showed the best results with respect to user experi-
ence measures [H4]: First, the interaction was perceived as significantly more intuitive [H4-1].
Second, the overall hedonic quality assessed by the AttrakDiff questionnaire outperformed all
other visualizations [H4-2]. Third, the users perceived the full-adaptive SemaVis as significantly
more attractive by means of the sub-scale Attractiveness of the AttrakDiff-questionnaire [H4-3].
In summary, the evaluation clearly confirmed all hypotheses. Consequently, the conceptual
model proposed in this work leads to significantly more efficient, effective, and accepted systems
that reduce significantly cognitive load and effort and are perceived as more intuitive, more
attractive, and are related to higher hedonic qualities.
Beside the sub-scales of the questionnaires INTUI and AttrakDiff that were used to confirm
our hypotheses, there are sub-scales that are part of the questionnaire but were not considered
in our evaluation. Although, they were not part of our evaluation scenario, we measured all
items of the questionnaires and presented them as further results (see Section 8.3.5.6). One of
these sub-scales was Gut Feeling of the INTUI questionnaire that refers more to an intuitive
decision making [UD10a]. In this sub-scale, there were no significant differences between the
different levels of adaptation. However, a significant difference could be observed between all
visual representations and the textual baseline. We think that the process of decision making
is already sufficiently supported by visualizations and consequently the adaptation level has no
effects. A similar observation was made for the INTUI sub-scale Verbalizability. The work with
the non-adaptive visualization could be retrospectively verbalized significantly lower than the
textual baseline. The lower verbalization ability of a system refers according to Ullrich and
Diefenbach to higher degree of intuitiveness [UD10b, UD10a]. The authors claim that the lower
degree of verbalization ability after using a system is more characterized by intuitive decisions
rather than intuitive interaction [UD10b]. Thus, they were uncertain about this dimension, as
they claimed ”However, we still wanted to include this component in our questionnaire to find out
whether any correlations to the other components or overall ratings could be revealed.” [UD10b,
3], we did not consider this dimension. In our opinion the correlation between retrospective
verbalization ability and the intuitiveness cannot be confirmed in context of visualizations.
Another sub-scale of INTUI that was not considered in our evaluation was the dimension of
Magical Experience. Although, the full-adaptive SemaVis outperformed in the dimensionMagical
Experience all other conditions, this dimension was not of interest for us. We already covered
the aspect of user experience with the sub-scale Hedonic Quality that showed more reliability
in previous studies. A similar situation was given by the sub-scale Pragmatic Quality of the
AttrakDiff questionnaire that refers to the perceived quality of achieving the goals. Thus, we
investigated in our evaluation the real achievements in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, this
dimension was not considered. The results on this dimensions showed significant higher values
according to the adaptation levels. The full-adaptive SemaVis outperformed all other visual
representations. But compared to the textual baseline, there were no differences between the
full-adaptive SemaVis and the textual baseline. We think that the perceived pragmatic quality
of the textual baseline is due to users’ prior experience.
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8.4. Chapter Summary
In the previous Chapter 7, we described the implementation of our conceptual model as proof
of feasibility. We could illustrate based on the architectural design and the different application
scenarios that our conceptual model is implemented and in use in different contexts. While we
evidenced in the last chapter the feasibility of our conceptual model with SemaVis, proof of the
benefits of our model was not provided. This chapter aimed at providing a proof of the benefits
and added values of our conceptual model and enlightening shortcoming and potentials that
should be investigated in future. Thus our conceptual model on adaptive semantics visualization
with its human centered design targets at providing benefits for users of the system, we chose an
empirical ’a posterior’ evaluation of our approach. To provide a valid and replicable evaluation
of our model, we introduced first some theoretical foundations and performed empirical studies
in context of adaptive visualizations. The main goal here was to provide a theoretical overview
of the underlying psychological methods.
Thereafter a preliminary pilot study on evaluating only the effects of visual variables of our
reference model in context of information search was introduced. The preliminary study was
performed together with the psychological department of the Technische Universität Darmstadt
in the laboratory of the Department of Psychology. A total of 14 persons participated the
preliminary study with a between-subject group design. The main goal here was to find out,
if the visual variables in terms of color and size have already an effect on search efficiency and
enable us to identify appropriate questionnaires, limitations, and shortcomings. Although, the
number of participants was limited to just 14, an effect to task completion and therewith to
effectiveness could be observed. The effect was expected due to the outcomes of the studies
in visual perception, in particular in preattentive information processing. Further we used the
INTUI questionnaire with the four sub-scales of Effortlessness, Verbalizability, Gut Feeling and
Magical Experience. Only the dimension Gut Feeling was affected by the adaptation of the visual
variables. But the main outcomes from the preliminary were for us the identified shortcomings
and limitations. The small sample size led to big standard errors. In addition, small effects
could not be investigated. Another limitation was the procedure of the evaluation. The answers
were written on a printed form, therewith the attention of the participants changed from the
computer-aided visualization to paper and vice versa. Further no temporal information (e.g.,
task-completion-time for each task) was assessed and only simple search task were considered.
But in general the main goal of the preliminary study was successful, thus it could be evidenced
that visual variables like color and size has an effect on the effectiveness of task completion.
In the main evaluation, we tried to eliminate all identified shortcomings from the preliminary
study. We therefore deduced our hypotheses first to have an idea what kind of evaluation
should be performed. Overall, four hypotheses were deduced with a total number of nine sub-
hypotheses. One main limitation of the preliminary study was that the participants had to move
their attention from the screen to the printed forms for filling out the questionnaires and solve
the tasks. To avoid this procedure, we developed an evaluation system that visualized the task
on top of the screen. Further, all main instructions were provided by the developed evaluation
system. The users were guided through the entire evaluation procedure without the need of paper
forms to be filled out during the task-solving process. Further the evaluation systems enabled
to measure the task-completion-time and reduce human errors, thus every answer and solved
tasks was depicted and stored automatically. Another shortcoming of the preliminary study was
the tasks. As we focused in our preliminary study only on simple tasks, the main evaluation
contained well-defined simple and exploratory search tasks according to the previous works on
exploratory search [Blo56, Mar06, WR09]. Further, we defined based on our reference model four
conditions, instead of two. We defined a textual baseline to validate our conceptual approach
in contrast to the most common way of information presentation. The textual representation of
search results used the same data-base, the same approach for gathering the data, and illustrated
exactly the same data as in all other conditions. To achieve this, the textual presentation of the
data was developed by us. The second condition was a static version of SemaVis with exactly
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the same data as all other conditions. For the third condition, we applied the second condition
and turned the visual variable adaptation on. In this condition only the visual variables were
adaptive according to the canonical user model. The fourth and last condition was our full-
adaptive SemaVis as described in Section 7.3.1. We applied the application scenario of digital
libraries, thus this application scenario provided major components of our conceptual model
and used just one data-base. To amplify the power of our evaluation, we decided to design the
evaluation as a within-subject group. All participants had to solve similar tasks (see Tables
A.7 and A.8) in all conditions. To reduce the learning effect, we applied a Latin-Square design
with four conditions and two interventions (task-types). The randomization was performed by
the evaluation system with an integrated Euclidean division to ensure that all sequences of the
Latin-Square design were conducted by the same number of participants.
The limitation of the small sample size in the preliminary study was eliminated with a ’a
priori’ power analysis. We measured with how great our sample size should be to reach enough
power for the evaluation and the settings. We used for the evaluation beside the INTUI ques-
tionnaire the AttrakDiff questionnaire that showed good reliability. All data including the task-
completion-times were collected automatically with our self-developed evaluation system. The
evaluation was conducted in a laboratory of Fraunhofer IGD as a controlled experiment. Overall
53 persons participated the evaluation in a time-period of two weeks. The results of the eval-
uation illustrated clearly that all our assumptions were confirmed. The full-adaptive semantics
visualization was evaluated as more efficient, more effective, with consuming less cognitive load
and effort and higher ratings on satisfaction and user experience. In all our hypotheses, the full-
adaptive SemaVis outperformed non-adaptive visualizations, partially adaptive visualizations,
and the textual baseline. The results confirmed increased efficiency of the full-adaptive SemaVis
in terms of task-completion-time. Both, simple tasks as well as exploratory tasks were solved
significantly faster. With respect to effectiveness the analysis revealed that the full-adaptive visu-
alization outperforms all information presentation interfaces. The percentage of correctly solved
tasks was significantly higher. In addition, significantly fewer tasks were omitted while working
with the full-adaptive SemaVis. Besides increased efficiency and effectiveness the full-adaptive
SemaVis consumed less cognitive resources and effort. The usage of auxiliaries (taking notes dur-
ing the tasks) was significantly less frequent and the interaction was perceived as more effortless.
Finally, the full-adaptive SemaVis showed the best results with respect to user experience mea-
sures, the interaction was perceived as significantly more intuitive, the overall hedonic quality
outperformed all other visualizations, and SemaVis was perceived as significantly more attractive
compared to all other conditions. Overall, the evaluation clearly confirmed that our conceptual
model leads to significantly higher efficient, effective, and accepted systems that reduce cognitive
load and effort and are perceived as more intuitive, more attractive, and are related to higher
hedonic qualities.
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The increasing amount and complexity of data in digital repositories emerge new challenges in
particular for accessing the vast amount of data by human. The challenge of human access to
data is investigated by different and partially complementary research areas. Information visu-
alization focuses on the human visual information processing to provide an interactive picture of
the data and to amplify human’s cognition and provide insights and knowledge. Semantic tech-
nologies aim at formalizing data in a machine-readable way and providing ”meanings” based on
the formalization to make data accessible for human. The relatively young research field of adap-
tive information visualization combines approaches from information visualization with methods
of adaptive systems to provide personalized and enhanced visual representations of data. Recent
research in adaptive visualizations showed significant advances in human information processing.
The adaptation techniques were applied to search and exploration tasks, whereas user studies
evidenced promising and beneficial results. Although, this research area showed significant ad-
vances in human access to vast data, existing methods and approaches show shortcomings and
limitations. For information visualization the transformation of data to a human-centered vi-
sual representation plays a key-role. Adaptation approaches for information visualization should
therefore consider human and data as influence factors that affect the visualizations. Today’s
system either adapts based on data or on user. An investigation of both was not performed
yet. Further existing adaptive visualizations that adapts based on human interaction patterns
have to be trained by experts. With each new visual layout the entire system have to be trained
with commonly static behavioral patterns as repeated interaction sequences. To our best of
knowledge there existed no method that learned from users’ behavior initially and adapted to
the average behavior, instead of being trained by experts. But in our opinion the main limitation
of today’s approaches is that the transformation pipeline of data to visual representation is not
considered. Although, there are many studies of visual perception, reference models for informa-
tion visualization, and a great and useful number of methods, applications and their effects to
human perception, all these fundamental works are not applied in today’s adaptive visualization
approaches. This research area did not investigate the human interface adaptation. The focus
relies more to what can or should be adapted rather than what can be adapted. A coherent
model that investigates the potentials of information visualization with its various variables that
influence our perception and consequently the information acquisition was missing.
In this thesis we faced the identified limitations of adaptive visualizations and presented
a novel and coherent model for adaptive visualization for information acquisition. In contrast
to existing systems and approaches, we investigated in particular the potentials of information
visualization for adaptation. Therefore, our reference model for visual adaptation considers not
only the entire transformation pipeline from data to visual representation, it enhances far more
the reference model to meet the requirements for individual and canonical adaptive visualizations.
Our model provides an adaptation on different visual layers and enhances the state of research.
Each of the identified layers can be adapted automatically by various influencing factors. The
transformation steps from data to visualization are enhanced to provide a fine granular adaptation
of visual parameters. To identify the visual layers that affect the human information processing,
we investigated various models and studies on visual perception. Our proposed model considers
both human and data as influencing factor and does not require an initial training by experts. For
this, we introduced the canonical user model, an approach that investigates the usage behavior of
all users with the system and enables an initial adaptation based on the average usage behavior.
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9.1. Summary
To achieve our goal and provide a coherent and comprehensive model for adaptive visualization
in particular for semantics, we started with an extensive literature review. Therefore, we started
with an overview of the various disciplines, techniques, goals, and approaches that are coupled to
interactive information visualization. In particular the investigation of human visual perception,
visualization tasks, and data models were applied in our conceptual design. We further intro-
duced the reference model for information visualization and the differentiation of visual layers,
and models of visual perception that built the foundations of our conceptual design. This was
followed by an extensive review existing systems and approaches for semantics visualizations.
For obtaining a clear picture, we defined first semantics visualization. Further a classification
of semantics visualization for providing a comprehensible picture of the existing systems was
introduced. Our state of art review covered the last decade, whereas the existing systems were
introduced based on our classification. Our review outlined that none of the existing systems
support the exploratory search process, although semantics is predestinated to support this kind
of search. In addition, we investigated the state of the art in adaptive visualizations. To provide
a comprehensible way for conveying different adaptation processes, we introduced three main
aspects: influencing factors by means of to what can visualizations be adapted, knowledge mod-
eling that refers to the way how the influencing factors can be formalized, and human interface
adaptation that refers to visualization and their capabilities for adaptation. The main goal of
this chapter was to give a comprehensive and comprehensible state of art analysis for adaptive
visualizations. For this purpose we first defined adaptive visualization based on the definition
of adaptive systems and the definition of information visualization. Our review on the existing
systems covered the last decade. The goal was to find systems or approaches that make use of all
the defined adaptation criteria, but at least combine some of them to provide a real benefit out
of the visual structures. Our review clearly outlined that the emerging area of adaptive visual-
izations did not investigate the human interface adaptation in depth, yet. The most systems are
replacing visualization types and layouts respectively based on some users’ implicit or explicit
demands. The focus of today’s systems is more to what should be adapted rather than what can
be adapted. With this chapter, we concluded the review on existing systems and approaches.
The second part of our thesis introduced our conceptual model. Thereby first the main out-
comes of our literature review were summarized to deduce scientific requirements for our model.
Therefore, we first identified the requirements that built the foundation on the conceptual work.
Thereafter a high-level design of our conceptual model was presented as overall conceptual model.
Based on the conceptual model, a detailed and replicable illustration of each layer and component
was given. We described the knowledge model with its three main components of data model,
data feature model, and user model. Data model described the way how semantic information
are gathered from Web-sources and from non-semantic metadata and enriched with semantic
information based on our iterative querying approach. This led to a formal representation of
data in form of the proposed data model. Our data feature model illustrated the retrieving of
quantitative measured of the underlying data with the same iterative querying approach. In this
context, two weighting-algorithms that measure the relevance of semantic neighbors of selected
instances were introduced in a detailed way. Thereafter, the user model and the related concepts
were described that combine users’ interaction behavior with data and visual layouts. Based
on a formal specification of users’ interactions the approach for determining and weighting user
behavior and predicting users’ action was introduced. In this context we introduced the formal
description of the canonical user model and the group definition followed by user similarity and
deviation analysis. Thereafter the general adaption process was described that guides through
the entire process of adaptation and illustrates when and how the measured values and models are
applied. Further, we introduced our layer based reference model of adaptation that enables a fine
granular adaptation and investigates the entire transformation steps of information visualization
for adaptation. We concluded our conceptual model with the description of our visualization
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cockpit model and illustrated how this model can be applied to support the exploratory search
with juxtaposed visual layouts.
The last part of our thesis introduced the proof of our conceptual model. Therefore first the
architectural design of our SemaVis technology was described based on a design pattern. The
general architecture aimed at providing the technical interplay of the introduced approaches,
algorithms, and models of our conceptual model. It gave an overview of the implementation
strategy and enabled a mapping to the already introduced overall conceptual model. Aside
from the general architecture of SemaVis three exemplary application scenarios were introduced
that enabled to comprehend the adaptation behavior of our system and evidenced the feasibility
of our model. Beside the proof of feasibility, we introduced an empirical study on one of the
described application scenarios. The main goal of the empirical user study was to prove the
added values of our model and find limitations. We conducted first a preliminary user study to
evaluate only the effects of the visual variables and find an appropriate design for our main study.
For the main evaluation, we implemented an evaluation-software that collected data, guided the
user through the evaluation scenario, and reduced thereby human errors. The evaluation was
conducted as a within-subject Latin-Square design with four conditions and two interventions.
The conditions were applied to our reference model and enhanced with a textual baseline. The
interventions were task-types deduced from exploratory search models and were classified into 40
simple and exploratory tasks. Overall a total number of 53 persons participated in the evaluation.
Overall four main hypotheses with nine sub-hypotheses were deduced to measure performance,
acceptance, and hedonic values. The results of the evaluation illustrated that all our assumptions
are confirmed. The full-adaptive semantics visualization is more efficient, more effective, leads to
less cognitive load and effort and to higher satisfaction and user experience. In all our hypotheses,
the full-adaptive SemaVis outperformed the non-adaptive visualization, the partially adaptive
visualization, and the textual baseline.
9.2. Benefits of the Visual Adaptation Model
We focused in this thesis on a more human-centered view on visual adaptation and investigated
in particular the way how information visualization or in our specific case semantics visualization
can be adapted to data and user characteristics, e.g. user interests or prior knowledge. Our re-
search focused on the different visual variables and layers that affect the information acquisition
process. Consequently, the major benefits of our models regard the visual adaptation for search-
ing and acquiring information. With our Overall Conceptual Model, we identified four layers that
lead to a more appropriate adaptation of visualizations. The conceptual model addresses the
identified limitations in existing systems and provides a novel model for adapting semantics vi-
sualizations based on user and data characteristics. Thereby the surpluses of existing models are
used and combined with new approaches to provide a more reliable adaptation model. The con-
ceptual model contains four main layers, whereas each of these layers contains components that
lead to advanced adaptation of visualizations. The main advances in particular on the interface
adaptation were provided by our Reference Model for Adaptive Visualization that investigated
and enhanced the transformation steps from data to visual representation. The reference model
contains four adaptation layers, Semantics, Visual Layout, Visual Variable, and Visual Interface
and includes the transformation steps of data transformation, visual mapping, retinal variable
mapping, and visual layout orchestration. Beside the transformation steps, the four layers can
be adapted by the conceptual model and the integrated adaptation processes. The main ben-
efit here is the advanced reference model that can be applied to any kind of visual adaptation
and enhances the state of the art with the various levels of adaptation based on human visual
perception.
Our User Model approach comprises both data and user for the adaptation process in con-
trast to existing systems. The user model includes thereby the combined interaction behavior
with data and visual layouts. With the subsumption on concept-level, we further enhance exist-
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ing approaches for user modeling to a domain-independent model. The introduced user model
further makes use of the semantic hierarchy of data. Within a certain knowledge domain, the
model provides conceptual information that leads to recommend data from the same semantic
concepts. Beside the behavioral analysis of users, an enhanced prediction algorithm that enables
the guidance of users’ attention to data or load not selected data on demand was proposed. The
appliance of a canonical user model that represents the average behavior of all users and leads
to a general adaptation of the visualization environment supersedes the necessity of an expert to
train the system. Further similarity and deviation measures allow providing a more individual-
ized adaptation to certain users and controlling the level of adaptation. With our visualization
cockpit model, we proposed a novel approach that enables the composition of different visual
layouts on screen. Thereby the visual layouts are either linked with each other, linked with
certain data-bases or sub-set of data, or not linked with other visual layouts. The model enables
an enhanced exploratory search with visualizations, whereas the placement and arrangement of
the visual layouts can be either performed by users or by the system.
We have further provided a proof of our concept with the SemaVis technology. SemaVis
is an adaptive semantics visualization that implements our conceptual model for providing a
more efficient and effective way of visual information acquisition. The benefits of our adaptation
model were evidenced with one application scenario of SemaVis. We therefore conducted a
comprehensive empirical user study with four conditions. Beside the textual baseline, a non-
adaptive version of SemaVis, a partially adaptive version of SemaVis, and the full-adaptive
SemaVis were evaluated. The conditions were applied from our reference model to illustrate
the main effects of the adaptation of different visual layers. The evaluation revealed that the
full-adaptive SemaVis that is based on our conceptual model outperforms all other conditions in
terms of Efficiency, Effectiveness, Cognitive Load & Perceived Effort, and Satisfaction & User
Experience.
Efficiency We therefore used in our evaluation the task completion time for measuring the ef-
ficiency of the different conditions. Task completion time was measured automatically by
the implemented evaluation system and stored in the log-files. For a single task it con-
stitutes the time elapsed between the first appearance of the task on the screen and the
participant’s confirmation of an answer. Thereby two different task-types and their com-
pletion time were measured: simple and exploratory tasks. The results revealed that all
differences between the different conditions were significant. This was the case for both
question types. The full-adaptive SemaVis outperformed all other conditions in terms of
task completion time. The effect is present for both types of tasks, exploratory and simple
tasks.
Effectiveness Effectiveness describes the accuracy of goal achievement. This was measured by
two dimensions: percentage of correctly solved tasks and percentage of omitted tasks. In
both measured dimension the full-adaptive SemaVis outperformed all other conditions. It
led to fewer incorrect answers than compared to all other conditions. Further fewer tasks
were omitted while using the full-adaptive SemaVis compared to all other conditions. The
analysis of measures regarding effectiveness revealed that the appliance of our conceptual
model leads to significant improvements in terms of effectiveness.
Cognitive Load & Perceived Effort The amount of cognitive resources needed for solving the
tasks was assessed by the use of auxiliaries (pen and paper), due to the assumption that
that users write notes down, if their working memory is not capable to remember the
intermediate results for complex tasks. The use of paper and pen is therefore an indicator
for a higher cognitive load. Further a more formal way for measuring the perceived effort
was performed with the sub-scale Effortlessness of the INTUI questionnaire. Effortlessness
refers similar to the use of further auxiliaries the perceived ease to solve a task. The full-
adaptive SemaVis led to significantly less usage of further auxiliaries (pen and paper) during
the task solving process. Further the perceived effort measured with the questionnaire
was significantly lower while working with the full-adaptive SemaVis in contrast to all
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other conditions. The full-adaptive SemaVis consumes less cognitive effort and the work is
perceived as more effortless.
Satisfaction & User Experience To measure the satisfaction and user experience, we used three
dimensions: the sub-scale Intuitiveness of the INTUI questionnaire and the sub-scales
Hedonic Quality and Attractiveness of the AttrakDiff questionnaire. The full-adaptive
SemaVis outperformed in all three sub-scales all the other conditions. Consequently, our
conceptual model leads to a visual adaptation that increases the users’ satisfaction and
user experience. This leads to a higher acceptance by users.
In summary, the results of the evaluation illustrate that the full-adaptive SemaVis and
thereby our proposed conceptual model is more efficient, more effective, leads to less cognitive
load and effort and to higher satisfaction and user experience. The full-adaptive SemaVis out-
performed the non-adaptive SemaVis, the partially adaptive SemaVis, and the textual baseline
in all our assumptions.
9.3. Prospects for Future Work
Our conceptual model, the implementation as SemaVis, and the evaluation of our model con-
tributed to the research on adaptive visualizations. This section outlines futures directions that
were in particular emerged during our research in the course of this thesis.
Data Mining for Knowledge Modeling Our conceptual model and the related approaches fo-
cused on the visualization of semantics. Both, the user model approaches and the data
model were determined through the interaction of semantically annotated data or at least
metadata. Due to the rapidly increasing semantic repositories as Linked-Data, our model
provides a sufficient way for a visual adaptation of these kinds of data. An interesting
enhancement would be to apply our model to non-semantic data and use instead of the
formalized conceptualizations data mining approaches to generate topics, keywords, or
key-features of non-structured document corpora. Text mining methods could be used for
instance to extract key-terms from text documents users are interested in and build based
on the extracted terms models that represent users behavior. To generate semantics, the
extracted terms could be queried in semantic data-sources. With our iterative querying
our conceptual model could be then applied without the need of major changes.
Process-oriented Adaptation As we focused on user and data as influencing factors, we found
out during our research that another main influencing factor for adaptive visualization
could be the process of task solving that can be divided and defined as activities. There
are application scenarios such as the introduced policy modeling scenario, in which the
tasks of the different users vary. Not only the goals or different but also the way to achieve
the goal in visual manner. An enhancement of our model would be the investigation
of the process as repeated sequences of activities and activities as repeated sequences of
interactions. Thereby machine learning approaches could be used to detect certain activity
patterns automatically and support users in their process of problem solving. The entire
process can be visualized for the user and prediction algorithms may highlight the next
possible user activity or in best case the entire process that should be passed until the main
goal is reached. Users of the system can intervene and correct the process or they may be
guided through the entire process. Thereby the activities may be coupled to certain sets
of visual layouts that fit best for the current task.
Editable User Model Visualization SemaVis adapts the visual appearance based on the under-
lying user model, whereas the user himself is not aware about the weightings, measurements,
and in particular topics and visual layouts that lead to the adaptation effect. Another fruit-
ful advancement would be the visualization of the individual user model for the particular
user with the ability to change measures and correct the observed and trained system be-
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havior. The advantages are two-fold: (1) the user experiences more transparency, thus
she can clearly see and recognize which data and which visual layouts were identified as
relevant for her and (2) occurred errors in the user model can be changed or adapted by
the user herself. Thus human learns in course of the time and the interests may change,
the editable visualization of the user model would be helpful to give users more control on
the adaptation of the different layers.
Search Intention Analysis Our main user analysis approaches start with users’ interactions with
the visualization. Commonly the first step of a search process is querying a search-term.
Although, we investigated in one of the application scenarios the search-term as input for
our user model, an analysis of the search term and thereby the search intention would be
an appropriate enhancement of our model. Thereby the frequency distribution of words in
a certain language can be used as an indicator for determining how specific a search was
defined. The more specific a search was expressed, the more precise can the search results
can be visualized. In turn, if the search was verbalized with words that are common in
a certain language, a more exploratory view on the results can be given to support the
knowledge acquisition process of the user.
Long-term User Study Although, we conducted a comprehensive user study, the underlying user
model of our study was the canonical user model. An investigation of how our adaptive
visualization affects the individualized view, information acquisition, and learning process
would enlighten more facets of our conceptual model in particular for personalized visual-
ization. We suggest conducting a between-subject long-term evaluation with a period of at
least six months. During this time counter-balanced groups should work with either with
SemaVis that adapts based on the canonical user model or a version that adapts based on
the individual user model. This procedure would help to find out the added values, if given
at all, on individual level compared to the canonical level.
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A.4. Questionnaires of the Evaluation
Table A.1.: Oﬄine part I: sociodemographic questionnaire (German)
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A.4. Questionnaires of the Evaluation
Table A.2.: Oﬄine part II: Agreement with photographic protocol (German)
Table A.3.: Online sociodemographic questionnaire
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Table A.4.: The INTUI Questionnaire (from [UD10b])
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A.4. Questionnaires of the Evaluation
Table A.5.: The INTUI Questionnaire in German language (from [UD10b])
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Table A.6.: The AttrakDiff Questionnaire (adapted from [HBK03])
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A.5. Tasks of the Evaluation
Table A.7.: Evaluation Tasks (continued on next page)
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Table A.8.: Evaluation Tasks (continued from previous page)
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A.6. Complementary and Detailed Results of the Evaluation
A.6. Complementary and Detailed Results of the Evaluation
Gut Feeling Table A.9 illustrates the results of the pairwise t-Tests for the INTUI sub-scale
Gut Feeling. Condition D was given the highest ratings. The differences between the full adap-
tive visualization and condition A and B were reached significance. However, the difference to
condition C was not significant. Further, condition B and condition C did not differ significantly.
All remaining effects were significant.
Table A.9.: Pairwise t-Tests for the INTUI-sub-scale Gut Feeling
Magical Experience The results of the pairwise t-Tests for the INTUI sub-scale Magical Ex-
perience are given in Table A.10, thereby the sub-scale were significant between all conditions.
The full adaptive semantics visualizations gained the highest ratings.
Table A.10.: Pairwise t-Tests for the INTUI-sub-scale Magical Experience
Verbalizability Pairwise t-Tests were conducted subsequent to the significant results of the anal-
ysis of variance for the INTUI sub-scale Verbalizability (see Table A.11). The results show, that
only one of the effects reached significance. Verbalizability was significantly higher in Condition
A than in Condition B.
Table A.11.: Pairwise t-Tests for the INTUI-sub-scale Verbalizability
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Hedonic Quality - Identity The pairwise t-Tests of the AttrakDiff sub-scale Hedonic Quality
- Identity (see Table A.12) illustrates significant effects between all conditions, whereas the full
adaptive visualization outperforms all other conditions.
Table A.12.: Pairwise t-Tests for the AttrakDiff-sub-scale Hedonic Quality - Identity
Hedonic Quality - Stimulation The results of the pairwise t-Tests are given in Table A.13.
Significant effects could be observed between all visualizations (conditions B, C, and D) and the
textual baseline (condition A). No significant results are given between the visualizations.
Table A.13.: Pairwise t-Tests for the AttrakDiff-sub-scale Hedonic Quality - Stimulation
AttrakDiff sub-scale Pragmatic Quality The results pairwise t-Tests of the AttrakDiff sub-scale
Pragmatic Quality illustrates no significant differences in the ratings between the full-adaptive
visualization and the textual baseline. However, the full-adaptive visualization outperformed all
other visual representations, in contrast to the textual baseline no significant differences could
be found. Table A.14 illustrates the results of the pairwise t-Tests of the sub-scale Pragmatic
Quality of the AttrakDiff questionnaire.
Table A.14.: Pairwise t-Tests for the AttrakDiff-sub-scale Pragmatic Quality
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